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United States District Court, Southern District

of California

In Equity No. 1027-J

On United States Letters Patent No. 1,726,500

C. F. BURGESS LABORATORIES, INC.,

Plaintiff,

vs.

COAST INSULATING CORPORATION,
Defendant.

BILL OF COMPLAINT

To the Honorable the Judges of the United States

District Court for the Southern District of

California

Plaintiff, above named, brings this Bill of Com-

plaint against the above named defendant, and al-

leges :

I. Plaintiff, C. F. Burgess Laboratories, Inc., is

a corporation of the State of Delaware, having a

place of business at 111 West Monroe Street, Chi-

cago, Illinois.

II. On information and belief, defendant, Coast

Insulating Corporation, is a corporation of Califor-

nia, having a place of business at 634 South West-

ern Avenu(\ TjOs Angeles, California, where, and

elsewhere, it has committed the hereinafter com-

plained acts of infringement. [2]
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III. This is a suit for the infringement of

United States Letters Patent and the jurisdiction

of this Court is invoked under the Patent Laws of

the United States.

IV. Heretofore, to wit, on or about the 11th day

of August, 1927, Ralph F. Norris, a citizen of the

United States, being within the meaning of the Stat-

utes of the United States, the first, original and

sole inventor of certain new improvements in

"Sound Deadening Construction", not known or

used in this country, or patented or described in

any printed publication in this or any foreign coun-

try before his invention or discovery thereof, nor

moie than two years prior to his said application

for United States Letters Patent, and for which

no application for foreign letters patent had been

filed by him or his legal representatives or assigns

more than twelve months prior to his filing of said

application for letters patent, and not in public

use or on sale in this comitry for more than two

years prior to his application for said letters pat-

ent and which had not been abandoned, did on or

about the 11th day of August, 1927, make applica-

tion in due form for Letters Patent of the United

States for said invention. Thereafter, to wit, on

or about the 25 day of February, 1929, said Ralph

F. Norris filed an application as a continuation

in y)art of the said application filed on August 11,

1927, the i)arts of said continuing application not

disclosed in said original application, being not
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known or used in this country, or [3] patented or

described in any printed publication in this or any

foreign country before his invention or discovery

thereof, nor more than two years prior to his said

continuing application, and for which no applica-

tion for foreign letters patent had been filed by him

or his legal representatives or assigns more than

twelve months prior to his filing of said continuing

application, and not in public use, or on sale for

more than two years prior to his said continuing

application, and which had not been abandoned.

After due proceedings had, said Letters Patent No.

1,726,500 were duly issued to plaintiff and thereby

was secured to it, its heirs and asisigns, for the

term of seventeen (17) years from August 27, 1929,

the exclusive right to make, use and vend said in-

vention throughout the United States and terri-

tories thereof, all of which will more fully appear

as by the original or a duly certified copy of said

Letters Patent, ready in Court to be produced.

V. Subsequent to the filing of said applications,

but prior to the issuance of said patent, plaintiff,

C. F. Burgess Laboratories, Inc., did obtain the en-

tire right, title and interest to said Letters Patent

and the invention claimed therein, all as will more

fully appear from a duly certified copy of an assign-

ment from said Ralph F. Norris to plaintiff, ready

in Court to be produced. [4]

VI. The invention of said Letters Patent No. 1,-

726,500 is of great value and utility and has gone
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into commercial use. The plaintiff is entitled to

maintain this suit and to receive and retain to its

use all recoveries on account of any and all infringe-

ments of said letters patent since the date of grant-

ing of said letters patent.

VII. Said letters patent have been generally re-

spected and acquiesced in by the public and by

manufacturers, sellers and users of devices of this

character. A number of licenses have been granted

under said letters patent for considerations and sub-

stantial royalties have been paid to plaintiff by its

licensees operating under said letters patent.

VIII. On information and belief since the issu-

ance of said Letters Patent No. 1,726,500 and with-

in the six (6) years last past, the defendant has

been and still is, in the Southern District of Cali-

fornia and elsewhere in the United States, without

leave or license of the plaintiff and in infringement

of said letters patent, making, using and selling

sound deadening constructions embodying the in-

vention claimed in said letters patent and threat-

ens to continue so to infringe.

IX. Plaintiff has given notice to the defendant

of its aforesaid infringing acts and has requested

it to desist therefrom and defendant has, neverthe-

less, continued its infringing acts and threatens to

continue so to do. By reason of said infringement,

the defendant has realized large gains, profits and

advantages which plaintiff would otherwise receive

and to which plaintiff is rightfully entitled and has
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caused j^laintiff great and irreparable damage and

injury. [5]

X. Plaintiff has no adequate remedy at law.

Wherefore, the plaintiff prays:

First: For a writ of injunrfction issuing out of

and under the seal of this Court enjoining and re-

straining said defendant, Coast Insulating Corpo-

ration, its officers, directors, servants, agents, repre-

sentatives, workmen and privies from infringing

plaintiff's Letters Patent No. 1.726,500.

Second: For an accounting of the profits, gains

and saAdngs realized by defendant and damages

suffered by plaintiff by reason of the infringement

of plaintiff's said Letters Patent.

Third : That plaintiff recover said profits, gains,

savings and damages together with costs.

Fourth: That the plaintiff have such other and

further relief as the Court may deem just and

proper.

C. F. BURGESS
LABORATORIES, INC.,

By ARBA B. MARVIN,
President.

LYON & LYON,
Solicitors for Plaintiff.

LEONARD S. LYON
DANIEL Y. MAHONEY

Of Counsel.
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State of Illinois,

County of Cook—ss.

Arba B. Marvin, being- duly sworn, deposes and

says that lie is tbe President of C. F. Burgess [6]

Laboratories, Inc., the plaintiff in this action; that

he has read the foregoing Bill of Complaint and

laiows the contents thereof; that the same is true

of his knowledge except as to matters therein stated

to be alleged on information and belief and as to

those matters he believes it to be true; that he has

signed the Bill of Complaint as President of C. F.

Burgess Laboratories, Inc., and that the reason why
the Bill of Complaint is not verified by the plain-

tiff, C. F. Burgess Laboratories, Inc., is because it

is a corporation.

ARBA B. MARVIN.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 21st day

of Sept., 1936.

[Seal] R. M. CRONES,
Notary Public.

[Endorsed]: Filed Oct. 5, 1936. [7]

[Title of District Court and Cause.]

ANSWER
Comes now the defendant. Coast Insulating Cor-

poration, and answering plaintiff's bill of complaint

on file herein, admits, denies and alleges; as fol-

lows:
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I.

Answering paragraph I, defendant is without

knowledge as to the allegations therein contained

and therefore denies the same.

II.

Answering paragraph II, admits that defendant

is a corporation of California, having its place of

business at 634 South Western Avenue, Los An-

geles, California, but denies that it has there or at

any place committed the alleged acts of infringe-

ment complained of or any acts of infringement.

III.

Answering paragraph III, admits that the

grounds upon which this Court's jurisdiction de-

pends, if any at all, [8] is that this is a suit imder

the Patent Laws of the United States.

IV.

Answering paragraph IV, denies that on or about

the 11th day of August, 1927, or at any time, Ralph

F. Norris, a citizen of the United States, was,

within the meaning of the Statutes of the United

States or in any meaning, the first, original, sole

or any inventor of certain new improvements in

** Sound Deadening Construction"; denies that the

same were not known or used in this country, or

patented or described in any printed publication in

this or any foreign country before said Ralph F.

Norris' alleged invention or discovery thereof, nor
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more than two years prior to his alleged applica-

tion for United States Letters Patent; defendant is

without knowledge as to whether any application

for foreign letters patent had been filed by siaid

Ralph F. Norris or his legal representatives or as-

signs more than twelve months prior to his filing of

said alleged application for letters patent, and de-

nies the same; denies that same was not in public

use or on sale in this country for more than two

years prior to said alleged application for letters

patent; denies that the same had not been aban-

doned. Admit that said Ralph F. Norris did on or

about the 11th day of August, 1927, make appli-

cation for Letters Patent of the United States for

said alleged invention, but denies that same was

made in due form. Admits that on or about the

25th day of February, 1929, said Ralph F. Norris

filed an application purporting to be a continuation

in part of the alleged application filed on August 11,

1927, but defendant is informed and believes and

[9] upon that ground alleges that said application

was not in fact a proper or lawful continuation in

part of said application filed August 11, 1927. De-

nies that the parts of said purported continuing ap-

plication not disclosed in said original application

were not known or used in this country, or patented

or described in any printed publication in this or any

foreign country before said RalphF. Norris 'pretend-

ed invention or discovery thereof, nor more than two

years prior to his alleged continuing application. De-

fendant is without knowledge as to whether any ap-
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plication for foreign letters patent had been filed by

said Ralph F. Norris or his legal representatives or

assigns more than twelve months prior to his filing

of said alleged continuing application, and denies

the same. Denies that said pretended certain new

improvements in "Somid Deadening Construction"

had not been in public use or on sale for more than

two years prior to said Ralph F. Norris' alleged

continuing application and denies that the same had

not been abandoned. Defendant has seen what pur-

ports to be a printed copy of a United States Let-

ters Patent bearing number 1,726,500 purporting to

have been issued to C. F. Burgess Laboratories,

Inc., of Madison, Wisconsin, but defendant is with-

out knowledge as to whether said patent was issued

to plaintiff and denies the same, and denies that the

same was issued after due proceedings or that there

was thereby secured to plaintiff, its heirs or assigns,

for the term of seventeen (17) years or any term

from August 27, 1929 or any date, the exclusive

or any right to make, use or vend said pretended

invention throughout the United States or terri-

tories thereof or any place. [10]

V.

Answering paragraph V, defendant is without

knowledge as to the allegations therein contained

and denies the same,

VI.

Answering paragraph VI, denies that the pre-

tended invention of said alleged Letters Patent No.
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1,726,500 is of great or any value or utility or that

it has gone into conmiercial use. Denies that plain-

tiff is entitled to maintain this suit or to receive or

retain to its use all or any recoveries on account

of any or all mfringements of said alleged letters

patent since the date of granting of said alleged

letters patent. Further answering, defendant de-

nies that it has infringed or is infringing said pur-

ported letters patent and denies that plaintiff is en-

titled to any recovery from defendant.

YII.

Answering paragraph VII, denies that said al-

leged Letters Patent have been generally or at all

respected or acquiesced in by the public or by manu-

facturers, sellers or users of devices of said char-

acter or by any one. Defendant is mthout knowl-

edge as to whether a number of licenses have been

granted imder said letters patent for considerations

or snbstantial royalties or as to whether substantial

or any royalties have been paid to plaintiff by its

alleged licensees allegedly operating under said al-

leged letters patent, and denies the same. [11]

YIII.

Answering paragraph YIII, denies that since the

issuance of said alleged Letters Patent No. 1,726,-

500, or within the six years last past, or at any

time, defendant has been or still is, in the Southern

District of California or anywhere, making, using

or selling sound deadening constructions or any-
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thing embodying the pretended invention allegedly

claimed in said alleged letters patent or in infringe-

ment thereof and denies that defendant threatens

to infringe as alleged or otherwise.

IX.

Answering paragraph IX, admits that defendant

received from plaintiff, on or about February 27,

1936, a letter dated February 24, 1936 purporting

to claim infringement of letters patent Xo. 1,726,-

500, but denies that the same constitutes such notice

as is required by the Patent I^aw, and denies that

defendant has committed any infringing acts or

threatens to infringe, as alleged. Denies that by

virtue of any of its acts defendant has realized

large or any gains, profits or advantages which

plaintiff would otherwise receive or to which plain-

tiff is rightfully entitled and denies that plaintiff

has been caused great, irreparable or any damage

or injury by any act of defendant.

X.

Denies the allegations of paragraph X.

XI.

Further answering, defendant denies every alle-

gation not hereinabove specifically admitted or de-

nied. [12]

XII.

Further answering said Bill of Complaint, and

as an additional and separate defense thereto, de-
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fendant alleges upon information and belief that the

alleged Letters Patent in suit and each of the claims

thereof, are void and of no force or effect, for the

reason that the pretended invention and improve-

ment purportedly claimed therein and allegedly

covered thereby, and each and every material and

substantial ]3art thereof was, long prior to any in-

vention or discovery thereof by the said Ralph F.

Norris, or more than two (2) years prior to his al-

leged application for United States Letters Patent

thereon, patented or described in and by the fol-

lowing patents and printed publications:

United States Letters Patents

Number Date Patentee

1,172,379 Feb. 22, 1916 J. Mazer

1,483,365 Feb. 12, 1924 J. Mazer

1,660,745 Feb. 28, 1928 J. H. Delaney

1,385,741 July 26, 1921 J. A¥. Dillon

1,028,575 elmie 4, 1912 G. B. Legnard, et al.

1.554.179 September 15, 1925 W. S. Trader

1.554.180 September 15, 1925 W. S. Trader

1,635,796 July 12, 1926 G. P. Little

Printed Publications

Physical Review, American Physical Society, Vol.

19, 1922;

Rayleigh, "Theory of Sound", 1896;

Botsford, "Plastering, Plain and Decorative",

1905;

Sabine,. "Architectural Acoustics", 1900;

Sabine, '

' Architectural Acoustics '

', 1906
; [13]
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And ill and by other patents and printed publi-

cations of which defendant does not now have the

names and identification, but for which defendant

is making a diligent search and which defendant

prays leave to plead when sufficiently informed

thereof.

XIII.

Further answering said bill of complaint, and as

an additional and separate defense thereto, defend-

ant alleges upon information and belief that the

alleged letters patent in suit and each of the claims

thereof are invalid and void for the reason that

the alleged patentee, Ralph F. Norris, w^as not the

original or first inventor thereof, in that the pre-

tended invention and improvements purportedly

claimed therein and allegedly covered thereby were,

long prior to any invention or discovery thereof

by said Ralph F. Norris, or more than two (2)

years prior to his alleged application for said pat-

ent, known to and in public use in the United States

by the patentees and authors named in paragraph

XII hereof and by others whose names and ad-

dresses are at present imknown to defendant, but

for which defendant is making diligent search and

prays leave to plead when sufficiently informed

thereof.

XIV.

Further answering said bill of complaint, and as

an additional and separate defense thereto, de-

fendant alleges upon information and belief that
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the alleged letters patent in suit and each of the

claims thereof are invalid and void because the

pretended invention or discovery described and

claimed therein, and all material and substantial

parts thereof, were, for more than two years prior

to the alleged application for said patent, in public

use and on sale in the United States hj the pat-

entees named in paragraph XII [14] as well as by

others whose names and places of use are at pres-

ent unkno^vn to defendant, but for which defendant

is making a diligent search and prays leave to

plead when sufficiently informed thereof.

XV.
Further answering said bill of complaint, and as

an additional and separate defense thereto, de-

fendant alleges that each and every element and

feature and the use, function and effect thereof,

both singly and in divers substantially similar com-

bination of the subject-matter described and defined

in each and all of the claims of the letters patent

in suit were, long prior to the alleged invention

or discovery thereof by the said Ralph F. No iris,

matters of common knowledge among those skilled

in the art to which said letters patent relates, such

common knowledge including the various prior

letters patents and printed publications as well as

the prior uses hereinbefore enumerated, and that

by reason of such common knowledge the concep-

tion, description and production of the subject-
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matter described in each and all of the claims of

the letters patent in suit did not require or involve

exercise of the inventive faculties, but were the

result of mere ordinary mechanical skill and judg-

ment, and that, for said reasons, said letters patent

in suit and each claim thereof are invalid and void

for want of invention.

XVI.

Further answering said bill of complaint, and as

an additional and separate defense thereto, de-

fendant alleges that none of the claims of the let-

ters patent in suit is infringed by defendant, for

the reason that the state of the [15] art, as it ex-

isted at the time the said Ralph F. Norris allegedly

iuATuted or discovered the subject-matter thereof,

as such prior art, is exemplified by the prior patents

and printed publications set forth in paragraph

XII of this answer and by other prior patents and

publications which defendant will produce in Court,

was such as to so restrict and confine the scope

of said claims that, if valid at all, they cannot be

so construed or interpreted as to cover or embrace

any product or method made, used or sold by this

defendant.

XYII.

Further answering said bill of complanit, and as

an additional and separate defense thereto, de-

fendant alleges that the letteis patent in suit and

each of the claims thereof are invalid and void, for

the reason that said claims are for non-patentable
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aggregations as distinguished from patentable com-

binations.

XYIII.

Further answering said bill of complaint, and as

an additional and separate defense thereto, de-

fendant alleges that while the application for the

letters patent in suit was pending in the United

States Patent Office, the applicant for said letters

patent so intentionally limited and confined the

claims thereof under the requirements of the Com-

missioner of Patents of the United States that those

claiming under said letters patent cannot now seek

to cover or embrace by the claims thereof any prod-

uct of defendant, and defendant further alleges that

plaintiff is now illegally seeking to expand the

scope of the claims of said letters [16] patent in suit

so as to cover products of defendant by including

and embracing substantially the identical subject-

matter which was previously rejected and inten-

tionally omitted under the requirements of the

Commissioner of Patents of the United States in

the application for said letters patent.

XIX.
Further answering said bill of complaint, and as

an additional and separate defense thereto, de-

fendant alleges that said letters patent in suit is

invalid and void for the reason that the claims

thereof are ambiguous and not distinct and do not

particularly point out the part, improvement or

combination which the patentee claims as his in-

vention or discovery.
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XX.
Further answering said bill of complaint, and as

an additional and separate defense thereto, de-

fendant denies having in any way infringed or

violated any right or rights of plaintiff under the

patent in suit, or that it threatens to commit any

acts of infringement in violation of plaintiff's

alleged rights in the patent in suit.

Wherefore, defendant prays that plaintiff's bill

of complaint be dismissed and that defendant have

judgment against plaintiff for its costs and dis-

bursements herein, [17] and for such other relief

as to this Honorable Court may seem just and

proper.

COAST INSULATING CORPORATION
By C. L. NEWPORT

President.

elULIUS V. PATROSSO
COLLINS MASON

Attorneys and Solicitors for Defendant.

State of California,

County of Los Angeles—ss.

C. L. Newport, being by me first duly sworn, de-

poses and says: that he is the president of Coast

Insulating Corporation, defendant in the above-

entitled action; that he has read the foregoing

answer and knows the contents thereof; and that

the same is true of his o^^m knowledge, except as

to the matters which are therein stated upon his
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information or belief, and as to those matters that

he believes it to be true.

C. L. NEWPORT
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 2nd day

of August, 1937.

[Seal] MARGARET BOCOCK
Notary Public in and for the County of Los An-

geles, State of California.

[Endorsed] :Filed Aug. 2, 1937. [18]

[Title of District (^ourt and Cause.]

MOTION FOR BILL OF PARTICULARS

Now comes the plaintiff, (\ F. Burgess Labora-

tories, Inc., by its solicitors, and moves this Hon-

orable Court upon the pleadings herein for an

order to direct the defendant. Coast Insulating Cor-

poration to file in this Court and serve upon the

solicitors for the plaintiff within ten days after

the entry of said order a Bill of Particulars of the

defendant's Answer setting forth particularly and

s])ecifically the following:

1. Specify in what respects the application filed

by Ralph F. Norris, on or about the 11th day of

August, 1927 was not in due form as alleged in

paragraph IV of the Answer.

2. Specify wherein the application filed on or

about February 25, 1929 was not in fact a proper

or lawful continuation in part of the said applica-
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tion filed August 11, 1927 as alleged in paragraph

IV of the Answer. [19]

3. Specify the particular patents and publica-

tions listed in paragraph XII. of defendant's An-

swer upon which defendant will rely at the trial

to show anticipation of the invention claimed in

the Norris patent No. 1,726,500.

4. Specify the particular patents and publica-

tions listed in paragraph XII. of defendant's an-

swer upon which defendant will rely at the trial

to show the state of the art prior to the invention

claimed in the Norris patent No. 1,726,500.

5. In connection with the answers to paragraphs

3 and 4 of this Bill of Particulars, state the page

or pages of each of the publications cited in para-

graph XII. of the Answer on which defendant will

rely at the trial either to show anticipation of the

invention claimed in the Norris patent No. 1,726,500

or to show the state of the art prior to the inven-

tion claimed in said Norris patent.

6. Specify the particular patentees and authors

referred to in paragraph XIII. of the Answer upon

which defendant will rely at the trial to show the

alleged prior knowledge and state whether defend-

ant will rely solely on the filing dates of the ap-

plications for patent and on the dates of publica-

tion of the various publications and if not, specify

any other dates of alleged prior knowledge by the

said patentees and authors upon which defendant

will rely at the trial in support of the allegations

of said paragraph XIII.
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7. If defendant will attempt to prove other acts

of any of the patentees or authors in connection

with its allegation of prior knowledge in paragraph

XIII. of the Answer, specify:

(a) The character of said act or acts;

(b) The time and place when and where such

[20] act or acts occurred;

(c) Furnish a description of the device ac-

tually made, used or sold;

(d) Furnish a drawing or sample of the de-

vice actually made, used or sold.

8. Specify the particular patentees and authors

referred to in paragraph XIV. of the answer upon

which defendant will rely at the trial to show public

use by others and state whether defendant will rely

solely on the filing dates of the applications for

patents and the publication dates of the various

publications and if not, specify any other dates of

alleged public use by the patentees of these patents

and authors of these publications upon which de-

fendant will rely at the trial in support of the

allegations of said paragraph XIV. of the Answer.

9. If defendant will rely upon other acts than

the filing of said applications for patent and the

publication of said publications in connection with

its allegations of prior use in paragraph XIV. of

the Answer, state the act or acts that defendant

will attempt to prove and specify:

(a) The character of said act or acts;

(b) The time and place when and where such

act or acts occurred:
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(c) Furnisli a description of tlie device actually

made, used or sold.

10. Specify the act or acts committed during

the prosecution of the Norris application whereby

the applicant so intentionally limited and confined

the claims of said Norris patent No. 1,726,500 that

those claiming under said Letters Patent can not

now seek to cover or embrace by the [21] claims

thereof any product of defendant as stated in para-

graph XVIII of the Answer.

11. Specify the respects in which the claims

are f'mbiguons and not distinct as alleged in para-

graph XIX of the Answer.

Upon the hearing of said Motion, the plaintiff

will rely upon all of the pleadings on file herein,

ujion Federal Equity Eule 20, and upon the fol-

lowing cases:

Beacon Folding Machine Co. v. Rotary Machine

Co., 23 Fed. (2d) 345;

Grand Rapids Showcase v. Straus, 229 Fed.

199;

A. B. Dick Co. v. Underwood Typewriter Co.,

235 Fed. 300;

Maxwell Steel Vault Co. v. National Casket

Co., 205 Fed. 515

;

Wilson V. Union Tool, 275 Fed. 624.

LYON & LYON
LEONARD S. LYON
REGINALD E. CAUGHEY

Attorneys and Solicitors

for Plaintiff.

[Endorsed] : Filed Aug. 23, 1937. [22]
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[Title of District Court and Cause.]

NOTICE OF MOTION FOR BILL OF
PARTICULARS

To: C. F. Burg-ess Laboratories, Inc., Plaintiff and

Lyon & Lyon, Daniel V. Malioney, Leonard S.

Lyon and Reginald E. Caughey, its Attorneys:

You, and each of you, will please take notice that

on Tuesday, September 7, 1937, at the hour of 10 :00

o'clock A.M., or as soon thereafter as counsel can

be heard, in the Court Room of the Honorable Will-

iam P. James, in the Pacific Electric Building,

Sixth and Main Streets, Los Angeles, California,

the defendant above-named will move the Court

for an order instructing and requiring the plaintiff,

within ten days after the entry of said order, to

furnish to defendant a bill of particulars specifying

the following, namely:

1. Specify which of the claims of the patent in

suit No. 1,726,500 plaintiff will assert and rely upon

at the trial as infringed by defendant.

2. Specify precisely each and every of defend-

ant's structures which plaintiff will assert and rely

upon at the trial as being infringements of the

said patent in suit, [23] specifying as to each said

structure the particular claim or claims relied upon.

3. State precisely what plaintiff will rely upon

as being new and patentable in each of the claims

specified in answer to paragraph numbered 1 hereof.

4. State precisely upon what date and in v.hat
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manner plaintiff will assert that it notified defend-

ant of the alleged infringement complained of, at-

taching to your answer a copy or copies of such

notification or notifications if the same were in

writing, and if oral, state when, where, to whom
and by whom the same were given.

5. State the precise date upon which the letters

patent in suit was acquired by plaintiff, attaching

to your answer a photostatic or other exact repro-

duction of each assignment or other instrument by

virtue of which plaintiff claims to have acquired

title to the patent in suit, and if same were recorded

in the United States Patent Office, give full record

identification and date of recordation.

Said motion will be made upon the ground and

for the reason that the bill of complaint herein is

vague, indefinite and uncertain in each and all of

the particulars specified, and defendant requires

said particulars in order to properly prepare its

defense herein ; and at the hearing upon said motion

defendant will rely upon the papers and pleadings

on file herein and upon the following authorities:

Equity Rule 20; '

Hopkins Equity Rules, 8th Ed., and notes;

Universal Oil Products Co. vs. Hancock Oil

Co., Eq. 568-J [24]

Marquis vs. L. A. City School Dist., Eq. 568-J;

Universal Oil Products vs. Skelly, 12 Fed. (2d)

271;

Paraffine vs. Wieland, 17 Fed. (2d) 992;
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Marconi vs. New England Nav. Co., 191 Fed.

194;

A. B. Dick Co. vs. Underwood, 235 Fed. 300.

JULIUS V. PATEOSSO
COLLINS MASON

Attorneys for Defendant.

[Endorsed] : Filed Aug, 31, 1937. [25]

[Title of District Court and Cause.]

DEFENDANT'S BILL OF PARTICULARS

Comes now the defendant, in response to plain-

tiff's motion for bill of particulars and Order of

this Honorable Court dated October 15, 1937, and

states as follows:

Answering paragraph 5 of the demand for par-

ticulars :

As now advised, the pages of the publications

set forth in paragraph XII of defendant's answer,

upon which defendant will rely, are as follows

:

Page 402 of '^Physical Review, American

Physical Society" Vol. 19;

Pages 59, 210, 326-33, 351 of Rayleigh, '' Theory

of Sound", Vol. II;

As now advised, no reliance will be placed upon:

''Botsford, Plastering, Plain and Decorative",

'^ Sabine, Architectural Accoustics 1900" and ''Sa-

bine, Architectural Acoustics, 1906".
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Answering paragraphs 8 and 9 of the demand for

particulars

:

As now advised, defendant will rely upon the

patents and printed publications enumerated in

paragraph XII of its answer to plaintiff's bill of

complaint, and upon the following additional pat-

ents and printed publications, of which notice is

hereby given plaintiff: [26]

United States Letters Patents:

Number Date

July 12, 1887

Patentee

366,222 Ct. Kelly,

486,982 Nov. 29, 1892 G. Hayes,

640,809 Jan. 9, 1900 J. W. Rapp,

722,567 Mar. 10, 1903 M. Crawford,

744,495 Nov. 17, 1903 W. H. Corse,

820,566 May 15, 1906 E. P. Gray,

1,689,880 Oct. 30, 1928 H. J. Kuchmeister,

Foreign Letters Patents:

4,843 of 1887 Emanuel Stevens, Gt. Biitain

184,063 June 16, 1906 M. Kantorowicx, Germany

20,799 of 1919 M. A. L. R. Renou, Prance

223,327 of 1924 R. O. King, Gt. Britain

298,717 of 1928 J. W. Harrison, Gt. Britain

Printed Publications

^'Physical Review", American Physical Society,

Vol. XVII, page 385.

Defendant reserves the right to specify other

and further patents and publications, and further
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instances of prior knowledge and use, as well as

additional pages of the publications hereinabove

mentioned, as further discovery and investigation

shall warrant.

Dated: November 1, 1937.

COAST INSULATING CORPORATION

By /s/ JULIUS V. PATROSSO
/s/ COLLINS MASON

Attorneys for Defendant.

[Endorsed] : Filed Nov, 1, 1937. [27]

[Title of District Court and Cause.]

PLAINTIFF'S BILL OF PARTICULARS

Now comes the Plaintiff, C. F. Burgess Labora-

tories, Inc., by its solicitors, Lyon & Lyon, and files

its Bill of Particulars as follows:

1. As at present advised, plaintiff will rely upon

claims 1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16, 17 and 23 of

the Norris patent in suit.

3. Plaintiff will rely upon the following com-

bination as being new and patentable in the Norris

patent

:

The combination of a facing member that is

relatively thin and is formed of a self-sustaining

materia] that is within the scope of the term ''non-

sound-absorbing", and w^hich self-sustaining mate-

rial, Avhen used in imperforated condition in adja-
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cent relation with sound-absorbing material as a

facing therefor acts as an effective barrier to the

transmission of sound to the sound-absorbing ma-

terial, thus [28] rendering said sound-absorbing

material ineffective as a practical means of absorb-

ing sound, the facing being perforated with the

perforations mdely distributed over its area and

being small enough to mask the sound absorbing

material; and a layer of sound absorbing material

arranged adjacent the facing on the side of the

facing remote from the source of sound to be si-

lenced.

Sub-combinations or specific embodiments of the

above which plaintiff will rely upon as new and

patentable include the following:

1. The above combination in which the facing

member is formed of metal.

2. The above combination in which the ratio

of openings to the area of the facing is such as to

expose an apparently substantially continuous sur-

face to the sound waves.

3. The above combination in which the average

dimensions of the perforations are greater than the

thickness of the facing member.

4. The above combination in which the sound

absorbing capacity of the facing and the layer of

sound absorbing material is substantially equal to

the sound absorbing capacity of the layer of sound

absorbing material alone.

5. The above combination in which the sound

absorbing capacity of the facing alone is less than
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25% and the sound absorbing capacity of the layer

of sound absorbing material is greater than 70%.

6. Sub-combination 1, in which the perforated

area is less than the area of the unperforated por-

tion of the metal.

7. The above combination in which the perfora-

tions cover about .4% to 35% of the total area. [29]

8. The above combination in which the facing is

formed of sheet metal pans, the edges of which are

provided with means to engage a support.

9. The above combination in which the ratio

of the exposed area of the facing to the openings

therein is such as to provide a substantially continu-

ous decorateable surface.

C. F. BURGESS LABORATORIES,
INC.,

By LYON & LYON
R. E. CAUGHEY

Its Attorneys

[Endorsed] : Filed Nov. 2, 1937. [30]

[Title of District Court and Cause.]

PLAINTIFF'S FURTHER BILL OF
PARTICULARS

Now comes the plaintiff, C. F. Burgess Labora-

tories, Inc., by its solicitors, Lyon & Lyon, and files

an amended bill of particulars in response to Speci-
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fication #1, and its bill of particulars in response

to Specification #2 of defendant's motion for a bill

of particulars.

I.

As at present advised, plaintiff will rely upon

claims 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 14, 16, 17 and 23 of the

Norris patent in suit.

II.

As at present advised, plaintiff charges that de-

fendant has been and is infringing the specified

claims of the patent in suit by making, selling, as-

sembling and installing or offei'ing to make, sell,

assemble and install sound treatment consisting of a

layer of rock wool and facing sheets as exemplified

by Exhibits 2 to 7, inclusive, 11 and 19 to defend-

ant's answers to interrogatories, and by using the

securing means of Exhibit 20 of defendant's an-

swers to in- [31] terrogatories with the combination

of a facing of a layer of rock wool and a facing

sheet of any of said Exhibits 2 to 7, inclusive, 11

and 19.

As at present advised, plaintiff charges that

claim 1 is infringed by the combination of a facing

of a layer of rock wool and the facings of said Ex-

hibits 2 to 7, inclusive, and 11.

Claim 3 is infringed by a combination of a layer

of rock wool and the facings of said Exhibits 2 to

7, inclusive, 11 and 19.

Claim 4 is infringed by the combination of a layer

of rock wool and the facing of Exhibit 19.
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Claim 5 is infringed by the combination of a layer

of rock wool and the facings of Exhibits 2 to 7,

inclusive, 11 and 19.

Claim 6 is infringed by the combination of a layer

of rock wool and the facings of Exhibits 2 to 7,

inclusive, and 11.

Claim 8 is infringed by the combination of a layer

of rock wool and the facings of Exhibits 2 to 7,

inclusive, 11 and 19.

Claim 10 is infringed by the combination of a

layer of rock wool and the facings of Exhibits 2 to

7, inclusive, 11 and 19.

Claim 11 is infringed by the combination of a

layer of rock wool and the facings of Exhibits 2 to

7, inclusive, and 11.

Claim 14 is infringed by the combination of a

layer of rock wool and the facings of Exhibits 2, 3,

5 and 7.

Claim 16 is infringed by the construction of Ex-

hibit 20 used with the combination of a layer of

rock wool and a facing sheet of any of the Ex-

hibits 2 to 7, inclusive, 11 and 19 [32]

Claim 17 is infringed by the construction of Ex-

hibit 20 used with the combination of a layer of

rock wool and a facing sheet of any of the exhibits

2 to 7, inclusive, 11 and 19.

Claim 23 is infringed by the combination of a

layer of rock wool and the facings of Exhibits 2 to

7, inclusive, 11 and 19.
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Dated : This 4th day of December, 1937.

LYON & LYON
LEONARD S. LYON
R. K CAUGHEY

Solicitors for Plaintiff

[Endorsed]: Filed Dec. 6, 1937. [33]

[Title of District Court and Cause.]

PLAINTIFF'S FURTHER AND AMENDED
BILL OF PARTICULARS

Now comes the plaintiff C. F. Burgess Labora-

tories, Inc., by its solicitors Lyon & Lyon, and files

a Further and Amended Bill of Particulars in

response to Specification II.

II.

Plaintiff's response to Specification II of De-

fendant's Motion for a Bill of Particulars heretofore

filed under date of December 4, 1937, whereby Ex-

hibit 19 was specified as infringing (^laim 16 at the

bottom of page 2 thereof and Claim 17 at the top of

page 3 thereof, is hereby amended and corrected to

read

:

^' Claim 16 is infringed by the construction

of Exhibit 20 used with the combination of a

layer of rock wool and a facing sheet of any

of the Exhibits 2 to 7, inclusive, and 11.

''Claim 17 is infringed by the construction

of Exhibit 20 used mth the combination of a
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layer of rock wool and a facing sheet of any of

the Exhibits 2 to 7, inclusive, and 11."

Dated: This 21st day of December, 1937.

/s/ LYON & LYON
/s/ R. E. CAUGHEY

Solicitors for Plaintiff

[Endorsed] : Filed Dec. 29, 1937. [34]

[Title of District Court and Cause.]

STIPULATION

It is hereby stipulated, by and between the soli-

citors for the respective parties, for the purposes

of this case only, as follows:

1. The states of incorporation of the plaintiff

and defendant are as alleged in the pleadings.

2. The Norris patent No. 1,726,500, in suit, is

owned b>' the plaintiff, C. F. Burgess Laboratories,

Inc., as shown on copies of the patent, it having

been assigned to the plaintiff by Ralph Forbush

Norris and the assignment thereof recorded in the

United States Patent Office as shown by assign-

ments of August 1, 1927 and February 21, 1929,

attached hereto and marked Exhibits A and B. It

is further stipulated that the originals of said Ex-

hibits A and B were executed by said Ralph For-

bush Norris on the dates which they bear.
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3. Uncertified copies of United States Letters

Patent may be used with full force and effect and

photostat copies of foreign patents and of publi-

cations may be received in [35] evidence without

further proof and shall be effective from the dates

they bear, subject to correction, if error appear.

LYON & LYON
R. E. CAUGHEY

Solicitors for Plaintiff

JULIUS V. PATROSSO
COLLINS MASON

Solicitor for Defendant.

It is so ordered.

WM. P. JAMES
Judge. [36]

EXHIBIT A

Liber N131 Page 584

ASSIGNMENT
In consideration of One Dollar ($1.00), and other

good and valuable considerations, of which I ac-

knowledge receipt, I, Ralph Forbush Norris, a citi-

zen of the United States, and a resident of Madison,

Wisconsin, sell and assign to C. F. Burgess Labora-

tories, Inc., a corporation of Delaw^are, having a

place of business at Madison, County of Dane, and

State of Wisconsin, its successors and assigns, the

improvements in
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Sound Deadening Construction

invented by me, and the application for United

States letters patent therefor, executed of an even

date herewith, and ail patents which may be granted

thereon, and all divisions, re-issues, continuations

and extensions thereof, including any applications

and patents in foreign countries, and agree that

I will communicate to said C. F. Burgess Labora-

tories, Inc., or its representatives, any facts known

to me respecting said improvements and testify in

any legal proceeding, sign all lawful papers, exe-

cute all divisional, continuing and reissue appli-

cations, make all rightful oaths, and generally do

everything possible to aid said C. F. Burgess Labo-

ratories, Inc., its successors, assigns and nominees,

to obtain and enforce proper patent protection for

said invention in all coimtries.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand

and seal, this 1st day of August, 1927.

[Seal] RALPH FORBUSH NORRIS

State of Wisconsin,

County of Dane—ss.

On this 1st day of August, 1927, before me, a

Notary Public in and for the State and County

aforesaid, personally appeared Ralph Forbush Nor-

ris, known by me to be the person who signed and

sealed the foregoing instrument, and who acknowl-

ed2:ed the same to be his free act and deed.
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Witness my hand and Notarial seal, this 1st day

of August, 1927.

[Seal] BERTHA WEISMAN
Notary Public.

My Commission Expires April 14th [year illeg-

ible]

Recorded Transfers of Patents U. S. Patent

Office Aug 11 1927 Liber N131 Page 584

THOMAS E. ROBERTSON
Commissioner of Patents [37]

EXHIBIT B

Liber F138 Page 1

ASSIGNMENT

In consideration of One Dollar ($1.00), and other

good and valuable considerations, of which I ac-

knowledge receipt, I, Ralph Forbush Norris, a citi-

zen of the United States, and a resident of Madison,

Wisconsin, sell and assign to C. F. Burgess Labora-

tories, Inc., a corporation of Delaware, having a

place of business at Madison, County of Dane, and

State of Wisconsin, its successors and assigns, the

improvements in

Sound Deadening C^onstruction

invented by me, and the application for United

States letters patent therefor, executed of an even

date herewith, and all patents which may be granted

thereon, and all divisions, reissues, continuations

and extensions thereof, including any applications

and patents in foreign countries, and agree that
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I will communicate to said C. F. Burgess Labora-

tories, Inc., or its representatives, any facts known

to me respecting said improvements and testify in

any legal proceeding, sign all lawful papers, exe-

cute all divisional, continuing and reissue applica-

tions, make all rightful oaths, and generally do

everything possible to aid said C. F. Buroess Labo-

ratories, Inc., its successors, assigns and nominees,

to obtain and enforce proper patent protection for

said invention in all countries.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand

and seal, this day of February, 1929.

[Seal] RALPH FORBUSH NORRIS

State of Wisconsin,

County of Dane—ss.

On this day of February, 1929, before me, a

Notary Public in and for the State and County

aforesaid, personally appeared Ralph Forbush Nor-

ris, known by me to be the person wlio signed and

sealed the foregoing instrument, and who acknowl-

edged the same to be his free act and deed.

Witness my hand and Notarial Seal, this 21st day

of February, 1929.

[Seal] IRLENE L. PARKHILL
Notary Public

My Commission Expires Oct. 19, 1931.

Recorded Transfers of Patents U. S. Patent Office

Feb 25 1929 Liber F138 Page 1

THOMAS E. ROBERTSON
Commissioner of Patents

[Endorsed] : Filed Jan. 21, 1938. [38]
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[Title of District Court and Cause.]

STIPULATION

The plaintiff in the above entitled case having

assigned, by written instrument, all of its right,

title and interest, together with all rights for past

infringement, in and to the patent in suit to Bur-

gess Battery Company, a Wisconsin corporation,

having a place of business at 500 West Huron

Street, Chicago, Illinois

;

It is hereby stipulated by and between the parties

hereto, through their respective attorneys, that the

assignee Burgess Battery Company shall be joined

as a plaintiff with the original plaintiff herein C. F.

Burgess Laboratories, Inc. and that the above en-

titled case heretofore tried and submitted to the

Court and awaiting decision herein shall proceed

without prejudice to either party by virtue of said

assignment.

Dated : This 17th day of October, 1938.

(sgd) LYON & LYON
(sgd) R. E. r^AUGHEY

Attorneys for Plaintiffs,

(sgd) COLLINS MASON
Attorney for Defendant

It is so ordered This 8 day of October, 1938.

WM. P. JAMES
Judge

[Endorsed] : Filed Nov. 8, 1938. [39]
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[Title of District Court and Cause.]

(DECISION, OPINION AND ORDER FOR
JUDGMENT)

The art to be considered in this case is within

the field of acoustics; particularly as it has to do

with soimd wave diffraction in relation to the ab-

sorption of sound in walls or ceilings. It has long

been the purpose of builders to do two things: so

construct division partitions, ceilings or walls that

(1) sound created within a room will be absorbed

in the wall and not reflected, and (2) that the sound-

absorbing effect, when accomplished by sound-dead-

ening means, will prevent the transmission of such

soimd through the intervening material into adja-

cent space. Generally, it may be said that if the

first of the effects mentioned is attained, the second

effect follows. In other words, if you place sound-

absorbing material within a partition wall, and it

performs its intended purpose of deadening sound,

it also prevents reflection of the sound. If insula-

tion only is to be accomplished by reflection, tliat

is a different matter.

Necessarily, if a firm, non-porous, non-perforated

wall finish is applied, there is no sound absorption.

Insulation against penetration of sound through the

wall is accomplished, but reflection results within

the room.

First of all, it was long a subject of common
knowledge that a padding of felt, wool, or other

similar [40] material familiar to builders, spread
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over walls or between supports, would kill sound

created within a room and hence prevent its re-

flection. If widely spaced metal or other hard strips,

or screen wire, w^ere used to hold it in place, the

method would be within the common knowledge

of the trade at all times. So it is clear that im-

provement in the art (as here involved) would have

for its object the providing of a smooth and firm

material that w^ould give a finished surface to a

wall, and permit the sound waves originating within

the room to reach and be absorbed by the wool or

other backing, tvithout exposing the latter to vietv*

Norris, assignor of plaintiff, on August 27, 1929,

secured a j^atent (No. 1.726,500) on a method or

process which he called "sound-deadening con-

struction" which permitted of a finished surface

of walls (or ceiling) of a room and at the same

time allowed the sound waves to reach, and be

absorbed by, the underlying soft material. This

result was obtained by using a metal surfacing

material with small holes cut in it, although the

surfacing material was not limited to metal. Norris

found that the absorptive action of the underpad-

ding was almost, if not quite, as great as though the

padding were fully exposed to the sound waves

without any intervening covering. Quite plainly

his pTir]^ose was to provide sound absorptive quality

in combination with a smooth hard surface, that

^Italics in this Opinion are by the Court.
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would present a finished appearance, be suitable for

decorative treatment and at the same time prevent

the felt, wool or other material back of it from being

seen. In his patent he states, ''One object of the

invention is to provide a sound-absorbing installa-

tion which combines the high efficiency of the most

effective types of loosely fabricated porous material

with the mechanical and decorative advantages of

hard steel [41] material, such as sheet metal, as a

means of concealing the sound-absorbing material

or as a means of supporting it as well. (2)
*** A

contributory object is to provide a facing for sound-

absorbing materials which is durable, gives unlim-

ited service, is easy to clean, decorate and redec-

orate or paint any number of times without in-

terfering with its efficiency, is good looking, reflects

light well, has a reasonable first cost with a mini-

mum of upkeej), is fireproof, and is vermin-proof."

All of the last stated (2) advantages w^ere incident

to any of the many imperforated wall coverings com-

monly used by the building trade for many years.

From what has been stated, it must appear clear

that Norris, merely because he provides for the

use of metal or hard material, can claim no novelty

which would establish his patent right, if we disre-

gard the size or number of the holes which might

be put through his wall covering. The ])rior Dillon

patent (No. 1,385,741) issued July 26, 1921, covered

perforated textile material for use in securing

sound-deadening effect in walls or ceilings of rooms.
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Judge Knox, in Guaranty Trust Co. v. Johns Man-

ville Corporation, 14 Fed. Supp. 792, held that Dil-

lon did not anticipate Norris, but remarked that he

could not classify Dillon's invention as pioneer in

the art. He attributed improvements to Norris.

The claims of the patent are numerous, both

broad and narrow, all-embracing and restricted, and

drawai undoubtedly by an able solicitor "skilled in

the art."

The particular claims asserted to have been in-

fringed by the defendant are the following:

1. In the combination of sound-absorbing

material and a facing therefor, a thin sheet

of perforated metal forming such facing, the

ratio of the imperforated area of said sheet

[42] to the openings therein being such as to

expose an apparently substantially continuous

sufrace to the sound waves,

3. In the combination of sound-absorbing

material of high efficiency and means for con-

fining and concealing the same, a thin layer

of self-sustaining, non-sound-absorbing perfor-

ated material, constituting such means, the

openings therein being widely distributed over

the area exposed to the sound waves and small

enough to substantially conceal the sound-ab-

sorbing material.

4. In the combination of soimd-absorbing

material of high efficiency and means for con-

fining and concealing the same, a thin layer

of self-sustaining, non-sound-absorbing perfor-
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ated material, constituting such means, the

openings therein being widely distributed over

the area exposed to the sound waves and the

aggregate area of said openings, totaling not

more than about 16% of said first area.

5. Sound-absorbing means comprising, in

combination, sound-absorbing material and a

thin-stiif member contiguous thereto with a

plurality of openings therein, the ratio of open-

ings to the area of said member being such as

to expose an apparently substantially continu-

ous surface to the sound waves.

6. A sound-absorbing structure comprising

sound-absorbing material and a thin self-sus-

taining material concealing the same with a

multiplicity of small openings therethrough of

average dimensions greater than the thickness

of said self-sustaining material.

8. Sound-absorbing means comprising, in

combination, thick porous material having high

capacity for somid absorption, and a thin,

dense, perforated material having less sound-

absorbing capacity, the spacing of the openings

in said perforated material, as specified herein,

bearing such relation to the length of the sound

waves passing therethrough as to provide a

combined sound-absorbing efficiency as great as

that of said high capacity sound-absorbing ma-

terial.

10. The combination with sound-absorbing

material having an efficiency in excess of 70%
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of thin, dense, foraminous material having an

efficiency less than 25%, forming a facing there-

for, the openings in said dense material being

spaced, as specified herein, to permit the trans-

mission of sound waves in such manner as to

result in an efficiency in the combined materials

in excess of that of said sound-absorbing ma-

terial.

[43]

11. Means for deadening sounds reflected

from a hard surface, comprising a layer of

sound-absorbing material between the source of

sound and said hard surface, and perforated

sheet metal adjacent said sound-absorbing ma-

terial between it and said sound source, the

openings in said sheet metal being substan-

tially uniformly distributed over its surface,

and having a total area less than the unper-

forated area of said metal.

14. A sound-absorbing structure as in claim

6, in which the openings cover about .4% to

35% of the total area.

Additional claims 16, 17 and 23 include methods

of attachment of the wall finishing material, and

these will not be separately or particularly de-

scribed, as I do not believe the evidence shows that

defendant used the same form of fastenings.

Would not an experienced builder know that if

the perforations in wall finishing w^ere so numerous

as to leave remaining little of the base material
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(sufficient, nevertheless, to preserve the smooth

level of the wall surface), that under the known rule

of acoustics, deflection of the sound waves would

be accomplished ? It would seem that he undoubtedly

would know it. From what has been said it may
be clearly inferred, that usins^ whatever material

the builder chooses for wall facing, if apertures

of large size are cut in the same, sound will be ab-

sorbed, but the sound-deadening material will be

revealed. So, to my mind, such discovery as Norris

made (Claim 4) was that with perforations in the

wall material not exceeding 16% of the surface,

the same desired result would be obtained. It may
be concluded that it had not been within the knowl-

edge of builders that such a minimum of apertures

in combination with sound-deadening backing

would work successfully. Within the teachings of

the patent, Claim 4 is conditioned upon thin surfac-

ing material with small holes or openings which

will [44] not expose to view the sound-deadening

material, under ordinary observation short of close

scrutiny. The word 'Hhin" I believe may be inter-

preted within the building art and the subject of

this patent as referring to sufficient thickness only

as to enable the material to maintain a rigid smooth

surface in place.

The patent in suit is exceedingly narrowed in its

scope by the prior art. Delaney, Dillon and Mazer,

in their several patents, were in the same inven-

tive field; but mthout particularly discussing the

patents referred to, I am of the opinion that Norris
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had discovered something under his Claim 4 which

is maintainable as a patent right. Claim 1, I think,

embraces too much, is too broad and general and

not specific enough in its details, in view of the

prior developed art. Cases such as General Electric

Co. V. Wabash Appliance Corp., 304 U, S. 364;

Swift & Sons, Inc. v. Coe Mfg. Co., 102 Fed. (2d)

391, and many others, state the elementary rule.

Likewise, Claims 3 and 6. Claim 8 involves the use

of a surface material which in a measure has ca-

pacity for sound absorption. Claim 5, likewise, does

not exclude sound absorptive facing. I think that

the invention is entitled to recognition and must

be sustained alone upon a wall material which in

itself has no sound absorptive quality, with holes

as described in Claim 4. Claims 5 and 8 are there-

fore invalid. Claim 10, also, I hold is too general.

Likewise, Claim 11. Claim 14 extends the perforated

area from .4% to 35%, and does not exclude sound

absorptive material in the facing, therefore it is

invalid.

Of course, on the 16% area as noted, that area

is not absolutely limited to 16%, but it must closely

approximate that ; a fraction of 1% over should not

be considered as [45] excluding patent protection;

patents must be given not only reasonable construc-

tion as to their interpretation, but also be rea-

sonably construed in their application.

As to the size of the holes coming within the

]^ateut ]^rotection, I think such are well illustrated
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by plaintiff's Exhibits 40 and 41 (Masonite mate-

rial). Holes exceeding these sizes would undoubt-

edly bring into view the sound-deadening backing;

even at distances as far as ten feet. The Masonite

sample of defendant's manufacture (Plaintiff's Ex-

hibit 9, Defendant's Exhibit R (Defendant's Int.

Ex. 19)), I believe shows a form which infringes

plaintiff's patent right under Claim 4. I am unable

to find infrmgement as to any of the other forms

sho^^^l.

Findings and interlocutory judgment will be for

plaintiff in accordance with the conclusions as in-

dicated. Injunction will issue to restrain further

infringement, and David B. Head is appointed as

special master to take an accoimting and report

the amomit of money for which plaintiff shall have

final judgment. An exception is noted in favor of all

parties.

Dated May 9, 1939.

WM. P. JAMES
U. S. District Judge.

[Endorsed]: Filed May 9, T939. [46]

[Title of District Court and Cause.]

FINDINGS OF FACT

1. This is a suit for relief by injunction, dam-

ages and profits for infringement of United States

Letters Patent No. 1,726,500 to Ralph F. Norris.
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2. At the beginning of the suit the patent was

owned by C. F. Burgess Laboratories, Inc., a cor-

poration of Delaware, one of the plaintiffs in this

suit, and was thereafter assigned to Burgess Battery

Company, a corporation of Wisconsin, one of the

j)laintiffs in this suit.

3. Defendant, Coast Insulating Corporation, is

a corporation of California, having a place of busi-

ness at Los Angeles, in the Southern District of

(alifornia. Central Division, wherein the acts com-

plained of have been committed.

4. Notice of infringement was given to defend-

ant by plaintiff, C. F. Burgess Laboratories, Inc.,

])iior to the bringing of this suit.

5. The Norris patent 1,726,500 discloses a sound

treatment for rooms comprising a backing of sound-

a])sorbing material and a thin facing of a stiff, self-

sustaining material that is substantially non-sound-

absorbing and which is provided with substantially

uniformly distributed openings for [47] the passage

of sound, the openings being of such size and so

arranged that the sound a])sorbing backing is sub-

stantially concealed thereby.

6. The improvement of the patent in suit is the

provision of an apertured facing for a sound-ab-

sorbing material, which facing is substantially non-

sound-absorbing in itself but does not interfere

appreciably witli the sound absorption of the back-

ing and which substantially conceals the absorber,

is durable, gives unlimited service, is easy to clean
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and decorate and redecorate or paint any number

of times without interfering with its efficiency, re-

flects light well, is good-looking and has a reasonable

first cost with a minimum upkeep.

7. All materials absorb some sound, but a mate-

rial whose coefficient of absorption is low, below 20

percent, is designated in this art as "non-sound-

absorbing". Examples of non-sound-absorbing ma-

terial are dense, hard-surfaced, non-porous mate-

rials like steel, wood, plaster, vulcanized fiber, Bake-

lite, Masonite hardboard and wood veneer. Oil-

cloth, because of its thinness, is ''non-sound-ab-

sorbing".

8. The word "thin" as used in the building art

and in this patent has reference to a facing which

is of sufficient thickness only to enable the facing

material to maintain a rigid, smooth surface when

in position.

9. The device of the patent in suit was placed

on sale by the plaintiff in 1927. The first structures

sold by the plaintiff embodied a backing of sound-

absorbing material and a facing of thin sheet metal

tliat was about 29% perforated. Later the plaintiff

changed the design of the facing and employed a

metal facing that was about 31.3% perforated. Later

plaintiff adopted another design with a greatly re-

duced percentage of openings. [48]

10. In 1929 plaintiff discontinued the manufac-

ture of the product of the patent and granted a

license to Tohns-Manville Corporation. After grant-
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ing the Johns-Manville Corporation license, four

other licenses were granted prior to the beginning

of this suit, and the royalties collected under these

licenses up to January 1, 1938 totaled $214,182.64.

11. A typical product made by one of the li-

censees at the time of this suit consisted of a back-

ing of sound-absorbing material and a perforated

facing of thin sheet metal, the facing being 15.4%

perforated.

12. Defendant has manufactured and sold, or

offered to sell, the following treatments for sound-

absorption :

(a) A pad of Rock Wool, which is a sound-

absorbing material, and a facing sheet of thin, per-

forated metal having an open area of 26.2% (plain-

tiif's Exhibit 5).

(b) A pad of Rock Wool, which is a sound-ab-

sorbing material, and a facing sheet of thin, per-

forated metal having an open area of 41% (plain-

tiff's Exhibit 6).

(c) A pad of Rock Wool, which is a sound-ab-

sorbing material, and a facing sheet of thin, per-

forated metal having an open area of 33% (plain-

tiff's Exhibit 7).

(d) A pad of Rock Wool, which is a sound-

absorbing material, and a facing sheet of thin,

perforated metal having an open area of 34%
(plaintiff's Exhibit 8).

(e) A pad of Rock Wool, which is soimd-ab-

sorbing material, and a facing sheet of thin per-
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forated hard board, having an open area of 10.1%

(plaintiff's Exhibit 9).

(f) A pad of Rock Wool, which is a sound-

absorbing material, and a facing sheet of thin, per-

forated metal having an open area of 30% (plain-

tiffs Exhibit 42). [49]

(g) A pad of Rock Wool, which is a sound-

absorbing material, and a facing sheet of thin, per-

forated metal having an open area of 40%. (plain-

tiff's Exhibit 43).

(h) A pad of Rock Wool, which is a sound-

absorbing material, and a facing sheet of thin, per-

forated metal having an open area of 40% (plain-

tiff's Exhibit 44).

13. None of the prior art patents or publications

cited discloses the combination of a backing of

sound-absorbing material with a thin facing of a

stiff, self-sustaining material that is sound re-

flecting and substantially non-sound-absorbing, in

itself, and is perforated to such an extent and in

such manner that the sound absorbing material is

substantially concealed by the facing.

14. The Dillon, Delaney and Mazer patents, re-

lied upon by the defendant, were file wrapper refer-

ences cited during the prosecution of the Norris

application, and overcome.

15. Dillon discloses a backing of somid absorb-

ing material and a perforated textile fabric facing.

It was assumed by the man skilled in the art that 0^
the date of the filing of the Norris application that
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it was necessary to have a perforated fabric or

other non-refiective material which, when imperfo-

rated, was capable of transmitting sound in order to

have a high sound-absorbing efficiency and that a

perforated, self-sustaining, stiff non-sound-absorber

w^ould interfere with the sound-absorbing efficiency

of the absorber back of it.

16. The Mazer patent 1,172,379 discloses a sound-

absorbing pad retained in a frame member which

is cut away as much as possible to expose the felt

pad to the sound. It is further provided with a

facing of non-perforated fabric. [50]

17. The Mazer patent 1,483,365 discloses a struc-

ture which operates upon an entirely different prin-

ciple from Norris. Mazer employs a thick material

in which the sound is absorbed in long and narrow

apertures extending from the exposed face of the

material.

18. The Delaney patent discloses a hollow block

which is provided with a thick, sound-absorbing

facing having perforations and Avith a filling of

sound-absorbing material. The facing itself is a

sound-absorber either through employment of a

porous material having perforations or through a

non-sound-absorber having long, narrow apertures

in it in which the sound is absorbed as disclosed

in Mazer 1,483,365. This patent did not teach the

art that a thin, self-sustaining facing which is sub-

stantially non-sound-absorbing, when perforated to

a limited extent so as to substantially conceal the
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soimd-absorbing backing, would permit passage of

substantially all of the sound to the backing to be

absorbed.

Los Angeles, California, Sept. 8, 1939.

WM. P. JAMES
U.S.D.J.

[Endorsed]: Filed Sep. 9, 1939. [51]

[Title of District Court and Cause.]

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1. The product of the Norris patent is new and

useful and amounts to invention.

2. Claim 4 of the Norris patent is valid and is

infringed by defendant's product Exhibit 9 and

Exhibit R.

3. Claims 1, 3, 6, 10 and 11 are too broad and

general and are therefore invalid.

4. Claims 5, 8 and 14 do not exclude a facing

material that has a definite and material measure

of sound-absorption and are therefore invalid.

5. Claims 16, 17 and 23 are not infringed by the

fastening means employed by the defendant as

shown by the evidence presented.

6. The facing of Exhibit 9 when employed in

conjunction with a layer of Rock Wool in accord-

ance with defendant's answers to interrogatories

infringes claim 4 of the Norris patent in suit. [52]

7. The facings of Exhibits 5, 6, 7, 8, 42, 43 and

44 when used in conjunction with a layer of Rock
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Wool in accordance with defendant's answers to

interrogatories do not infringe any valid claims

of the Norris patent in suit.

WM. P. JAMES
U.S.D.J.

Los Angeles, California, Sept. 8, 1939.

[Endorsed]: Filed Sep. 9, 1939. [53]

At a Term of the United States District Court

for the Southern District of California, Central

Division, held in the United States Court Rooms

in the City of Los Angeles, California, on the

day of 1939.

No. Eq.-1027-J.

Present: Honorable William P. James, United

States District Judge.

C. F. BURGESS LABORATORIES, Inc.,

Plaintiff,

vs.

COAST INSULATING CORPORATION,
Defendant.

DECREE

This cause having come on for trial before me

upon the issues raised by the pleadings herein and

the respective parties having appeared by counsel

and having called and examined mtnesses in their
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behalf and briefs having been filed by the parties

and the Court having filed its decision herein dated

May 9, 1939, it is

:

Ordered, adjudged and decreed on this 8 day of

Sept. 1939, as follows:

1. At the time of the trial C. F. Burgess Labora-

tories, Inc., was the owner of all right, title and

interest in and to United States Letters Patent

Xo. 1,726,500. and on or about August 31, 1938,

subsequent to the trial and prior to the opinion, the

plaintiff transferred all of its rights to Burgess

Battery Company.

2. Claim 4 of Letters Patent 1,726,500 is good

and valid in law.

3. Coast Insulating Corporation has infringed

upon said Letters Patent 1,726,500 and claim 4

thereof l:)y manufacturing, selling and/or offering

for sale a sound-absorbing treatment com- [54]

prising a layer of Rock wool and a facing material

of thin perforated hardboard as illustrated and de-

scribed in plaintiff's Exhibit 9 and defendant's

Exhibit R.

4. That a permanent injunction issue out of and

undei* the seal of this Court directed to Coast In-

sulating Corporation perpetually enjoining and re-

straining it, its officers, associates, agents, attorneys,

seivants, workmen and employees and each and

every person acting for and on behalf of it, or them

or in provity with it or them, or anyone of them,

from directly or indirectly making or causing to be
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made, using- or causing to be used, selling or causing

to be sold, advertising or offering for sale or caus-

ing to ])e advertised or offered for sale, agreeing

or contracting to sell or causing to be agreed or

contracted for sale, supplying or causing to be sup-

plied, installing or causing to be installed, or

threatening to offer or contract for sale, or dis-

posing of in any manner a sound treatment the same

or substantially the same as that defined above and

illustrated by the facing of plaintiff's Exhibit 9

and defendant's Exhibit R in combination with a

pad or sound-absorbing material, or any soimd

treatment containing or embodying the invention

of claim 4 of said Letters Patent No, 1,726,500,

and from infringing upon or contributing to the

infringement of said Letters Patent 1,726,500 in

any manner whatever.

5. That the plaintiffs, C. F. Burgess Labora-

tories, Inc., and Burgess Battery Company, do re-

cover from the defendant. Coast Insulating Corpo-

ration, such gains, profits and advantages as the

said defendant has derived, received or made by

reason of its infringement of said Letters Patent

No. 1,726,500 and to recover of said defendant any

and all damages which the plaintiffs have sustained

or shall sustain by reason of said infringement by

defendant as the respective interests of said plain-

tiffs may appear.

6. That the cause be referred to David B. Head,

Esq., as S|:)ecial Master of this Court to ascertain.
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state and report to the Court with all convenient

speed, and with his opinion an account [55] of the

l)rofits, gains and advantages which the Coast In-

sulating Corporation has received or which has

arisen or accrued to it by reason of said infringe-

ments and to assess the damages sustained by C. F.

Burgess Laboratories, Inc., and Burgess Battery

Company by reason of said infringements ; and that

the defendant, its officers, associates, agents, clerks,

employees, workmen, servants, attorneys and privies

are required to attend before said Master from time

to time as he shall direct, and to produce before

him all such apparatus, books, documents, vouchers

and papers and to submit to such oral examination

or otherwise as said Master may require in con-

nection with said accounting and the assessing of

said profits and damages.

7. That the soimd treatments manufactured and

sold or offered for sale by the defendant consisting

of a pad of Rock wool and facings of thin, per-

forated metal exemplified by plaintiff's Exhibits

3, 6, 7, 8, 42, 43 and 44 do not infringe any valid

claims of said Letters Patent 1,726,500.

8. That claims 1, 3, 6, 10 and 11 of Letters Pat-

ent 1,726,500 are too broad and general and are

therefore invalid.

9. That claims 5, 8 and 14 of said Letters Patent

1,726,500 do not exclude a facing material that has

a definite and material measure of sound absorp-

tion and are therefore invalid.
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10. That claims 16, 17 and 23 of said Letters

Patent 1,726,500 are not infringed by the fastening

means employed by the defendant.

11. That the plaintiffs recover from the defend-

ant, Coast Insulating Corporation, all the costs and

disbursements of this suit, including reporters' fees

and services.

Los Angeles, California, Sept. 8, 1939.

WM. P. JAMES
U.S.D.J.

Judgment entered Sep 9 1939

Docketed Sep 9 1939

Book C. O. #2, Page 40

E. S. ZIMMETtMAN,
Clerk,

By MURRAY E. WIRE,
Deputy.

[Endorsed]: Filed Sep. 9, 1939. [56]

[Title of District Court and Cause.]

NOTICE OF APPEAL.

Notice is hereby given that C. F. Burgess Labora-

tories, Inc., and Burgess Battery Company, plain-

tiffs above-named, do hereby appeal to the Circuit

Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit from the

Interlocutory Decree and Judgment entered in this

action on September 9, 1939, and particularly from
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Paragraphs 7 to 10, inclusive, thereof, reading as

follows

:

"7. That the sound treatments manufac-

tured and sold or offered for sale by the de-

fendant consisting of a pad of Rock wool and

facings of thin, perforated metal exemplified

by plaintiff's Exhibits 3, 6, 7, 8, 42, 43 and 44

do not infringe any valid claims of said Letters

Patent 1,726,500.

''8. That claims 1, 3, 6, 10 and 11 of Letters

Patent 1,726,500 are too broad and general and

are therefore invalid.

"9. That claims 5, 8 and 14 of said Letters

Patent 1,726,500 do not exclude a facing ma-

terial that has a definite and material measure

of sound absorption and are therefore invalid.

"10. That claims 16, 17 and 23 of said Let-

ters Patent 1,726,500 are not infringed by the

fastening means employed by the defendant."

Dated : October 6, 1939.

LYON & LYON
REGINALD E. CAUGHEY

811 West Seventh Street,

Los Angeles, California,

DANIEL Y. MAHONEY
165 Broadway,

New York City, N. Y.

Attorneys for Plaintiffs-Ap-

pellants.
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Copy mailed Oct. 6, 1939 to Collins Mason and

Julius V. Patrosso, 413 Edison Bldg., Los Angeles,

Cal.

EDMUND L. SMITH
Deputy Clerk

[Endorsed] : Filed Oct. 6, 1939. [57]

[Title of District Court and Cause.]

BOND FOR COSTS ON APPEAL

Know all men by these presents

:

That the undersigned, United States Fidelity

and Guaranty Company, a corporation of Balti-

more, Maryland, and duly authorized to transact

a general surety business in the State of California,

is held and firmly boimd in the penal sum of Two

Hundred Fifty Dollars ($250.00) to be paid to

Coast Insulating Corporation, defendant in the

above-entitled suit, its successors and assigns, which

payment well and truly to be made, the said United

States Fidelity and Guaranty Company binds itself,

its successors and assigns, firmly by these presents.

The condition of the above obligation is such

that:

Whereas, C. F. Burgess Laboratories, Inc., and

Burgess Battery Company, plaintiffs in the above

suit, are about to file their Notice of Appeal to the

Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit

under Rule 73, Rules of Civil Procedure, and under
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Rule 73(c) a Bond on Appeal is required to be filed

with said Notice; and

AVliereas, under said Rule said Bond is fixed in

the amount of Two Hundred Fifty Dollars ($250.00;

Now, Therefore, the above obligation is condi-

tioned to [58] secure the jjayment of costs if the

appeal of plaintiffs is dismissed, or that portion of

the Judgment and Decree from which said appeal is

taken is affirmed, or of such costs as the Appellate

Court may award if said Judgment and Decree is

modified.

In Witness Whereof, the said United States Fi-

delity and Guaranty Company, as Surety, has

caused its corporate name and seal to l)e attached

by its duly authorized Attorney-in-Fact at TjOs An-

geles, California, the 6th day of October, 1939.

UNITED STATES FIDELITY AND
GUARANTY COMPANY,

[Seal] By O. D. BRICK,

Attorney-in-Fact.

State of California,

County of Los Angeles—ss.

On this 6th day of October, 1939, before me, Agnes

L. Whyte, a Notary Public in and for the County of

Los Angeles, personally appeared O. D. Brick, At-

torney-in-Fact of the United States Fidelity and

Guaranty Company, to me personally known to l)e

the individual and officer described in and who exe-

cuted the within instrument, and he acknowledged
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the same, and being by me duly sworn, deposes and

says that he is the said officer of the Company afore-

said, and the seal affixed to the within instrument

is the corporate seal of said Company, and that the

said corporate seal and his signature as such officer

were duly affixed and subscribed to the said instru-

ment by the authority and direction of the said

corporation.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my
hand and affixed my official seal at my office in the

City of Los Angeles, County of Los Angeles, the

day and year tirst above written.

[Seal] AGNES L. WHYTE,
Notary Public in and for the County of Los An-

geles, State of California.

Examined and Recommended for Approval as

Provided in Rule 13.

LYON & LYON
REGINALD E. CAUGHEY

Attorneys for Plaintiffs-Appellants.

[Endorsed] : Filed Oct. 6, 1939. [59]

[Title of District Court and Cause.]

STIPULATION

It Is Stipulated, by and between counsel for the

respective parties, that the plaintiffs-appellants may
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have up to and including December 15, 1939, to

docket its record on appeal.

Dated: This 15th day of November, 1939.

LYON & LYON
R. E. CAUGHEY

Attorneys for Plaintiffs-Appellants.

COLLINS MASON
Attorney for Defendant-Aj^pellee.

It Is So Ordered this 15th day of November, 1939.

WM. P. JAMES
Judge.

[Endorsed] : Filed Nov. 15, 1939. [60]

[Title of District Court and Cause.]

STIPULATION

It Is Stipulated, by and between counsel for the

resjiective parties, that the plaintiffs-appellants may
have up to and including January 2, 1940, within

which to docket its record on appeal.

LYON & LYON
R. E. CAUGHEY

Attorneys for Plaintiffs-Appellants.

COLLINS MASON
Attorney for Defendant-Appellee.

It Is So Ordered this 14 day of December, 1939.

WM. P. JAMES
Judge.

[Endorsed] : Filed Dec. 14, 1939. [61]
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[Title of District Court and Cause.]

STIPULATION AND ORDER FOR TRANS-
MISSION OF RECORDS, PROCEEDINGS
AND EVIDENCE

It Is Stipulated, by and between counsel for the

respective parties, that the Clerk of this Court in

conformance with Rule 75 of the Rules of Civil

Procedure shall transmit to the Clerk of the Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit the

following- designated portions of the records, pro-

ceedings and evidence in this cause, certifying- those

portions thereof that are necessary to be certified

in ])ursuance of said Rules or pursuant to the Rules

of said Circuit Court of Appeals; all of the costs

thereof to be paid by the plaintifts-appellants ; the

original reporter's transcript and the original Ex-

hibits forwarded pursuant to Rule 75 (i) shall be

lield by the Clerk of the Circuit Court of Aj^peals

pending said a])peal and thereafter returned to the

Clerk of this Court:

A. The original reporter's transcript of the

evidence and proceedings taken at the trial

of this cause

;

B. Copies of the following pleadings and docu-

ments on file herein

:

1. Bill of Complaint.

2. Defendant's Answer.

3. Plaintiffs' Motion for a Bill of Par-

ticulars. [62]

4. Defendant's Bill of Particulars.
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5. Defendant's Motion for a Bill of Par-

ticulars.

6. Plaintiff's Bill of Particulars.

7. Plaintiffs' Further Bill of Particulars.

8. Plaintiffs' Further and Amended Bill

of Particulars.

9. Stipulation re incorporation of plain-

tiff, title to patent in suit, and use of

uncertified copies of patents, etc., with

Exhibits thereto.

10. Stipulation dated October 17, 1938 re

title to patent in suit.

11. Decision of District Court dated May
9, 1939.

12. Findings of Fact.

13. Conclusions of Law.

14. Decree.

15. Notice of Appeal.

16. Bond for Costs on Appeal.

17. Stipulation dated November 15, 1939,

extending time to docket appeal.

18. Stipulation dated December 14, 1939,

extending time to docket appeal.

19. Stipulation re transfer of title to pat-

ent in suit to Burgess Battery Com-
pany, a Delaware corporation.

20. This Stipulation.

C. The following original plaintiffs' Exhibits:

Exhibits 1 to 15 inclusive, 18 to 45 inclu-

sive, 48, 50 and 51.
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D. The following original defendant's Exhibits,

or portions thereof

:

1. Exhibits A, B, D to X inclusive, DD
and EE.

2. The following patents constituting a

portion of defendant's Exhibit C:

[63]

Dillon 1,385,741

Mazer 1,172,379

Trader 1,554,180

Mazer 1,483,365

Delaney 1,660,745

British patent 4,843 of 1887

Kelly 612,733

Rapp 640,809

Hall 1,387,391.

It Is Further Stipulated that the plaintiffs-appel-

lants shall not file two copies of the reporter's tran-

script as provided for in Rule 75(b).

LYON & LYON
DANIEL V. MAHONEY
REGINALD E. CAUOHEY

Attorneys for plaintiffs-appellants.

JULIUS V. PATROSSO
COLLINS MASON
Attorney for defendant-appellee.

It Is So Ordered this 21 day of December, 1939.

WM. P. JAMES
Jude:e.

[Endorsed] : Filed Dec. 21, 1939. [64]

't>^
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[Title of District Court and Cause.]

STIPULATION RE SUBSTITUTION OF
PLAINTIFF-APPELLANT.

It Is Stipulated, by and between counsel for the

respective parties, that the entire right, title and

interest in and to the patent in suit, together with

all rights for past infringement, now resides in

Burgess Battery Company, a Delaware corporation,

by virtue of an assignment by an instrument in

writing recorded in the United States Patent Office

on December 4, 1939, in Liber S-181, page 239; and

that said Burgess Battery Company, a Delaware

corporation, shall be substituted as ])laintiff-appel-

lant for the present plaintiffs-appellants, C. F. Bur-

gess Laboratories, Inc. and Burgess Battery Com-

pan}^, a Wisconsin corporation; that the above en-

titled case and the appeal taken herein by the plain-

tiff to the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth

Circuit shall proceed without prejudice to either

party by virtue of said assignment and substitution.

LYON & LYON
R. E. CAUGHEY

Attorneys for Plaintiif-Appellant.

JULIUS PATROSSO
COLLINS MASON

Attorneys for Defendant-Appellee.

It Is So Ordered this 28 day of December, 1939.

WM. P. JAMES
Judge.

[Endorsed] : Filed Dec. 28, 1939. [65]
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[Title of District Court and Cause.]

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE

I, R. S. Zimmerman, Clerk of the District Court

of the United States for the Southern District of

California, do hereby certify the foregoing pages,

numbered from 1 to 65, inclusive, contain full, true

and correct copies of the Bill of Complaint; An-

swer; Plaintiff's Motion for a Bill of Particulars;

Defendant's Motion for a Bill of Particulars; De-

fendant's Bill of Particulars; Plaintiff's Bill of

Particulars; Plaintiff's Further Bill of Particu-

lars; Plaintiff's Further and Amended Bill of Par-

ticulars ; Stipulation as to Ownership of Patent and

Residence of Plaintiif and Defendant; Stipulation

and Order Joining Additional Party Plaintiff; De-

cision of Court; Findings of Fact; Conclusions of

Law; Decree; Notice of Appeal; Bond for Costs on

Appeal ; Stipulation Extending Time to Docket Ap-

peal; Stipulation Extending Time to Docket Ap-

peal; Stipulation and Order for Transmission of

Records, Proceedings and Evidence, and Stipula-

tion re Transfer of Title to Patent in Suit, which

together with the reporter's transcript of testimony

and original exhibits transmitted herewith, consti-

tute the record on appeal to the United States Cir-

cuit of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.

I do further certify that the fees of the Clerk for

comparing, correcting and certifying the foregoing-

record amount to $11.60, and that said amount has

been paid me by the Appellants herein.
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Witness my hand and the Seal of the District

Court of the United States for the Southern Dis-

trict of California, this 28th day of December,

A. D. 1939.

[Seal] R. S. ZIMMERMAN,
Clerk

By EDMUND L. SMITH
Deputy Clerk. [66]

[Title of District Court and Cause.]

REPORTERS' TRANSCRIPT OF TESTIMONY
AND PROCEEDINGS ON FINAL HEARING

[69]

Mr. Mahoney: If your Honor please, there has

been the usual stipulation filed here concerning the

state of the incorporation of each of the parties,

the title to the patent and so forth. I don't know

whether it is your custom to have it offered as an

exhibit or not.

The Court: It may be stated in the record and

that will be sufficient.

Mr. Mason : There is no denial of that.

Mr. Mahoney: Next, I wish to offer in evidence

a soft copy of the patent in suit as Plaintiff's Ex-

hibit No. 1.

Your Honor, I neglected to say in my opening

statement that the patent in suit is a continuation,

in part, of an earlier filed application. And with

respect to most, and I think all, of the claims here
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in suit we are entitled to the date of that early

application.

I wish to offer a certified copy of the Norris

patent application, Serial No. 212,265, as Plaintiff's

Exhibit No. 2. [84]

I also wish to offer in evidence plaintiff's inter-

rogatories and defendant's answers to the inter-

rogatories. I think the originals are on file here in

court.

The Court : Yes ; they are.

The Clerk: The interrogatories will be Plain-

tiff's Exhibit No. 3 and the answers will be Plain-

tiff's Exhibit No. 4.

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT No. 3

[Title of District Court and Cause.]

INTERROGATORIES

Now comes the plaintiff, by its solicitors, Lyon &
Lyon, and prays for leave to file the following in-

terogatories, to be answered under oath, by an offi-

cer of the defendant corporation in full knowledge

of the facts in accordance with the provisions of

Equity Rule 58

:

1. Did the defendant receive a letter from the

plaintiff dated February 24, 1936, a copy of which

is attached hereto and marked Exhibit A ?

The answer to interrogatory No. 1 is: "Yes".

2. Has the defendant, since the grant of the

Norris patent on August 27, 1929 and within the

past six (6) years, within the Southern District of

California, Central Division, or elsewhere in the
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United States, made, sold assembled and/or in-

stalled sound treatment for rooms or other en-

closures consisting of a layer of somid absorbing-

material and a perforated facing of metal or other

rigid self-sustaining material *?

The answer to interrogatory No. 2 is: "Since the

grant of the Norris patent on August 27, 1929 and

within the past six years, within the Southern Dis-

trict of California, Central Division, this defend-

ant has made, sold, assembled and installed sound

treatment for rooms consisting of a layer of rock

wool and a facing sheet of each of the respective

materials as shown by defendant's interrogatory ex-

hibits one (1) to nine (9) deposited with the Clerk

of the above-entitled Court, there having been in-

terposed between the rock wool and facing sheet, a

sheet of wire mesh as shown by defendant's inter-

rogatory exhibit ten (10) also deposited herewitli.

Also at said time and place, defendant has offered

to make, sell and install sound treatment for rooms

consisting of a layer of rock wool and a facing sheet

of material as shown by each of the respective

interrogatory exhibits eleven (11) to nineteen (19)

herewith deposited with the Clerk of the above-

entitled Court."

3. If the answer to Interrogatory 2 is in the

affirmative, state whether defendant's act or acts

occurred in the Southern District of California,

Central Division, or elsewhere in the United States,

or both?
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The answer to interrogatory No. 3 is:

''The acts lecited in answer to interrogatory No.

2 have all taken place in the Southein District of

California, Central Division."

4. If the answer to Interrogatory 2 is in the

affirmative, state whether defendant made, sold,

assembled or installed the said material, and if the

defendant did more than one of these acts, state

wJiicli ones it did?

The answer to interrogatory No. 4 is

:

"See answer to interrogatory No. 2."

5. If the answer to Interrogatory 2 is in the

affirmative, describe the various materials employed

by the defendant in its constructions, stating:

(a) The material used for the sound absorbing

backing';

(])) ^riie thickness of said backing;

((•) The material used for the facing;

(d) The size and spacing of the holes in the

facing

;

(e) If different backing materials and different

facing materials have been used by the defendant,

give the data requested in Interrogatories 5- (a) to

5-(d) for each separate material used.

Tbe answer to interrogatory No. 5 is:

" (a) Rock woo]

;

(])) 'I'wo to four inches;

(f) (d) See answer to interrogatory No. 2;

(e) 'llie l)acking material has been rock wool in

each case and the facing material has been as stated

in answer to interrogatory No. 2."

I
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6. Has the defendant made, sold, assembled or

installed (if so, which) sound absorbing installa-

tions consisting of perforated metal in the form of

pans as shown in Exhibit B of plaintiff's interroga-

tories and a backing of sound absorbing material'?

The answer to interrogatory No. 6 is:

"In some instances the facing sheet used by de-

fendant in installations mentioned in answer to in-

terrogatory No. 2, has been provided with flanged

edges as shown by plaintiff's interrogatory exhibits

B, C andD".

7. Has the defendant made, sold, assembled or

installed (if so, w^hich) sound absorbing installa-

tions consisting of perforated metal in the form of

pans as shown in Exhibit C of plaintiff's interroga-

tories and a backing of sound absorbing material?

The answer to interrogatory No. 7 is:

"In some instances the facing sheet used by de-

fendant in installations mentioned in answer to in-

terrogatory No. 2, has been provided with flanged

edges as shown by plaintiff's interrogatory exhibits

B, C and D".

8. Has the defendant made, sold, assembled or

installed (if so, which) sound absorbing installa-

tions consisting of perforated metal in the form

of pans as shown in Exhibit D of plaintiff's inter-

rogatories and a backing of sound absorbing ma-

terial *?

The answer to interrogatory No. 8 is:

"In some instances the facing sheet used by de-
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fendant in installations mentioned in answer to in-

terrogatory No. 2, has been provided with flanged

edges as shown by plaintiff's interrogatory exhibits

B, C and D".

9. Has the defendant made, sold, assembled or

installed (if so, which) soimd absorbing material

comprising a facing of pressed board or the like,

provided with perforations as exemplified by Ex-

hibit E of plaintiff's interrogatories and a backing

of somid absorbing material?

The answer to interrogatory No. 9 is: "No".

10. If the answers to Interrogatories 6, 7 and 8

are in the affirmative, w^ere the flanges of the pans

of facing material of the character of Exhibits B
to D provided with notches at one or more of the

corners of the pan?

The answer to interrogatory No. 10 is:

See answer to interrogatories 6, 7 and 8.

11. If the answer to Interrogatory 10 is in the

affirmative, state whether these notches are employ-

ed to retain the pans in position on a Avail or ceil-

ing, explain how" they function and illustrate a

typical installed construction by means of a sketch.

The answer to interrogatory No. 11 is:

"Defendant has deposited with the Clerk of the

above-entitled Court, identified as interrogatory ex-

hibit 20, a model which illustrates and explains the

means employed by defendant to retain the facing

sheets in position on a wall or ceiling".

12. If the answer to Interrogatory 10 is in the
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affirmative, in connection with the sketch requested

in Interrogatory 11, explain what devices cooperate

with the notches in the flanges of the pan in retain-

ing the sound absorbing treatment in position and

how these other devices are secured to the wall or

ceiling.

The answer to interrogatory No. 12 is:

"Defendant has deposited with the Clerk of the

above-entitled Court, identified as interrogatory ex-

hibit 20, a model which illustrates and explains the

means employed by defendant to retain the facing

sheets in position on a wall or ceiling".

The said defendant will answer, under oath, each

and every interrogatory and each and every sub-

division thereof.

C. F. BURGESS
LABORATORIES, INC.,

Plaintife,

By LYON & LYON
Attorneys and Solicitors

for Plaintiff.

DANIEL V. MAHONEY
LEONARD S. LYON
REGINALD E. CAUGHEY

Of Counsel for Plaintiff.

Exhibits B to E of plaintiff's Interrogatories

may be inspected at the office of Lyon & Lyon, 811

West 7th St., Los Angeles, California, during regu-

lar business Jiours.
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PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT A
[Copy]

February 24, 1936

Registered Mail

Coast Insulating Company

634 South A¥estern Avenue,

Los Angeles, California.

Dear Sirs:

We have been advised that you have made sound

absorbing installations in the Tower Theatre lo-

cated on Long Beach Blvd., Compton, California,

in which perforated metal sheets are used as a

facing for a sound absorbing material. Attached

is a blue print made from the sample of perforated

metal which has been sent to us.

Although the description furnished to us is brief

and we have not had the opportunity to inspect

this installation, in our opinion the construction is

covered by the claims of our Norris Patent 1,726,-

500, a copy of which is attached.

We are also advised that you probably have in-

stalled the same construction in the Catalina Island

Ballroom and that you have also bid on an Audi-

torium job for the County of I^os Angeles.

It is our policy to protect our patents vigorously

and therefore we are hereby notifying you about

the said Norris patent and request that you desist

from further infringement of this patent. We in-

sist that our patent rights must be respected.
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We will appreciate having a prompt expression

of your intentions in this matter.

Very truly yours,

C. F. BURGESS
LABORATORIES, INC.

By O. W. STOREY
Patent Department.

OWS :ED

Encs.—

2

[Endorsed]: No. Eq. 1027-J. Plaintiff's Exhibit

No. 3. Filed Feb. 8, 1938. R. S. Zimmerman,

Clerk. By M. E. W., Deputy Clerk.

PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT NO. 4

[Title of District Court and Cause.]

DEFENDANT'S ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S
INTERROGATORIES

[Note: The answers to each of Plaintiff's Inter-

rogatories are set out immediately following its re-

spective interrogatory.]

[Endorsed]: No. Eq. 1027-J. Plaintiff's Ex-

hibit No. 4. Filed Feb. 8, 1938. R. S. Zimmerman,

Clerk. By M. E. W., Deputy Clerk.

Mr. Mahoney: In connection with those inter-

rogatories, we filed certain exhibits, asking the de-

fendant if they had made and sold structures such

as were shown in those exhibits. Instead of an-
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swering those questions directly, the defendant filed

other exhibits, showing what it had made and sold

or offered for sale. So I, therefore, think it un-

necessary to put into evidence the exhibits which

the plaintiff attached or filed with defendant's in-

terrogatories. But I do wish to offer in evidence

certain of the exhibits which were filed with the

defendant's answers to the interrogatories.

I offer in evidence, as Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 5,

defendant's interrogatory Exhibit No. 3.

The Clerk: Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 5.

Mr. Mahoney: I offer in evidence, as Plaintiff's

Exhibit No. 6, defendant's Interrogatory Exhibit

No. 4.

I offer in evidence, as Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 7,

[85] defendant's interrogatory Exhibit No. 5.

I offer in eiddence, as Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 8,

defendant's interrogatory Exhibit No. 7.

I offer in evidence, as Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 9,

defendant's interrogatory Exhibit No. 19.

I offer in evidence, as Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 10,

defendant's interrogatory Exhibit No. 20.

I would like to call Mr. Ralph F. Norris as a

witness. [86]

EALPH P. NORRIS,

called as a witness on behalf of plaintiff, being first

duly sworn, testified as follows:

Q. By the Clerk : : Will you state your name ?

A. Ralph F. Norris.
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(Testimony of Ralph F. Norris.)

Direct Examination

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: Mr. Norris, are you the

patentee of United States Patent No. 1,726,500,

which is here in suit? A. Yes; I am.

Q. By whom are you now employed, Mr. Norris ?

A. I am employed by the C. F. Burgess Labora-

tories of Madison, Wisconsin.

Q. How long have you been with that organiza-

tion'? A. Since 1917.

Q. Did the plaintiff, C. F. Burgess Laboratories,

ever put the product of your patent on the market"?

A. They certainly did.

Q. Under what name was it sold?

A. It was sold under the name of the Sanacous-

tic tile.

Q. Approximately when was the article placed

on the market? A. In June, 1927.

Q. Did the construction which you placed on the

market substantially follow the disclosure of the

patent? [87] A. Yes.

Q. When you say that the product was put on

the market in June, 1927, do you mean you offered

it for sale at that time or that you sold it?

A. We sold it and installed it at that time.

Q. Where was your first installation?

A. The first installation was the Pickands-

Brown Company in Chicago.

Q. Will you tell me whether the plaintiff is

still manufacturing and selling the product of the

patent ?
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(Testimony of Ralph F. Norris.)

A. No; they are not still manufacturing or sell-

ing it. In about the middle of March in 1929 they

made a license arrangement with the Johns-Man-

ville Company and stopped manufacturing and sell-

ing at that time. [88]

Q. Then, T take it, that the plaintiff in the suit

operated commercially in this field between June,

1927 and March, 1929, is that correct?

A. That is correct.

Q. How many installations did the plaintiff

make during that period of time?

A. Approximately 90 installations.

Q. Can you tell me what some of the larger ones

were and the approximate square footage of such

installations 1

A. The American Institute of Banking in Chi-

cago, about 3,000 square feet; the Bismarck Hotel

coffee shop, also in Chicago, 2700 square feet;

Brummel Brothers, in Chicago, 3,000 square feet;

the Chicago Title & Trust Company, 5,800 square

feet; the Clintonville Armory at Clintonville, Wis-

consin, 2800 square feet, and the Eastside High

School auditorium, at Madison, Wisconsin, 8300

square feet.

Q. Were the majority of your installations in

the middle West?

A. Yes, sir; a certain majority were in the mid-

dle West. [89]

Q. Did you eventually enter other territories,

such as the vicinity of New York City?
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(Testimony of Ralph F. Norris.)

A. Yes; we entered those territories.

Q. When did you first make an installation in

New York City and where?

A. Well, the first installation in New York City

was in the John R. Thom])son Restaurant, and it

was made in October, 1928.

Q. Were you familiar with the product known

as Nashkote B or Kribble-Kloth, which was being

manufactured and sold by the Johns-Manville Cor-

poration at about that time?

A. Yes, indeed.

Q. Were you in direct competition with them?

A. We were.

Q. In selling your product did you have any

difficulty in convincing prospective purchasers that

perforated sheet metal would serve as a satisfactory

facing for sound-absorbing installation?

A. We certainly had a lot of trouble with that.

Q. Do you know what was the basis of the dif-

ficulty?

A. Well, they were pretty w^ell convinced that,

if you could not see through it, sound would not go

through it, and we had small holes and they all be-

lieved it would reflect the sound rather than trans-

mit it.

Q. What steps, if any, did you take to overcome

the difficulty that you encountered? [90]

A. We made up several demonstration instru-

ments in which we used a sound-absorbing material
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(Testimony of Ralph F. Norris.)

and put a facing of perforated metal over the ma-

terial and made that in the form of a pipe and

caused noise to come down through the pipe with

the perforated metal over the material so that it

would be absorbed.

Q. Have you one of these devices here?

A. Yes, sir. I have one in my hand. This de-

vice consists of a box at the rear, with a bell and

battery in it, so that the bell can be rung. It hasn't

stood shipment very well. Then we have this tube,

which is lined with a sound-absorbing material, and

the sound-absorbing material is covered by a per-

forated metal inner tube with the perforations ; and,

when that is put over in place, there is very little

sound comes out this end, although some does come

out of the back. And, by sliding this solid tube

over the perforated tube, it cuts out the sound ab-

sorption and lets the sound out at this end, which

shows that the sound is absorbed through the per-

forated material.

Q. Mr. Norris, when that tube which you have

in your right hand is out, what is the interior

structure there?

A. It is a sound-absorbing material and faced

with a perforated metal tube which will take the

place of the flat perforations in the actual instal-

lation. This was made necessarily small so that

the salesmen could handle it easily and carry it

around. [91]
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(Testimony of Ralph F. Norris.)

Q. What is the effect of putting the solid ti]l:)e

in there?

A. When the solid tube is inserted, it covers up

the sound-absorbing material so there is no absorp-

tion and, consequently, the sound is transmitted

as through a speaking tube; and, when that is re-

moved and transmitted through the tube containing

the absorbing material and the perforated metal,

the somid is stopped.

Q. By the Court: Just where is your bell?

A. The bell is back here, your Honor, right be-

hind here.

The Court: I see.

Q, By Mr. Mahoney: Do you know whether

these bell-ringing devices, such as you have here,

were actually used in connection with the sale of

your material?

A. Oh, yes; they were used very extensively.

All of the salesmen had them.

Q. Why was the use of such a device necessary?

A. Because people didn't believe that the sound

would be absorbed if the absorber were covered

with the perforated metal; and we had to prove it

to them in some way.

Mr. Mahoney: I offer this device in evidence

as Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 11.

Q. Mr. Norris, I call your attention to a patent

to William J. Young, of Cleveland, Ohio, No.
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(Testimony of Ralph F. Norris.)

1,866,742, which is based upon an application filed

subsequent to your orig- [92] inal application. Do

you find any statement in this patent that substan-

tiates your position that the art in general consid-

ered a sheet metal facing as one which would reflect

sound even though it were perforated*?

Mr. Mason: I object to that as calling for a con-

clusion of the witness. The witness is not appearing

as an expert, as I understand it.

The Court: Probably he is going to merely read

from that patent application. Is it the patent appli-

cation or the patent itself?

Mr. Mahoney: This is a patent, your Honor, by

someone else.

The Court: I presume it would be competent

what the art may have recognized at that time.

Mr. Mahoney: That is the purpose for which it

is offered.

The Court : He may read it. He is only reading

from the printed page and not testifying, although

he has already testified to the same. The objection

is overruled and an exception is noted.

A. This patent says, on the first page, about line

92, "Some attempts have been made to overcome

this serious difficulty by applying the fibrous ma-

terial in the form of units or tile slabs to the w^all

surfaces, the units being built of perforated sheet

metal, affording a finishing surface, and beneath

which is disclosed the fibrous sound-ab- [93] sorbing
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(Testimony of Ralph F. Norris.)

slabs. Such a finishing surface, while being adapt-

able to refinishing by the application of paint or

varnish, nevertheless, presents a major percentage

of flat surface which prevents to a considerable

extent the passing through of the sound waves to

be absorbed to the underlying fibrous material."

Mr. Mahoney: I offer a copy of that Young

patent in evidence as Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 12.

Mr. Mason: I object to it as being immaterial.

The Court: The objection is overruled and it is

admitted for the particular purpose stated. And

an exception is noted.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: At the frequencies en-

countered in silencing sound in rooms, offices and

the like is sheet metal considered a good sound re-

flector ? A. Yes ; it is.

Q. During the period of time that the ])laintiff

manufactured and sold Sanacoustic tile was the

product advertised to any extent?

A. Not very widely. We were starting in a

small field and our advertising consisted mostly of

bulletins that we sent out to the architects in that

field. And then, as the use of the material became

a little more general, the best advertising we got

was news articles published in different trade jour-

nals, sheet metal industry journals and different

jorunals, because they thought it was a novel thing

and [94] wrote it up as a news article. We did

advertise afterward in some publications but not

to a very great extent.
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Q. Do you know approximately how much money

was spent in advertising?

A. Altogether about $7,700.00.

Q. Can you name some of the publications in

which you advertised'?

A. The New World magazine, the American

School Board Journal, the Modern Hospital Year

Book and the Greater Chicago Magazine: We also

put in several pages in Sweet's Catalog.

Q. Was Sanacoustic tile as you were manufac-

turing it between 1927 and 1929 approved by the

underwriters' laboratories

?

A. Yes; we obtained approval.

Q. Did you obtain full approval as a fire re-

sistant material? A. Full approval.

Q. Mr. Norris, I have some samples here. First,

can you find among these a sample of the early

product manufactured by the plaintiff?

A. This is a sample and this side of the exhibit

shows the early product and the type of opening;

but it has been reduced in size for a salesman's

samj^le. These squares were 16 inches rather than

the small size. This opens up and the T-bars are

shown here. [95]

Q. Let me interrupt and have this marked for

identification as Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 13 to make

it clear in the record what you are talking about.

Looking at the outside of Exhibit No. 13 for iden-
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tification, what you are directing your attention to

is what we might call the back, is it not?

A. This is the facing towards the room.

Q. Yes.

A. Yes; that is right.

Q. When you say "this", you are pointing to

what you might consider the back of the exhibit as

a whole, is that right '^

A. Well, all right. I guess this is the back of

the exhibit.

Q. Well, it is the side that is painted white?

A. That is right.

Q. And are all of these tiles here of the same

character, that is, the same size and spacing of

openings ?

A. Yes; they are the same. Or they are not

the same size because some of them are cut away

at the edge but the spacing and size of the open-

ings are the same.

Q. What is the approximate percentage of tlie

open area in those tiles ?

A. This one is about 29 per cent open.

Q. Is that the construction that was installed

by the plaintiff in most of the installations wliich

it made? [96]

A. No. The construction was the same but the

type of perforation changed after, I suppose, the

first ten installations. Then we found a different

pattern was a little bit better from an artistic
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standpoint and changed to that pattern. The method

of support which is shown inside here with these

teeth irons

Q. You are opening if?

A. I am opening the sample. These were bolted

against the ceiling with toggle bolts and then these

pans w^ere snapped in place with sound-absorbing

material. And this shows all of the different types

of materials we used as soimd-absorbents at that

time.

Q. When you changed from the type of facing

shown on one side of Exhibit 13 for identification

did you use a facing with a greater or less percent-

age of open area?

A. Well, substantially the same. The new facing

was about 31.3% open and this was about 29 per

cent open. It was a matter of convenience and

availability of materials rather than anything else.

Q. Turning to the other side of Exhibit 13 for

identification, will you explain what you have there ?

A. This is a newer tile that was developed with

a very greatly reduced per cent of opening, and

was decorated highly to make the openings less ob-

vious. When it is shown on the ceiling the holes

apparently disappear. You can't pick them out on

the floor or from the floor. [97]

Q. Does the decorating of the surface, that is,

the placing of some design or pattern on it, make

the holes less obvious?
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A. Oh, certainly.

Mr, Mahoney: I offer this in evidence as Plain-

tiff's Exhibit No. 13.

Q. Mr. Norris, have you here a sample of the

commercial product made at the present time by

one of your licensees?

A. Yes. This is the commercial product made

by one of the licensees. This shows the entire

construction, and one corner has been cut away.

I think we have one more piece to go with this

to make it a little more like the construction . In

this construction the ceiling is represented by the

Avooden part and the T-bars are attached to the

ceiling, and then these pans are clipped into the

T-bars substantially as shown in the patent. The

only thing that is missing in this exhibit is these

bars which are placed through like that when the

pad is put in, to keep the pad from resting on the

surface. If it does that, it touches the holes and it

looks like water marks on the surface, wliicli is not

particularly pleasing. This should have been in-

serted on here in this position. I don't think I can

get that in without taking it apart but that is sub-

stantially what our licensees are marketiug.

Q. Do your licensees make this particular

product ?

A. This particular product is made by the United

States Gypsum Company. [98]
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Mr. Mahoney: I offer the structure to which tlie

witness has just referred in evidence as Plaintiff's

Exhibit 14.

The Clerk: Plaintiff's Exhibit 14.

Mr. Mahoney: That is all of the direct.

Cross Examination

Q. By Mr. Mason: Mr. Norris, will yon refer

to this Exhibit 13 and tell nie the size of ^he per-

forations in that exhibit?

A. I don't believe I can give you that in num-

bers, although I can estimate it. It is about one-

sixteenth by three-thirty-seconds. That is just my
guess, without measuring it. I don't remember ex-

actly.

Q. And what is the si)acing between centers'?

A. About three-thirty-seconds between centers in

one direction. It is a diamond pattern. I don't know

exactly what to say about this.

Mr. Mahoney: Would you like to have the wit-

ness measure them?

Mr. Mason: Yes. That would probably be more

accurate.

A. (Witness measuring same) One-sixteenth by

three-thirty-seconds would be about right, in that

direction, and in the diagonal it is about a sixteenth

of an inch, and three-sixteenths in that direction,

one-sixteenth in that direction.

Q. Are all those panels the same? [99]

A. Yes, they are all the same.
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Q. Now, will yon refer to this next exhibit,

Exhibit 14? Refer to the other side of Exhibit 13,

the painted side, and give me the size of the per-

forations there.

A. Those are approximately one-sixteenth inch

holes.

Q. Those are round holes one-sixteenth-inch in

diameter? A. Yes, sir.

Q. What is the spacing between the centers?

A. The spacing between centers is three-six-

teenths of an inch in the row. In the opposite

direction it would be one-fourth-inch, in this direc-

tion, and three-sixteenths in that.

Q. Now, referring to Exhibit 14, can you give

me the size of the perforations and the spacing

between centers of that exhibit?

A. It is the same. They are one-sixteenth-inch

holes, and in the square dimension there are three-

sixteenths centers, and in the diamond dimension

they are quarter-inch.

Q. Now, this Exhibit 14, is that t\^pical of what

your licensees are making under the patent, do you

know?

A. That is what one of the licensees is making,

and I am not sure of the typical part, but it is

very close to what the others are making, some of

them.

Q. The diameter of the perforations is substan-

tially of the same dimensions, and the spacing be-

tween the holes?
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A. That is typical of some of the forms that

several [100] of the licensees make, although they

make more than one form, as I understand it.

Q. What gauge metal is that, do you know?

A. I am not sure, I think it is 26.

Q. You are employed by the plaintiff corpora-

tion, the C. F. Burgess Laboratories'?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Does that corporation or its subsidiaries put

out other products relating to acoustics ^

A. Yes, it does.

Q. What other products?

A. Well, the corporation itself does not put out

any other products, but the subsidiaries do—intake

silencers, automotive mufflers, industrial mufflers.

Q. Which subsidiary makes those products?

A. Burgess Battery Company.

Mr. Mahoney: Your Honor, I can't see the ma-

teriality of the other acoustical products made by

the plaintiff or its subsidiaries or associated com-

panies.

Mr. Mason : I will show the materiality of it.

The Court : I assume it is preliminary to some-

thing. So you may proceed.

Q. By Mr. Mason: Now, is the Burgess Bat-

tery Company a licensee under the patent in suit?

A. Yes.
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Q. I show you a pamphlet, entitled "Burgess

Acoustic [101] Products, Bulletin No. 103," and

ask you if that is a pamphlet ]:»ut out by the Bur-

gess Company and its affiliates.

A. This is a pamphlet put out by tlie Burgess

Battery Company.

Q. And the Burgess Battery Company makes all

the products listed there?

A. This is apparently a bulletin of that com-

pany, because they haven't made those

Q. That is a photostat of a Inilletin.

A. I will change that. It is a photostat of a

l^ulletin by the Burgess Battery Company. What
was the question?

Mr, Mason: Read the question, Mr. Reporter.

(Question read by the reportei'.)

A. I can't answer that yes. They have made

at one time all of the products listed here. Some

of them they are not making at present.

Q. I refer to a view illustrating w^hat appears

to be a muffler. Is that one of the products which

is being made ?

Mr. Mahoney: Your Honor, I still cannot see

where this is material in any way. We admit that

we make mufflers. I don't see where

The Court: If it relates to the ])rior art—

—

Mr. Mason: It relates to the prior art, your

Honor.

A. I am not competent to say whether the Bur-

gess Battery Company are making mufflers of that
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type or not. I have no knowledge of that at pres-

ent. They did make [102] them at one time, but

the art has changed so materially since my connec-

tion with them that I cannot tell you definitely.

Q. By Mr. Mason : As I understand it, you are

not connected with the company?

A. I never have been connected with the Bur-

gess Battery Company. They are a licensee of the

Burgess Laboratories, by whom I am employed.

Q. You mentioned that when you first put this

product out, some of the customers doubted whether

or not it would work. Can you name any particular

customers that had that doubt?

A. No. I am afraid I cannot give you a com-

plete list. But i)ractically all the customers we

contacted, not only customers, but professors of

physics, who were working in the sound field, re-

fused to believe it. I can name one of those. Pro-

fessor Foley, of the University of Indiana, head of

the Physics Department, and he said definitely that

it was not so.

Q. Did you personally contact him?

A. I did.

Q. Were you personally makine," these sales?

A. I made a great many of the sales personally,

yes.

Q. A large part of your answer has been based

upon what the other salesmen told you; is that cor-

rect?
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A. The other salesman told me, and it was

either me or [103] one other. There were no more.

Q. Now, in these exhibits, and as shown in the

patent and the file history of the earlier applica-

tion, I notice all the holes, the perforations are

either oblong or romid. Would an elongated slot

act in the same manner?

A. In fact, the first experimental tile we made

were slots, and we changed to the holes as a matter

of facilitating manufacture, the round holes, as a

matter of manufacturing expediency, and also for

appearance. We felt that the trade accepted the

round holes more easily than they v/ould the slots.

Q. What was the length of the slots?

A. The slots—I don't believe I can answer that,

but I could show you a manufacturer's catalog,

from which we bought the slotted material. I can-

not give it offhand. But they were about three

times—no—yes, about three times as long as they

were wide. That was the general proportion.

Mr. Mahoney: Mr. Mason, I would like to call

your attention to the fact that the early a])plication.

Exhibit 2, shows oval-shaped holes, and not round

or square holes.

Mr. Mason: I was referring to the early appli-

cation.

Q. By Mr. Mason: Now, in your patent, Mr.

Norris, I notice you used the term "thin sheet."

How thick could a sheet be and still be thin, in

your opinion?
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A. Well, when I said thin I meant acoustically

thin, [104] and that means that until it becomes

thick enough to have some appreciable acoustical

effect it is still substantially thin, and I am afraid

I can't put a limit to that in inches or feet.

Q. How thick would it have to be to have some

acoustical effect?

A. Well, considering, for instance, sheet metal,

I think it could be, oh, well over a half inch thick

without having any appreciable acoustical effect.

Q. Do you find anything in your patent which

explains the meaning of the word "thin" as used

in the claims? Do you wish to have a copy of the

patent ? A. Yes.

Mr. Mahoney: That is Exhibit 1. (Handing

same to the witness.)

A. I don't find any definition of "thin."

Q. By Mr. Mason: The word "thin" has a rela-

tive meaning, hasn't it? I notice also in the claims

of your patent, Mr. Norris, that you say the facing

sheets shall be rigid. What do you mean by that?

A. If they were supported at the ends they

would stay substantially flat, not sag down, bog, or

anything of that kind. They would be stiff enough

to 1)6 a beam across between the supporting mem-

bers.

Q. You do not mean, then, that it must be in-

flexible?

A. I do not conceive of anything that is inflex-

ible, [105] so I guess not.
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Q. Do you find anything- in the patent which ex-

plains what you mean by the term "rigid"?

A. Was the question do I find anything which

explains or defines the term "rigid'"?

Q. Which explains what you mean by the term

"rigid" in the claims.

A. Xo, I don't find anything that explains that.

Q. I notice in your patent also that you use

the term "non-sound-absorbing material."

A. Yes.

Q. What do you mean by that?

A. By that I mean a material which does not

absorb much sound, so that it is classed in the

—

in fact, all material absorbs some soimd, but where

tlie percentage is low the material is usually, in the

art, called a "non-sound-absorbing material."

Q. What do you mean by "much sound"?

A. Oh, 20 per cent.

Q. Suppose the facing sheets would absorb some

of the sound, would that make any material dif-

ference ?

A. It would certainly have a different action

tlian if it did not, of course.

Q. In what respect?

A. Sound-absorbing perforated sheets would ab-

sorb some of the sound. [106]

Q. The ultimate object referred to in the patent

is to absorb the sound, is it not? A. Yes.

Q. And if some of the sound were absorbed in

the facing sheets would it make any difference?
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A. You mean in the general over-all effect in

the room?

Q. Yes.

A. No; no matter what sound-absorbing mate-

rials you put in the room, they still absorb sound

and help.

Q. "Would you classify wood as a non-sound-

absorbing material, as intended in the patent?

A. Yes, certainly.

Q. By Mr. Mason: Where you refer in the

patent to the term ^' non-sound-absorbing mate-

rials," will you, as far [107] as possible, name all

materials which you had in mind when you made

that statement ?

Mr. Mahoney: I object to that,. It is not neces-

sary for a patentee to have in mind every material

that can be used. He is entitled to all the benefits

of his invention. If he is asked to name all of

them, we object to it. If he is asked to name some,

that is a particular question.

The Court: He can give a reasonal^le numl:)er of

examples, which will answer the question and be

sufficient.

A. Some examples of non-sound-absorbing ma-

terials would be sheet metal, vulcanized fibre, bake-

lite, masonite hard board, wood veneer, plaster—did

I name sheet iron?

The Reporter: Sheet metal.

A. Yes. Slate.
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The Court: I think that will be sufficient as ex-

amples.

Q. By Mr. Mason: In claim 1 of your patent,

Mr. Norris, in describing the facing sheets and the

perforations therein, you say that "the ratio of the

unperforated area of said sheet to the openings

therein being such as to expose an apparently sub-

stantially continuous surface to the sound waves."

Will you explain what you mean by that statement *?

[108]

The Court: Let me suggest a question, perhaps.

Is the question of the ratio between the flat surface

and the holes important?

Mr. Mason: Yes.

The Court: I am asking the witness to tell us

that. Is it important? He could say what the re-

lation should be.

A. Yes. The ratio is important, since, if there

were no holes, if the ratio were zero, there would

be very good reflection, and if the ratio was in-

finite, there would be no material, so it must be

between those two limits.

The Court: Can you give a survey as to what is

[109] practical and what is not practical?

A. In practical work we used a range as low as

four-tenths of one per cent, opening up to, I should

say, 50 per cent opening, and found that there

were certain advantages, in specific problems,

for diiferent sized openings.
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The Court: You may proceed.

Q. By Mr. Mason: Now, what would be appar-

ently substantially continuous surface, I suppose

refers to how it would appear to the obs'erver; is

that correct?

A. Are you referring to the language of claim 11

Q. Yes.

A. Well, there it says "an apparently substan-

tially continuous surface to the sound waves," not

to the observer. That means that the holes should

be more or less uniforml,y spaced. They wouldn't

be all positioned in one place or another. That

would be a discontinuous surface to the sound

waves.

Q. The word "apparently", what does that re-

fer to?

A. Well, that is the way it would look to the

sound waves.

Q. What would be such a ratio as would be "ap-

parently substantially continuous surface to tlie

sound waves"?

A. I will have to plead i.s^norance. I don't quite

understand it.

Q. Well, can you name a ratio of the unperfo-

rated area of the facing sheet to the openings there-

in which would expose an apparently substantially

continuous surface to the [110] sound waves?

A. Well, that would depend on the frequency

of the sounds. In the higher frequencies, that

ratio would necessarily be fairly high, and in the
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lower frequencies it could be very low, but not

necessarily so, and I should say that, as I answered

the previous questions, it might be from four-tenths

of a per cent to 50 per cent, depending on the fre-

quencies involved.

Q. By Mr. Mason: In your patent, Mr. Norris,

you speak of the openings being small enough to

conceal the somid-absorbing material beneath the

facing sheet. How small would the openings have

to be in order to accomplish that result?

A. That would depend very greatly on the

placing of the material. In a church, where the

ceiling is sometimes ninety feet from the floor, the

openings could be quite large [111] and still sub-

stantially screen or shield the somid-absorbing ma-

terial. If the material were placed on the side

walls, where people come in direct contact with it,

it is pretty hard to make an opening small enough

to actually conceal it, but you could make it small

enough so that it coveis it up and gives a texture

appearance, rather than an open appearance.

Q. In other words, it depends upon the point

from which you observe the facing sheets?

A. To a great extent, and the decoration, the

decoration of the surface, which can be camou-

flaged.

Q. What would be the height of an average ceil-

ing treated with this material, if you know? Would
you call this room average height?
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A. It would be, for this size. It would be too

low for a church or an auditorium. The treatment

is so universally used, from the inside of telephone

l^ooths, to the inside of depots, that it is pretty

hard to get an average height.

Q. In other words, where you mentioned the

height, the term is more or less meaningless, is it

not ? A. No.

Q. Do you find anything in ,your patent specifi-

cation that defines how small an opening would

have to be in order to conceal the sound-absorbing

material at various heights'?

A. I find that the lower limit of the size of

[112] perforations is determined, not by acoustical

considerations, but by decorative considerations. If

the hole is too small, paint will bridge over it when

redecorating and plug the hole up. And the maxi-

mum size, as I stated before, is dependent on the

appearance of the tile and the tendency of the

sound-absorbing material to project through it and

be visible to the eye.

Mr. Mahoney. Do you find that in the patent,

Mr. Norris? A. Yes.

Mr. Mahoney: Will you state where that is,

please ?

A. Page 2, starting at line 94. That is the

maximum size. Is that what you refer to?

Mr. Mahonev: I refer to vour whole answer.
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A. Well, starting at line 85, to line 100, on

page 2.

Q. By Mr. Mason: In claim 4 I notice yoii

say that the aggregate area of the openings shall

not be more than 16 per cent of the total area. What
significance does limiting it to 16 per cent have?

[113]

A. 16 i^er cent was approximately the percent-

age in construction that we found it most economical

to manufacture and the easiest to build at that time.

Q. It did not refer to its acoustical effect?

A. No; not particularly.

Q. I will ask you the same question with re-

spect to claim 14, where you say that the openings

cover about .4 per cent to 35 per cent of the total

area. Would your answer be the same in that

case i

A. No. That was where we had special uses,

and we found it convenient to use those different

percentages for special uses.

Q. What special uses do you refer to?

A. Well, if we wanted to absorb a majority of

very low frequencies, like a 60-cycle hum, we used

a very low percentage of perforations, and we found

that the material was more effective and did not

absorb particularly the higher frequencies.

Q. Can you tell what the relation between the

thickness of the covering sheet and the diameter of

the openings has [114] to do with the functioning

of the structure as a sound-absorber?
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A. Yon mean the complete structure?

Q. Yes.

A. Within reasonable mechanical limits, I have

never found any ratio to be important, any par-

ticular ratio to be important.

Q. In your direct testimony I believe you tes-

tified that you were familiar with the product

known as Kribble-Kloth. Will you describe that

product ?

A. That product was a material which was very

similar, if not exactly the same, as the ordinary oil

cloth, and it w^as perforated with holes. There were

several patterns of perforations. One was rather

small holes, and one was larger holes, and it was

used as a facing or masking membrane over, in most

cases, hair felt, which was a sound-absorbing ma-

terial that a particular company used, and was

stretched from one wooden batten, or steel batten,

to another, just as you stretch cloth over any sur-

face, and used entirely as a decorative measure.

Q. Oilcloth, if unperforated, would be classified

as a non-sound-absorbing material, wouldn't it?

A. Well, yes, certainly.

Q. Apart from any relative rigidity of the mate-

rial, can you state whether or not the acoustical

effect of using perforated oilcloth, such as Kribble-

Kloth, for a [115] covering sheet of a pad of sound-

absorbing material, would perform acoustically in

the same manner as Sanacoustic tile, the product

made under your patent?
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A. You say exclusive of the matter of rigidity

and support?

Q. Yes.

A. Well, I should say, exclusive of everything

excei)t just the actual effect of the sound, it would

be very similar, yes, substantially, as you say,

similar.

Q. You have referred to the bell-ringing device

here, Plaintiff's Exhibit 11. Did you design that?

A. No. That was designed by Mr. C. F. Bur-

gess.

Q. The perforated metal in that model fimctions

in the same manner as it does in an acoustical treat-

ment for a room, does it not"?

A. Yes; it acts as a support and a screen for the

soimd-absorbing material.

Q. Does the size of the openings have any ma-

terial effect upon the structure after you get

enough perforated areas to pass all the sound?

A. Well, T think if it were increased too much

it might weaken the structure mechanically so that

it would fall apart and be extremely hard to handle,

and in our work we have found that with certain

sized holes we sometimes seem to get a little more

absorption than we are entitled to at certain fre-

quencies, which we would lose if we went to [116]

much larger holes, but the percentage of gain is so

small that it would be undetectable without very.
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very careful measurements, so I don't think it

would make any difference.

Q. So acoustically there would be very little,

if any, difference? A. Very little,

Q. Is it your view, Mr. Norris, that you were

the first one to conceive of a perforated self-sus-

taining facing sheet for sound-absorbing material?

A. I signed an oath to that effect when I applied

for the patent.

Q. Do you still think that was the case?

A. I have no reason to think differently.

Q. Was it your view that you were the first one

to utilize a perforated metal facing sheet for a

sound-absorbing material?

A. I think I can't answer that question, because

we don't use a perforated metal sheet for a sound-

absorbing material. We use it in conjunction with

—

Q. As a covering for a sound-absorbing mate-

rial ? A. Yes.

Q. Prior to your invention you were familiar

with the use of metal tiles or sheets, which were

unperforated and used over sound-absorbing mate-

rial, were you not? A. No, I was not.

Q. Well, when you first conceived the idea of

your [117] i^atent, how did you know it would

work ?

A. I don't know. It must be genius. But I

thought it would work and tried it, and it did. I

don't know just how to say that one makes an in-
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vention. That is a rather complicated process. It

must be a combination of a lot of general knowledge

and a hunch.

Q. Prior to your conception of what you dis-

close in your patent, you were familiar with the

principle of diffraction, were you not?

A. Well, to some extent, yes.

Q. You knew that sound would pass through

a perforation or a small opening?

A. Certainly.

Q. You knew that it would pass through the

opening even though the material itself otherwise

reflected ? A. Yes.

Q. You were familiar with the open-door theory,

that an open door would pass substantially all the

sound of a room?

A. I was familiar with the theory, but doubted

it considerably.

Q. You were familiar with the perforated dia-

phragm that you used on your telephone, were you

not ? A. Certainly.

Q. You knew that that was transmitting sub-

stantially all the sound? [118]

A. No. I object to that. I knew it was trans-

mitting sound, but I had no idea, and I still have

no idea, whether it was transmitting substantially

all the somid or not.

Q. In your direct testimony, Mr. Norris, you

referred, I believe, to a material known as Transite.

Will vou describe that material?
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Mr. Mahoney: I will give you a slab of it. You
may find it convenient to refer to this sample, which

I will have marked for identification as Plaintiff's

Exhibit 15.

The Clerk: Plaintiff's Exhibit 15 for identifica-

tion.

A. Transite is a very rigid, hard, slate-like ma-

terial, made by the Johns-Manville Company, of a

mixture of asbestos and some binder, which makes

a hard, rigid surface, which is perforated and some-

times used an acoustical material, as a facing for

an acoustical material, the material being attached

to it. [119]

Q. At the time you conceived the idea of your

patent, was the Burgess Laboratories Company put-

ting out automobile mufflers?

Mr. Mahoney: Your Honor, this came up once

before and was supposed to lead up to something

else. I object to it as being outside of the scope

of the direct examination and totally immaterial

to any issue.

The Court: Something was said about it and I

am assuming that there was some muffler that con-

tained something that counsel \\^11 claim was prior

art or known art. So I will permit the question.

Mr. Mason: That is correct, your Honor.

The Court: You may answer and an exception

may show.

A. Will you read the question, please?
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(Question read by the reporter.)

A. I can answer that very simply. The Burgess

Laboratory never put out any automobile mufflers.

Q. By Mr. Mason: Was the Burgess Battery

Company putting out mufflers ?

A. Not until after this had been developed be-

cause I happened to design those mufflers myself.

Mr. Mason: I will offer in evidence, as De-

fendant's Exhibit A, the Burgess Acoustics Prod-

ucts Bulletin No. 103, which the witness has iden-

tified.

Mr. Mahoney: Your Honor, I haven't had an

opportunity to examine this particular bulletin.

[120]

The Court: If you wish further time to look

over it, you may have that time.

Mr. Mahonej^: May I reserve any objection I

may have until over the lunch hour?

The Court: Yes.

Mr. Mason: That is all, your Honor.

The Clerk: I will mark the Bulletin as De-

fendant's Exhibit A for identification.

Redirect Examination

Mr. Mahoney: I offer in evidence, as Plaintiff's

Exhibit 15, the sample heretofore referred to by

the mtness.

Q. Mr. Norris, I call your attention to Exhibit

2, which is a certified copy of your early applica-

tion. Isn't it true that the Figures of the drawing

of that application show oval, elongated holes?
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A. Yes ; they certainly do.

Q. Was any earlier material mannfactured by

the plaintiff in this suit provided with those long

oval holes'? A. Our material?

Q. Yes.

Mr. Mason: I object to that as not being proper

redirect examination.

The Court: I will permit it and you may cross

examine further on it if you wish.

A. Yes; they were. The early ones were per-

forated in that [121] way.

Mr. Mahoney: Your Honor, I might say by way

of explanation, that the cross examination con-

tained a question

The Court: Yes; I think it did. That is true.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: You were cross examined

on the reference to four-tenths to 35 per cent of

total area being open in Claim 14. Is it not true that

Figure 14 of the patent shows the effect of the

combination on different frequencies provided with

different areas of perforation and that there is a

direct tie-up between that claim and that Figure?

A. Yes, sir.

Mr. Mason: I object to that question as leading

and on the further ground that the patent speaks

for itself.

The Court: He may describe it. What is your

answer ?

A. Yes. That information contained in Figure

14 does bear directly on that phenomenon.
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Q. By Mr. Mahoney: Your attention is called

to the use of perforated metal in the diaphragm

of telephone transmitters. Do you know whether

or not it is true that the combination of perforated

metal and the felt in the diaphragm of a telephone

transmitter permits the passage of all of the sound?

A. No; I don't know that that is true or how

much of it passes. I know that they use it as a pro-

tection for the diaphragm and that it transmits

enough sound to make the [122] machine operable

but beyond that I can't go.

Q. Suppose such a combination, where the sound

is to be transmitted through it, permits 50 per cent

of the sound to pass through, how w^ell can the ear

judge the reduction in volume ?

A. It might be slightly less in volume but it

would be hard to determine unless one listened to

one without and one with in quick order because

it would be a small amount acoustically.

Q. Do you have here any letters or other ^\•rit-

ings of Professor Foley which su])port your state-

ment made on cross examination that Professor

Foley said your construction would not be opera-

tive?

A. I have them in town but not in court. I can

produce them.

Q. You were cross examined on the meaning of

the word "rigid" in the patent. I call your atten-

tion to the sentence beginning in line 85 of page 3
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of the patent. Does that sentence not give a compari-

son between what you consider to be a rigid facing

and one which is not a rigid facing?

Mr. Mason; I object to that as calling for a

conclusion and on the further ground that the pat-

ent speaks for itself.

The Court: That is correct, I think. But I

think he can give us his interpretation of the mean-

ing from his experience. What is meant by that?

[123]

A. That apparently defines what we mean by a

rigid facing sheet in the patent as a sheet which

will provide substantially a flat surface as com-

pared with the uneven surface which results from

the sagging of the fabric membranes. [124]

Recross Examination

Q. By Mr. Mason: In your redirect examina-

tion, Mr. Norris, you referred to Figure 14 of the

drawing, which gives certain performance curves.

Isn't it true that you could have taken an installa-

tion of a Kribble-Kloth over a sound-absorbing

material and, by experimenting with various sized

perforations and various spacing of perforations,

with sounds of various frequencies, you could have

compiled sub- [125] stantially the same chart?

A. No; I think not.

Q. As I understood you in your cross examina-

tion, you stated that Kribble-Kloth over a sound-

absorbing material performed acoustically in sub-
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stantially the same manner as Sanacoustic material.

A. It would be impossible, however, to perfo-

rate Kribble-Kloth, I think, with this sized hole

and as closely as we did the metal and still use it

as a sample because it would fall apart. The clotli

has warp and woof, and when perforatino" it the

warp is cut in one series of holes and the woof in

another, and the first thing we know there is no

strength to the material. But with the sheet metal,

such as metal, bakelite or fibre, it can be done more

readily.

Q. Did you ever try to use perforated Kribble-

Kloth^ A. Yes; we have.

Q. With the number of holes per square inch

as set forth in Figure 14?

A. Yes; up to 32. In fact, we tried it up to 64

but at 32 it was impossible as far as our experience

was concerned.

Q. Impossible in what respect?

A. It destroys the material. At 32.73 inch holes

per square inch it makes the Kribble-Kloth so weak

it cannot be stretched or handled very readily.

Q. You mean you couldn't do it because it would

shorten [126] the life of the cloth?

A. Yes ; infinitely short.

Q. Nevertheless, you could for the ])urpose of

your test?

A. I might say this, that the action of perfo-

rated Kribble-Kloth, as I said, was substantially
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the same but it is not at discrete frequencies, the

same as that of sheet metal perforated or unper-

forated,

Q. What do you refer to as discrete frequencies 1

A. Single frequencies which are picked out over

the whole range of frequencies. In other words,

if we should say at 512 cycles, that is a discrete fre-

quency. A discrete frequency is one single selected

frequency from some range of frequencies.

Q. Practically, however, there is no material

difference, is there, between the acoustical per-

formance of Kribble-Kloth and Sanacoustic ?

A. Well, they seem to be both commercially

practicable and I guess we might say so far as

conunercial practicability is concerned that they

are both of them substantially the same, although

they are different when we bring them into the

laboratory to make measurements. But practically

they are the same.

Q. Kribble-Kloth had been upon the market

for a few years prior to your first patent applica-

tion? A. Oh, certainly. [127]

OLIVER W. STOREY,

called as a witness on behalf of plaintiff, being

first duly sworn, testified as follows:

The Clerk: Will you state your name.

A. Oliver W. Storey, S-t-o-r-e-y.
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Direct Examination

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: What is your present

position, Mr. Storey?

A. I am secretary of the C. F. Burgess Labora-

tories, Inc., and head of the patent department.

Q. How long have you been secretary of the

company ?

A. I have been secretary of the company since

the last of March, 1936.

Q. How long have you been in charge of the

patent department ?

A. I have been in charge of the patent depart-

ment since its inception about 1925.

Q. How long have you been associated with

the company?

A. I have been associated continuously with the

company since 1915. I was employed as an engineer

at the time, and became a director in 1916, and have

been a director ever since then, up to the time of

my becoming secretary.

Q. Due to your position as head of the patent

department, and also as a member of the board of

directors, have you been in close touch with the

patent matters of the company? [134]

A. I have.

Q. Are you familiar with the Norris j^atent

here in suit? A. I am.

Q. Do you know whether or not the C. F. Bur-

gess Laboratories have granted any licenses to

other manufacturers under that patent?
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A. I do.

Q. Can you tell us how many licenses have been

granted *?

A. Well, we gave a license to Johns-Manville

Corporation, a license to the Burgess Battery Com-

pany, a license to the Hauserman Company, a li-

cense to the Woodall Industries, a license to the

United States Gypsum Company. And there were

two special licenses granted for two particular

jobs to the Consolidated Products Company of Min-

neapolis.

Q. How long have these various licenses been

in effect 'F

A. The Johns-Manville license has been in effect

since the middle of March, 1929, and the other ones

have been in effect since, I believe, 1933 or 1934,

that is, at various times licenses were granted since

1934, I think. [135]

Q. Do you know^ how much has been paid to the

plaintiff by these licensees in royalties under the

Norris i)atent?

Mr. Mason: I object to that as not being the

best evidence.

The Court: Well, he is asked if he knows. He
may answer.

A. I went over the royalty statements of the

company, the records being in my custody, and up

to January 1, 1938, in the United States alone the

royalties received have been $214,182.64.
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Mr. Mason: I move that the answer be stricken

as not responsive to the question.

The Court: Oh, I think it is, generally. Motion

denied. An exception noted.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: Has the plaintiff re-

ceived any other requests for licenses mider the

Norris patent other than from the present licensees %

A. It has.

Mr. Mason: I object to that as calling for hear-

say evidence.

The Court: AVell, if he knows that they have

applications for licenses, he can state the number,

in addition to those he has already enumerated.

A. We have received about eight requests.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: Have you had occasion

to notify or warn other manufacturers against in-

fringement of the [136] Norris patent? '

A. We have. [137]

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: I will ])ut it this way,

then: In instances where you have warned other

manufacturers that in your opinion a certain con-

struction which they were manufacturing and sell-

ing was an infringement of the Norris patent, do

you know whether or not they have persisted in

the manufacture of such products or whether they

have discontinued \i%

Mr. Mason: I object to that on the same grounds,

and on the further ground that no foundation has

been laid. I don't know that the witness has been
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qualified as an expert. He merely said lie was head

of the patent department. %\

Mr. Mahoney: I haven't attempted to qualify

this witness as an expert, but all of these matters

come under his jurisdiction both as secretary and

as head of the patent department.

The Court : Well, it is general proof on the mat-

ter of recognition, that he notified them, and he

notified them of this patent. What they were mak-

ing is perhaps not so material, if they acknowledged

the existence of this as a valid patent. That is a

matter for argument, on which I am not certain.

Mr. Mason: He used the tei'm "infringement,"

and I didn't think the witness was qualified to state.

The Court: I think not, in the last question.

]Mr. Mahoney: Not in the last question. [138]

A. As far as I know, the continued use of the

structure on which they were notified, the com-

panies notified then did not continue the use of the

structure. In one case a company was notified and

suit was started, and the suit did not go to trial,

because the company was licensed.

Q. I call your attention to Exhibit 15. Can you

tell me what that product is, and by whom it is

manufactured ?

A. Exhibit 15 is the so-called Transite tile of

Johns-Manville Corporation, and consists of a com-

position of asbestos and cement facing, with the

absorbent material back of it. [139]
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Q. Can you tell me whether the Johns-Manville

Corporation pays the C. F. Burgess Laboratories

a royalty under the Norris patent on this particular

product? A. It does.

Q. I hand you a sample of a perforated sheet

and ask you if you can tell me what that is.

A. I refer to two special licenses to the Con-

solidated Products Company and the special li-

censes that were given to them were directed to a

sound-absorbing structure which consisted of the

sound-absorber with this particular facing which

is a thin composition of an asbestos-cement mixture

with holes bored in it.

Q. And were those licenses to the Consolidated

Products Company directed to the use of this par-

ticular facing? A. Yes.

Mr. Mason: I object to that as not calling for

the best evidence. The best evidence w^ould be the

licenses themselves.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: Have you the Consoli-

dated licenses here?

A. Yes; it is here. Or I have two licenses to the

Consolidated Products, one dated October 12, 1935

and the other December 29, 1936.

Q. By whom are those papers signed on behalf

of the C. F. Burgess Laboratories?

A. The first license, dated October 12, 1935, is

signed [140] by Howard F. Weiss as treasurer and

the second license, of December 29, 1936, is signed

by Arba B. Marvin, as president.
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Q. Do you know Mr. Weiss' signature?

A. Yes; I do.

Q. Can you identify the signature that actually

appears on that letter of October 12, 1935 as the

signature of Mr. Weiss?

A. That is Mr. Weiss' signature.

Q. Do you know whether or not he was actually

treasurer of the C. F. Burgess Laboratories, Inc.,

on October 12, 1935? A. He was.

Q. Do you know Mr. Marvin's signature?

A. Yes; I do.

Q. Can you actually identify the signature that

appears on the letter of December 29, 1936 as the

signature of Mr. Marvin?

A. That is his signature.

Q. Do you know whether or not he was actually

president of the C. F. Burgess Laboratories, Inc.,

on December 29, 1936? i

A. He was president at that time.

Q. Do 3^ou recognize either Mr. Ross' signature

or Mr. Elliott's signature who signed on behalf of

the (Consolidated Products Company? [141]

A. These signatures are the same as appear on

other correspondence.

Q. Do you know whether the royalty specified

in tliese two conti-acts was actually paid by the

Consolidated Products Company?

A. It was paid.

]\lr. Mahoney: I offer in evidence photostatic

copies of these two contracts, one dated October 12,

!

I
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1935 and the other dated December 29, 1936, as

Plaintiff's Exhibits 18 and 19.

Mr. Mason: I object to the offer upon the

ground that the letters are incompetent, irrelevant

and immaterial to any issue in this case. They have

not been properly proved. He has proved the sig-

nature of the officers of the Burgess Company but

he has not established the signature of the alleged

licensee.

Mr. Mahoney: Your Honor, my position there

is exactly this

Q. By The Court: Do you know whether they

have actually operated under that license, that is,

the licensees?

A. They put in the two structures and paid the

license fees on them.

The Court: If there is no objection to the photo-

stats, the objection will be otherwise overruled.

Mr. Mason: There is no objection to the photo-

stats.

The Court: And an exception noted. [142]

Mr. Mahoney: I now offer in evidence, as Plain-

tiff's Exhibit No. 20, the sample of the facing which

the witness identified as the material used under

the contracts Exhibits 18 and 19.

The Court: It may be filed.

Mr. Mason: I object to that upon the ground

that it has not been properly proved, your Honor,

and on the further ground that it is incompetent,

irrelevant and immaterial.
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The Court: You may have an exception to the

ruling that has already been made.

Mr. Mason: Yes. Jij

Mr. Mahoney: Your Honor, I have finished my
direct examination of this witness but I want to

say that I have here both the originals and copies

of all of the agreements regarding which this wit-

ness has testified. As you see, it is quite a bulk of

paper and I see no reason to put them in the rec-

ord, but they are here for examination. And, if

Mr. Mason wants any of them in for any reason,

I will be very glad to put them in.

The Court: Very well.

Mr. Mason: I would like to have an oppor-

tunity to inspect them.

Mr. Mahoney: All right.

Cross Examination

Q. By Mr. Mason: Mr. Storey, you testified

that these [143] various licensees that you men-

tioned had paid royalties. How do you know that ?

A. In a great many instances the checks have

passed over my desk. I have seen all, or practically

all the—or I have seen all of the royalty state-

ments that have come in and the receipts have

appeared in the balance sheets or the operating

statements of the company, with which I have been

familiar as a member of the board of directors for

twenty years and as secretary of the company.

i
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Q. Other than that, you have no personal knowl-

edge of the fact that they did pay*?

A. No; I have no personal knowledge beyond

that.

Q. Are you familiar with the product that these

alleged licensees are making under the licenses?

A. In a general way.

Q. What do you mean by that?

A. Well, occasionally samples have come in of

their structures and I have talked to some of the

men of these various companies and they have told

me what they made.

Q. That is just hearsay, then, so far as your

own knowledge goes, as to what they are making?

A. Well, I have seen certain installations, of

course, that I have been told were made by these

comx^anies.

Q. You were told they were made by those com-

])anies ? A. Yes. [144]

Q. For instance, what does the Burgess Battery

Corporation make imder their license?

A. They make a telephone booth which is lined

with a perforated metal with an absorbent back of

it. And they make a duct lining in which a perfo-

rated facing is used with a sound-absorbing ma-

terial back of it.

Q. Is there anything else?

A. They make a typewriter pad in which a pad

is used with a perforated metal over the top of it
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to absorb the noises of typewriters and adding

machines and that sort of thing. I

Q. Anything else? I

A. I think they put some hoods over engines in

which a perforated metal is used with an absorber

back of it. And I think they made some airplane

cabin linings in which a perforated facing or a

perforated bakelite was used with an absorbent

back of it.

Q. Anything else?

A. Not that I know of at the present time.

Q. I show you Defendant's Exhibit A for iden-

tification, entitled "Burgess Acoustic Products, Bul-

letin No. 103,'' of the Burgess Battery Company.

Do 3"ou recognize this as being a photostatic copy

of such a publication?

A. The Burgess Battery Company, as I know,

put out quite a number of these different bulletins

and I think that is probably one of them. I have

no reason to doubt it. [145]

Q. It looks familiar to you? A. Yes.

Q. It makes, or has made, the products men-

tioned in that circular?

A. I don't think it has made all of these but

it has made some of them.

Q. You don't think it would have adveii:ised

them if it hadn't made them, do you?

A. Well, here is Avhat we call an acoustimeter.

I think the Burgess Laboratories made that for

testing purposes.
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Q. What about this muffler?

A. The Burgess Battery Company has made a

muffler of that general description
;
yes.

Q. Are you famaliar with the muffler?

A. Yes.

Q. Does that appear to be a true illustration of

the Burgess muffler? A. Yes.

Mr. Mason: I now offer this Bulletin in evi-

dence as Defendant's Exhibit A.

Mr. Mahoney: Your Honor, I don't know the

purpose for which this is offered but it was dis-

cussed in connection with the prior art, as I recall

it, this morning,, and has a copyright date some-

where on it of 1931. So it presumably cannot be

prior art; and, not knowing any other reason for

it being offered, I object to it as immaterial. [146]

Mr. Mason: I am offering it, if your Honor

please, to show the relevancy of other prior art.

The Court: I will overrule the objection and

let an exception show.

The Clerk: Defendant's Exhibit A.

Mr. Mason: That is all.

Mr. Mahoney: That is all, Mr. Storey. We will

call Dr. Sabine. [147]

PAUL E. SABINE,

called as a witness on behalf of the plaintiff, being

first duly sworn, testified as follows:

The Clerk: Will you state your name?
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A. Paul E. Sabine.

Mr. Mason: I presume you are offering Dr.

Sabine as an expert. I will be glad to stipulate to

his qualifications.

Mr. Mahoney: All right. Thank you. But I

think I would like to have a brief statement in

the record as to what the witness' qualifications are.

So, in spite of the stipulation, I will ask him to

briefly state his training and experience.

A. I hold a doctor's degree in physics from

Harvard University. Since the year 1919, in April,

I have been a member of the staff and director of

the Riverbank Laboratories, which has devoted its

activities to acoustical research of one sort and

another. I am the author of a text on acoustics and

architecture. I have written for a great many tech-

nical papers on the behavior of sound in buildings

and its control. I am a former president of the

Acoustical Society of America and chairman of the

Technical Adviisory Committee of the Acoustical

Materials Association or the Acoustical Manufac-

turers' Association, I guess that's it.

Q. Doctor, will you describe in a general way

what [148] soimd is and how it acts?

A. Sound originates at any body that is in a

state of vibration sufficiently rapidly. Below 20 vi-

brations per second the ear does not respond to the

stimulation which we call sound and above 20,000

vibrations the ear fails to respond. The vibrations

of the sounding body are transmitted to the air. I
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will confine myself strictly to air borne somids. And

the energy is propagated in the form of waves con-

sisting of alternate condensations and rarefication

of the air. The velocity of sound is at ordinary tem-

peratures about 1120 feet per second. The condensa-

tions and rarefications are accompanied by alter-

nating pressure changes. In the condensation phase

the pressure is slightly above the atmospheric pres-

sure. In the rarefication phase it is slightly below.

The intensity of sound, the physical intensity of

sound, is a product of two factors, the amplitude

of vibration and the frequency of vibration and is

proportional to the square of that product. [149]

Q. AVhat are the frequencies of the ordinary

sound waves such as we wish to silence in these

commercial installations ?

A. Ordinarily, we seldom have to concern our-

selves with frequencies lower than 60 cycles, that

is, for air borne sounds and, in general, with fre-

quencies not greater than 10,000 cycles. In the ordi-

nary rating of acoustical materials the frequency

range is from 128, or 125, to 2,000 and occasionally

4,000 cycles.

Q. The noise or the clicking of a typewriter, for

instance, in an office building is within what range?

A. The clicking of a typewriter or any other

unpitched noise, which is the term we use, is some-

what indefinite but it is ordinarily considered that

the click of a typewriter lies in the frequency range
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of between 1,000 and 4,000 cycles, that is, most of

the energy of the sound would be in that frequency

range.

Q. What do you mean by the wave length of

sound ?

A. The distance which the sound travels while

one particle is performing a complete to and fro

vibration. That is called the wave length. That is

to say, if the sounding body is making 250 vibra-

tions a second, then the wave length would be the

distance which the sound travels in V250 of a sec-

ond or approximately^ four feet or a little more than

four feet. The product of the frequency and w^ave

length gives you the velocity of sound or, con-

versely, the [150] wave length is the velocity of

soimd divided by the frequency. It is the distance

between two particles in the advancing wave which

are in the same phase of their vibration.

Q. And what are the wave lengths that corre-

spond to the frequencies that you have stated are

the ones that we normally encounter?

A. Wave lengths of 120 vibrations per second

would be 1120 divided by 125 or, roughly, ten feet

or a little less than ten feet. 4,000 cycles would be

1120 divided by 4,000, which would be of the order

of a fourth of a foot or a little more, or three inches.

So sound waves with which we deal in architectural

acoustics usually lie within that range, from ten

feet for the low tones and long waves to a few

inches for the high tones and the short waves.
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Q. Will you tell us what happens when a sound

strikes a solid barrier?

A. In general, three things may happen, or do

happen. In the first place, a part of the energy of

the incident sound is reflected back into the air. A
part of the energy is transmitted through the bar-

rier and will appear as sound on the other side,

and still a third part may be absorbed by the bar-

rier, that is to say, a part of the energy that strikes

the barrier will be converted into heat energy by

the vibrations that are set up in the barrier [151]

or loss of motion which the air itself experiences

when it moves in and out of the pores of the ma-

terial.

Q. Can you enlarge a little more on the ques-

tion of absorption of a sound wave?

A. Absorption can take place only through the

action of what we call dissipative forces. A dissi-

pative force is a force which converts energy into

heat. Friction and forces of viscosity are dissipa-

tive forces. Forces of internal damping are dissi-

pative forces. And, in order that a surface or a

barrier may absorb a sound, there must be some

force of this type brought into play. Absorption may
result from the non-elastic flexural vibration. A
sheet may vibrate in segments or as a whole in a

direction at right angles to its thickness, and, if

that sheet is not perfectly elastic, for example, as a

filn-eboard, the vibration of that sheet will convert
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a certain amount of the energy which put it into

vibration into heat. A body may absorb sound by

virtue of its inelastic compressibility. A pad of felt,

for example, the surface of which is sized so that

it is not porous, will absorb an appreciable quantity

of sound by virtue of the fact that the alternating

pressure of the sound wave compresses the felt.

And, since the elastic restoring force is not called

into play, it does not restore that energy to the air,

and part of that energy is dissipated by the inelastic

compression of the felt. And, finally, a body may

absorb sound by virtue of its porosity. In [152]

that case the motion of the air particles is trans-

mitted directly into the pores of the absorbent body

and its energy is dissipated through the viscosity

and frictional losses and also by heat losses to the

walls of the pores. The most important, practical

sound absorbents in general owe their absorptive

properties to this factor, that they are porous in

their nature.

Q. Are you familiar with the state of the acous-

tical art at the time of the Norris application for

the patent here in suit? A. Yes.

Q. Will you give us a brief description of the

use of sound absorbing materials prior to that time ?

A. The art of acoustical correction, that is, of

rendering the acoustic properties of rooms what

they should be for good hearing conditions and of

quieting, acoustical correction in places where a
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reduction of noise is desirable in the general noise

level, originated with Professor Wallace C. Sabine,

who was a j^rofessor of physics at Harvard in the

year 1896. He discovered that the acoustic proper-

ties of a room could be imi^roved and made satis-

factory by the introduction of absorbent materials,

this particularly in cases in which the poor acoustic

conditions were due to the phenomenon of rever-

beration. Ordinary walls, such as the walls in this

room, will absorb only a few per cent of the sound

wliich strikes them. The result [153] is that, when

sound is produced in a room, it does not immediately

die out, but it will strike the walls and a portion of

it will be reflected. This sucessive reflection of somid

within a room from the bounding surfaces is called

reverberation, and when that reverberation be-

comes so great as to confuse the separate elements

of speech or of music the room is acoustically in-

correct, speech is diflicult and music is not pleasant.

As I say. Professor Sabine discovered the fact that

certain absorbents placed in a room of that char-

acter, a room which was too reverberant, and in the

proper amounts, would correct the acoustic prop-

erties of the room. [154]

He also developed methods for measuring the

acoustic properties of materials, and the most im-

portant acoustic property of material is its so-called

absorption coefficient. By the absorption coefficient

I mean the fraction of the sound energy which
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strikes a surface which is not returned by reflec-

tion from that surface; that is to say, if we have

an open window, Professor Sabine asumes that the

sound which strikes an open window would all go

out the window, and that only the amount of sound

in front of an area equal to the area of the open

window would be affected. Therefore he used as his

unit, in his early measurements, since there were

at that time no other units of measurement, the so-

called open window unit. An open window had a

coefficient of 100 per cent and none of the sound

was returned to the room. Then other materials

were rated in terms of this unit. A material which

had a coefficient of 50 per cent was asumed to re-

flect 50 per cent of the sound energy which struck

it, and he developed this method of measuring ab-

sorption coefficients. He developed the general the-

ory of reverberation and formulae for applying

the theory to any particular case of acoustical cor-

rection, with the result that architects began to

look into the matter of what sort of rooms they

were constructing for auditorium purposes, and

with the further result that a great many rooms

which were found to be acoustically bad and called

for correction were treated with some form of ab-

sorbent or other. One of [155] the important prob-

lems was the question of supplying a proper sur-

face, a surface which was normal, interior surface,

and felt and soft porous materials of that general
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character were used as an absorbent, but what to

do to make them pleasing to the eye was a serious'

problem. In the first instance, in the early history

of the art, for the surfacing, fabrics, mostly tex-

tile fabrics, textile fabrics entirely, were used, such

as rep, muslin, tapestry, any sort of textile which

would lend itself to a fairly decorative scheme which

the architect might use. And the dilBculty arose in

that connection of the restoration of the fabrics. It

was fomid that painting a muslin facing, for ex-

ample, materially altered the absorption charac-

teristics of that material, and it was very necessary

that they should have a surface membrane or cov-

ering that coidd be decorated and redecorated with-

out a change in its acoustic properties. Various com-

panies, particularly the Johns-Manville Corpora-

tion, in the early period of the development, let

us say up to the period of 1920, or even—no—later

than that—between 1920 and 1927 and 1928, per-

formed a great many experiments with different

types of paint, with a view to securing a paint ma-

terial that could be used for ]\^inting muslin and

fabrics of various sorts, and ditferent schemes were

proposed. An open-mesh fabric material was used,

and finally the idea of perforating a textile fabric

was used, and with a great deal of success. That

is the general [156] situation leading up to the

invention or the construction that is given in the

Norris patent.
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Q. Now, have you a copy of the Norris patent

with you?

A. I have it in my brief case there. Excuse me.

(Witness procuring same from his brief case.)

Q. Will you refer to the patent in suit and de-

scribe the construction and explain how it operates?

A. The invention relates to improvements in

sound-deadening construction, and it embodies the

use of a perforated metal sheet or other Suitable

rigid sheet for facing said absorbent material. This

so-called rigid sheet of hard, stiff material serves

the purpose to conceal the presumably imsightly

absorbent back of it, and also serves the additional

purpose of supporting that material. It provides

fen- mechanically perforating this thin sheet in a

way such as not to decrease the absorbing efficiency

of the material that is behind it. In other words, it

I)rovides for a construction consisting of an ab-

sorbent backing, with a thin, self-supporting per-

forated membrane or sheet, the combination of

which is as efficient as a sound-absorber as the sound

absorber itself. And the further advantages that

are recited in the patent are that it is capable of

being cleaned indefinitely, can be decorated within

a wide range of possibilities, is fireproof, and is

vermin-proof, and, in fact, has the advantages of

a metal construction over the fabric construction,

textile fabric construe- [157] tion, which had been

used in the general practice prior to that time.
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Q. Is the ability to reflect light an important

characteristic in an installation of this character?

A. It very many times is an extremely important

property, since the system of indirect lighting in

offices, for example, calls for the reflection of light

from the ceiling, rather than direct lighting from

the illuminating source.

Q. In your discussion of the prior art you re-

ferred to the use of a facing of perforated oil-

cloth which had been actually used in commerce,

as I understand. What, if any, is the ditference,

simply from the acoustical x^oint of view, between

perforated oilcloth and perforated sheet metal

facing %

A. Acoustically there is no difference. They ac-

complish the same purpose, namely, concealing the

absorbent material and leaving it acoustically ex-

posed in substantially the same way.

Q. To be more specific, is there any difference

between a layer of absorbent faced with perforated

oilcloth and the same layer of absorbent faced with

thin perforated metal, say, .025 inches thick, from

the acoustical standpoint?

A. No. The tests w^ould show that the two act

in practically the same way.

Q. Have you conducted tests of this character?

A. Yes. [158]

Q. In so far as the acoustical characteristics of

materials on the market today are concerned, is it
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or is it not generally true that they have about the

same acoustic qualities?

A. I wouldn't put it exactly that way. I would

say that, first of all, there is a wide variety of

acoustical materials now on the market. The Acous-

tical Materials Association, which is a voluntary

association of manufacturers engaged in producing

acoustic materials, lists all of these materials in a

bulletin published by the Association, in which they

give the results of tests that have been made on

materials which are manufactured and sold by their

membership, and all tested under the same condi-

tions, and there is, as I say, a wide variety of ma-

terials there listed. What I would state specifically

in answer to your question is that we may have

a niunber of materials that perform—that are very

different in their structure, but which do perform

the same acoustically, and they have very nearly

the same sound-absorbing coefficients.

Q. Do you have copies of the latest issue of that

bulletin with you?

A. Yes; I have copies here.

Q. Now, can you turn to some figures given in

this bulletin, Bulletin No. 5, and explain what you

mean by your last answer?

A. Well, in this bulletin are listed, as I have

already [159] stated, a large number of materials,

with the coefficients, a complete description of the

mountings, and the coefficients at the various fre-
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qiiencies covered, and ranging from 128 to 2048

cycles, are given, and in the final column is given

what is called the noise reduction coefficient, and

that is an average of the coefficients at the fre-

quencies of 256, 512, 1024 and 2048. [160]

Picked at I'andom, for example, under the Johns-

Manville Corporation, we find Rockoustile Type A,

which is one inch thick, and has an average noise

reduction coefficient of .60. Now, a manufacturer

or a builder who has decided that that was the

absorption coefficient that he wanted for his noise

reduction, might specify that material. Or he might

specify some other material, for example Acoustex,

Type 30R, which is listed under the National Grvp-

sum Company. It is the second one, where you have

the same general efficiency, namely, .60, for noise

reduction purposes. And you can find any number

of instances. I simply selected two at random here,

where different materials accomplish the same

acoustical purpose.

Q. They may be considerably different in con-

struction, may they not?

A. Different construction. Under the listings of

the Celotex Corporation, the Acousti-Celotex mate-

rials are of a perforated fibrous board. The Acous-

tone, D, under the United States Gypsum listing,

is a porous block made out of mineral wool. Various

constructions employing the perforated metal are

listed under Johns-Manville ; Sanacoustic Tile, em-
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ploying a facing of perforated metal and an absor-

bent backing of mineral wool.

Mr. Mahoney: I offer in evidence a copy of this

bulletin No. 5 of the Acoustical Materials Associa-

tion, as Plaintiff's Exhibit 21. [161]

Mr. Mason: I object to it as being immaterial

and not being properly proved.

The Court : If the witness knows that this was

as represented

The Witness: Yes. I am personally chairman

of the technical advisory committee under w^hich

these tests are made, and under which the reports

are given.

The Court: I will allow it to be filed. Note an

exception.

The Clerk: Exhibit 21.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney : Getting back to the Norris

patent and the perforated fabric which we were dis-

cussing a minute ago, what advantages has the pat-

ented construction over the perforated fabric of the

prior art?

A. Well, it has the general advantage that per-

forated metal is a normal interior finish material.

It is fireproof, vermin-proof, substantially perma-

nent, can be taken down and used again, if neces-

sary, can be painted and repainted any number of

times, and can be used as a support, as a supporting

member by the absorbent material back of it. None

of these things are true, certainly not to the degree
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that they are true of steel, in the case of perforated

fabric.

Q. Now I direct your attention a moment to an

unperforated oilcloth and an unperforated sheet

steel of thicknesses that we have here under discus-

sion, and tell me whether or [162] not they are

acoustically similar.

A. Without any absorbent backing-, just simply

by themselves, you lay a sheet of thin steel, say

twenty-tive-thousandths of an inch thick, and a

sheet of oilcloth against a solid wall, and you will

find that there is little or no difference between

them. In fact it would be difficult to measure any

absorptive properties that either one of them have,

so at that rate they are acoustically similar. With

the oilcloth—there is this rather important differ-

ence that I think is w^orth considering, and that is

that if you pile up a number of layers of oilcloth

one on top of the other, you will find increasing

absorptivity as the pile gets higher, whereas if you

lay up a pile of sheet steel the absorptivity will not

materially increase. In that respect you may say

that there is a difference between unperforated steel

and unperforated oilcloth. [163] If you associate

the two with an absorbent material, that is, use

unperforated steel and unperforated oilcloth for a

facing material, you will find an important differ-

ence.

Q. Have you conducted certain tests in which

you have associated the unperforated steel facing
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and the unperforated oilcloth facing with absorbent

backing ? A. Yes.

Q. Were those tests part of a series of tests that

you conducted in prej^aration for this case ?

A. Yes.

Ml*. Mason : I don 't see the materiality of unper-

forated metal or unperforated oilcloth in the case.

It seems to me we are gettmg a little afield.

The Court : The point of that is

Mr. Mahoney: The point of it, your Honor, is

that the defendant's whole case is probably based

upon substitution of materials theory, and it is part

of our case to show that these materials, unper-

forated, behave entirely different, and therefore be-

cause perforated oilcloth gave certain results it was

by no means certain that perforated metal would

giA^e a smilar result.

The Court: He may answer. Let an exception

show.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: Dr. Sabine, before going

into any specific tests, I wish you would explain

generally the method in which your tests were con-

ducted and describe the apparatus which you used

in conducting those tests. [164]

A. In making sound absorption tests for deter-

mining the properties of materials as related to

their ability to reduce reverberation, we used ex-

actly the formula we are concerned with, namely,

reverberation. For that purpose we have a large,

empty room, in this case at the Riverbank Labora-
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tories, whose volume is about 10,000 cubic fV^et,

whose walls arc of inassive construction, which is

entirely free from absorbent material. I say en-

tirely free from absorbent material; it is so free in

fact that a sound of not very great intensity will

persist in that room for a period of 10 or 12 sec-

onds, depending: on the pitch. And the procedure

in testing- is to bring in a 72 square foot sample of

the material in question, and measure the time

which it takes for the sound to die away through a

given level. In other words, we measure the rate of

decay of the reverberant sound witli flic saini)le in

the room. Then when the sample is I'emoved we

measure it again, and thei*e is found, by the micro-

phone and amplifiers which amplify the current i)i'o-

duced in the microphone, and which oj)erates auto-

matically the recording clocks that do the record-

ing, the times at which the sound is stopped and the

sound at the time it sinks just below the level of

the microphone pick-up circuit. [165] In preparing

for these particular tests, in order to be sure that

we were dealing always with the same absoi'bent

j)ad, we made up four shallow boxes, each 2 by 9

feet outside, giving us a test panel, when these were

all laid side by side, 8 by 9, or 72 square feet, and

in these boxes we j)laced a pad of some absorbent

felt an inch and a half thick, and these boxes were

kept as a constant reference, and the various facings

with which we were concerned were tacked over the

edges of these boxes, so that the sound-absorbing
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material would not have to be handled. We find that

even handling a felt-like material will slightly

change its coefficient. So the experiments were con-

ducted by measuring the absorption coefficient over

the frequency range which is specified by the Acous-

tical Materials Association, 128, or, as we ordinarily

do in practice, 137 to 2048 vibrations per second,

and with the various facings.

Q. Have you a drawing of this apparatus which

you used?

A. I have a drawing of the absorbent—I didn't

finish. I have a drawing of the pan and the ab-

sorbent material.

Q. Does this drawing correctly portray the ap-

paratus as it was used in these tests ?

A. Yes.

Mr. Mahoney: I would like to offer a print of

this in evidence. I think I have some prints.

The Witness: I think those are here, Mr. Ma-

honey.

Mr. Mason: Will the doctor please state when

and where [166] he made those tests?

Mr. Mahoney: He stated where. I don't know
whether he stated when he did. I will ask him.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: When were these tests

conducted to which you refer?

A. I will have to look at my notes and see just

when they were conducted. I began these tests on

December 6, 1937, and the last one in the series was

completed on January 21, 1938, and all tests were
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conducted in the sound chamber of the Riverbank

Laboratories.

Mr. Mahoney : I seem to be unable to locate that

print, so, to save time, I will offer the original

drawing, and will ask permission to withdraw it

later and substitute a print. I will offer it as Plain-

tiff's Exhibit No. 22.

The Witness: Here is a print, Mr. Mahoney.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney : May I take it ?

A. Yes, you can take it.

Mr. Mahoney: I would like to have this chart

marked for identification as Plaintiff's Exhibit

No. 23.

The Court: We will take a recess for about 10

minutes, gentlemen.

(Short recess.)

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: Dr. Sabine, I call your

attention to this chart which has been marked for

identification as Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 23. With-

out going into the details of the various tests, will

you tell us in a general way what [167] that is?

A. The chart, in a general way, gives the re-

sults of the tests which I conducted for the pur-

pose of this suit. We have here the number of

tests. Here are the absorbents, and here the type of

facing that was used over the absorbents, and here

we have the percentage of the material which is

open, the facing material which is open, and here

are the absorption coefficients at the frequencies

listed here, 137, 256, 512, 1024, 2048. I should say
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that this 137 frequency is just a little different from

the 128 cycles which is sometimes spoken of. The

test conditions are such that the 120 cycle hum from

our lighting circuit causes some difficulty, and in

order to get rid of that we make our tests at 137

cycles. But repeated tests on different materials

have show^n that there is no apj^reciable difference

between the absorption coefficients between 128 and

137.

Mr. Mahoney: May I interrupt you?

The Witness: Certainly.

Mr. Mahoney: Your Honor, on the copy that

you have you will see I have marked out a row of

reproductions here, because that is not on the orig-

inal sheet. On the original chart this bottom row is

full-sized of the defendant's material. Of course, it

is very much reduced here.

The Court: Yes.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: Dr. Sabine, will you ex-

plain what the last column, ''A. M. A. Ave", means?

[168]

A. In this last column is the average of the ab-

sorption coefficient at 256, 512, 1024 and 2048. The

Acoustical Materials Association has agreed that

they will take as the measure of the efficiency of the

materials for office quieting the average of those

four frequencies, so that this is the Acoustical Ma-

terials Association average, the average of the 256,

512, 1024 and 2048.
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Q. In connection with what you have listed as

test No. 1, I notice under some of the values you

have a figure of plus or minus .015. Will you please

explain what that is?

A. Like all physical measurements, there is a

certain amount of error in acoustical measurements,

due to things which we can't help, so, in order to

give a measure of the accuracy of these various de-

terminations, I made six independent measurements

of the absorption coefficient of the bare absorber,

and this .015 plus or minus covers the range of

variation between those six measurements. That is

to say, if two materials differ by no more than that,

I would say that they were the same within the

limits of experimental error. At 256 cycles, the

plus or minus variation is .015; at 512, .02; 1024,

.015; and 2048, .01.

Q. Now, will you describe the tests which you

conducted to determine the behavior of the unper-

forated sheet metal and the unperforated oilcloth

with an absorbent backing *? [169]

A. Those tests are shown graphically on this

sheet which I am handing you.

Mr. Mahoney : May I have that marked for iden-

tification as Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 24?

The Clerk: Plaintiff's Exhibit 24 for identifica-

tion.

A. May I have it for reference, please? The

heavy black portion shows the bare absorbent, that

is, the vertical heights of the absorption coefficients
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and the frequencies listed here horizontally, and the

width of that corresponds to that experimental pos-

sible variation. The curve marked B No. 3 is for

the bare absorbent covered with Sanitas or oil-

cloth. In this case the material weighs about 8.7

ounces per square foot. Well, no. It is .87 of an

ounce per square foot. Well, I have it here. It is

8.7 ounces per square yard. And at the three lower

frequencies, 137, 256 and 512, the combination of

unperforated oilcloth and absorbents showed a

higher absorptive efficiency than did the bare ab-

sorbent. At the two higher frequencies the absorb-

ing efficiency fell off in this fashion, whereas, the

bare absorbents at 1024 vibrations showed an ab-

sorption of around 88 per cent. And, when you put

the oilcloth over it, it dropped to about 64 per cent,

and at 2,000 cycles it dropped it from 80 to about

20. With the steel shown in curve C No. 4, the

combination of steel and absorbent, the steel being

unperforated is very much less than the unfaced

absorbent. At 137 it is [170] around 23 as com-

pared with 33 and drops down to 10, or 8, 8 or 10,

at 2,048 cycles as compared with 80.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: How does that graph

and the numbers on that graph hook up with Ex-

hibit No. 23 for identification? That is, you have

B No. 3 and C No. 4. What is the connecting link?

A. The No. 3 on the graph corresponds to the

data given in line 3 on the chart Exhibit No. 23.

Q. And is the same thing true for No. 4?
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A. For No. 4 also.

Q. Then the over-all average of the unper-

forated oilcloth and the absorbent as given in the

righthand column under No. 3 is 60 per cent, is it?

A. 'The unperforated oilcloth over the absorbent

is 60 per cent.

Q. And the unperforated sheet steel is 12 per

cent? A. 12 per cent.

Q. Would you or would you not say that unper-

forated sheet steel acts as an effective barrier to

the transmission of sound to the absorbent pad

back of it, thus rendering it inefficient as a sound-

absorbing combination ?

A. I would say that it did act as an effective

barrier of sound because the coefficient shown there

b}^ the test on the absorbents faced with unper-

forated steel, an average of 12 per cent, is too small

to be commercially of any value. [171]

Q. What have you to say as to whether a com-

bination of an absorbent and a textile fabric mem-

brane that has been rendered impervious or non-

porous in some manner, such as by painting or siz-

ing, might at certain frequencies be more efficient

than the bare absorbent alone known prior to these

tests'?

A. Yes. That fact has been known for a great

many years. Professor Wallace Sabine, in 1912,

published in the Architectural Quarterly of Har-

vard University curves showing substantially what

is indicated in this curve No. 3 here, namely, that
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an unsized textile, or I should say a sized textile,

fabric over an absorbent may raise its absorption

coefficients at the lower frequencies while lowering

them at the higher frequencies.

Q. I call your attention to a patent to Wallace

C. Sabine, No. 1,205,939, and will ask you whether

you find that disclosed in the patent.

A. That fact is disclosed in lines 80 to 85 of this

patent No. 1,205,939, issued to Wallace Sabine. It

states, in line 75, ''A porous covering transmits the

sound from the room to the sound-absorbing ma-

sonry material beneath, partially by direct air com-

munication through the open pores, and partially

by itself yielding in vibration, and in this process

of transmission it itself acts as a sound-absorbent.

The impervious non-porous membrane herein de-

scribed transmits the sound to the sound-absorbing

masonry [172] beneath only by yielding in vibra-

tion. The present invention, therefore, in an en-

deavor to secure a smooth hygienic surface, loses

somewhat in acoustical efficiency under certain con-

ditions." He is referring to that loss at the higher

frequencies. Then, in line 100, he states, 'Hhe ca-

pacity of resonance to such sounds in the stretched

membrane can be made to heighten the sound-

absorbing action of the complete structure." So that

this phenomenon of a textile fabric which is non-

porous, having an effect of a sort which I have de-

scribed, w^as known to the art previous to the Norris

construction.
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Mr. Mahoney : I offer a copy of this Sabine pat-

ent No. 1,205,939 in evidence as Plaintiff's Exhibit

No. 25.

Mr. Mason: I object to it as being immaterial

to any of the issues here. We are not concerned

with unperforated facing sheets of any kind.

The Court: It may be admitted and an excej^-

tion may show.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: Dr. Sabine, on this

graph, Exhibit No. 24, there is another test No. 5 to

the right of the center. Will you describe what is

shown there?

A. In Test No. 5 the circles that are show^n give

the absorption coefficients of the absorbent faced

with a structure which is the same as the commer-

cial application, at least one commercial application,

of the Norris patent. It is a perforated sheet metal

of 22 gage, 5/64 inch holes, [173] spaced at .176

inches on center and the percentage of perforation

is 15.4 per cent. We note there that at all fre-

quencies, with the exception of the 137 frequency,

the combination of absorbent and perforated sur-

face material is slightly higher than is bare ab-

sorbent and beyond the range of experimental error,

Q. I notice on this portion of graph No. 5 you

have repeated the curve A.

A. Yes. In all of these graphical presentations

I have repeated the curve A simply as a reference

or to have the effect of placing the different types

of perforated facings on the absorbent.
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Q. As between test No. 4 and test No. 5, what

do they show with respect to the effect of perforat-

ing the metal facing"?

A. Test No. 4 shows at all frequencies the un-

perforated facing and gives lower values of the

absorption coefficients than that of the bare ab-

sorbent, whereas, with the perforated facing you

approximate very closely, and even better, slightly,

the absorption coefficients of the bare absorbent.

Q. From your knowledge and from the results

of test No. 3 what effect does the perforating of an

oilcloth facing have upon the sound-absorbing co-

efficient of the combination?

A. A perforated oilcloth produces essentially the

same effect as is shown by perforating the metal.

In other words, [174] it brings the absorption co-

efficient of the combination absorbent and perfo-

rated oilcloth facing very close to, and may in cer-

tain cases exceed, the absorption coefficient of the

unfaced material.

Q. But the net result as between an unperfor-

rated oilcloth facing and a perforated oilcloth fac-

ing in combination with an absorbent pad is that

in some instances by perforating you lower the effi-

ciency of the combination, is that not true ?

A. Yes; that is to say, at frequencies 137, 256

and 512 you would expect a test actually showing

that you lower the absorbing efficiency at those fre-

quencies by perforating the oilcloth.

I
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Q. Whereas, when you perforate the metal fac-

ing, that is, as between the unperforated metal fac-

ing and the perforated metal facing, you in every

instance raise the efficiency of the combination, do

you not? A. Yes.

Q. Would you say whether or not that last re-

sult, that is, the raising of the efficiency by the per-

forating of a metal facing, was something unex-

pected at the time of the Norris invention?

A. I should say definitely it was unexpected at

that time.

Q. On what do you base that statement ?

A. Simply on the showing of these curves,

namely, that [175] you would not expect a material

without test, by the light of Nature, so to speak,

which lowers the absorbing efficiency at all fre-

quencies, to act in the same fashion as a material

whose mechanical properties are decidedly different

and which raises the absorbing efficiency at certain

frequencies. You would not expect the two mate-

rials to act in the same way.

Q. Does the art available prior to Norris throw

any light on that question one way or the other?

A. Not to my knowledge.

Q. Was the fact that the perforated oilcloth and

perforated steel, assuming the percentage of per-

forating in each case to be the same and to be small

enough to effectively conceal the absorbent back of

it, and the fact that those two things would behave
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the same acoustically, known in the prior art prior

to the application for the patent in suit ?

A. Not to my knowledge.

Q. Had the combination of a soimd-absorbing

material faced with a relatively thin facing mem-

ber, formed of a self-sustaining non-sound-absorb-

ing material, with this facing member perforated

with perforations small enough to mask the sound-

absorbing material back of it, been used prior to

the date of the patent in suit ?

A. Not to my knowledge.

Mr. Mahoney: I offer in evidence, as Plaintiff's

Exhibit No. 24, the two graphs on the single sheet,

which the [176] witness has just covered in his

testimony.

The Clerk: Plaintff's Exhibit No. 24.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: Dr. Sabine, have you

conducted a series of tests, using combinations of

an absorbing material and thin perforated metal

sheets, in which the size and spacings of the per-

forations in the metal sheets were substantially

different from those shown on this graph Exhibit

No. 24? A. Yes.

Q. Did you use the same absorbent pads through

these tests'?

A. The same absorbents and kept the conditions

identical for the facing member.

Q, By changing the spacing or the size of the

perforations what results did you obtain, generally

speaking ?
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A. Generally speaking, over a wide range of size

and spacing, we found results that were essentially

in agreement with these results which have just

been shown on Exhibit No. 24, namely, that the

perforated metal with the absorbent gave a combina-

tion whose absorbing efficiency was essentially the

same and in some cases slightly greater than the

bare absorbent.

Q. Would you say that once you have sufficient

open area in the facing, in the metal facing to be

effective it makes no difference how much greater

you increase the open area? And you may qualify

your answer if my question [177] is too broad.

A. Yes. I would say that, after your perfora-

tions have reached a lower limit of percentage of

the total area, then you can cover a wide range of

perforations, let us say perhaps as high as 50 per

cent of the total area being perforated, without pro-

ducing any significant difference in the perform-

ance of the combination.

Q. Have you read the plaintiff's interrogatories,

which are Exhibit No. 3 in this case, and the defend-

ant's answers to those interrogatories, which are

Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 4 in this case?

A. Yes.

Q. Did you conduct any tests in which you em-

ployed facings having the size and spacing of per-

forations of some of the defendant's exhibits in its

answers to the plaintiff's interrogatories?

A. Yes.
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Q. Do you recall which ones you tested?

A. Defendant's Exhibits 3, 4, 5 and 7 and also

Defendant's Exhibit No. 19, I believe it was, per-

forated hard board.

Q. In carrying out those tests how did you pro-

ceed f Just give me a general answer now, appl}^-

ing to all of them.

A. The absorption coefficient of the bare ab-

sorbent was measured and then the facing material

was placed over it and measured again. In each

case I made at least two inde- [178] pendent meas-

urements with the facing material over the absorb-

ent pad, and the average values of the two were

taken as the coefficients of the combination.

Q. Did you use anything between the facing and

the absorbent pad in any of the tests of defend-

ant's structures?

A. In defendant's structures 3, 4, 5 and 7 I used

a 14-mesh galvanized wire screen between the ab-

sorbent material and the perforated metal.

Q. Why did you do that ?

A. Because wire screening was shown in the

defendant's exhibit and we wanted to approximate

as nearly as we could in our test the actual con-

structions that were in question.

Q. Then, if I understand you correctly, the

answers to the interrogatories showed that in de-

fendant's commercial constructions in which it used

Exhibits 3, 4, 5 and 7 it employed this 14-mesh wire

between the facing and the absorbent pad, is that

correct ? A. Yes.
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Q. Dr. Sabine, what we have referred to as de-

fendant's interrogatory Exhibit No. 3 is now Ex-

hibit No. 5 in this case.

A. I don't want to mark this up, do I?

Q. No. Have you a graph showing the tests

which you conducted with a facing similar to Plain-

tiff's Exhibit No. 5 which I have just handed you?

A. Yes. The graph numbered 6 on this sheet

which I [179] have was made, using this type of

facing with the 14-mesh screen. My measurement

of the perforations gave %-inch holes, 9/16 inch

on centers, arranged in a square pattern of smaller

holes 3/32 of an inch in diameter and 3/16 inch on

centers, with a total perforated area of 26.2 per cent.

Q. What are the results of that test No. 6?

A. The results of that test No. 6 are as follows:

At the two lower frequencies the absorption of the

combination is practically the same as that of the

bare absorbent. At 512 it tends to be slightly above.

At 1024 it is definitely above and at 2,048 it is defi-

nitely above the bare absorbent.

Q. Referring to Exhibit No. 23 for identifica-

tion, w^hich is the chart, what is the over-all average

as compared to the bare absorbent ?

A. The over-all average is .767 as compared with

.755 for the bare absorbent. That is not the over-all

average. It is the A. M. A. average. Let's call it

that.

Q. How does that compare with test No. 5 in

which you tested one of the products of one of the

plaintiff's licensees

V
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A. Test No. 5 shows an A. M. A. average of .78

as compared with .767 for Defendant's Exhibit

No. 3.

Q. Were those differences, that is, the difference

between .755 and .767 on the one hand and .767 and

.78 on the other hand, what you would call appre-

ciable differences? [180]

A. They are not appreciable differences.

Q. Will you direct your attention to the graph

at the right, No. 7, and to Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 6

and tell me what that graph illustrates ?

A. Do you mean Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 6?

Q. That is. Defendant's Exhibit 4 of its answers

to interrogatories, which is now Plaintiff's Exhibit

No. 6.

A. The results of measurements on that exhibit

are shown on graph No. 7 and it is labeled "De-

fendant's Exhibit No. 4." The perforated sheet

here has 3/16-inch holes on a diagonal pattern,

spaced 9/32 of an inch on center, with 41 per cent

perforations. The results of that test show that at

the lowest frequency, 137 cycles, the coefficient is

materially lower than that of the bare absorbent,

and, also, it is lower at 2,048. At the three inter-

mediate frequencies it tends to be slightly higher

than the absorbing efficiency of the bare absorbent.

Q. In connection with tests Nos. 6 and 7 shown

on this graph, to which your attention has just been

directed, are the results shown luider those num-

bers on Exhibit 23 for identification?
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A. Yes. The A. M. A. average for test No. 6 is

.767 and for test No. 7 it is .754 as compared with

.755 of the bare absorbent. Here, again, the differ-

ence is of no material significance.

Q. Were the tests covered by these two graphs

conducted [181] in the apparatus which you have

described and w^hich is shown in Exhibit No. 22?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. And in the manner in which you have de-

scribed in connection with your previous tests?

A. Yes.

Mr. Mahoney: I offer that sheet of graphs in

evidence as Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 26.

Q. I hand yon now another exhibit, which was

defendant's interrogatory Exhibit No. 5 and which

is now Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 7, and will ask you

if you have a graph showing the results of tests,

using material of that sort as a facing material.

A. Yes. That is shown on curve No. 9 with the

absorbent backing and on curve No. 2 without the

absorbent backing. Curve No. 9 is with the ab-

sorbent backing. The facing has 3/16 holes, ar-

ranged in a diagonal pattern, 5/16 inches on cen-

ters, and with a perforation of about 33 per cent.

The absorption coefficients were slightly lower than

those of the bare absorbent at 137, and at 2,048

cycles. It was essentially the same as the bare ab-

sorbent at the three intermediate frequencies.

Q. Are you still referring to test No. 9 ?
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A. I am still referring to test No. 9. The mate-

rial was tested, as in both 3 and 4 of defendant's

interrogatories, with the 14-mesh screen. [182]

Q. Will you turn to the test that shows that

without the screen ? Which one is that ?

A. That is test No. 2. In test No. 2 the absorbent

backing was removed and the circles are shown at

the bottom of the chart, and there is there shown

that the perforated material has in no instance an

absorption coefficient greater than 10 per cent ex-

cepting at the single frequency of 2,000 cycles. At

137 cycles it is barely one per cent. At 256 it is

41/2 and at 512 it is 51/2 ; at 1024 it is 7 and at 2,048

it is about 11.

Q. As a result of that test No. 2 would you say

that a perforated sheet metal is a non-soimd-ab-

sorbing material?

A. The perforated sheet metal in that test is

very definitely a non-sound-absorbing material.

Q. Returning for a moment to the graph con-

taining tests Nos. 9 and 10, I now hand you Plain-

tiff's Exhibit No. 8, which was defendant's inter-

rogatory Exhibit No. 7, and will ask you if you

conducted any test on that material and does it

show on this graph?

A. The results of that test are shown on graph

No. 10 in connection with the bare absorbent. The

pattern is triangular cut-outs from a square. The

percentage of perforation is about 34 per cent.

The absorption coefficients of the combination of

frequencies are virtually the same as that of the
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absorbent with a 14-mesh screen and perforated

sheet are about the same as the bare absorbent at

the two lower frequencies and slightly higher at the

three [183] higher frequencies, but essentially the

same as those of the bare absorbent from a practical

point of view.

Q. Referring again to Exhibit No. 23 for identi-

fication, what is the A. M. A. average of those tests

9 and 10?

A. In test No. 9 the A. M. A. average is .745 as

compared with .755 of the bare absorbent. In test

No. 10 it is .777 as compared with the .755 of the

bare absorbent. [184]

Q. Were these tests 9 and 10 conducted in the

same manner as the previous test to which you have

referred in your testimony?

A. Under identically the same conditions.

Mr. Mahoney: I offer this graph in evidence,

showing tests Nos. 9 and 10, as Plaintiff's Exhibit

No. 27.

Q. You have referred to the graph under which

test No. 2 is shown at the left, and there is another

test No. 8 shown at the right of that same sheet.

Will you explain what that is ?

A. Test No. 8 is with the absorbent faced with

the defendant's interrogatory Exhibit No. 4.

Q. That is now Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 6?

A. Yes; now Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 6 but with-

out the 14-mesh screen. Referring to the graph, we

see that the absorption coefficients at the two lower
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bare absorbent, slightly higher at 512 and 1024 and

slightly lower at 2048.

Q. What was the purpose of this test No. 8?

A. To find out what, if any, effect the 14-mesh

galvanized screen had on the absorbing efficiency

of the combination in which it was used, whether it

was an essential factor from the point of view of

the sound absorption of the combination.

Q. Will you refer again to Exhibit No. 23 for

identification, which makes it simpler to compare

that test with the [185] similar test in which the

14-mesh screen was present ^. Is that right ?

A. Yes.

Q. That is a comparison of tests Nos. 7 and 8,

is it not? A. Yes.

Q. Will you make a comparison of those two

tests and tell me whether or not the presence of the

14-mesh screen in defendant's structure has any

appreciable acoustical effect?

A. Test No. 7 and test No. 8 are for the same

conditions with the exception that the 14-mesh

screen was omitted from the combination in test

No. 8. It was used in test No. 7 and omitted in test

No. 8. Test No. 7 shows an A. M. A. coefficient of

.754 and test No. 8 shows an A. M. A. coefficient of

.762. The difference between the two is not signifi-

cant in any sense.

Q. From that would you say that the wire screen

does or does not have any acoustical effect in the

combination of defendant's structure?
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A. Based on those tests, I would say that it does

not and, in general, my experience would confirm

that opinion,

Q. Does it have any mechanical function?

A. Yes. Apparently the wire screening is used

more as a means of holding the absorbent pad,

which may be composed of fibrous materials and

which might sift through the coarser perforations

of the surface facings which we have been [186]

talking about. In some cases a muslin coarse-

meshed cheesecloth is used for the same purpose by

the licensees of the plaintiff.

Q. Does Exhibit No. 14 show anything that is

used in place of the wire screen of the defendant's

structure ?

A. The paper here is used for the same purpose

as the screen, I should judge, in these defendant's

exhibits. In some of the other types I have seen an

open-meshed muslin cheesecloth facing for the ab-

sorbent material.

Mr. Mahoney: Will you read back his last an-

swer, not to this question but to the one preceding?

(Record head by the reporter.)

A. I should have said plaintiff.

Q. May I have that graph of tests 2 and 8?

A. Yes.

Mr. Mahoney: I offer this sheet of graphs in

evidence as Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 28.

A. I now call your attention to defendant's in-

terrogatory Exhibit No. 19, which is now^ Plaintiff's
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Exhibit No. 9, and will ask you if you have a report

of any tests on that construction.

A. I have tests on a construction that was very

closely similar, if not identical, in which I used the

bare absorbent and surfaced with 3/16-inch mason-

ite, with 11/64-inch holes spaced one-half by .458

inches on centers, with 10.1 per cent perforations.

I don't know w^hether this is 3/16 or not. [187]

Yes; this is 3/16. The results of that are on curve

No. 13. The values there shown for the combination

of absorbent and perforated hard board facing give

slightly lower values of the absorbing efficiency of

the combination at the frequencies 137 and 2048 and

higher values than the bare absorbent at the three

intermediate frequencies.

Q, What is the test No. 11 reported at the right

side of this i^age?

A. Test No. 11 is for the absorbent faced with

perforated steel .026 of an inch thick, with practi-

cally the same hole size and hole spacing as was

used in the hard board facing sample.

Q. That is, test No. 11 is a steel facing the same

as test No. 5, is it not ?

A. Yes ; it is a steel facing.

Q. But in test No. 11 you have approximated the

size of opening and spacing of test No. 13, is that

right? A. Yes.

Q. What does test No. 11 show ?

A. No. 11 shows that at the three lower fre-

quencies the combination of perforated steel and
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absorbent is practically the same as the bare ab-

sorbent but at 1024 it is greater and at 2048 it is

slightly less. The A. M. A. averages for test No. 13

are .795, and for test No. 11 it is .765.

Q. In both instances they are higher than the

bare [188] absorbent alone, test No. 1, are they not?

A. Yes.

Q. I notice another sheet here marked test No.

12. Will you explain what that is ?

A. Test No. 12 is the same as test No. 13 except

that the hard board in test No. 12 is one-eighth of

an inch thick, whereas, it is 3/16 of an inch thick

in test No. 13. The whole size and spacing are the

same in tests Nos. 12 and 13.

Q. How did those two tests Nos. 12 and 13 com-

pare?

A. In No. 12 the A. M. A. average is .782 com-

pared with .795 for test No. 13, both of which are

to be compared with .755 for the unperforated ab-

sorbent.

Q. Would you call the difference between .782

and .795 an appreciable difference? A. No.

Mr. Mahoney: I offer in evidence, as Plaintiff's

Exhibit No. 29, the graph of tests Nos. 13 and 11,

and, as Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 30, the graj^h of test

No. 12.

Mr. Mason: I object to Exhibits 11 and 12 upon

the ground they are entirely immaterial. There is

no structure of the defendant in the evidence that

compares with it. And I object to Exhibit 13 on the
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ground that it is immaterial for the reason that the

witness has not testified that he tested the exact

equivalent of defendant's structure Exhibit No. 19

to the interrogatories. He said that he thought it

[189] was similar, as I remember.

Mr. Mahoney: It seems to me, your Honor, that

is a matter for cross-examination as to w^hether the

facing No. 13 is sufficiently close to the defendant's

construction to permit the drawing of conclusions

from it. As to Exhibit 12, or test No. 12, rather,

the purpose of that was to try to forestall just the

type of objection we are having now. It is rather

difficult to measure these boards. They are a com-

mercial product. So we tested two different thick-

nesses, namely, 3/16-inch and l^-inch, and we con-

tend we show that it makes no material difference

which of those thicknesses you use. As to test

No. 11, the obvious purpose of that test was to use

an arrangement of perforations in the steel facing

exactly the same as we used in the masonite facing

because the product of our licensees, which is shown

in test No. 5, happens to have a little different hole

spacing and a little different total open area ratio.

So that they run, for the purpose of comparison,

between the steel facing and the metal facing, or the

wooden facing, everything else being equal. And it

seems to me, where a man has conscientiously con-

ducted a series of tests as this witness has, that

whatever he has to offer should be considered for

the purpose of drawing conclusions.

i

I
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The Court: I will allow them to be filed and an

exception may show.

The Clerk: Plaintiff's Exhibits 29 and 30. [190]

Los Angeles, California,

Wednesday, February 9, 1938

10:30 A. M.

(Parties present as before.)

The Court : You may proceed.

Mr. Mahoney. Dr. Sabine.

PAUL E. SABINE,
recalled.

Direct Examination

resumed.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: Dr. Sabine, does this

chart, Exhibit 23 for identification, embody the

results of your tests as shown on the various graphs

that have been placed in evidence ^.

A. It does.

Q. What are the representations at the bottom

of the chart which are entitled D-3, D-4, D-5, D-7

and D-19, respectively?

A. They are representations drawn to scale of

the various facings offered in the defendant's inter-

rogatories 3, 4, 5, 7, and 19.

Mr. Mahoney: I offer the chart in evidence as

Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 23.

The Court : It may be filed.
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Q. By Mr. Mahoney : Do you have in the court

here samples of the actual materials which were

used as the facings in your tests ? [197]

A. Yes.

Q. I hand you a sheet of material on w^hich ap-

pears a ''No. 3," and wdll ask you what that is.

A. This is the oilcloth sold under the trade name
of Sanitas, which was used in the test on unper-

forated oilcloth as shown on graph numbered 3 and

numbered 3 on this chart.

Mr. Mahoney: I offer that in evidence as Plain-

tiff's Exhibit No. 31.

Mr. Mason: I object to it as being immaterial.

The Court: I think all of the material that was

used in tests is proper to be offered in evidence.

Mr. Mason: It being unperforated, your Honor.

That is the ground of the objection.

The Court: He is making various comparisons

here and I think it is all proper. The objection is

overruled and an exception may be noted.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: I hand you herewith a

sheet of steel on which is a tag bearing the number

4. Will you tell me what that is ?

A. This is the sheet steel that was used as a cov-

ering for the absorbent material, and was tested, the

results of which test are shown in No. 4.

Mr. Mahoney: I offer that in evidence as Plain-

tiff's Exhibit 32.

Mr. Mason: The same objection.
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The Court: The same ruling, and an exception

allowed. [198]

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: I hand you now a per-

forated piece of steel, which has on it the number 5,

standard Sanacoustic. AVill you tell me what that is ?

A. That is a perforated sheet steel with per-

forations 5/64th inch in diameter, and .176 inches

on center, .018 inches thick, listed under No. 5 on

the test.

Q. Is that a sample of the actual material used

in your test No. 5 ? A. Yes.

Q. As shown by Exhibit 23 ? A. Yes.

Mr. Mahoney: I offer that in evidence as Plain-

tiff's Exhibit 33.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: I now hand you a per-

forated sheet marked 6D-3. Will you tell me what

that is?

A. This is the perforated sheet steel that was

used in test No. 6, with a 14-mesh screen. The re-

sults of that test are given under No. 6 on this

Exhibit 23.

Q. Is that a sample of the material actually used

in the test? [199]

A. This is a sample of the material actually

used.

Mr. Mahoney : I offer that in evidence as Plain-

tiff 's Exhibit 34.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: You referred to a 14-

mesh screen in your previous answer. I now hand
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you a piece of screen and ask you if that is a sample

of the screen actually used in the test.

A. This is a piece cut from the screen I used in

the test.

Mr. Mahoney: I offer that in evidence as Plain-

tiff's Exhibit 35.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: I now hand you another

perforated steel sheet bearing a tag marked No.

7D-4. Will you tell me what that is "?

A. That is perforated sheet steel, with the de-

fendant's perforations, and the steel is .026 inches

thick.

Q. Is that a sample of the material actually used

in your test No. 7 f A. Yes.

Mr. Mahoney : I offer that in evidence as Plain-

tiff 's Exhibit 36.

Q. I now hand you a perforated steel sheet

which bears a tag marked No. 9D-5. Will you tell

me what that is?

A. That is the material used as a facing in test

No. 9.

Mr. Mahoney: I offer that in evidence as Plain-

tiff's Exhibit 37. [200]

Q. I now hand you another sheet, perforated

with a cane pattern, marked No. lOD-7. Will you

tell me what that is*?

A. That is the perforated sheet steel that was

used in test No. 10, .033 of an inch thick, about 34

per cent perforated.

>

if
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Mr. Mahoney: I offev that in evidence as Plain-

tiff's Exhibit 38.

Q. I now hand you a sheet of perforated steel

marked No. 11. Will you tell me what that is'?

A. That is a perforated sheet steel with 11/64ths

inch perforations, spaced .5 of an inch by .437 of an

inch, approximately .026 of an inch thick.

Mr. Mahoney: I offer that in evidence as Plain-

tiff's Exhibit 39.

Q. I now hand you a sheet of perforated board

marked No. 12, %-inch masonite. Will you tell me

what that is?

A. That is a sheet of the board which was used

as a perforated facing, ll/64th-inch perforations,

.5-inch by .458 of an inch on center, %-inch thick.

This was used in test No. 12.

Mr. Mahoney: I offer that in evidence as Plain-

tiff's Exhibit 40.

Mr. Mason: If this is being offered to show the

defendant's structure of interrogatory Exhibit 19,

I do not believe the witness has testified that this is

precisely the [201] same as that exhibit, and I ob-

ject to it for that reason.

Mr. Mahoney: Well, that is the purpose for

which it is offered, your Honor, to show the struc-

ture.

The Witness: That is the i/^-inch material.

The Court: Well, it may be filed. An exception

noted.

The Clerk: Exhibit 40.
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Q. By Mr. Mahoney: I now hand you a sheet

of masonite bearing a tag marked No. 13D-19. Tell

me what that is.

A. That is hard board, 3/16-inches thick, with

11/64-inch perforations, the perforations .5 by .458

inches on center, and it was used in test No. 13,

10.1 perforated.

Mr. Mahoney : I offer that in evidence as Plain-

tiff 's Exhibit 41.

Mr. Mason: The same objection.

The Court: The same ruling, and an exception

allowed. [202]

Q. Dr. Sabine, I now again direct your atten-

tion to Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 5, which was defend-

ant's interrogatory Exhibit No. 3. On the basis of

the tests which you have conducted, will you state

whether the use of a facing of that type, in com-

bination with a sound-absorbing backing, as was

used by the defendant and as shown by its answers

to the interrogatories, embodies the invention of the

Norris patent in suit? [203]

Mr. Mahoney: I will reframe the question and

ask him to state the combination disclosed in the

Norris patent, if that suits your Honor better.

The Court: Yes. I think he may answer that.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: Do you understand the

question now. Dr. Sabine 1

A. As I understand the question, it is whether

in my opinion this material as a facing mateiial
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for a sound-absorbent pad embodies the combina-

tion disclosed in the Norris patent.

Q. Yes.

A. My answer to that question wovdd be that

it does.

Q. Upon what do you base that statement*?

A. On the performance of this material in com-

bination with the absorbent pad as shown by the

tests which I have conducted.

Q. I will ask you the same question with respect

to [204] Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 6, which was de-

fendant's interrogatory Exhibit No. 4, that is, does

the use of that material as a facing, in combination

with the sound-absorbing backing, embody the com-

bination disclosed in the Norris patent?

A. It does.

Q. And what are your reasons for that state-

ment ?

A. That statement is made on the basis of the

tests which I conducted on this material used as a

facing for a sound-absorbent pad.

Q. And with respect to Plaintiff's Exhibit No.

7, which is defendant's interrogatory Exhibit No. 5,

I will ask you does the use of that as a facing, in

combination with a backing of sound-absorbing ma-

terial, embody the combination disclosed in the

Norris patent *?

A. In my opinion, it does.
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Mr. Mason: Just a moment. May I insert an ob-

jection here that the question assumes that the

patent discloses a combination? I object to it as

calling for a conclusion and on the ground that

there is nothing in evidence to show that the patent

calls for a valid combination.

The Court: I will allow the question and you

may argue that later as to the effect of the witness'

testimony.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: I now call your attention

to Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 8, which is defendant's

interrogatory Exhibit No. 7, and will ask you does

that constitute a material w^hich, when used in com-

bination with a backing of [205] soimd-absorbing

material, embodies the combination disclosed in the

Norris patent?

Mr. Mason: I make the same objection, your

Honor, where he uses the term '^combination".

The Court: Yes. The objection will be overruled

and an exception is allowed.

A. It does.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney : I now call your attention

to Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 9, which is defendant's

interrogatory Exhibit No. 19, and will ask you

whether the use of that material, perforated as

shown, in combination with a backing of sound-

absorbing material, embodies the combination of

the Norris patent.
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Mr. Mason: I object to that on the ground no

foundation has been laid because the witness has

testified that he has not tested that precise product.

Mr. Mahoney: It seems to me, your Honor, that

is a matter for argument. The witness has testified

that the spacing of these holes makes no material

difference within certain limits. I don't know, as

a matter of fact, what variance, if any, there is l3e-

tween our Exhibits 40 and 41 and this Exhibit 9,

but, at any rate, it seems to me that is a matter

for argument rather than shutting off the witness

from testifying.

Mr. Mason: I think that is a matter for your

argument and not mine because the witness has not

testified he made [206] a test of that sample. He
has testified he tested the other samples. As to

whether that is an equivalent of interrogatory Ex-

hibit 19 I think is a matter for your argument.

Mr. Mahoney: I certainly can't argue it if I

don 't have the evidence before your Honor.

The Court: I will let him answer and an ex-

ception may show.

A. My answer to that question would be yes.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney : I now call your attention

to defendant's interrogatory Exhibit No. 2, which

I will ask to have marked for identification as Plain-

tiff's Exhibit No. 42, and will ask you whether or

not you made any tests of that particular facing

in combination with the sound-absorbing backing.
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A. I did not make any tests on this particular

facing.

Q. Can you tell me why you did not make such

tests ?

A. We made tests on other materials which ap-

proximated closely in the matter of thickness and

hole spacing to this particular perforated sheet and

the results of those tests showed that over a wide

variation, hole size and hole spacing, the results

for practical purposes were the same. For that

reason we made no tests on this particular sample.

Q. What is the ratio of open area in that par-

ticular sample?

A. That is about 30 per cent perforated.

Q. In your opinion, would the use of the facing,

Exhibit [207] 42 for identification, in combination

with a back of sound-absorbing material, embody

the combination disclosed in the Norris patent ?

Mr. Mason: I object to that on the ground that

no foundation has been laid for the answer and

on the further ground it is incompetent, irrelevant

and immaterial.

The Court: The objection is overruled and an

exception may be noted.

A. My answer to that would be yes. [208]

Mr. Mahoney: I offer this Exhibit No. 42 in

evidence.

Q. I now call your attention to another sample

of facing filed in the defendant's answers to the
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plaintii¥'s interrogatories, being defendant's inter-

rogatory Exhibit No. 6, and will ask you whether

you made any tests on that material.

A. I did not make any tests on this particular

material.

Q. And is the reason for not making the tests

the same as you just stated in connection with the

previous exhibit? A. Yes.

Q. What is the percentage of open area in that

sample ?

A. Approximately 40 per cent.

Q. Will you state whether in your opinion the

combination of that material as a facing, with a

backing of sound-absorbing material, embodies the

combination disclosed in the Norris patent?

A. In my opinion, it does.

Mr. Mahoney: I offer that sample in evidence

as Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 43.

Mr. Mason: The same objection.

The Court: The same ruling, and an exception

is allowed.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: I now call your attention

to another specimen filed in connection with defend-

ant's answers to the interrogatories, entitled '^ De-

fendant's Interrogatory Exhibit 11." Did you make
any test on that [209] particular facing?

A. I did not.

Q. And is the reason for not making tests the

same as stated in connection with the past two

exhibits ? A. Yes.
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Q. Do you know what the percentage of the

open area in that material is?

A. The percentage of the open area in this par-

ticular material I have not computed but the pat-

tern as given in the catalog of the manufacturer,

that agrees with this, is given as 40 per cent per-

foration.

Q. Will you state whether in your opinion the

combination of that facing, with a backing of sound-

absorbing material, embodies the combination dis-

closed in the Norris patent?

Mr. Mason: The same objection.

The Court: The same ruling and an exception

is allowed.

A. It does.

Mr. Mahoney: I offer that in evidence as Plain-

tiff's Exhibit No. 44.

Q. I now call your attention to Exhibit 10, which

was defendant's interrogatory Exhibit No. 20. Have

you examined that exhibit in connection with de-

fendant's answers to the interrogatories and do you

know how that works and what it is supposed to

show? [210]

A. Yes. This is a sample of the means of at-

taching the perforated metal used by the defendant

to a ceiling or wall as I gather from the defendant's

answers to the interrogatories.

The Court: We had better have the question

again.
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(Question read by the reporter.)

The Court: You may answer that yes or no.

A. Yes.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: You answered that yes*?

A. Yes.

Q. Will you describe what that exhibit shows ?

Mr. Mason: I will make the same objection that

I stated before. [211]

The Court: Yes. An exception may appear. The

thing itself is before him. It is not a matter out

of his head but the object itself is before him and

I think he may describe it.

A. It shows the four corners of perforated metal

bent up at right angles to the faces, which, if ex-

tended and bent on the other four corners, w^ould

make four pans. The bent-up edges are slotted and

in these slots the washer is engaged and the washer

is held to the ceiling or to the support by means

of a screw. It is a device for slotting the edges of

the pans and supporting those pans to a ceiling or

wall.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: Dr. Sabine, prior to the

date of the application for the Norris patent in

suit, did you personally know that, if a facing of

sheet metal or other non-sound-absorbing material

were perforated and placed over an absorbent back-

ing, the combination of the facing and the backing

would give substantially the same coefficient of

absoi'ption as the bare absorbent alone?
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Mr. Mason: I object to that as being incompe-

tent, irrelevant and immaterial as to what the wit-

ness personally knew^ or thought. I don't see that

it matters.

Mr. Mahoney: Your Honor, here is one man

skilled in the art rather beyond the point of ordi-

nary skill in that art. He has testified it was unex-

pected and I think it is fair to ask him the question

whether he himself knew.

The Court: I think he may answer and an ex-

ception may [212] show.

A. I can't remember just how your question was

worded.

Mr. Mahoney : Will you read that question back 1

(Question read by the reporter.)

A. I did not know that.

Mr. Mahoney: That closes the direct examina-

tion.

Cross Examination

Q. By Mr. Mason: Dr. Sabine, are you fami-

liar with the writings of Lord Rayleigh on the sub-

ject of sound? A. Fairly familiar.

Q. Do you consider that in his time he was an

authority on sound"?

A. Rayleigh 's classical work on the theory of

sound is the basis of a great deal of our theoretical

knowledge with regard to the matter of behavior

of sound.
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Q. AVere you familiar with the writings of Lamb

on the subject of sound"? A. Yes.

Q. And of Mr. Watson? A. Yes.

Q. Now, were you familiar with those works

prior to the application for the Norris patent in

suit 'l A. Yes.

Q. In your direct testimony, on page 82, you

state: "The art of acoustical correction, that is,

of rendering the [213] acoustic properties of rooms

what they should be for good hearing conditions

and of quieting, acoustical correction in places

where a reduction of noise is desirable in the general

noise level, originated with Professor Wallace C.

Sabine." Now, is that exactly correct, in view of

what Rayleigh and Lamb and Watson have written ?

A. Yes. I think in my answer I stated the art.

Q. The art of acoustical correction.

A. Yes.

Q. You would consider publications to be part

of the art, would you not?

A. The art of acoustical correction?

Q. Yes.

A. No. I should say they belonged to the science

of acoustical correction. Of course, you might have

an overlapping field where both the art and the

science were involved, but Rayleigh 's work is strictly

scientific, rather than practical.

Q. It is an outline for practical men to follow,

isn't it?
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A. Very few men, I may say, are capable of

following Rayleigh practically.

Q. Why do you say that. Doctor?

A. Because his mathematics is very involved

and he treats most problems from the theoretical

point of view, with the result that if you can under-

stand Rayleigh probably [214] you don't need to

read him.

Q. You mean, then, that very few have the pa-

tience to follow him?

A. The patience and the mathematical training.

Q. Now, on page 84 of your direct testimony you

state: "Professor Sabine assumes that the sound

which strikes an open window would all go out the

window, and that only the amount of sound in front

of an area equal to the area of the open window

would be affected." Just what do you mean by that

statement. Doctor?

A. As a pioneer in the field of auditorium acous-

tics, Professor Sabine had no unit, he had no stand-

ard, so that he had to define his unit and establish

his standard. Also, in lieu of anything better or

more universal he chose an open window as the

ideal absorbent, and in his theoretical treatment of

the results of his experiments he assumed that each

square meter of open window acted as a square

meter of perfect absorbent, and that no sound came

back from that open window.
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Q. Do I understand from this statement that I

have just quoted that it was the theory that if the

open window comprised, say, only 25 per cent of

the total wall area, only 25 per cent of the sound

created in the room would pass out the window?

A. Perhaps we had better get Professor Sa-

bine's own treatment of that subject, if we want to

be sure what he did [215] assume.

Q. Well, what time were you referring to when

you made that statement?

A. In the papers that were published in the

period around 1900—in 1900 he published a series

of articles in the American Architect, in which he

disclosed the theory of auditorium acoustics and

gave the results of some of his measurements, in

which he defined the unit of absorption.

Q. Well, at the time that the Norris patent was

applied for, prior to that time what was your theory

on the subject?

A. What was my theory ?

Q. Yes.

A. I knew that as a practical basis an open

window might be treated as an ideal absorbent, and

that its total contribution to the absorbing power

of a room was roughly proportional to its area,

would be roughly proportional to its area.

Q. In other words, it was your view then that

if the window comprised only 25 per cent opening,

it would pass only 25 per cent of the sound ?

A. No, that wasn't my view at all.
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Q. That is the way I understood your answer.

I may be wrong. What percentage of the sound in

a room, then, would a 25 per cent opening pass, ac-

cording to your belief at that time ?

A. According to the theory that was originally

proposed [216] and accepted, all of the sound of a

sound wave which struck an open window would be

transmitted through the window, and none of it

would be reflected back into the room, [217] In

other words, we have an ideal absorbent, whose co-

efficient of absorption is 100 per cent, and at the

time absorbents were compared directly with that.

The procedure was to measure the eifect on the time

of reverberations of various absorbents, and then

compare that effect with an area of open window.

Then if he ascribed an absorption coefficient of 100

per cent to the open window, he could, by compari-

son, ascribe certain percentages of absorption to

the materials which he was comparing, so that his

open window unit was a more or less arbitrary

standard of absorption.

Q. Did you know prior to Burgess that any

sound striking the wall around the window would,

by diffraction, pass out the window?

A. Yes.

Q. iA^ow long prior to Norris had you known

that?

A. I conducted some experiments on the effect

of area of small samples as early, I believe, as 1920

or 1921. The date I cannot fix exactly. It is in a
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publication. And what I found in connection with

the small areas—and may I define my term "small"

at this particular point ?

Q. Yes.

A. Small in comparison with the wave length of

sound, not fractions of an inch, or anything of that

sort, but areas which were, say, a fraction of a wave

length, or only a few wave lengths in dimensions. I

found that the apparent effectiveness of these small

samples of materials in reducing [218] reverbera-

tions in rooms was much greater than an equal area

in a single large unit of area. In other words, the

apparent absorption coefficient depended upon the

area of the sample w^hich you were testing. I found

also, if I may go on and answer your question spe-

cifically, that that same phenomenon held in the

case of an open window, that is to say, a small

window would transmit something less than 100 per

cent of the sound, as comjnited, which struck it or

which was incident upon it in a reverberant room.

Did I say a small window?

Q. Yes.

A. Would ])ass something more than 100 ])er

cent, whereas a larger window would conceivably

pass less than 100 ])er cent.

Q. Then it is not your thought, is it, that Norris

discovered the fact that a perforated body would

pass a greater proportion of the sound than the

ratio of the area to perforations'? Is that clear?
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A. I think Norris' discovery was in the fact that

a relatively small percentage of perforations would

maintain—a relatively small percentage of the per-

forations in a relatively rigid and self-supporting

thin sheet, would maintain, or allow the material

back of it to maintain, its full effectiveness as an

absorbent. That was Norris' discovery, in my esti-

mation.

Q. AVhat does the rigidity have to do with it?

A. The fact that the flexible facing had been

found to [219] allow sound to pass through and be

completely absorbed was known.

Q. That was by diaphragmatic action?

A. No, not in the case of the perforated.

Q. Unperforated.

A. In the case of the unperforated flexible dia-

phragm, the diaphragmatic action, so-called, was

important, but in the case of a perforated flexible

material it was known that a relatively small per-

centage of perforations would not decrease the sound

absorption efftciency of a material which this per-

forated membrane covered. That was known in the

case of flexible material, but it was not known in the

case . of a material which was relatively stiff and

rigid, as is sheet metal.

Q. If you take, for instance, the product know^n

as Kribble-Kloth—I believe you testified about it in

your direct examination—w^hich is perforated oil-

cloth, and if you lay that against the sound-absorb-
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ing material, would you get the flexibility that you

mentioned there?

A. The combination, yes, would be flexible, either

if the Kribble-Kloth is cemented to the felt or other

absorbent or stretched over it.

Q. In the Sanacoustic perforated metal you do

get some degree of diaphragmatic action, do you?

A. In the perforated metal ?

Q. Yes. [220] A. Perforated?

Q. Yes.

A. Diaphragmatic action in the case of a per-

forated sheet is very, very small, as shown by the

tests which we made on the perforated metal with-

out any absorbent.

Q. That would depend upon the thickness of the

metal, wouldn't it? A. Yes.

Q. If you had a very thin sheet of metal, com-

pared with the thickness of a sheet of ordinary writ-

ing paper, you would get quite a bit of flexibility,

wouldn't you?

A. Yes, but it w^ouldn't necessarily follow that

you would get any considerable amount of absorp-

tion.

Q. Well, the metal doesn't absorb. It merely

transmits it, and it either transmits it through per-

forations or by diaphragmatic action ? [221]

A. The unperforated metal transmits it entirely

through the perforations. I say entirely—practically

—wholly.
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Mr. Mahoney: Will you read that answer back,

please.

(Answer read by the reporter.)

The Witness: The perforated metal. Excuse me.

The perforated metal, I mean.

Q. By Mr. Mason: But at some frequencies you

would get some diaphragmatic action, and conse-

quently some transmission by diaphragmatic action ?

A. I doubt it.

Q. Have you ever made any tests to determine it ?

A. It is very hard to tell, when you get absorp-

tion in a material, just what the mechanics of that

absorption may be. Probably all three kinds are in-

volved in most cases. Of course, in a metal the por-

osity is negligible, so that you get no absorption due

to its porosity. You get very little absorption due to

its inelastic flexure, since steel is a fairly elastic ma-

terial, that is to say, when you distort it, it tends to

come back to its undistorted position and give you

back the energy which is expended in distorting it.

Q. But if you stretched a piece of oilcloth you

would get the same action, wouldn't you, the action

of a drum-head, wouldn't you?

A. The action of a drum-head ?

Q. Yes. [222]

A. A piece of oilcloth, yes, could be stretched.

That is to say, coming back to Mr. Rayleigh, you

would use Mr. Rayleigh 's mathematics for a thin

membrane and not his mathematics for a plate.
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Q. As I understood you in your direct examina-

tion, it is your view that perforated oilcloth, such as

Kribble-Kloth, and perforated metal, such as Sana-

coustic, when placed OA^er a like backing of sound-

absorbing material, performs about the same acous-

tically?

A. It accomplishes the same acoustical result,

yes.

Q. That is, oilcloth itself is what you call a

sound-reflective material, isn't it? Or, put it this

way, it is not a sound-absorbing material, is it ?

A. A thin sheet of oilcloth is not practically ab-

sorbent. For that matter, nothing that I know of,

with sheets as thin as oilcloth, would be, in and of

itself, absorbent. The fact is well established that

the absorption of porous materials increases with

their thickness, and that, as a general statement, is

subject to a good deal of modification, but, as a gen-

eral proposition, if you have a material which, in

thick sheets, might show very high absorption, that

same material, in thin sheets, wouldn't show any

appreciable absorption, if you did not associate it

with some other material that was absorbent.

Q. The oilcloth itself in neither case itself ab-

sorbs it? It merely transmits the sound to be ab-

sorbed by some [223] sound-absorbing agent or

passes into another room, doesn 't it ?

A. You are referring to unperforated oilcloth?

Q. Yes, unperforated.
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A. Unperforated oilcloth would not, in and of

itself, absorb a great deal of sound. Its coefficient

would be low.

Q. Prior to the application for the Norris patent

in suit, had you ever made any tests with perforated

oilcloth sucli as the product known by the trade

name Kribble-Kloth ? A. Yes.

Q. Do you recall what the results of those tests

were?

A. Well, I literally made scores of tests.

Q. How early did you make those tests ?

A. The first tests that I made w^ere for Mr. Dil-

lon, the patentee of the Dillon patent which has been

cited already, in about 1920, I believe.

Q. You found, did you not, that the Kribble-

Kloth, when placed over a sound-absorbing material,

passed substantially all the sound, didn't you,

through the perforations?

A. What I found there was that the perforated

oilcloth or Kribble-Kloth when put over an ab-

sorber, would not reduce the efficiency of that ab-

sorber, and in some cases slightly increased it. At

that time our measurements were not nearly as

precise as they are today, so that our possible error

was considerably greater, so that I didn't attach

very much im- [224] portance to the fact that in

some cases I found greater coefficients of absorption

with the Kribble-Kloth over the sample than I did

for the bare sample.
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Q. But you do find that to be the case, do you

not?

A. We have, as a general rule, a slight increase

with the Kribble-Kloth.

Q. There is a slight increase also with the per-

forated metal?

A. And there is a slight increase with the per-

forated metal.

Q. But is that increase sufficiently large to be of

commercial importance ?

A. It has little commercial value.

Q. Were j^ou surprised when you found from

those tests that the perforations in Kribble-Kloth

passed that proportion of the total sound?

A. It is pretty hard to go back in your mind and

recall just what your mental attitude was at a date

as far back as that, but I rather am inclined to think

that I shared the commonly accepted opinion at

that time that if you had only 50 per cent perfora-

tions you would not—you did cut down the absorp-

tion on the material back of that perforated surface.

Q. It is true, isn't it. Doctor, that you testified

as an expert for the plaintiff in the case of Guaranty

Trust Company of New York and Mary J. Dillon,

Trustees, v. Johns- [225] Manville Corporation,

which case was heard in the United States District

Court for the Southern District of New York,

Equity E-72-24, in 1935? A. Yes.

Q. In that case, as I understand it, you appeared

as an expert for the plaintiff ? A. Yes.
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Q. And, among other things, the plaintiff charged

in that case that the Sanacoustic perforated metal

product which we have been discussing in this case,

and which is made under the Norris patent, in-

fringed the Dillon patent? A. Yes.

Q. By Mr. Mason: Would you refer to page

56 of your [226] direct testimony in that case,

Doctor? A. Yes.

Q. I will read the following questions and an-

swers, and will ask if you made those at that time:

"Q—What advantage would you attribute to

the sheet metal membrane over the oilcloth

membrane ?

"A—I should not attribute any acoustical

advantage.

"Q—I am speaking generally now.

"A—Generally; mechanically the steel is

more adaptable to structural uses, and I think

the advantage, the mechanical advantages are

fairly obvious.

"Q—That is inherent in the material itself?

''A—That is inherent in the material itself.

''Q—Not to anything that Norris did to it?

''A—No, aside from the very clever device

of attaching."

Is that a correct statement of your testimony at

that time? A. Yes. [227]

Q. And at page 55, Doctor, continued on to page

56, toward the bottom of page 55:
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"Q—What difference is there, acoustically

considered, between what Dillon set up in his

patent and what Norris set up and showed in

his patent?

"A—Acoustically, there is no difference.

''Q—Are you willing to say categorically

whether these two products, Nashkote type B
and the Sanacoustic Tile have the same action

and result acoustically?

^'A—Yes."

Is that a correct statement of your testimony?

A. That is correct, and it is in substantial agree-

ment with what I have testified here.

Q. The Nashkote type B that you referred to in

that answer is the Johns-Manville product known

as Kribble-Kloth, isn't it?

A. Nashkote type B was a special device in

which the Kribble-Kloth was cemented to tlie s})e-

cial felt which they had developed for the |)ur|)ose.

[228]

Q. When you referred to Kribble-Klutli, do yuu

recognize that specimen as being a sample of the

product known as Kribble-Kloth? A. Yes.

Mr. Mason: I will ask that this be marked for

identification as Defendant's Exhibit B.

Mr. Mahoney: Are you offering that now?

Mr. Mason: No. I am merely asking that it be

marked for identification.
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Q. Doctor, referring to the tests about which

3^ou testified in your direct examination, and refer-

ring particularly to Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 24, will

you describe precisely how you mounted the un-

perforated Sanitas which, as I understand it, is or-

dinary oilcloth, A. Yes.

Q. for the purpose of those tests'?

A. The Sanitas was tacked closely to the wooden

frames which carried the sound-absorbent material.

Q. It was not in contact with the sound-absorb-

ing material!

A. It was in loose contact with it; yes. The

wooden pans were an inch and one-half deep and

I laid what was commercial absorbent an inch and

one-half thick in them so that in every case the

facing was in loose contact with the absorbent ma-

terial back of it.

Q. It is true, is it not, that the membrane of

oilcloth [229] was drawn tightly? »

A. Not very tight. No pains were taken to

stretch the oilcloth.

Q. Was it tight enough to have a drum action,
|

a drum-head action?

A. I don't know. Of course, it wasn't cemented

to the material and, therefore, it would be free to

vibrate. That is what I think you want to know.

Q. Yes.

A. It would be free to vibrate independently of

the material which it covered.
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Q. The sound-absorbing coefficient which you

give of the whole structure there would indicate

that that unperforated sheet of oilcloth transmitted

that portion of the sound, would it not? It would

not mean that it itself absorbed any of itf

A. Of course, the absorption of sound under

these conditions is a mechanical, dynamic thing, and

to speak of the transmission of sound as something

that goes through a membrane such as this oilcloth

is does not give a proper picture of what mechan-

ically is taking place. Of course, what happens, as

I conceive it, is the alternating pressure in front

of the oil cloth membrane causes that to move by

diaj^hragmatic action or drum-head action, if you

want to call it that, and that pushes air in and out

of the felt beneath it and the combination takes up

a certain amount [230] of energy from the sound

waves which strike it.

Q. I just wanted to get the record clear. Doctor,

because I don't think your answer yesterday made

it entirely clear that the oilcloth itself did not ab-

sorb the sound. Referring to curve C in the view

on the left-hand side of that page, that, as I under-

stand it, is the performance of the same material

covered with unperforated sheet steel?

A. Yes.

Q. How thick was that sheet, if you know?

A. That is given on Exhibit 23, I believe. Here

it is. It is .018 of an inch thick.
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Q. And did you use one large sheet or was it a

series of small tile?

A. It was a sheet 2 by 9 feet, that is, sheets 2

by 9 feet, covering each of the four boxes in which

the absorbent w^as.

Q. In other words, the sheet metal was the same

size as the sheet of oilcloth which you used?

A. Yes.

Q. But in the case of the metal it was not as flex-

ible as the oilcloth, is that right? A. Yes.

Q. The difference in results is due to that, is it

not?

A. The greater stiffness of the steel, that is, the

fact that it may be described as a rigid, as dis-

tinguished from a flexible, material makes it a

more ef^cient barrier [231] to the action of the

sound waves on the felt below.

Mr. Mason: Will you read that answer, please?

(Answer read by the reporter.)

A. Both the oilcloth and the steel do act through

their motion on the sound below, and the fact that

the combination of steel and felt shows, particularly

at the lower frequencies, a higher coefficient than the

steel without the backing would probably show

would be evidence of that fact.

Q. At other frequencies the coefficient would

be lower, would it not?

A. The coefficient of the combination of steel?

Q. Yes. A. It is
;
yes.
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Q. In other words, you find a slight increase in

efficiency at certain frequencies and a decrease at

other frequencies ?

A. Not with the unperforated steel.

Q. No. I mean with the perforated steel.

A. Yes. In general, that may be true, although

the more nearly universal ti'uth is that you get a

slight increase with the perforated steel.

Q. Well, you get it at certain frequencies'?

A. Yes.

Q. But you get a decrease at other frequencies?

Mr. Mahoney: Are you talking about the perfo-

rated steel in combination with a backing of sound-

absorbing [232] material?

Mr. Mason : That is correct ; Sanacoustic tile, for

instance.

A. The facts as shown on Exhibit 23 ought to

answer that question.

Q. It shows that up to certain frequencies but

beyond that I wanted to know what would happen

beyond those frequencies.

A. Oh. Well, since the most of the manufac-

turers of acoustical materials are satisfied to know

the performance of their materials up to 2,000

cycles, it does not seem to me it would have very

much commercial significance as to what happened

beyond that.

Q. For the purposes of this case I just wanted
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to make it clear. You merely covered from 128 up

to 2048 cycles. A. Yes. [233]

Q. And I wanted to know for the purpose of

the record what would happen beyond those cycles,

say up to 10,000. A. I don't know.

Q. You do know that there would be a decrease

in efficiency, though, or a decrease in the sound-

absorbing coefficient of the whole imit?

A. "With perforated steel?

Q. Yes.

A. There would be a decrease if you should go

to an extremely short wave length. Do you mean

at a very high frequency?

Q. Yes.

A. That w^ould be a mere matter of opinion. I

don't know, as a matter of actual experiment, what

would happen beyond 4,000 cycles or beyond 2,000

cycles in most of these cases, having never tested

them.

Q. In your direct testimony yesterday, on page

91, you w^ere speaking of perforated metal, and you

say, "Well, it has the general advantage that per-

forated metal is a nomial interior finishing mate-

rial." How long has that been the case?

A. Well, I was speaking there in contrast with

or contrasting metal with the perforated oilcloth,

if I remember the connection. Your question is how

long have people used metal as an interior finish,

is it? Is that what it amounts to? [234]
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Q. The question is, on page 91, "Getting back

to the Norris patent and the perforated fabric which

we were discussing a minute ago, what advantages

has the patented construction over the perforated

fabric of the prior art?" And then comes the an-

swer which I have quoted.

A. I think it always had that advantage.

Q. Have you ever made any tests, using a wire

screen, just a plain wire screen, over sound-absorb-

ing material as backing? A. Yes.

Q. Do you know what the ratio of the perforated

area or the openings in that screen were to the

closed area?

A. No. It was just wire screen put over it.

Q. Do you have any idea of w^hat the percentage

was ?

A. Oh, I fancy it was a 16-mesh screen. Per-

haps it was between 70 and 80 per cent open.

Q. What were the results of those tests if you

recall? A. In what respect?

Q. As to the coefficient of the combined struc-

ture. A. As compared with what?

Q. As compared with the bare absorbing mate-

rial.

A, I don't think I ever made any tests specific-

ally directed to that question but, in general, we

have always assumed that a wire screening of that

coarseness or mesh, ordinary fly screen, would not
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materially affect the coefficient or the substance

which it covered. [235]

Q. In other words, as I understand you, the

sound would be transmitted through the screen in

the same manner as it would through the perforated

metal ?

A. I am not so sure that the action is the same.

Q. In what respects would it differ, if any?

A. The theory of the performance of holes in

front of an absorbent material has never been to

my knowdedge mathematically worked out but my
opinion is that the fact that you cover up a large

portion of the absorbent material is an essential

part of the action of the perforated metal or thin

plate over the absorbent material.

Q. In other words, as I understand your an-

swer, then, the ratio of a perforated area to unper-

forated should be relatively very small?

A. Well, there is a considerable range of perfo-

rations in which the action is fairly constant, that

is, independent of the amount of perforation.

Q. You are familiar with the claims of the Nor-

ris i)atent in suit, are you not? A. Yes.

Q. Is that what is referred to in the final clause

of Claim 1 ? Do you have the patent before you ?

A. Yes.

Mr. Mahoney: Your Honor, I again object to

questions directed to the expert in the language of

the claims. I think he has a right to ask him any-
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thing he wants to about [236] structure but that

\dien he talks about claims he is going beyond the

XU'Ovince of an expert.

Mr. Mason : If your Honor please, there is abso-

lutely nothing in the specification to which I can

point and ask the witness for any explanation of

that term. He has put a limitation in the claim

which must mean something, and I am trying to

find out what it means and trying to put in the

record what it means.

The Court: Will you read the question, Mr. Re-

porter ?

(Question read by the reporter.)

I think he may answer whether that is his un-

derstanding of the terms.

A. The final clause reads, "being such as to ex-

pose an api^arently substantially continuous sur-

face to the somid waves."

Q. By Mr. Mason : What is your understanding

of the meaning of that expression?

A. Well, simply as a layman, and that seems

to me to be all the consideration that my opinion

deserves, I would say that it refers to a surface

which is apparently continuous and such an appar-

ently continuous surface is exposed to the sound

waves. That seems to me to be an ordinary inter-

pretation of the wording.

Q. As I understand you, you are appearing as

an exj^ert. You have stated in your direct examina-
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tion that certain exhibits answered to the disclosure

of the i^atent and I am [237] assuming that in mak-

ing that answer it was your view that those exhibits

answered to whatever the meaning of that clause is.

A. No; I didn't. Excuse me. What I said, I

think, if you will refer to it, was that they cor-

responded to the construction and the combination

disclosed by the patent.

Q. From your answer, then, I take it you refer

there to w^hat appears to the observer to be a sub-

stantially continuous area, whether it is actually one

or not.

A. And that the surface is exposed to the somid

waves.

Q. That would be the unperforated area?

A. No. The whole thing would appear substan-

tially continuous and it would be exposed to the

sound waves.

Q. In other w^ords, that you couldn't see the

holes ?

A. Substantially continuous. Of course, you can

see a very, very tiny hole at a very short distance or

you can see a much larger hole at a greater distance.

But the claim seems to me to be clear enough in its

meaning there. It doesn't bother me a bit.

Q. Unless you knew the distance that you were

supposed to view that from, the claim wouldn't mean

much, w^ould if?
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A. Well, it wouldn't give you any exact dimen-

sions of the holes or of the perforations, if that is

what you are driving at. No; it wouldn't. But

the claim is generally descriptive rather than spe-

cific in giving you the per cent of perforation.

[238]

Q. If you had a structure, say any of the de-

fendant's structures here in evidence, on the side

wall of a building, w^iether or not it would come

within the disclosure as you have interpreted it

would depend upon what sort of a room you were

I

view^ing it from, would it not? [239]

A. Well, the question as to whether a given per-

forated surface would appear continuous to the eye

or not would depend, of course, on how closely you

got to it. [240]

Cross Examination

resumed.

Q. By Mr. Mason : Dr. Sabine, in the testimony

given by you in the previous case referred to this

morning, on page 32, I will read from the record.

"Q. That is at the time of the Dillon patent?

''A. Yes; that is to say, nothing but textile

fabrics were used. Perhaps that would be the

best way to put it. And Dillon's provision then

was to have a fabric which one could paint and

decorate and, in order to have that kind of a

fabric, which must be a fabric which in and of
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itself is impervious to the passage of sound

waves in order that it might not lose its effi-

ciency and its sound transparency when painted

he perforated this fabric. Prior to this time it

had always been assumed in the acoustical art

that the fraction of the sound which went

through a perforated fabric would be the same

as the fraction of the fabric which was perfo-

rated, that is to say, if you had 25 per cent [241]

of fabric holes, then only 25 per cent of the sound

will pass through. The essence of Dillon's in-

vention resides in the fact that that assumption

is not true; that, if you have a membrane—

I

will use that term ^'membrane" because it is a

broader term—if you have a membrane which

is perforated no more than 15 per cent, experi-

ments show that it will transmit practically a

hundred per cent of the sound, and Dillon was

the first to make application of this particular

fact. Prior to his time the porous fabrics had

been used which were porous throughout and

whose porosity was destroyed by painting. Dil-

lon proposed to use a non-porous material,

punch holes in it which were large enough not

to be filled by painting, and his invention rests

on the fact that, when you have that sort of

structure, you still have a perfectly sound

transparent structure, and it represented a dis-

tinct advance in the art over anything that had

preceded it.''
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Is that correct?

A. Substantially. Perhaps there is one feature

there that was later brought out in redirect exam-

ination, and that is the use of that term ''pervious"

and the term ''impervious." In a later part of the

testimony the question was raised and I defined the

term "pervious to sound" as meaning that it would

allow the actual motion of the air particles consti-

tuting the sound waves to pass through as distin-

guished from the process by w^hich a non-porous

material transmits sound energy by its own motion,

the so-called [242] diaphragmatic action which we

were speaking of this morning.

Q. Now, on page 35—I will not read all of the

answer, because I think the first part is immaterial,

but in the latter part of the answer, at the bottom

of the page, you say: "But here is what we do find,

and this is what I found in the case of the tests

which I performed for Dillon in 1921: That when
the perforated "

The Witness: Excuse me. What page is that?

Q. Page 35. I will start at the beginning of the

quotation: "But here is what we do find, and this

is what I found in the case of the tests which I per-

formed for Dillon in 1921: That when the per-

forated oilcloth was placed over the felt, the ab-

sorption efficiency of the combination was slightly

greater for tones ranging from 64 up to 512 vibra-

tions; slightly less in that particular sample for

tones ranging from 512 to 4096 but, on the average,
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the two were practically identical." I believe in

that answer you were comparing Sanacoustic and

Dillon, were you notf

A. I don't think there was any immediate refer-

ence in the preceding testimony to Sanacoustic;

simply the reference was to Dillon's structure. And
there doesn't seem to be any comparison there made

in the testimony at that point between the perform-

ance of the two.

Q. The last sentence in the quotation, "The two

were practically identical"—that is what I was re-

ferring to. [243]

A. It refers to the bare absorbent and the ab-

sorbent surface with the perforated oilcloth of

Dillon.

Q. That is a true statement of what you testified,

is it not ? A. Yes.

Q. One more quotation from your record, page

46:

''Q. I show you sample of the Dillon struc-

ture, Plaintiffs' Exhibit 6, and sample of the

Sanacoustic tile. Plaintiffs' Exhibit 9. Will you

give us a comparative description of the con-

struction and mode of operation, and particu-

larly compare them from the standpoint of

acoustics ?

"A. The Sanacoustic tile has a perforated

metal membrane over a sound-absorbent pad.

The Nashkote B has a perforated oilcloth mem-
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brane over a sound-absorbent pad. Both mem-

branes are perforated. Both membranes are

substantially impervious to sound aside from

the perforations therein. Both membranes may
be spoken of as acoustically transparent and

fairly opaque optically. That is to say, they

cover the material behind them so far as sic^ht

is concerned, leaving them open to the sound.

The only difference acoustically considered be-

tween these two samples is in the character of

the membrane, one being oilcloth, substantially

impervious except as pei'forated; the other be-

ing metal which is also substantially imper-

vious.

'^Q. When you speak of acoustically trans-

parent, I assume you mean a membrane which

permits the sound waves to pass [244] readily

through it. That is what you mean by acousti-

cally transparent, is that correct?"

The Witness: That is correct.

Mr. Mason : Just a minute.

The Witness: Excuse me. You are still reading

from the record?

Mr. Mason: Yes.

^^A. Yes.

^'Q. And that is true of both tlie metal and

the oilcloth?

''A. Yes. Taken by themselves, both mem-
branes are substantially non-absorbent when
perforated.
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^'Q. Are you familiar with the Norris pat-

ent ? A. Yes.

^'Q. Which I refer to as defendant's patent,

Norris patent 1,726,500. A. Yes.

^'Q. Now, just briefly, what does that dis-

close ?

''A. That discloses the Sanacoustic tile

which we have just been talking about.

''Q. Omitting any reference to the manner

in which this is fastened or set up, as we are

not concerned with that, will you please state

briefly the acoustical action of the Norris Sana-

coustic tile, pointing out any similarities or dif-

ferences, acoustically, between the Norris tile

and the Dillon tile.

"A. There is no essential difference acousti-

cally [245] between the Norris tile and the

subject matter of the Dillon patent. As I have

said, both consist of sound-absorbent pads, sur-

faced with a perforated membrane, in one case

metal and in the other case oilcloth. Both of

these membranes are substantially non-absorb-

ent in and of themselves. [246] Both allow the

sound to pass through with substantially no

decrease of intensity. That is, they are nearly

perfectly sound transparent. Both slightly in-

crease in combination with the absorbent mate-

rial, the absorptivity, and it is also true that

when spaced a little ways, say half inch from

the absorbent layer, the increase in that case is
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slightly greater than when the absorbent mate-

rial is laid directly onto the felt. That is true of

both membranes. So far as I have been able to

ascertain by tests, the two membranes behave

in substantially the same way in every regard."

Is that a correct statement of your testimony?

A. Yes.

Q. You still hold those views, do you ?

A. Yes.

Q. In your direct testimony you referred to per-

forated metal as being more reflective of light. The

degree to which it is reflective of light depends,

does it not, upon the degree of unperforated area

exposed? A. Yes.

Q. It would depend also somewhat upon the

manner in which the surface is decorated, would it

not, or painted?

A. It would depend upon the \yjyQ of decorative

material that it would take and carry.

Q. In your direct testimony you were asked if

you personally knew about any perforated sheet

metal facing for a [247] sound absorbing material

prior to the application for the Dillon patent.

Mr. Mahoney : The Dillon patent ?

Mr. Mason: The Norris patent. I beg your par-

don.

Q. By Mr. Mason: And I believe your answer

was no, that you did not. Now, had you ever heard

of any such structure?
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A. Not to the best of my knowledge and belief,

I had not.

Q. You could not say definitely whether you had

or not ?

A. Well, that is the opinion I hold now, that I

had not heard of it prior to the time that I had

heard of Norris' construction.

Q. On page 68 of your testimony in the ease

previously mentioned:

"Q. Is there any rule that applies to deter-

mining the percentage of the hole area to the

impervious area to get good sound absorption?

"A. Is there any rule?

''Q. Yes, any percentage that you should

keep within?
'

' A. No, I do not know of any definite rule.
'

'

Is that correct?

A. Yes, sir. I may call attention to the fact that

I used the adjective ''definite" there in the answer.

Q. Those are still your views, are they ?

A. Yes. That is to say, you can get good results

with [248] a wider range of perforations.

Mr. Mason : That is all.

Redirect Examination

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: Dr. Sabine, you were

queried upon the teachings of Lord Rayleigh's book,

"Theory of Sound". Are you familiar with that

book?
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A. Yes, fairly so. It is not my bedside com-

panion, so to speak.

Q. Do you find in that book a disclosure of the

combination of the Norris patent ? A. No.

Mr. Mason: Just a moment. I object to that as

calling for a conclusion I don't think the witness is

qualified to draw.

Mr. Mahoney: The witness is here as an expert,

your Honor, and if he isn't qualified I don't know

who would be.

Mr. Mason: I think he can state what Rayleigh

discloses.

The Court : That might be a long story.

Mr. Mason: It would be a long story, your Honor.

The Court: Well, of course, what he means by

that is what the patent discloses. Do you find any-

thing similar as described by the author ?

A. I do not.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney : Are you familiar with the

Lamb book to which reference was made on cross

examination? [249] A. Yes.

Q. Do you find any disclosure in Lamb of what

is described in the Norris patent?

Mr. Mason: The same objection.

The Court: The same ruling. You may answer.

And an exception is allowed.

A. I do not find any direct disclosure of what is

described in the Norris patent.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: Are you familiar with

Watson's book on sound? A. Yes.
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Q. Do you find any disclosure in Watson of what

is described in the Norris patent ?

Mr. Mason: The same objection.

A. I haven't looked into Watson with this par-

ticular question in mind but so far as I can recall

offhand, without an examination of the book, I do

not recall anything in Watson that discloses the

construction of Norris.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: I call your attention to

Defendant's Exhibit B for identification. First, I

will ask you have you ever seen any commercial in-

stallations of the product of the Dillon patent?

A. Yes.

Q. Have you ever seen any in which a cloth

facing was stretched to form a flat surface and four

sides such as the sides of a pan, as in this sample?

[250]

A. No.

Mr. Mason: We object to that as being imma-

terial.

The Court : He may answer. He has already an-

swered it, though, and an exception may show\

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: Will you look at the sur-

face of that exhibit B and tell me whether that is a

flat surface?

A. The surface is decidedly bowed from the

edges where it is suj^jported, that is to say, it pre-

sents a convex surface.

Q. If you were attempting to get a flat surface

with a metal pan, would you get the result that is

shown on this Exhibit B? A. No.
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Q. It was brought out in your cross examination

that your tests were limited to a range from 120

cycles to 2,048 cycles. Will you tell me why you did

that, why you so limited your tests ?

A. The main reason was that for jn'aetical pur-

poses that is the frequency range which is used by

the manufacturers of acoustical materials.

Q. Your attention was called to the use of a wire

screen facing in your cross examination. Will you

state what advantages say perforated metal facing

has over a wire screen facing?

A. The advantages are, first of all, mechanical.

The perforated metal forms a flat surface, without

any particular attempts at stretching or attaching.

You simply tack [251] it or nail it on. Moreover, it

can be molded into pans. Probably the metal screen

could be molded into pans, if it were so desired, but

you would possibly have to have a heavier type of

screen. In the matter of decoration, a coarser mesh

screen would not successfully conceal the absorbent

material back of it, vsdiereas, if you went to much
finer meshes, it would successfully conceal the

screen. And, if you would undertake to paint the

screen covering, you would get into the same diffi-

culty that you do with the fabric coatings, namely,

that you would seal the interstices between the wires

of the screen.

Q. It was brought out that in your test No. 3 of

unperforated oilcloth you stretched the fabric over
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the boxes in which the sound-abrorbing material

was arranged. Will you tell me why you stretched

that fabric"?

A. The ordinary commercial application calls

for the fabric to be stretched sufficiently to present

a fairly smooth, flat surface, and that was what I

tried to do. I made no distinct effort to stretch the

material but simply to make a presentable surface.

Q. There was also some question of having open-

ings of such size that they substantially concealed

the sound-absorbing material. In that connection I

call your attention to Plaintiff's Exhibit 13, to the

decorated side of that exhibit, and will ask you isn't

it true that, where a design is placed on the surface

of the sheet metal, the somid-absorbing material and

the [252] openings can be more readily concealed

than where a plain color is employed for the dec-

oration ?

Mr. Mason: I object to that as being entirely im-

material. There is nothing in the claims that refers

to the decorations on the metal concealing the thing.

It refers to the metal of the product itself.

Mr. Mahoney: I don't quite understand what

you mean. You cross examined at considerable

length, or there was considerable cross examination,

directed to this, your Honor, and I think the ques-

tion is in order.

The Court : I think he may answer. He has de-

scribed heretofore, briefly, the question of the pos-
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sibility of concealing the openings by the use of

coloring and decoration and I think he may explain

the range of that color and decoration and the ad-

vantages of one over the other, if there are any, as

a matter of illustration.

A. The question of what constitutes a substan-

tially continuous surface as viewed by the eye is a

matter of a great many factors : first of all, the size

of the perforation and the spacing of the perfora-

tion, the distance which the eye is from the per-

foration, and it also depends upon the background

against which the perforation is made. A single hole

in a white wall would be much more apparent to the

eye than a pattern of holes of the same size in a

colored design. So that it would seem to me to be a

difficult matter to specify any one factor which

would determine the [253] visibility of these per-

forations. [254]

Q. By the Court: Doctor, you w^ere read ex-

tracts from [255] your testimony, which you agreed

you had given. Did those extracts express fully

your interpretation, if we may call it that, or your

position with respect to a comparison of the matters

that you had under examination? In other words,

are they to be taken at their face value and by them-

selves or is there something that modifies those that

you gave at the time ?

A. I would sa}^ that the excerpts taken from the

testimony were fairly representative of the position
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I took at that time and from which I have not de-

parted, I believe, in my testimony in this case. '

The Court : You may follow that with further

questions along that line.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: It is still your testimony,

is it not, from an acoustical standpoint solely that

the construction of the Dillon patent and the con-

struction of the Norris patent produce similar re-

sults ?

A. That is the position that I take at this time

and have always taken with regard to the construc-

tion.

Mr. Mahoney: That is all.

Recross Examination

Q. By Mr. Mason : You were speaking, Doctor,

about using a screen in the place of the perforated

metal as a covering for sound-absorbing material.

It would be possible, would it not, to find a screen

that would be sufficiently [256] rigid and self-

sustaining to be used as a facing for such material?

A. Well, I should say that it might be possible

but, as a matter of fact, in the competitive situa-

tion today, if it were a practicable matter, then that

means would be on the market because this problem

is really a major problem among those who are

engaged in the manufacture and sale of acoustical

materials. So that, if a single thing like a screen

could be used, some one would be using it if it were

a marketable and profitable product.

i
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Q. How do you distinguish between a screen and

any other foraminous material such as is contem-

l)lated by the Norris patent in suit?

A. In the case of a foraminous material the per-

centage of opening to the total surface may be much

smaller without producing openings that are so

small that they will seal when the surface is painted

than would be true of a woven material. If you had

a woven material, in which you didn't want the ab-

sorbent material to show through, you would have

to have a closely woven material. And, when you

j)aiiited that, you would get iiilo llic difficulty of

closing the interstices. That, it seems to me, is the

probable explanation of why the perforated screen

has not been used as a means for covering—or I

don't mean the yjerforated screen. T mean tliat the

woven screen has not been used as a covering. [257]

Q. Do you take it from the Norris patent that

it contemplates that the material must Ije perfo-

rated? And by that I mean that the })erforations

must be punched out instead of Ijeing formed in

the material initially.

A. I think it is very evident from the whole

purport of the Norris patent that he conteiti|>lates

a material in which the perforations aic the icsuh

of something that is similar to a perforating jjiocess

rather than where the openings are the result of

the particular method by which the material is

fabricated, such as weaving.
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Q. The woven product would be the same, would

it?

A. No. What I intended to point out is that a

w^oven product would not be the same; that the

Norris patent does not contemplate the use of a

woven metal membrane.

Q. Acoustically, they perform in the same man-

ner, do they not?

A. Acoustically, they would perform the same

function.

Q. Mechanically, the woven material could be

made sufficiently rigid and self-sustaining to fully

support any sound-absorbing material beneath it,

couldn't it?

Mr. Mahoney: I object to that. It is not a ques-

tion of what could be done. This witness was ex-

amined on what was done in the prior art and now

he is taking this prior art screen and rebuilding it

in the light of the patent. If he asks the witness

whether this was done before Norris, that would

be one question but he is asking what could be [258]

done with wire screening.

Mr. Mason: We are referring to screens and I

am still discussing a type of screen.

Mr. Mahoney: Yes; but the only way it would

be at all relevant is whether it was done before

Norris; not what could be done with the screen.

The Court : Will you read the question, Mr.

Reporter ?
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(Question read by the reporter.)

Just what do you claim for that, Mr. Mason?

Mr. Mason: I want to see if there is any dis-

tinction in his mind between a woven function, or

I mean a woven fabric such as we are discussing

here, and the perforated metal specifically illus-

trated in the Norris patent.

The Court: I will let him answer and an excep-

tion may be allowed to the other side.

A. Functionally, I would say that there was no

difference between a perforated metal screen, or I

mean between a perforated metal sheet, and a woven

fabric screen also of metal.

Q. By the Court: When you use the w^ord

^'fabric" there in your answer what do you mean

by '^ fabric"?

A. A metal fabric in the sense that it has been

made as the result of a weaving.

The Court: I see.

Q. By Mr. Mason: In referring to this speci-

men here of Kribble-Kloth, Defendant's Exhibit B
for identification, [259] you find in this case that

the Kribble-Kloth is placed over the pan in contact

with the sound-absorbing material pad beneath it,

do you not? A. Yes.

Q. In actual practice, it is sometimes spaced

away from the sound-absorbing material, is it not?

A. Yes.
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Q. In that case you would not get the bulge you

have here, would you? A. No.

Mr. Mason: That is all.

Q. By the Court: For my information, how is

it supported when it is spaced awayf

A. In the earlier installations the furring strips

were attached to the wall or ceiling and the absorp-

tion pad was laid between those and held in place

by wires stretched across them, and then the perfo-

rated material was stretched over the furring strips.

There are several patents, I think, relating to meth-

ods of stretching fabric coverings so as to get a

presentable surface.

Redirect Examination

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: In other words. Dr. Sa-

bine, when you attempt to support the weight of

the sound-absorbing pad by the fabric as the de-

fendant has done in Exhibit B for identification, it

would increase that tendency to sag? [260]

A. Yes.

Mr. Mahoney : That is all. I would like to recall

Mr. Storey for just one or two questions. [261]
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OLIVER W. STOREY,

recalled as a witness on behalf of the plaintiff, hav-

ing been previously duly sworn, testified as follows

:

Direct Examination

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: Will you tell me whether

or not the Burgess Battery Company is in fact a

subsidiary of the plaintiff'?

A. It is not if we define subsidiary as a company

in which the stock is owned to an extent which al-

lows control of the company, that is, 50 per cent

or more.

Q. Does the plaintiff in this case own some stock

in the Battery Company?

A. Yes; it does but the amount is considerably

less than 50 per cent.

Q. In your testimony yesterday you stated some

figures in regard to total royalties under the Norris

patent received by the plaintiff. Can you tell me
approximately what portion of those royalties were

paid by the Battery Company?

A. The Burgess Battery Company paid up to

January 1, 1938, a total of $4,110.77 in royalties to

the Burgess Laboratories.

Mr. Mahoney: That is all.

Mr. Mason: That is all. [262]

Mr. Mahoney: Your Honor, I have a deposition

which I want to put in evidence. Is it your custom

to have the deposition read?
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The Court: Well, that is as you choose. You

may read it now, or it may be read later.

Mr. Mahoney: It is about 30 short pages in all.

If I don't read it, I will have to tell you what is in

there and there are some objections.

The Court: You had better read it.

Mr. Mahoney: This is the

Deposition of

RAYMOND V. PARSONS,

taken in New York on December 15, 1937. Mr.

Mason and I were present on behalf of the parties.

'^Q—State your full name, please.

*'A—Raymond V. Parsons.

*'Q—Where do you live?

"A—59 West Twelfth Street, New York."

Do you intend to read what you have in here,

Mr. Mason, or shall I just read on ahead?

Mr. Mason : You might read it.

Mr. Mahoney:

"Mr. Mason: I reserve the right to make

further objection to the deposition at the time

of offering the same in evidence, except as to

form of question and time and place of taking

deposition.

"Q—By whom are you employed, Mr. Par-

sons?

"A—The Johns-Manville Corporation.

*'Q—What are your duties? [263]
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''A—I am a research engineer.

"Q—How long have you been connected with

the present Johns-Manville Corporation or its

predecessors in business?

*'A—Since September 10, 1910.

"Q—Does this company make and sell acous-

tical products?

^'A—It does.

"Q—How^ long has it been in that business?

''A—Since December, 1910.

"Q—To what extent have you been connected

with the acoustical end of the business of Johns-

Manville Corporation?

''A—I have been connected with it ever since

December, 1910, to 1933, in March.

''Q—I hand you herewith a copy of the Nor-

ris patent No. 1,726,500, which is the patent in

suit. Can you tell me whether or not Johns-

Manville Corporation is licensed under that

patent ?

''Mr. Mason: I object to that as calling for

a conclusion. May I ask this witness a question ?

"Mr. Mahoney: Yes; all right.

"By Mr. Mason: Q. Does the license to

which you refer, Mr. Parsons, is that in writ-

ing?

"A—Yes.

"By Mr. Mahoney: Q. Did you sign the

license ?
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*'A—It was signed by our treasurer and

president, I think.

"Mr. Mason: I object to the witness testi-

fying as to [264] the license on the ground that

it calls for conclusions, not the best evidence, as

hearsay. '

'

I might say that license has been produced here

in court for Mr. Mason's inspection.

The Court: You may read on, then. The docu-

ment is here.

Mr. Mahoney: The answer continued, "It is.

Yes, it is not clear. As a matter of fact, I do not

know whether you want me to sa}^ that or not but

I was instrumental in drawing it up and have seen

it many times.

"Q—Prior to 1927 were there any products

on the market for the acoustical treatment of

rooms in the manner that the Norris j)atent

treats such rooms ?

"Mr. Mason: I object to that as calling for

a conclusion of the witness."

And the answer was, "Yes." [265]

Of course, he has testified he had been in the

business since 1910 and this was a question directed

to 1927.

Mr. Mason: He was not qualifying as a patent

expert.

Mr. Mahoney: I am qualifying him as a man

skilled in the art, is all.
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The Court: It may remain and an exception

may show.

Mr. Mahoney:

"Q—Was the Johns-Manville Corporation

making such products prior to 1927?

''A—Yes; we made several products prior to

1927.

"Q—Will you tell me, in a general way, what

those products were?

"A—They were mostly based on the use of

hair felt for absorbing the sound and then cov-

ered with several different kinds of finishes.

Some of them were fabrics, such as dyed rep,

muslin, painted and unpainted, and Kribble-

Kloth, which is a perforated woven textile

membrane of oilcloth. In addition to that, the

Mazer Acoustical Company were putting out

similar products except the Kribble-Kloth. The

Celotex Company were putting out a perforated

insulating board type of sound-absorbing ma-

terial. The R. Guastivino Company were put-

ting out a ceramic tile at about that time. The

United States Gypsum Company were putting-

out a sound-absorbing plaster.

*'Q—Now, getting back to this material that

you call Kribble-Kloth, for what period of time

did the Johns-Manville Corporation make such

product? [266]

"A—Well, from 1922 up to the present time.
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Perhaps your Honor would like to see a copy of

that patent, as it will undoubtedly be placed in evi-

dence sooner or later. There is a copy of this Dillon

patent.

The witness goes on and saj^s,

''A—I am, and to Figure 3. Later, I might

add that our object in using that particular

method was so that the surface of the fabric

could be stretched taut and not show any of the

irregularities of the surface of the felt as would

be the case if it were practiced according to

Figure 4. However, we had two or three rather

disastrous fires with this method. The Kribble-

Kloth being oilcloth, was very inflammable be-
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''Q—Has the structure always been the same,

or has there been any change in the structure

of it?

"A—The patent was originally practiced just

about as shown in the original Dillon patent

drawings. In other words, the sound-absorb-

ing felt was placed against the ceiling and an

air space was left between the felt and the per-

forated fabric membrane."

That is what Mr. Mason was just referring to in

his cross examination.

''Q—^Are you referring to the Dillon patent

No. 1,385,741?

'A—I am, and to Figure 3." »
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cause of its high content of linseed oil and tung

oil and in case the membrane did catch on fire

with the air space in back [267] of it and the

air in the room in front of it, it gave an easy

access for the oxygen to get to the fabric and

feed the flames. In the meantime, a new form

of acoustical tile had been devised. The old

felt was made by long bats of hair laid down

more or less on top of each other in parallel

planes. There was nothing to tie the hair to-

gether and, consequently, it had no tensile

strength. It had to be supported from under-

neath but through an ingenious device, what

is know^i as needling, the several bats, as they

were formed, were sent through a machine and

barbed needles were forced through them which

had the effect of tying the hairs into a sort of

cohesive mass. When that was brought out we

changed our method of construction and util-

ized a patent of our own developed by Mr. J.

H. Nash to cement the perforated membrane

directly to the felt. This, of course, had the

effect of damping any combustion which might

occur. [268]

*'Q—Now to differentiate between these two

products, did they have different names?

"A—The other one was just Johns-Manville

Kribble-Kloth treatment. Well, we had letters

to designate the difference—Nashkote-A was
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acoustic felt with a solid membrance over it,

and Nashkote-B designated perforated mem-

brane over it.

'*Q—The perforated membrane attached di-

rectly to the pad was known as Nashkote-B ?

*'A—Yes, sir.

''Q—Prior to 1927 did Johns-Manville do an

appreciable business in Kribble-Kloth and

Nashkote-B ?

^'A—A very considerable business.

**Q—Did the installation of Kribble-Kloth

present any difficulties?

''A—Yes. One of the problems of course was

to reproduce, or at least its equal, the surface

of smooth plaster ceiling and in order to do

that, this fabric and felt had to be applied with

very fine workmanship. The static value of

the treatment depended upon the skill of the

workmen.

"Q—Did the cementing of the facing of

Nashkote-B directly to the sound absorbing pad

present any difficulties?

'^A—Yes. It is clearly evident that if ce-

ment was placed in <i thickness and sprayed

continuously over the [269] surface of the felt

that a certain amount of cement would remain

back of the holes in the Kribble-Kloth, which

would have the effect of merely closing up the
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holes and cutting down the sound absorbing-

efficiency of the treatment.

"Q—In addition to the competitive prod-

ucts that you have named, what was one of the

next competitive products to come on the mar-

ket in the sound treatment field?

''A—The next of any importance was the

Burgess Sanacoustic tile.

"Q—About when did that come on the mar-

ket?

''A—Some time in 1928.

"Q^—Now, can you explain generally the

construction of Sanacoustic Tile as placed on

the market by Burgess?

"A—It consisted of a furring of the ceiling

or walls with what we call a T-bar because it

was T-shai:)ed. This was of rolled cold metal

formed in such a way that a metal pan could

be snapped into it and supported by the edges

of the pan in the T-bar. This metal pan was

perforated and not only held the sound absorb-

ing element, but also supported it. The per-

forated metal facing of the pan was enameled.

^'Q—Was that construction in any way simi-

lar to what is shown in the drawings of the

Norris patent Number 1,726,500?

*'A—Yes, sir.

''Q—Did the Burgess product have any ef-

fect upon your sales of Kribble-Kloth and

Nashkote-B? [270]
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"A—It did almost immediately,—in Chicago

particularly where Burgess opened up an of-

fice for the sale of the Sanacoustic Tile. In

the course of the first three to six months they

took at least twenty-six contracts, that I was

familiar with, away from us in the Chicago

district alone. They also secured one of the

biggest contracts ever awarded in New York

—

the Western Union Telegraph Company here

in New York City.

''Q—What did you "

And the previous answer continues:

''That is, the Johns-Manville Corporation

had to meet that competition.

''Mr. Mason: I object to that on the ground

that the witness has testified that he merely

had to do with the research and he has not

testified that he has had anything to do with

the sales end of the business."

And the answer continues:

"Well, as a matter of fact, from 1927 up

to 1933, I had complete charge of all the sales

of acoustical treatment for Johns-Manville

throughout the country and abroad and from

1910 to 1927 I had charge of the sales west of

Pittsburgh."

Now the answer proceeds:

"I also had charge of all the research. We
did several things to combat the Sanacoustic

i
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Tile treatment. It was evident that it was

better than anything- mechanically— [271] than

anything we had. The use of the T-bar as a

supporting medium made it possible to align

the tile in perfectly orderly and symmetrical

manner regardless of the skill of the workmen

so we endeavored to make use of some of our

own patents to contrive a similar fire-proof

and smoothly operating mechanically, sound

absorbent. One of the first things we did was

to try to use perforated plaster which we form-

ed in a tile shape, and then to overcome the

mechanical regularity of the perforated plas-

ter tile we spent quite a good deal of time and

money developing a perforated plaster tile

which w^ould hold the sound absorbing element

somewhat as the Burgess tile does but in which

the holes would be uncontrolled as to regular-

ity. We did this by using gas-forming ele-

ments in the plaster. Inasmuch as the Johns-

Manville Company has built u]) its reputation

in the asbestos business, I was always glad to

make an acoustical treatment out of an asbes-

tos base and we thought some—in fact we tried

very hard for about six months to make per-

forated asbestos cloth, which we could do under

the Dillon patent, stiffen it by means of various

synthetic resin and other treatments, and form

it into a pan. However, all of these efforts were
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so expensive in manufacturing that we could

not place ourselves on a competitive basis on

the Burgess product.

"Q—During- this period of competition be-

tween you and the Burgess product was Sana-

coustic tile being advertised to any great ex-

tent? [272]

''A—Not a great deal—except locally in the

Chicago area but they did secure a great deal

of publicity because of the novelty of the ma-

terial. It was written up in many office maga-

zines, trade magazines and even the newspapers.

^'Q—Was there anything unusual about the

use of a metal facing for sound absorbing treat-

ment?"

And then Mr. Mason objects on the ground that

it is calling for a conclusion of the witness. The

witness, of course, was asked the question as a man
skilled in the art, and he had been in the art at least

15 years at that time.

The Court: The answer may be given. An ex-

ception noted.

Mr. Mahoney: He goes on then to say:

^'A—Well, that was principally the reason

for the publicity that was given to it. Sheet

metal is considered to be one of the best sound

reflectors that there is, probably the best next

to plate glass, and it was rather extraordinary
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to use a membrane which was a normally good

reflector of sound, made into a very efficient

sound absorbent and this, of course, was

brought about by the perforation of the metal

membrane and the use of the sound absorbing

element back of it.

"Q—Was the efficiency of Sanacoustic tile

surprising to you?

"A—Well, it was rather peculiar. Frankly,

I had never dreamed of using a material of that

character as a sound absorbent. We had been

organized and had been [273] operating under

the late Prof. Wallace C. Sabine of Harvard

University who had done a tremendous lot of

research in developing sound-proofing construc-

tions. Sheet metal was one of the principal

materials that he used to ]U'event transmission

of sound from one room to another or one floor

to another and naturally we always looked upon

it as an insulator of somid rather than a trans-

mitter. However, it was our past experience

in Kribble-Kloth—it was easy to see how it

functioned the minute I saw it.

'*Q—Now going back to Nashkote-B for a

moment, will you tell me w^hether a cloth facing

which is cemented to a felt backing can be

painted as easily as a metal facing which sup-

ports a felt backing?"
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And an objection on the ground that it is call-

ing for a conclusion. The answer is:

"A—It largely depends on the manner in

which the sound absorbing element is support-

ed in the perforated metal facing. If the sound

absorbing element is laid right next to the

inside of the perforated facing and the sound

absorbing element consists of a fibrous mate-

rial, it is very conceivable that a certain amomit

of this fibrous material may project through

the holes. This, of course, was the great trou-

ble we had with Nashkote-B. Our sound ab-

sorbing element w^as hair felt and regardless of

the care used in installation myriads of these

fine hairs persisted in poking through the holes

in the Kribble-Kloth so that when it w^as paint-

ed from underneath, the effect of these hairs

was to [274] absorl) a certain amount of the

paint and fill up the holes. That, of course,

was just what we did not want to do. In the

manner in which Sanacoustic tile has been prac-

ticed, the soimd absorbing element is lifted

away from the inside face of the tile by means

of little metal supports so the under surface

of the tile is perfectly smooth and clean and

it is as easy to paint as an ordinary plaster

surface.

''Q—What did Johns-Manville eventually do

in regard to this competition of the C. F. Bur-

gess Laboratories?
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''A—The man at the head of our general re-

search work at the time was Mr. A. M. Hamlet

and in discussing the troubles we were experi-

encing with Mr. Hamlet, he suggested that he

knew Dr. Burgess very well and he eventually

gave me a letter of introduction to him. I call-

ed on Dr. Burgess and after a considerable dis-

cussion of the acoustical situation and the fu-

ture of the business, I negotiated a contract

with him whereby the Johns-Manville Corpo-

ration became an exclusive licensee under the

Norris patent."

Mr. Mason then states:

"Strike those portions of the witness' an-

swer relating to conversations with Mr. Ham-

let and Dr. Burgess on the ground of hear-

say.
'

'

Now, those were conversations taking place be-

tween this witness and each of those other persons

in turn.

The Court: I suppose if it resulted in the

license, if it is a material thing, that told his ex-

perience in the [275] business, using what they had.

I don't regard the conversations as particularly

damaging one way or the other.

Mr. Mahoney: No. The important thing is the

witness' final sentence. He stated that he nego-

tiated a contract.
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"Q—When was that contract negotiated?

"A—In March, 1930, I mean March, 1929."

Mr. Mason then states:

"I object to further testimony by the witness

about the contract unless the contract is of-

fered in evidence on the basis that it is not

evidence and calls for hearsay."

And I stated:

^'The contract will be offered in evidence at

the trial at which time it will be proved. The

questions which I have directed to this witness

do not deal with the details of the contract but

merely are asked to establish the sequence of

events that took place in which this witness di-

rectly played a part."

Mr. Mason: I will withdraw the last objection.

Mr. Mahoney: Then the next question is:

^'Q—Do you know whether a further and

later agreement was made between Johns-Man-

ville and C. F. Burgess, Inc. under the Norris

patent ?

"A—Another contract was negotiated the fol-

lowing year in 1930. I mean the contract was

made.

"Q—Did you sign that contract on behalf of

the Johns-Manville Corporation? [276]

"A—No, all our contracts have to be signed

bv an officer. I am not an officer of the com-

I
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pany. It was signed by C. M. Yoorhees, the

treasurer of Johns-Manville at that time.

"Mr. Mason: I make the same objection in

regard to that contract."

Then the question was

:

"Q. Where is Mr. Voorhees now?

"A. He is Chairman of the Finance Com-

mittee of the United States Steel Corporation

in New York City."

Then the next question:

"Q. Ylien you began putting Sanacoustic

tile on the market, did you have any difficulty

in convincing the trade that it would be a satis-

factory sound treatment?"

And then the objection preceding the answer, that

it calls for a conclusion. Of course, here is a man
that was engaged in the business of promoting this.

The Court: Let us see what his answer was.

Mr. Mahoney: He said:

"A. Yes, we did. I think most of the—well,

the buyers of acoustical treatment, while they

were perfectly familiar with the fact that

fabrics would absorb sound and that felts would

absorb sound, while it is incredible, some others

thought a perforated metal could not be efficient

sound absorbing material. To overcome that re-

luctance on the part of buyers to accept our

findings, Dr. Burgess [277] devised a little in-
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strument known as a bell ringer; by means of

which we were able to prove it. This consisted

of a metal cylinder about three inches in diam-

eter which was lined with acoustic felt forming

a hole through the center about one inch in

diameter. This cylinder—one end of this cylin-

der was placed in a sound-proof box in which

there was located a bell and later a buzzer. As

the bell or buzzer was sounded by means of an

electric battery, the only way in which the sound

could come out into the room was through this

felt lined cylinder and if the felt was left un-

covered the loudness of the bell was such that it

could be heard mth considerable difficulty at

any distance from the bell ringer. Then we had

a solid metal cylinder which just fitted inside of

this felt cylinder and if that was placed into

the hole so that the solid metal covered the felt,

the bell could be heard easily for a very con-

siderable distance—as well, in fact, as though

the bell were exposed in the room. If a per-

forated metal cylinder was inserted in the cylin-

drical felt hole, the sound of the bell again was

muffled to the same degree that it was muffled

when only the felt was exposed. By operating

this bell linger in approximately the sequence

I have described, we could demonstrate the

sound absorbing efficiency of the felt alone, then

liow it could be nullified or cancelled by the
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solid metal surfacing over the felt, how per-

forating the solid metal surfacing with the same

degree of perforation that we used in the Sana-

coustic tile we again restored [278] the sound

absorbing efficiency of the bare felt."

Mr. Mason then says:

'Must a moment. I move to strike that part of

the answer of the witness relating to what mem-

bers of the trade thought on the ground that it

is hearsay and a mere statement of conclusion

of the witness and I move to strike the remain-

der of the answer upon the ground that it is

not the best evidence and hearsay."

The Court: Motion denied. An exception noted.

[279]

Mr. Mahoney (Reading) :

"Q. To what extent did you actually use

these bell ringers in sales promotional work?

"A. Oh, we made uj) two or three dozen of

them and placed them in the hands of our acous-

tical salesmen so that they could make this dem-

onstration before their prospective customers.

"Q. AVas there any necessity for the use of

such instrument in connection with the sale of

Kribble-Kloth constructions ?

"Mr. Mason: I object to that. It calls for a

conclusion of the witness."

I think that is a question of fact, rather than a

conclusion.
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The Court: You mean by that, the buyers object
i

to that on that ground? l|

Mr. Mahoney: No. The question is directed to

ascertain whether or not it was necessary to demon-
\

strate, in selling this Kribble-Kloth, prior to the j'

time they took over the Sanacoustic tile, to demon- |

strate that it would absorb the sound.

The Court : Let him answer.

Mr. Mahoney: The answer is: ''No."

"Q. After you acquired a license from C. F.

Burgess Laboratories, Inc., did you continue to

put Kribble-Kloth constructions on the market?

"A. Yes, sir. [280]

"Q. To Avhat extent?

"A. Right up to the present time. It was

advertised at least for five years with almost

equal importance with the Sanacoustic tile.

"Q. Does Johns-Manville Corporation make

Sanacoustic tile at the present time?

"A. Yes, sir.

"Q. Has that been a successful business?

"A. Very successful. Probably I would say

it was the most widely used acoustical material

for commercial work that there is on the mar-

ket even though it is next to the most expen-

sive.
'

'

Then here is an objection by Mr. Mason, which

follows the answer: "May I insert an objection
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before that answer as calling for a conclusion of

the witness."

The Court: It may remain. Let the exception

show.

Mr. Mahoney (Reading) :

''Q. How has the publicity of Kribble-Kloth

constructions compared with that of Sana-

coustic tile during the last seven or eight

years'?"

I think it should read "popularity", but the

deposition actually reads "publicity." And Mr.

Mason again makes another objection as calling for

a conclusion of the witness.

The Court: Well, if it reads "publicity" I will

sustain the objection. You say it meant "popu-

larity"?

Mr. Mahonej'^: I am certain that is what it

should have read, but it is a mistake that was never

noted and never [281] corrected.

The Court: Sustained.

Mr. Mahoney: May I have that answer in under

Rule 46, or something of the sort ? Do you insist

that that word remain "publicity"?

Mr. Mason: Well, that is what the deposition

shows. I don't recall now.

Mr. Mahoney: Of course, I asked the question,

and I know what I had in mind. Skipping that an-

swer, your Honor, the next question goes on, and

you will find places where, I suppose, it won't make

much sense. It says:



Mr. Mason: It is 1933 on my copy.

Mr. Mahoney: 3933. You are correct.

'^ but I do not any longer, but I am kept

informed by reports just as a matter of interest.

^'Q. Do you obtain those figures from finan-

cial reports of the company?

"A. Reports of the Acoustical Sales Depart-

ment."
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''Q. Inasmuch as you have stated dollars

and cents figures with respect to Kribble-Kloth

royalties, will you give some comparative figures

for Sanacoustic tile?" i

Then Mr. Mason objected to this question as not

calling for the best evidence.

The Court: He may answer that.

Mr. Mahoney: He says: "The royalties on the

Sanacoustic tile, at a lower rate, have very consid-

erably exceeded those of the Kribble-Kloth. Well,

you asked me the figures, didn't you?"

And I say "Well, I asked you " And he broke

in and said :

'

' They will approximate fifty thousand

dollars this year on a lower rate
"

Then, because of that objection, I went ahead and

asked him

:

"Was it in line with your duties of the com-

pany that [282] placed you in a position where

you would have to know those figures you are

giving in response to those answers?

A. It was up to 1935 "
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That is all of the direct, but that leaves this one

answei' out, your Honor; it leaves the comparative

statement.

The Court: Does the cross-examination go to

that same question'?

Mr. Mahoney: No, I don't think so. I will glance

through here and see, but I don't think so.

Mr. Mason: I don't think I cross-examined on

that.

Mr. Mahoney: No, it does not.

The Court : Well, it may be read into the record,

under the rule, but I don't know what weight I can

give to it.

Mr. Mahoney: Under Rule 46, the question as it

is here reads:

"How has the publicity of Kribble-Kloth con-

structions compared with that of Sanacoustic

tile during the last seven or eight years'?"

And the answer is:

"We paid as much as $36,000 a year royalty

on Kribble-Kloth right up until about 1930 or

1931. [283] Since then the royalties are grad-

ually dw^indling away to where in 1935 we paid

less than $1000 royalty. On the other hand, the

use of Sanacoustic tile has grown steadily and

this year will be the biggest year that we have

ever had in that business."

Are you going to read the cross-examination?

Mr. Mason: Yes.

(Reading) :
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'

' Cross-Examination

By Mr. Mason

''Q. Mr. Parsons, the Kribble-Kloth prod-

uct that you mentioned, as I understand it, is

the product that you put out under the Dillon

patent? A. Yes, sir. . m
''Q. What size perforations do you use in

the fabric membrane there?

"A. When we started operating under the

Dillon patent, Mr. Dillon furnished us with

material in which the holes were ^4'' in diameter

on Yo' centers but when we made our own ma-

chine to do our own perforating, w^e reduced the

size of the holes to 3/16" on 7/16'' centers. Later

there was a demand on the part of architects

for less conspicuous holes and in the period

between 1926 and 1931 we had at least six dif-

ferent patterns and sizes of holes. We used to

designate these different patterns by the diam-

eter of the holes. For instance, our No. 332, the

fabric was perforated with 3/32" diameter

holes. It happened to be a diagonal pattern

[284] and the holes were spaced 7/32" apart

and 9/32" apart in the other direction. Then

we had a pattern which consisted of %" diam-

eter holes on y^' centers. We had a pattern of

1/16" holes, they were spaced on about %"
centers.

"Q. You state that the architects demanded

that you have less conspicuous holes?
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''A. Yes.

^'Q. Now would you call a y^' hole a con-

spicuous hole? A. Yes, I would.

"Q. Conspicuous in what respect?

^'A. Well, even though the ceiling might be

forty feet in the air the holes could easily be

seen with the naked eye.

"Q. Could you see the sound-absorbing ma-

terial beneath that?

"A. No, the holes looked black.

"Q. What would you say was the largest

hole that you could have which would still be

inconspicuous ?

"A. Well, that's a rather difficult question

to answei'. It depends upon how far the eye is

away from the surface. Now, in an ordinary of-

fice, if the membrane is painted white regard-

less of what is used as a sound-absorbing mate-

rial back of it, you can distinctly see any hole

of 1/16'' diameter or more. There are many
ways of getting [285] arovmd these things if

the distance between the eye and the surface is

far enough. The regularity of the holes can be

more or less concealed by decorations that you

can see. If we took a patterned fabric which

had a pattern printed on it and perforated that,

obviouslv the holes would not be quite so ap-

parent as if the fabric were painted a solid

color.
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'^Q. Now does the spacing of those holes be-

tween centers and the distance between the

centers of those holes make any difference?

^'A. Hardly, measuredly. The principal

thing, of course, is to get a certain percentage

of open area to solid material and that per-

centage need not be very high to have the mem-

brane or perforated surface absolutely trans-

parent to sound.

"Q. How high would you say that would

require ?

''A. Oh for office quieting treatment where

the pitches encountered are rather high and the

wave lengths short, it can be as low as 7 percent

of the gross area of the surface.

"Q. Now in your perforated metal product

which you now make under the Burgess patent

in suit, what size perforations do you use in

that?

A. Well, we still use several different sizes.

Q. Will you state what those sizes are?

'A. In our standard metal pan type of

treatment the [286] holes are eight hundredths

—.068'' in diameter. In the Sanacoustie hollow

rib, which is another form of Sanacoustie tile,

in large units we have two patterns, one of

them is 3/32'' in diameter and another one, as

I recall it, approximately is 1/16" in diameter

—

I do not recall the decimal dimension. We have

a

ii
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also made both the Kribble-Kloth and the Sana-

coustic tile or perforated metal type of treat-

ment in a cane pattern.

"Q. In the cane pattern, what percentage of

the entire surface is perforated?

''A. T cannot answer that exactly, but I

would say twenty per cent. It is rather high.

"Q. Would you state twenty percent as a

maximum ?

''A. I would say that was a maximum, yes,

sir.

"Q. Now what—those are romid perfora-

tions, as I understand the .068'' and the 3/32?

"A. Yes, sir, they are all romid except the

cane pattern.

"Q. Now what is the distance between the

centers of the .080 ?

''A. I am sorry I cannot answer that. I have

not had occasion to refer to it for quite some

time. They are approximately 5/32'' apart and

I believe that is the dimension.

"Q. Now take the holes of 3/32" diameter.

What is the distance between the centers there ?

[287]

"A. They are 5/32" in one direction and

9/32" in the other. It is a diagonal pattern

and on the 1/16"

''Mr. Mason: Approximately %th.

"Q. What is the thickness of the metal in

each of those cases that you have perforated?
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''A—In Sanacoustic tile—26 gauge; Sana-

coustic hollow rib, the thickness of the metal

may vary with the length of span, heavier

metal being used for great spans. It is used

principally in eleiminating any spanning be-

tween the girders that support the roof.

^'Q—That is w^here you did not use tile?

"A—That is where we do not use tile bases

any longer, with a self-supporting rib crimped

in it and there the gauge has run up to 21 gauge

in thickness.

"Q—Now you rely upon the perforations to

transmit the entire sound to the sound-absorb-

ing material beneath it?

''A—Yes.
'^Q—You do not rely upon any diaphragm

action of the metal?

^'A—Not if the metal is perforated. Of

course, we very often use some unperforated

tile in combination with perforated tile for

decorative purposes and there there is some

transmission to the absorbent by diaphragmatic

action.

^'Q—Now do you have a standard size of tile

where you use perforated metal in the form of

a tile?

''A—Oh, yes. [288]

*'Q—What is this standard size?
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"A—16 inches square. Now wait a minute,

I should not answer that question like that.

The tile which is to be supported individually

—they are 16" square. We also have a die for

manufacturing two tiles in one unit and there

the tiles are 16" x 32", permitting 32" center

supporting or furring strips.

''Q—Now in the Kribble-Kloth, in cases

where you used that, did you rely upon the per-

forations to pass to the sound-absorbing ma-

terial beneath it?

^'A—AYe did. The inventor thought the

Kribble-Kloth had some somid-absorbing value

in itself, but it is not appreciable.

''Mr. Mason: I ask that that part of the

answer referring to what the inventor throught

be stricken. It is a conclusion."

The Court: It may be stricken, as so expressed.

Mr. Mason (reading)

:

"Q—Now what were your objections to

Kribble-Kloth as a commercial product?

"A—In the first place, it was inflammable

and in the second place, it had no mechanical

strength in itself ; it either had to be supported

independently of the sound absorbing element or

the sound-absorbing element had to be of a

nature to hold the Kribble-Kloth. In the third

place, it stretched in an unreliable manner.

Sometimes it w^ould [289] stretch more in one
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direction than in the other. It was very hard

to keep smooth and taut. It was also very

much harder to paint than the perforated

metal.

"Q—You say it had to be supported inde-

pendently of the sound-absorbing material. Is

not that true of the perforated metal also?

''A—No, the perforated metal in itself sup-

ports the sound-absorbing element upon the

little tiles. The sound-absorbing elements

placed in the pans and the pans provide the

support.

"Q—Does the face of the pan that is ex-

posed to the room form the support for this

where it is used on a ceiling?

"A—No, there are tw^o little metal V-shaped

supports that rest on the inside face of the

perforated metal pan and the sound-absorbing

material rests on those two supports which

forces the sound-absorbing element up in the

inside face of the pan about 3/16".

"Q—Well, the remainder of the pan supports

the perforated part of the pan, does it?

"A—Yes.

"Q—You are treating the whole thing as a

unit in your answer?

"A—Yes. The pans wx have referred to,

they consist of a flat perforated metal facing

W'hich is bent up on all four sides and those
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four extending sides are clipped [290] into

thin metal T-bar support and form the support

for perforated metal facing and the somid-ab-

sorbing element.

''Q—How are they clipped into place?

''A—These extending edges have a slight in-

dentation which is put in when the tiles are

formed in the press and these edges (referring

to patent)—This is a crimp; it is actually

shaped like that.

"Q—Referring to it by the numeral you are

referring to the edge?

"A—24 in figure—what is that? Figure 8

—

is a crimp which has—it is snapped back to

rest on the deformed legs of the T-bar. This

item here (indicating) is called a T-bar because

it is T-shaped.

"Mr. Mahoney: Do you mean 24 or 14?

'^A— (continued) I am sorry to say that I

can not see; that I left my glasses home. 14,

yes.

"Q—Xow in order to support the pans as

you have stated, you of necessity have to use

furring strips or this T-shaped member that

you are referring to?

"A—Yes. That's the normal way of suj^-

porting them and the pans are crimped, as you

will see here (indicating) in Fig. 2 and again

in 14 in Fig. 3 to provide for that kind of sup-
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port that makes it a fire-proof support. Of

course, it is perfectly possible to take perfo-

rated metal in flat sheets and nail it up to a

wooden support. Then the complete sound-

absorbing material would be no more fire proof

[291] than the wooden furring strip which sup-

ported it.

"Q—Now prior to the advent of this Bur-

gess material on the market, to which you re-

fer, as research engineer you had known that

metal or any solid material would have, if per-

forated, transmit sound?

''A—Now, we did not know it. We prob-

ably should have but we did not.

"Q—You knew an open window or open

door in a room would transmit soimd'?

''A—Yes, but I think if we had ever rea-

soned about it, which we did not, we would

have assumed that from our knowledge of the

nature of metal as a sound reflector that the

amount of somid transmitted through the per-

foration of the metal would be almost in direct

proportion to the percentage of perforations

to the total area. In other words, if ten per

cent of the area were perforated, we would

probably have reasoned that only ten percent of

the sound would be transmitted. Of course,

that is a hypothetical question and a hypothet-

ical answer.

I
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"Q—You made the statement that it was

miusual and I merely asked you the question

for that reason.

^'Q—Now, Mr. Parsons, I believe you stated

that one of your objections to Kribble-Kloth

was that in the use of hair felt as a sound-ab-

sorber, the hairs projected through the per-

forations ?

'^A—Yes, sir. [292]

''Q—Now was the Kribble-Kloth in face to

face contact?

''A—Yes, that was w^hen it w^as cemented to

the surface of the felt. Of course, that did

not occur when the Kribble-Kloth was furred

away from the felt.

"Q—Would that be the case with any sound-

absorbing material, for instance, rock wool ma-

terial ?

''A—It all depends upon the nature of the

sound-absorbent. In the last few years we

have learned a lot about how to manufactui'e

materials to absorb sound than we did, say ten

years ago. It is now possible to make a rock

wool sound absorbent, or a ceramic sound ab-

sorbent in which there are no fibers w^hich pro-

trude from the surface of the material but at

the time we w^ere practicing the Nashkote type

of treatment, hair felt was the only material
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that we had that was practical to use in con-

nection with it.

''Q—Now you made the statement in your

direct that the Burgess x>erforated metal mem-

ber was mechanically much better than the

Kribble-Kloth, for instance.

"A—Yes, sir.

"Q—What did you mean by that statement?

''A—Well, it is obvious that a piece of sheet

metal can be formed in a die so that great quan-

tities of them can be stamped out with mechan-

ical perfection. Now if these tiles which are

stamped out in this manner by a die are then

supported in a metal furring strip, which can be

formed on [293] a machine to be perfectly true,

again it is obvious that the tile could be clipped

into a T-bar with absolute alignment of all the

tiles. Mechanically it is a much better job. It

is more workman-like,—true.

''Q—Once you get them into place in so far

as absorbing sound is concerned, the perforated

metal and Kribble-Kloth would perform more

or less alike ?

'^A—Well no, that is not quite true. Assum-

ing that the sound-absorbing material being

that each of them were the same and none of

the cement used to cement the Kribble-Kloth

to the sound absorbent filled up any appreciable

number of holes, the two would be equal in
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sound-absorbing efficiency, yes, sir. That is

what I referred to.

''Q—Now you referred to a ceramic tile, will

3^ou describe what you had in mind when you

mentioned that?

''A—The ceramic tile to which I referred is

a competitive product manufactured by R.

Guastivino Company was a combination of

clays, such as used in ordinary hollow building

tile in which there was a certain amount of

organic matter mixed, the organic matter be-

ing gauged in size to the size of the pores which

you eventually wanted to get into the material.

Then in the firing this organic matter was burn-

ed out leaving voids and Mr. Guastivino found

a way of burning that out and opening up chan-

nels bet\veen the voids so that the voids were

intercommunicating. In this manner sound was

absorbed or dissipated by friction as the [294]

sound wave pursued a tortuous path through

the intercommunicating voids. The same ef-

fect has since been developed by other

processes.

"Q—Now what did you say was the greatest

thickness of perforated metal that you used?

"A—The greatest thickness that we have

used for wainscoting where it has received some

abuse is 18 gauge.

"Q—18 gauge?
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''A—Yes.
''Q—What factor determined what gauge of th

metal you would use in a given job?
f

tli

"A—The factors of the service it is to re- \^

ceive and the economic price which the buyer gf

can afford to pay. In other words, it has no k

effect upon the sound-absorbing efficiency. We
could use boiler plate and find it desirable.

"Q—And the largest perforations, as I un- ^'

derstand it, that you use in the metal is S/32"? i

''A—No, .068 is a little bit larger. j-

"Q—Yes, it is. That is the largest—.068 ?
\

''A—Well, except for this cane pattern which '

is a combination of sizes. ]

"Q—You testified that you lost a contract, a

very large contract, being that contract of the

Western Union Telegraph Company in New
York?

"A—Yes sir. [295]

*'Q—Upon what did you base that state-

ment? Did you personally know that Burgess

obtained the contract? A. Yes, sir.

"Q—AVere you present when they obtained

it? A. No, sir, we were in competition.

''Q—You merely knew that they obtained it,

or that somebody told you?

"A—Merely what the purchasing agent told

me.

^'Mr. Mason: I move that that answer of

the witness be stricken as hearsay."
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Mr. Mahoney: Your Honor, l^efore ruling on

that, on the first question in redirect it comes out

that that installation was actually completed by the

witness' company, that is, a contract between Bur-

gess and Johns-Manville took place. Perhaps if I

read you the question and the answer

The Court: Perhaps you had better do that.

Mr. Mahoney: When Mr. Mason stopped, I

asked

:

"Did you ever see the Burgess installation in

the Wester Union Building? A. Yes, sir.

"Q. Did you recognize it as a Burgess in-

stallation ?

''A. Well in between the time when the con-

tract was awarded and the building erected and

the installation made, the Johns-Manville had

acquired exclusive rights to manufacture and

sell Burgess Sanacoustic Tile so that the [296]

acoustic installation was actually made by

Johns-Manville Corporation. There was a pe-

riod of very nearly a year while \\\e building

was being built."

The Court: It may remain in.

Mr. Mason: Do you wish to continue reading

your redirect?

Mr. Mahoney: Yes.

Mr. Mason: That was all of the cross.

Mr. Mahoney : After those two first questions on

redirect, it proceeds:
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''Q. You spoke of a ratio of 7 per cent of

open area to solid area in a Sanaconstie tile

membrane as being capable of absorbing the

high pitch sounds that are normally encoun-

tered in an office. Can you have more than 7 per

cent open without any detriment to the selec-

tion r'

The answer is:

"One of the great things that Norris showed

in his patent was the relationship between the

amount of free area in the surface and the

amount of sound that was transmitted to the

sound-absorbing element back of it and he in

fact
"

There is a mis-spelling here. It should be "gave."

It is, "fave a diagram, may I refer to thaf?"

"Mr. Mahoney: Yes. Are you referring to

Figure 14?

"A. (Continued) Yes, sir. Actually, of

course, we are using a great many more holes

and a great deal more free area than is abso-

lutely necessary to secure the complete [297]

sound-absorbing efficiency of the sound-absorb-

ing element back of it. We do that simply for

regularity and because we have found in prac-

tice, as Mr. Norris pointed out, that having an

over-all ])erforation, the holes are more apt to

disappear at certain distances from the eye."
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Then the next question:

''Well now when you use more holes than are

absolutely necessary for sound absorbins:, do

you detract from the sound absorbing charac-

teristics of the installation in any way?

"A. No, sir.

"Q. When you mentioned a maximum of 20

per cent open area in the cane pattern, did you

mean that 20 per cent is the most that could be

used or the most that you actually use?

"A. It was the most that we actually used.

You can use any amount that you wish."

That is all of the redirect, and there is one

question on

Mr. Mason: This is the recross:

"Q. In other words, Mr. Parsons, after you

reached a certain percentage of perforated area,

it does not affect the performance whether you

use any higher percentage of perforated area

or not? A. That ts correct."

Mr. Mason: That is all.

The Court: We will take a recess for 10 or 12

minutes, gentlemen. [298]

(Short recess.)

Mr. Mahoney: I would like to offer the deposi-

tion of Mr. Parsons in evidence as Plaintiff's Ex-

hibit No. 45. [299]
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Mr. Mahoney: The plaintiff rests. [300]

Mr. Mason: * * *

Now, I will offer for identification at this time

a binder of prior art patents as Defendant's Ex-

hibit C for identification.

Mr. Mahoney: Are these all cited in the an-

swer, or are yon merely marking them for iden-

tification ?

Mr. Mason: For identification. And I have an

extra one of these for your Honor.

And I would like to offer in evidence also for

identification at this time, as Defendant's Exhibit

D, a photostatic copy of British Patent No. 19,123,

of 1893, to Robert Stewart and Frederick Malcolm

Harris Jones. This patent just came, and I haven't

had a chance to get extra copies of it.

Mr. Mahoney: This is being marked for identi-

fication? This is not an answer patent?

Mr. Mason: No. It is not an answer patent.

The Clerk : For identification Exhibit D. That

is for identification, ^Ij*. Mason?

Mr. Mason: Yes. That is only for identifica-

tion.

I will also offer for identification as defendant's

next [309] exhibit pages 57, 103 and 105 of book

entitled "Acoustics of Buildings," by F. R. Wat-

son, published by John Wiley & Sons in 1923.

The Clerk: Exhibit E for identification.

Mr. Mason: And I will also offer for identifica-

tion as defendant's next exhibit photostatic copies
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•of pages 273, 385 and 386 of tlie Physical Review,

published in March of 1921.

The Clerk: Exhibit F for identification.

Mr. Mason: I offer for identification as the de-

fendant's next exhibit page 147 of book entitled,

"The Principles Underlying Radio Comnnuiica-

tion."

Mr. Mahoney: None of these things you are

marking are cited in the answer, are they?

Mr. Mason: Some of them. Published by the

Government Printing Office in 1922.

The Clerk : Exhibit Gr for identification.

Mr. Mason: And I offer also page 124, or a

photostatic copy of page 124 of book entitled, "Ele-

ments of Radio Telephony," by William C. Ballard,

published by McGraw-Hill Book Company in 1923.

The Clerk: Exhibit H for identification.

Mr. Mason: Plaintiff has placed in evidence a

certified copy of the application, serial No. 212,-

265, of which the patent in suit ])urports to be a

continuation in part, so I will off'er in evidence

as defendant's next exhibit a certified [310] copy of

the file history of the patent in suit. No. 1,726,500.

The Clerk: Exhibit I.

Mr. Mason: Now, the patents included in De-

fendant's Exhibit C for identification are as follows:

Delaney, No. 1,660,745, of February, 1928, a]^plied

for on June 30, 1926.

Patent to J. W. Dillon, No. 1,385,741, })atented

July 26, 1921.
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Patent No. 1,172,379, of February 22, 1916, to»

Mazer.

Patent No. 1,483,365, dated February 12, 1924,

to Mazer.

Patent No. 1,554,180, of September 15, 1925, to

W. S. Trader.

Patent No. 612,733, to Kelly.

Patent No. 1,387,391, of August 9, 1921, to Hall.

British Patent No. 4,843, of 1887, to Stevens.

Patent No. 640,809, of January 9, 1900, to Rapp.

[311]

Mr. Mahoney: Mr. Mason, may I ask—there are

quite a number of patents not included in the an-

swer. I suppose they are presented to show the

state of the art and not as anticipation.

Mr. Mason : That is correct. [312]

Los Angeles, California,

Thursday, February 10, 1938, 10 A.M.

(Parties present as before.)

Mr. Mason: I would like to introduce as de-

fendant's exhibit next in order some of the remain-

ing interrogatory exhibits which the plaintiff did

not })ut in, and which have been stated in the bill

of particulars not to be infringements. The first

will be the Defendant's Interrogatory Exhibit No. 1.

Mr. Mahoney: Are you introducing these now,

or just marking them?

Mr. Mason : Well, you put in the answers in the

interrogatories, and put in certain of the

Mr. Mahoney: Yes. But I mean, are you intro-
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ducing these, or just marking them for identifica-

tion'?

Mr. Mason: I was introducing them.

Mr. Mahoney: Your Honor, I object to these

exhibits. I don't see where they have any bearing

on the case. We asked them to tell us what they

had done and they gave us about 20 examples, and

of the 20 examples we chose the ones on which we

wished to proceed. I think it is just cluttering up

the record with a lot of irrelevant material.

Mr. Mason: On \hQ argument on the case, your

Honor, I think these will have some bearing.

The Court: They may be filed and an exception

noted, and later stricken, if you can show me that

they have no [319] relevanc}^

The Clerk : The first one will be Exhibit J.

Mr. Mason: And Defendant's Interrogatory Ex-

hibit 9.

Mr. Mahoney: The same objection.

The Court: The same ruling, and an exception

allowed.

The Clerk: Exhibit K.

Mr. Mason: Defendant's Interrogatory Exhibit

12.

Mr. Mahoney: The same objection.

The Court: The same ruling, and an exception.

The Clerk: Exhibit L.

Mr. Mason: And Defendant's Interrogatory Ex-

hibit 18.

Mr. Mahoney: The same objection.
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The Court: The same ruling, and an exception

noted.

The Clerk: Exhibit M. [320]

HERBERT C. SMITH,

called as a witness on behalf of the defendant, being

first duly sworn, testified as follows:

The Clerk : You will state your name.

A. Herbert C. Smith.

Direct Examination

Q. By Mr. Mason: What is your occupation,

Mr. Smith?

A. Treasurer of the Coast Insulating Corpora-

tion.

Q. That is the defendant in this case?

A. Yes.

Q. What is the business of that corporation?

A. Manufacturing rock wool and sound-deaden-

ing and acoustical materials.

Q. Are you familiar with the various specimens

of your facing sheets for sound-absorbing tiles,

which were supplied with the defendant's interroga-

tory answers in this case? A. Yes.

Q. I have asked you to construct a specimen tile

of several of these exhibits. Have you done so?

A. Yes.

Q. Are those the tiles you constructed?

A. They are.

il
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Q. Will you state which of those tiles correspond

to the respective exhibits of the jjlaintiff in this

case? [321]

A. You said the plaintiff in the case?

Q. These are the plaintiff's exhibits.

A. I see.

Q. Will you show me the tile which you have

built corresponding to the facing sheet of Plain-

tiff's Exhibit 8? A. This.

Mr. Mason: I will ask that that exhibit be

marked for identification defendant's next exhibit

in order.

The Clerk: Defendant's Exhibit N.

Q. By Mr. Mason: And will you select the tile

that corresponds to Plaintiff's Exhibit 42? Is this

the tile that corresponds to that exhibit ?

A. It is.

Mr. Mason: I will ask that that be marked the

defendant's next exhibit in order.

The Clerk: Exhibit 0.

Q. By Mr. Mason: I will ask you to select the

tile that corresponds with Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 7.

Is that the tile that corresponds to Exhibit 7?

A. Yes ; it is.

Mr. Mason: I will ask that that be marked the

defendant's next exhibit in order.

The Clerk: P for identification.

Q. By Mr. Mason: I will ask you to select the

tile that corresponds with Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 5.
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Is that the tile that corresponds with Exhibit No.

5? [322] A. Yes; it is.

Mr. Mason: I will offer that for identification

as the defendant's next exhibit in order.

The Clerk: That is Q.

Q. By Mr. Mason: I will ask you to select the

tile that corresponds with Plaintiff's Exhibit No, 9.

Is that the tile that corresponds with that exhibit?

A. Yes; it is.

Mr. Mason : I ask that that be marked for iden-

tification as the defendant's next exhibit in order.

The Clerk: R.

Q. By Mr. Mason: Have you constructed a

tile which corresponds with Defendant 's Exhibit L ?

A. I have.

Q. Is that the tile that you have selected?

A. Yes ; it is.

Mr. Mason: I will ask that that be marked for

identification as Defendant's next exhibit in order.

The Clerk: S.

Q. By Mr. Mason: Have you constructed a

tile which corresponds to Defendant's Exhibit J?

A. I have.

Q. Is that the tile? A. Yes; it is.

Mr. Mason: I wdll ask that that be marked for

identification as the defendant's next exhibit in

order. [323]

The Clerk: T.

Q. By Mr. Mason: Have you constructed a

tile which corresponds with Defendant 's Exhibit K ?
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A. Yes; I have.

Q. And that is the exhibit which you have se-

lected? A. Yes; it is.

Mr. Mason: I will ask that that be marked for

identification as defendant's next exhibit in order.

The Clerk: U.

Q. By Mr. Mason: Have you constructed a

tile that corresponds to Defendant's Exhibit M?
A. Yes; I have.

Q. And that is the tile that you have selected?

A. Yes; it is.

Mr. Mason: I ask that that be marked as the

defendant's next exhibit in order.

Mr. Mahoney: Are you offering that?

Mr. Mason: No; for identification.

The Clerk: That is V.

Q. By Mr. Mason: Now^, will you look at these

various exhibits and tell me if you can the total

percentage of openings—the total area occupied by

the openings in the various exhibits?

A. Exhibit V, 25 per cent; Exhibit U, 79 per

cent; Exhibit T is of expanded metal fabric, and

I haven't calculated the percentage of openings,

but I would judge it to be approximately 75 per

cent. [324]

Exhibit F, 37 per cent.

Exhibit R, 11 per cent.

Exhibit Q, 39 per cent.

Exhibit P, 32 per cent.
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Exhibit O, 36 per cent.

Exhibit N, 35 per cent.

Q. Does your company manufacture the facing

sheets which are shown in those tiles'?

A. We do not manufacture any of these facing

sheets, with the exception of Exhibit V, and in that

facing sheet we only manufacture the wooden

portion.

Q. Where do you obtain the facing sheets used

on the other exhibits which you have excepted

there ?

A. We buy them in the open market from any

one of several dozen manufacturers, either of hard-

ware cloth, expanded metal fabric or perforated

grills.

Q. Are those stock products of those companies ?

A. Yes, they are.

Q. Do you have a catalog of any of the manu-

facturers, showing those products'?

A. Yes, I have.

Mr. Mahoney: Just a minute. If your Honor

please, I don't see the point of this. The claim of

infringement is not based on the metal plate alone.

We make no point of the fact that they buy this

metal plate from someone else. We don't deny that.

[325]

Mr. Mason: I just want to show that that is a

stock product on the market, your Honor. That

is the only purpose in that.
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The Court: Well, he has answered that it is,

thus far without objection. Counsel says he will

not dispute that.

Mr. Mahoney: I do not dispute that some of

these perforated metal plates can be bought on the

market.

Q. By Mr Mason: Does this catalog illustrate

any of the grills that you have used on any of these

models %

Mr. Mahoney: I object to that as immaterial.

The Court: I will allow him to tell us.

A. Yes. It illustrates several of them.

Q. By Mr Mason: Will you name the page

numbers upon which they appear?

A. The front cover, the title page, pages 7, 13,

19, 20, 21, 24.

Mr. Mason: I will ask that the catalog from

which the witness has testified be marked for iden-

tification as the defendant's next exhibit.

The Court: The objection as made, which I

suppose is renewed

Mr. Mahoney: It is marked for identification.

The Court: For identification.

The Clerk: Exhibit W for identification.

Q. By Mr. Mason: I notice that those tiles,

Mr. Smith, are filled with some material. Will you

describe that [326] material?

A. The material used in filling the tiles is rock

wool.
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Q. Of what thickness?

A. From one and a quarter inches to one and

one-half inches.

Q. Is that substantially the same thickness you

use in your commercial installations'?

A. Yes, it is.

Q. And are those tiles of the same size as used

in your commercial installations?

A. Yes, they are.

Q. Those boards on the back of each one of the

tiles, as I understand it, they are merely for moimt-

ing, for the purpose of use in court?

A. Merely for convenience of handling in court.

Q. They would correspond to the walls of a

room, would they? A. Yes, they would.

Q. Now, in any of your commercial installa-

tions have you ever experienced any trouble with

the sound-absorbing material working or projecting

through the openings? A. Yes, we have.

Q. What have you done about that, if anything?

A. We have covered the sound-absorbing mate-

rial either with a sheet of commercial fly screen

or with a layer of commercial muslin. [327]

Q. Do any of these exhibits show the use of the

screen to which you refer? A. Yes, they do.

Q. What exhibit number are you referring to?

A. Exhibit O.

Q. Now, where do you apply such sound-ab-

sorbing facing?
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A. To the side walls or to the ceilings of offices

or theaters.

Q. State, if you can, the average height of the

ceilings which you treated?

Mr. Mahoney: Your Honor, I object to that,

because I think there isn't any average height of

ceilings.

Mr. Mason: The witness is asked if there is

any.

The Court: Well, can you answer thaf? Counsel

is objecting that there is no such thing as an av-

erage height. Is there?

The Witness: I can answer it.

The Court: You think there is an average

height %

A. The question as stated I think is the average

height of installations. That is the way I hear the

question.

Mr. Mason: Read the question, x)lease.

(Question read by the reporter.)

The Witness: I can answer that.

The Court : Very well. Answer it.

A. Ten or eleven feet.

Q. What would be the maximum height of ceil-

ings you [328] have treated with this material ?

A. We have one installation where the ceiling

height was 13 feet approximately. That may vary

a few inches. That is practically correct.

Q. After you have treated a room with that

sound-absorbing treatment, such as disclosed by
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the various exhibits, are you able to see the sound-

absorbing material in the wire screen which you

have mentioned, through the facing sheet?

A. Yes, you can see the sound-absorbing ma-

terial.

Q. By what factors are you governed in decid-

ing w^hich of these various facing sheets you would

use upon a given job?

Mr. Mahoney: I object to that as immaterial.

The Court : Read that, please, Mr. Reporter.

(Question read by the reporter.)

The Court: You may answer.

A. By the customer's selection.

Q. By Mr. Mason: Now, on all your jobs do

you apply the sound-absorbing treatment consisting

of the facing sheet and the backing in the form

of tiles?

A. No, we have some other forms of construc-

tion.

Q. What are those forms?

A. In some instances we have applied the sound-

absorbing material to the wall in the form of

blanket or quilt, and completely accomplished our

acoustic correction by that [329] method, and then

later

Q. Pardon me. I mean only in such cases where

you have used a facing sheet of some sort.

A. And then later covered this construction with

a facing sheet of the perforated metal.
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Q. Would that be a relatively large facing sheet

as compared with these tiles?

K. In that case the facing sheet would probably

be three feet wide by nine or ten feet long.

Q. How do you support those tiles on the ceiling

or wall ?

A. By any one of the number of regular fasten-

ing means, either with nails or with screws, and

in one form we permit the screw^ to hold up a

common washer, which washer supports the tile

at the corners.

Q. In your last description are you referring

to the form of mounting disclosed by Plaintiff's

Exhibit No. 10? A. I am.

Mr. Mason : That is all.

Cross Examination

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: Mr. Smith, I notice that

in Exhibit Q the metal facing is painted white,

whereas in Exhibit N, for instance, it is not painted.

Is it your custom to install these facings as shown

in Exhibit N without painting?

A. Very often. [330]

Q. Do you do that in places where appearance

is important, or do you do it in places where appear-

ance is unimportant?

A. That is optional. I don't quite understand

your question.
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Q. In an installation in a public building, an

office building, a theater, or something of that sort,

wouldn't you paint the facing as you did in Ex-

hibit Q?
A. Well, you are referring—you will have to

state what you mean in the degree in the question

of time. I don't understand your question, because

you haven't put a time element into it at the date

of the painting.

Q. I mean when you install it in a building

Avhere appearance is important, like a public office

building, a theater or the like, do you not paint

this facing as you did in Exhibit Q at the time

of installation, or before?

A. It may be painted either before the instal-

lation or painted after the installation.

Q. But before it is opened to the public?

A. It would be painted before it was open to

the public, and it might be repainted as the years

go on, time after time.

Q. What I am asking is, you would not install

your facing, such as Exhibit N, unpainted in a

building and leave it unpainted after the building

is opened to the public? [331]

A. It would quite likely be painted before the

building is opened.

Q. It would always be painted before the build-

ing is opened, wouldn't it?

A. I can't say it would always be.
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Q. Isn't it true that this Exhibit X emphasizes

the difference in color between your pad and your

facing, more so than Exhibit Q?
Mr. Mason: That calls for a conclusion. The

exhibits speak for themselves.

The Court: Let him give his idea on that.

A. I must confess to you it was not done with

that purpose in mind, and if you are trying to

put the interpretation in your question that the

exhibits were made with the idea of deception, you

are wrong.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: I am not trying to put

any interpretation on it. I am asking you a ques-

tion of fact: Isn't it true that at a distance of 10

or 11 feet from you that the sound-absorbing

material of Exhibit N is nuich more apparent to

the eye than the sound-absorbing material of Ex-

hibit Q?
A. One is as apparent to me as the other, and

furthermore, you can accomplish a combination of

colors of the material and color of the covering

and get any form of vision and visibility that you

would want to accomplish according to the color

of the respective material.

Q. By this combination you hide the sound-

absorbing [332] material, or conceal it to the eye,

do you not?

A. No, we do not conceal it to the eye.
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Q. Isn't it true that even in these exhibits that

are painted white, such as P and Q, you have left

out the wire screen? A. I did.

Q. Isn't it true that when the wire screen is

there, when you look at the installation from a dis-

tance, that the sound-absorbing material is less

apparent than it would be if the screen were not

there 1

Mr. Mason: I object to that as being imma-

terial.

The Court: You ma}^ answer. [333]

A. In that case you see the wire screen, whereas

previously you saw the sound-absorbing material.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: The sound-absorbing ma-

terial is less visible when the wire screen is there,

is it not?

A. The sound-absorbing material and the wire

screen function in the same manner together as

the

Q. I am not asking you that.

A. I am trying to answer your question.

Q. I am asking you whether or not it is true

that with a perforated facing, at a distance of 10

or 11 feet, the sound-absorbing ])ad is less visible

when the wire screen is present than when it is not

present.

Mr. Mason : That calls for a conclusion. The ex-

hibits speak for themselves. There is one with a

screen in it.
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Mr. Mahoney: There is no exhibit with a per-

forated facing such as is charged to infringe,

painted white and a wire screen between the pad

and the facing. The answers to the interrogatories

state that the wire screen is used in all instances.

The Court : He may answer.

A. We can construct it with a wire screen in

it, and you would notice the same effect
;
you either

see the wire screen or see the insulation w^hen you

look through the holes.

Mr. Mahoney: Will you read the question,

please ?

(Question read by the reporter.)

A. The wire screen to some extent obscures

the pad of [334] insulation, but I must admit that

it does not completely obscure the pad of insulation.

Q. Of the four exhibits with perforated metal

facings, which are O, P, Q and N, the only one

which has wire screen in it is Exhibit O, is it not?

A. Correct.

Q. And that is unpainted? A. Correct.

Q. And Exhibits P and Q, which are painted,

do not have a wire screen? A. Correct.

Q. Now, I direct your attention for a moment

to Exhibit R. Is or is not the sound-absorbing back-

ing of this exhibit visible at a distance of 10 or

11 feet?

Mr. Mason: Will you hold it vertically?

A. It is pretty well obscured.
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Q. By Mr. Mahoney: It is not completely ob-

scured? A. Not completely.

Q. Did you ever make an installation similar

to that shown in Exhibit S, where the facing was

made up in separate tiles or pans?

Mr. Mason: I believe there is one we supplied

and offered. I don't think that is it.

Mr. Mahoney: I want to show the immateriality

of this, and I am going to object to it.

Q. Did you ever make an installation of this

type of [335] facing, Exhibit S, in the form of

pans ?

A. That exhibit was prepared as a means of

showing the woven screen fabric, and no installa-

tion has ever been made in precisely the manner

of the model.

Q. That leaves us up in the air. Did you install

anything like this at all, that is, a wdre-netted

facing in the form of separate pans or tiles?

A. We have submitted them for sale on many

occasions, but we ourselves have never made just

exactly that installation.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: Did you ever make an

installation similar to what is shown by Exhibit V?
A. I have not made an installation of precisely

that type of construction, but that exhibit is made

to show a very old portion of the acoustical art,

but installations of that type and sound-absorption
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effects of that type have been known generally in

the trade for many years.

Mr. Mahoney: Your Honor, I object to any at-

tempt to show prior art by something that has been

made up in the last few days, and the witness is

not qualified as an expert in any way. [336]

Mr. Mason: I object to the question as to those

specimens which Ave have stated in our interrogatory

answ^ers were not made. I see no purpose of going

all over that.

Mr. Mahoney: I move to strike that ])ortion

of the answer relating to illustrating the prior art.

The Court: It may be stricken imless he can

give instances of his own knowledge of the use of it.

A. I have one very good case in mind. It is

absolutely in the text.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: That shows an installa-

tion in the form of spaced

A. No; that teaches the same thing that the

model teaches.

Q. I am not asking you that, Mr. Smith. I am
asking you whether you have ever made an instal-

lation like this. You stick the word "precisely" in

your answer. Have you made an installation that

was in any way similar to Exhibit V?
Mr. Mason: That calls for a conclusion.

The Court: He is an experienced constructor

and can answer it.
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Mr. Mason : We have stated in our interrogatory

answers that we did not make it.

The Court: Did not make a similar kind?

Mr. Mason: We said we had not made this

particular [337] model. Nothing was said about

any similar kind.

The Court: Counsel has asked you if you ever

installed that sort as illustrated by that. Now, he

is asking you if you installed anything like it.

A. Your Honor, this model is made to illus-

trate an installation of a sound-absorbing pad cov-

ered by boards with a space between the boards

which permits the sound to go into the cracks be-

tween the boards and be absorbed by the sound-ab-

sorbing pads behind it. That type of construction

has been in use, and is used today in places such

as sound stages, and many places that require sound

correction. We havent made any installation of

exactly this type of model but it was made for the

purpose of illustrating that you can cover the sound-

absorbing pad with boards spaced apart permitting

the sound to penetrate in the grooves between the

boards.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: Have you ever made an

installation like that shown in Defendant's Exhibit

T? [338]

A. Not precisely of this type. The same answer

applies to this question as to the previous one,

though this model was made to illustrate a covering

of metal lath or expanded metallic fabric, as it is

generally known in the trade, as a covering of
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sound-absorbing pads, and we have not made any

special installation of just this size and dimension.

Q. Have you ever made any installation of the

expanded metal lath in which you divided the lath

up into the sort of areas such as you have here?

A. Not precisely, no.

Q. AVhen you say not precisely, you mean when

you have used metal lath you have stretched it all

the way across the room?

A. No. When we have used metal lath we have

used the conventional size of the sheet, some 2 feet

wide by 8 feet long, in big pads. But there is no

reason why we couldn't haA^e made this particular

type. [339]

Q. Yes, but you didn't do it, did you?

A. It wasn't considered necessary at the time.

Q. Mr. Smith, how long have you been with

the Coast Insulating Corporation?

A. Since 1929.

Q. How long has that company been in tlie

sound-deadening business? By that I mean the

treatment of interior walls for sound absorption.

A. Ever since the beginning of the factory,

Avhich was in 1924.

Q. Are you familiar with the activities of the

company between that period of 1924 and 1929 ?

Mr. Mason: I object to that as not being proper

cross examination. I didnt go into the early ac-

tivities of the company. I don't see that it is ma-

terial.
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The Court : What is the materiality of it ?

Mr. Mahoney: Our point is that it is material

to ask, because these people say that the Norris

construction is obvious from the prior art. The

facts will probably show that they didn't put out

a device of the Norris construction imtil after the

Norris patent was issued and until after the Norris

construction was put out by others.

The Court: He may answer.

A. I w^as not connected with the company prior

to 1929.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: But I asked you, are you

familiar with the activities of the comj^any during

that period from [340] 1924 to 1929.

A. I know that the company manufactured

sound-absorbing material and sold it.

Q. Do you know whether they manufactured

sound-absorbing material to be installed in instal-

lations of this character on the walls or ceilings of

rooms'? A. No, they did not. [341]

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: Mr. Smith, what did you

mean when you said on your direct examination

that the choice of the facing, when you were making-

one of these installations, was governed by the

customer's selection?

A. Well, when we sold a job we would ask the

customer which pattern he liked, and we would

submit to him samples of such patterns as we had

available. And we also took with us the catalogs

(I
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of three or four manufacturers of these perforated

fabrics and permitted him to select from the cata-

logs any other design that he might want to use

for the particular appearance of the job.

Q. In other words, he selected one of a number

of things that you submitted to him?

A. Yes. And if he had any other suggestions

different from what we submitted to him, we enter-

tained them also.

Q. But you did make definite submissions of

proposed facings to him? A. Oh certainly.

Q. Do you make installations in theaters?

A. We have, yes, sir.

Q. And in all the theaters in which you have

made installations the height of the ceiling was less

than 13 [346] feet?

Mr. Mason: He stated an average.

A. I am sorry. You asked me about ceilings,

and the theater installations have all been on side

walls.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: You have never made an

installation on the ceiling of a theater?

A. Never.

Q. Have you ever made an installation in a

church? A. No, sir.

Q. So you have never made an installation on

any ceiling of a height of more than 13 feet?

A. We have not.

Mr. Mahoney : That is all.
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Redirect Examination

Q. By Mr. Mason: Mr. Smith, with reference

to painting, does your company always do the paint-

ing, or does the party to whom you sell the material

or for whom you make the installation sometimes do

the painting?

A. It can be done either way.

Q. I mean, is it in fact done both ways'?

A. Yes, sir, that is right.

Mr. Mason: That is all.

Recross Examination

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: But the painting is done

before [347] the building is opened to the public?

A. No. I am sorry. I have seen buildings opened

to the public that haven't been painted.

Q. You have seen buildings, under stress of

circumstances, opened to the public, before a lot

of the appurtenances were ready?

A. That is correct.

Q. But under ordinary circumstances, where

there is plenty of time, these facings are painted

before the building is opened to the public?

A. I don't see that I would have any ability to

govern that situation. I wouldn't want to answer

yes. There might be circumstances where I had no

control.

Q. I am not asking you about your control of

the painting. I am asking you about the fact. Isn't
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it true that before the public comes into a building,

that a facing such as Exhibit O is painted'?

A. I don't think that would be a fact. I think

that would be a conclusion on my part.

Q. But you Iviiow it is true, do you not?

A. No, I do not.

Q. Xow, in these theaters where you made your

installations on side walls

A. Yes, sir.

Q. —did those installations run all the way up

from the floor, or start in the air a considerable

distance? [348]

A. They varied. Some started from the Hoor

and ran part way up the wall, and some started

several feet from the floor and ran up the wall.

Q. In a great many cases they started well up

from the floor, so that the people on the floor would

be more than 13 feet from the installations, did

they not ?

A. You are in error in your statement. The

installation always started within a few feet of the

floor.

Q. And did they start a few feet from the floor

in a i^ortion of the building where peoide would

be near the installation at times?

A. They were all clearly within visibility of the

eye. They customarily started either at the floor

or at a height approximately at the top of the seats.
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which is approximately three feet above the floor,

and extended from there upwards. |'

Q. How far?

A. Perhaps to the ceiling, perhaps up a dis-

tance of eight or nine feet, to a balcony, or perhaps

to panels.

Q. How far would it be in feet, when they ex-

tended to the ceiling?

A. Well, the ceiling of a theater might be 18

or 20 feet high. In other installations, the ceiling

under the balcony might be only 8 or 9 feet high.

Q. But in some instances it would be 18 or 20

feet? A. It is possible.

Mr. Mahoney: That is all.

Mr. Mason: That is all. Dr. Burt. [349]

ROBERT C. BURT,

called as a witness on behalf of the defendant, being

first duly sworn, testified as follows:

The Clerk: State your name, please.

A. Robert C. Burt.

Direct Examination

Q. By Mr. Mason: Dr. Burt, will you state

your education and experience in sound?

A. During the World War it was my privilege

to work for the United States government in the

laboratories of the General Eclctric Company, de-
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veloping submarine listening devices. Subsequently

I was employed by the Western Electric Company

as a physicist, working on sound analyzing equip-

ment. Following that I graduated as an electrical

engineer from Cornell University. Following that

I took a Doctor's degree at California Institute of

Technology, under Dr. Millikan.

Q. Now will you state your experience with

sound absorption?

A. My present means of livelihood is the opera-

tion of a scientific laboratory, whose business is

consulting, and one of our si3ecialties is acoustics,

in which I have had the pleasure of assisting on

acoustical design, building correction, and doing

quite a little testing of acoustical materials for the

sound absorption coefficient. At the [350] present

time my testing is probably approximately 100 per

year of tests for acoustical absorption coefficients.

Q. Dr. Burt, there has been a great deal of

discussion in this case about sound waves passing

through perforated barriers. Will you explain how

that action takes place?

A. I would like to perhaps amplify some of

Dr. Sabine's able testimony yesterday and start

with sound absorption. I am going to, if the court

will permit, make a brief sketch, showing, trying

to illustrate in lay language, the principle of sound

absorption and how it applies to the things under

discussion.
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Q. If you are going to make a drawing, will you

explain it as you go along and give any characters

in the drawing a number or other designation ?

A. I will endeavor to obtain a good record, and

if I fail to I hope interruptions will bring out the

point required. I am going to illustrate a compres-

sional wave. As Dr. Sabine explained yesterday

Q. Maybe you could do it better, probably, Doc-

tor, if you did that on the desk here.

A. Supposing we had a cue of people standing

in line before, perhaps, the door of a cafeteria. The

people are standing in line, and we are familiar

with cues of this type. If that door were opened

in the face of the first man he would step back-

wards, and the next man would step back when he

w^as approached, and the next man would step

back, and we [351] would have a series of stepping

backs along that line of people standing there. The

people themselves w^ould move only a short distance,

but the compressional wave would travel backward

along that line. [352] As the door swung forward,

people would naturally give a little bit from the

people behind, and the open space would travel

down the line of people following the wave of com-

pression. That is a very simple, I hope, example

of a compressional wave.

Now, the point I want to bring out is that air

under compression, which it is there, is heated,

and under the rarefication it is cooled. Now, when
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such a wave of compression comes up to a surface

it varies. The pressure in the air, this compressional

wave, builds up against the barrier and presses upon

that barrier. If the barrier gives, we have a dia-

phragmatic action. Most materials do not give sub-

stantially to these very minute pressures. So, sub-

stantially, then, we have in ^practically all cases

compression of the particles of the air, which pushes

against the barrier, and then expanding themselves

away from it. However, the barrier is at probably

the temperature of the air in the room, 'i'he wave

is under compression. Consequently there is a flow

of heat from the air that is under compression into

the barrier. Immediate expansion causes a flow of

heat from the barrier into the cooler area. In other

words, sound absorption is a matter of heat ex-

change. It is very rapid, so rapid that the whole

thing, to and fro, ma.y take place, or does take place

with the frequency of sound, five hundred-thou-

sandths, ten hundred-thousandths, four hundred-

thousandths. Therefore, it is [353] a skin effect or

surface phenomena.

Q. After that barrier is perforated. Doctor, will

you explain what takes place in that case"?

A. Yes. Now, if I might add one word—not

wishing to be lengthy—but this heat flow to and

fro, and its rapidity, fully explains why steel, glass

and other things have so nearly the same sound ab-

sorption.
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Now, we might draw a picture of our compres-

sional wave as applying the pressure of this com-

pression, as where the compression is great the

pressure would be high, and where the rarefication

was great the pressure would be low, and we would

have a picture similar to a water wave. A water

wave is not a compressional wave, and I am going

to use that for this simile, to explain the question

I have been asked as to how sound gets through

a perforated barrier. We have all stood by the water

where there is a breakwater or a barrier with a hole

in it. I am going to illustrate a barrier with a hole.

With a water wave approaching, if it is a little

wave, we have the w^ave building up against the

shore and then expanding backwards, and we have

the wave coming up and being reflected. Where the

little wave comes to the opening in the barrier it

ripples right through. Now, the little wave that

strikes the barrier, unless it is very close to the end

of the barrier, the building up of pressure at the

barrier cannot circulate around and behind, because

before that occurred the next valley will be at the

[354] face of the barrier. If, however, a large swell

rolls into our breakwater, the swell builds up against

the barrier, but then for some distance to the side

of the barrier opening circulation can take place,

and we see a swirl of water flowing through the

opening of the barrier. In common experience the

human race has known that behind a row of islands
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there was still water, still from the turbulence of

the open waves, but nevertheless the tide rolls are

themselves in each lagoon. It is exactly the same

thing. The long wave goes through the hole in the

barrier. The short wave cannot pass through the

hole in the barrier.

Q. Now, Doctor, this principle that you have

been referring to, that is called diffraction?

A. That is called diffraction.

Q. Is that something that is new?

A. No. That is a very old principle in the science

of physics.

Q. Now, can you cite any practical applications

of that principle prior to say 1925?

A. In the art of acoustics the earliest reference

I know is by the famous British physicist Tyndall

who reported experiments for the Bureau of Light-

houses, urging the use of foghorns for the signalling

of vessels, declaring that though you could not see

through fog or snow or sleet that by diffraction

sound would penetrate these apparently opaque

boundaries quite as though the droplets and inter-

rup- [355] tions were not there.

Q. Forgetting publications for a moment, can

you mention anything in every-day use that utilized

that principle prior to 1925?

A. Yes; the speaking tube, mufflers, telephone

equipment, both transmitters and receivers; gun

silencers.
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Q. I show you Defendant's Exhibit H for iden-

tification, being page 124 of a book entitled ''Ele-

ments of Radio Telephony," and ask you if you

see in that any reference to what you have been

discussing. I take it there is no objection to this

being a photostat. We have the book here if you

want to see the original book.

Mr. Mahoney: I dont object to its being a photo-

stat.

A. Yes. I see in this illustration a telephone

receiver with an earpiece containing perforations

through which the sound passes.

Mr. Mahoney: Your Honor, I object to this

witness interpreting this publication. He has a pub-

lication here that shows a telephone earpiece with

perforations in it. There is no statement in here

about soimd passing or anything else. I certainly

object to his reading 1938 knowledge into a 1923

reference.

Mr. Mason: He can explain as an expert what

it means to him, I think, your Honor.

The Court: Do you have actual knowledge, by

your experience in practice, of the use of these

earpieces'? [356]

A. Yes, your Honor.

The Court: You may proceed.

Q. By Mr. Mason: I show you another photo-

stat at page 147, from a book entitled "Principles

Underlying Radio Communication," being Defend-

ants Exhibit G for identification, and ask you if
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you see anything in that exhibit that refers to the

phenomena about which you have been testifying.

A. Yes ; this exhibit ilhistrates the standard solid

back transmitter used in most of our telephones.

It illustrates a mouthpiece and in the throat of that

mouthpiece a perforated rubber membrane. Per-

haps I should insert there the word "hard" rubber.

Q. I notice you have there what appears to be

a listening member or sj^eaking member. What is

thaf?

A. A radio watch case receiver.

Q. How does that in any manner utilize the

phenomena about which you have been testifying!

A. You take this apart

Q. Let the court see it.

A. The magnets in the case move the diaphragm

and generate sound, which is the purpose of the

device. That diaphragm that generates soimd is

covered with an earpiece, and the device is used

by holding it to the ear. The purpose of the holes

in the earpiece are to allow the passage of sound

from the sound source or place where the sound is

generated to the ear, where it may be detected by

the [357] individual using it.

Q. Can you state about what percentage of the

sound created by that diaphragm is transmitted

through these openings?

Mr. Mahoney: What is the question?

(Question read by the reporter.)
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A. It is very important in the use of this device

that all the soimd possible shall be delivered to the

ear, and the loss of sound through the earpiece

must be kept to the very minimum. I am sure that

the presence of the perforations have not lost more

than a very small percentage of the soimd.

Q. By Mr. Mason: Are you familiar with the

works of Lamb, Watson, and Lord Rayleigh, on

sound? A. Yes, reasonably.

Q. Do you have any publication of Lamb here?

A. I believe so.

Mr. Mahoney: I still understand that all of

this matter that was not in the answer that you

have just covered, including Lamb, to which you

are about to go, is merely to show the state of the

art?

Mr. Mason: That is true.

A, I have here a copy of ''The Dynamical

Theory of Sound" by Horace Lamb.

Q. What publication date does that bear?

A. Second Edition, published by Edward Arnold

and Co., [358] London, 1925.

Q. Now, will you turn to the reference in that

book which discusses the phenomena about which

you have been testifying?

A. Without going into

Q. What page number are you referring to?

A. Page 251. Without following through the

mathematics of Lamb which follow the line of Ray-
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leigh, he gives us a numerical example on this page

which casts considerable illumination. He was talk-

ing here about the transmission of sound by aper-

tures, and he concludes

Q. Is that on the same page"?

A. Yes ; this is on page 251. I must add, without

reading the mathematics, that he—well, I can read

the wording:

"In the case of a grating composed of equal,

parallel and equidistant slits in a thin screen, the

fraction of the total incident energy which is trans-

mitted is found to be"

And there he gives the general mathematical equa-

tion. Then he proceeds to say: "As a numerical ex-

ample, sui:)pose the wave-length to be ten times" the

distance between the center of the slits, which con-

fines it to the region we have been talking about in

this case, of holes, and spacings small compared to

the wave-length—"then even if the apertures form

only one-tenth part of the whole area of the screen,

[359] 88 per cent of the sound will get through."

It is simply a statement on the part of Professor

Lamb that by diffraction 10 per cent of the area

of the perforated impervious barrier will transmit

88 per cent of the sound arriving at that barrier.

Mr. Mason: I offer this book from which the

doctor has been testifying in evidence as the de-

fendant's next exhibit in order.

Mr. Mahoney: I certainly object to the offer of

this whole book. I don't know what he might take
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out of it in his brief.

Mr. Mason: If you prefer, I will have a photo-

stat made of those pages to which he refers.

A. We have photostats of that. I think they are

marked for identification at the present time. I

believe; I won't be positive.

Q. I don't think we have.

A. I am sorry.

Mr. Mason: We are only referring to pages the

Doctor has mentioned here, so if you prefer I will

substitute a photostatic copy.

Q. Are all the references you have mentioned on

page 251?

A. There is i)art of a line on the previous page,

which I have read, more for the purpose of com-

pleting it. That part is on page 250, and consists

of the following words: [360] "In the case of a

grating composed of equal,". All the rest of the

reference is on page 251.

Mr. Mason: I offer in evidence pages 250 and

251 of this publication entitled ''The Dynamical

Theory of Sound," by Horace Lamb, bearing the

publication date of 1925, and the book is entitled

"Second Edition."

The Clerk: Exhibit X.

Mr. Mason: It is understood that photostatic

copies will be substituted for the book.

Q. You have testified you are familiar with the

works of Watson, Doctor. I hand you a book en-
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titled ''Acoustics of Buildings," by Watson, bearing

the publication date of 1923, and ask you to point

out in that book, if there are any, any references to

the subject matter which you have been discussing.

A. Yes. Do you care which order these references

are given in?

Q. I will ask you first to select the pages upon

which the references appear. [361]

A. References appear on pages 57, 103 and 105.

Q. I will ask you to read the second paragraph

on page 57. A. The second paragraph on

Mr. Mahoney: I don't see the need of reading

something into the record that is already here as an

exhibit.

Mr. Mason : It is just a short paragraph.

The Court: Very well.

A. "Acoustic correction has been brought

about in some cases by installing grills in se-

lected surfaces, so that sound passes through the

grill, to be absorbed in the space behind it.

This arrangement would be desirable for a wall

that produces echoes. The grill should be per-

fectly designed to look well, and it may also be

necessary to construct a box behind the grill to

stop undesirable ventilation currents. Lining

the box with hairfelt or similar material will

make the absorption more effective."

Q. By Mr. Mason: That appears on page 57.

What other pages do you find?
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A. On page 103 he writes concerning the trans-

mission of sound through threshold apertures.

Q. What other pages?

A. And on page 105 he illustrates a threshold

aperture and gives some data as to the tests which

he made in that kind of an opening. [362]

Mr. Mason: I offer in evidence a photostatic

copy of the three pages of the book just referred to,

including also, in addition to the three pages men-

tioned, the title page of the book, all being hereto-

fore offered as Defendant's Exhibit E for identifi-

cation. I now offer it in evidence as that exhibit.

Mr. Mahoney: I object to it as immaterial. I

further object to any consideration of this reference

for any other purpose than to show the general

state of the art.

The Court: Counsel I think has limited it to

that.

The Clerk: Exhibit E.

Q. By Mr. Mason: I show you. Doctor, a pho-

tostatic copy of pages 273, 385 and 386 of a publica-

tion known as "The Physical Review" of the

"Americal Physical Society" and ask you to find

in those pages any reference to the subject matter

you have been discussing.

A. Yes, the first page, 273, is the title page, giv-

ing the date of publication.

Q. What is the date of publication ?

A. March, 1921. On page 385 we find an article

by Mr. C. R. Fountain, of the Mercer University,
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Macon, Georgia, reporting the acoustics of the new

City Auditorium of Macon, Georgia. He reports

having calculated the reverberation period in this

auditorium, which he says is a temporary' structure

except for the steel frame work, which had been

boarded up with rough boards, with many cracks in

[363] places. "Attempts had been made to im-

prove the acoustics by hanging large plush curtains

on the stage, muslin on the rear wall" and so on.

''Under these conditions ordinary speaking tones

could not be heard even faintly in the center of the

building. I expected trouble with reverberation, but

found none. Calculation by Sabine's formula for

wooden wall, making allowance for open window

area represented by cracks etc., the reverberation

came out 13 seconds"—not to try to read all of

this

Q. I don't want you to read it all. That is suffi-

cient.

A. The obsei^ed reverberation period was found

to be much shorter than that arrived at by calcula-

tion, allowing for the cracks in the walls only their

percentage of area, and open windows, and so he

concluded that thin cracks absorb much more en-

ergy, or allowed much more energy to pass through

them into the open space behind the board than the

simple percentage area would call for. In other

words, his whole thesis is the establishment pri-

marily in this case of the diffraction of sound

through holes that are small compared with the

wave length.
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Mr. Mason: I will offer in evidence as Defend-

ant's Exhibit F a photostatic copy of the pages

from which the witness has been testifying, which

have heretofore been marked Defendant 's Exhibit P
for identification.

Mr. Mahoney : The same objection as to the pre-

vious one, and the understanding that there will be

the same limitation [364] of its use.

The Court : Yes. Exception noted.

The Clerk : Exhibit F.

Q. By Mr. Mason : Doctor, I hand you a binder

of patents marked Defendant's Exhibit C for iden-

tification, and will ask you if you have read those

and are familiar with them ? A. Yes.

Q. Do you find in that volume of patents any

which show the use of a sheet of sound reflective

material perforated for sound transmission and

backed by a sound-deadening material ? Just answer

yes or no. A. Yes.

Q. Will you select such patents as you find in

that volume which show that structure ?

A. Delaney—do you wish the numbers given?

The Court: You had better give them for the

record. A. 1,660,745.

Dillon, 1,385,741

Mazer, 1,172,379

Mazer, 1,483,365

Kelly, 612,733;

Hall, 1,387,391

;

Stevens British, 4843
; [365]
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Q. I show you also Defendant's Exhibit D for

identification, being photostat of a British patent

19123, and ask if that can be included in that list?

A. This patent may be included in the list.

Q. Now, will you take the Dillon patent, 1,385,-

741, and discuss its disclosures!

A. The Dillon patent discloses a perforated

membrane

Q. Wherever possible, in referring to the pat-

ent, will you give the numeral given to the element

in that drawing?

A. In the drawing. Figures 1 and 2, that is

shown as No. 10 ; and back of this is a sound absorb-

ent material; in Figure 1 that is element 5 and in

Figure 2 it is element 16. He also shows in Figure

3 a perforated membrane 20, concealing a sound

absorbent, 19, and in Figure 4 a perforated mem-

brane 21, I believe, concealing an absorbent 22.

Q. Does the patent state the nature of that mem-

brane ?

A. I believe the patent states the membrane to

be an impregnated fabric. I don't refer quickly to

the line in the specification.

Q. What does the term '

' fabric '

' mean to you ?

A. Fabric means to me a sheet material which

has been fabricated such as all of the textile fab-

rics; also hardware cloth and substitutes for hard-

ware cloth, and even up to the lattice work used as

the openings on these open-air [366] markets,—

I

have heard them call it fabric recently.
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Q. Now, in Dillon what was the purpose of that

facing sheet 10?

A. The purpose of the facing sheet is to conceal

the absorbent.

Q. Does it also transmit the sounds?

A. It is desirable that it should transmit a large

percentage of sound.

Q. When you say a large percentage, what do

you mean?

A. Over 50 per cent, I should say. It would be

probably over ; 60 or 70 per cent would be desirable.

[367]

Q. In Dillon the facing sheet, is that referred to

as absorbing any soimd itself, or is it referred to as

transmitting the sound?

A. I did not find it referred to as sound ab-

sorbing.

Q. Oilcloth would be an impregnated fabric such

as you refer to, would it? A. Yes, indeed.

Q. Would oilcloth be normally considered as

sound absorbing material ?

A, No, oilcloth is not classed as a sound absorb-

ent, although there is no fine line of demarcation.

Q. Now, will you refer to British Stevens pat-

ent, 4843, of 1887, and discuss its disclosure?

A. The part of this disclosure of interest in the

case under consideration is illustrated in Figure 6,

and again in Figure 7. It purports to be a muffler

or silencer or deadener for internal combustion en-

gines. In Figure 6 we have an enclosure or tube M.
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Spaced from the wall of that enclosure is a per-

forated tube supporting and holding in place a

porous sound-absorbent material between the two

walls. Substantially the same description applies to

Figure 7, which shows a more room-like enclosure

and less tubular.

Q. Will you refer to the specification and read

from lines 29 to 35 on page 3 ?

A. On page 3, line 25, beginning toward the end

of the line. It has been speaking of vapors of ex-

plosion [368]

Q. Line 29, the beginning of that paragraph.

A. Yes, beginning line 29: "The exhaust gases

leaving the heating spaces of the boiler E ])ass

through the tube B into the silent exhaust Fig. 6,

the object of which is to neutralize the single 'cough'

or puffing noise usually attendant on the expulsion

of the exhaust gases. This apparatus consists of a

pipe or receptacle M into which is introduced a

cylinder or inner wall M^ of sieve-like perforated

sheet metal. The space between M and M^ is filled

with some incombustible sound-dampening mate-

rial, for instance asbestos, so that the noise pro-

duced by the expulsion of the exhaust gases is

damped thereby. '

' Is that sufficient ?

Q. Now, will you refer to the Kelly ])atent, 612,-

733, and discuss its disclosure?

A. This patent discloses a wall faced with hol-

low tile, although I believe that is not a necessary

part of the specification, and next to the wall is an
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absorbent material. I am trying to find, the letter

which designates it, bnt the drawing is so difficult

to read I won't be certain.

Q. Do you find E?
A. "E" indicates a stratum of closely-packed

mineral wool or abestos fiber, in this instance placed,

between the foundation and the wire-cloth, filling the

space." Next to the wall or foundation is the

stratum of rock wool mineral wool, and over that

a wire netting, which is lettered D. He states that

this wire netting may be covered with a [369] fac-

tory-cloth, and then painted, and while the paint is

still wet the surface covered or decorated with short

fiber, such as asbestos or clipped wool.

Q. Will you refer to Mazer patent 1,172,379, and

discuss its disclosure?

A. The Mazer patent discloses a perforated

sheet metal i^an in Figure 4, which is made to cover

and hold in position, support a sound-absorbing

part shown in 11 in Figure 1. [370] The fastening

means are apparently at the edge. The exact tech-

nique of fastening is not clearly illustrated, al-

though the pan apparently slips between two up-

right positioning supports, I believe, of a lower or

wall pan. He also specifies that the pan may be cov-

ered and decorated with a facing of textile or fabric

material. [371]

Q. By Mr. Mason: I hand you an additional

British patent here. Defendant's Exhibit D for

identification, being British patent 19,123. Will you
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discuss that? Your Honor doesn't have a copy of it?

The Court : No. Just go ahead.

A. This patent discloses a sound-absorbent ma-

terial in, I believe, all the figures.

Q. By Mr. Mason : First, will you read the title

of the patent?

A. Yes. The title of the patent is ''Improve-

ments on Methods Adapting- Silicate Cotton"—

-

which, as I read the patent, means flag wool or rock

wool ''to Covering Steam Boilers, the Uptakes of

Furnaces, Bulkheads, and Other Parts of Ships,

and for rendering fireproof and preventing the

transmission of Heat and Somid in Buildings and

other Structures," and he discloses facings which

he describes as being netting-perforated metal and

solid metal in some places, and he describes its use

on the walls of buildings and on the ceilings of

buildings. I am quite sure the patent speaks for

itself. Such covering material is readily applied to

the walls or ceilings of buildings. I can't find ref-

erence quickly as to the perforated material.

Q. Will you read from about line 20 on jrage 4?

A. Yes. He is talking about longitudinal strips

for holding it in place, ranged and fixed by double-

ended [372] staples driven into them after ]jassing

round the wire of the outer net. Or instead of the

outer wire net perforated plates of metal may be

used. [373]

i;
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HERBERT C. SMITH,

recalled.

Further Direct Examination

Q. By Mr. Mason : Mr. Smith, you testified this

morning that the Coast Insulating Corporation had

not used in practice any of the wire screen facing

sheets precisely as shown in the wire screen ex-

hibits here. Do you wish to add anything to that,

after making a further check at your plant ?

A. Yes, I do. We have used the material in a

slightly different form than as shown in these ex-

hibits, and I have some photographs here showing

some examples of the form in which the material

was.

Q. I hand you four photographs and ask you if

those are the photographs you referred to.

A. Yes, they are.

Q. Do they illustrate the product as you actu-

ally used it? [374]

A. Yes, they do.

Q. Are any of those illustrated in this pamphlet

Plaintiff's Exhibit 46?

A. Yes, they are, on page 3 of the pamphlet.

Q. And when were they used ?

A. In 1929.

Mr. Mason: I offer these four photographs in

evidence as defendant's exhibits. What is the next

number ?

The Clerk: They will be Z, AA, BB and CC.

Mr. Mason: That is all. [375]
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ROBERT C. BURT,

recalled.

Direct Examination

resumed.

Q. By Mr. Mason : I believe you were referring

to the Mazer patent, 1,172,379.

A. Mazer, 1,172,379, yes.

Q. Will you refer to Figures 3 and 4 of that

patent and tell me what the lug designated by the

numeral 7 and the slot designated by the numeral 8

are for?

A. The lug and slot are interlocking means of

attaching the pan represented in Figure 3 to the

foundation or supporting wall, either directly or

through intermediate furring strips, as the case

may be.

Q. Will you refer to the Delaney i)atent, 1,660,-

745, and discuss the disclosure of that patent?

A. This patent shows a rigid self-supporting

membrane.

Q. What is that designated as in the patent?

A. In Figures 1 and 2—in all three figures it is

designated as member A perforated with uniformly

distributed holes. The perforations designated as

B in all three figures would communicate between

the surface and the interior of the tile. The interior

of the tile is covered with a loose absorbent material

designated as D in the first and third figures and

the sides of the tile are turned ujj perpendicularly

to the face as indicated, I believe, by the figure E
in all three figures. [379]
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Q. Now, does the patent state what that facing

sheet A may be composed of?

A. The patent designates several materials from

which that facing sheet may be made. To quote,

page 1, line 50: ''The acoustic blocks may be of

various shapes and sizes, and in the form shown in

the drawing, comprises a shall 1, w^hich may be made

of any suitable material or materials, such, for in-

stance, as plaster, cement, fibrous material, wood,

terra cotta, or in some instances metal."

Q. Will you refer to Hall patent 1,387,391, and

discuss the disclosure of that patent ?

A. The Hall patent discloses a sound-absorbent

material which he designates as 12, I believe. Yes.

And describes it as mineral wool, between cover

plates 10 and 11 of Figure 2, the cover plates being

woven fabric. To quote, I think page 1 of the speci-

fication, line 81: "Parallel cover plates 10 and 11,

which cover plates in the present instance, are illus-

trated as a woven wire fabric; although it will be

understood that poultry netting and expanded metal

lathing are the full equivalent thereof and may be

readily used, as well as other materials if desired."

[380]

Q. Now, you have referred also to Mazer patent

1,483,365. Will you discuss that patent ? Refer par-

ticularly to Figure 4 of that patent.

A. Figure 4 of this patent shows a sound ab-

sorbent tile with a facing 7, filled with an absorbent

8, and perforations 9 passing through the facing
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material, connecting the outer surface with the

absorbent.

Q. Now, in these patents to which you have re-

ferred and the disclosures of which you have de-

scribed, namely, the two Mazer patents, the Hall

patent, the Delaney patent, the British Stevens

patent, and this other British patent. No. 19123, are

the facing sheets of a relatively rigid material?

A. Shall I check each one of them carefully?

Q. Yes, go back and check them.

The AVitness : Will the stenographer give me the

names ?

Mr. Mason : Will you read it ?

(The reporter read, "the two Mazer patents.")

A. Yes. Just give me one at a time. The Mazer

patent illustrates a stiff, self-su])porting membrane.

Q. Which Mazer patent is that ?

A. I think I can answer for them both. Both

Mazer patents show self-supporting stiff mem-

branes. Next you asked for [381]

Q. Hall.

A. Yes. The Hall patent illustrates, discloses a

self-supporting membrane.

Q. Delaney.

A. Yes. I have already testified that Delaney is

a self-supporting membrane, supporting itself and

also the material behind it.

Q. The British Stevens patent.

A. The British Stevens patent I am certain is

a stiff, very stiff, self-supporting perforated mem-
brane.
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Q. It is a metal membrane, is it ?

A. Yes, a perforated metal membrane.

Q. Now the other British patent.

A. This other British patent, Stewart and Jones,

has been already testified to disclose a perforated

metal plate as a cover for the rock wool.

Q. Now, will you ivl'ev to the Trader patent,

1,554,180, and discuss the disclosure of that patent?

A. May I have the number?

(Number of the ])atent read by the reporter.)

A. This patent discloses a sound-absorbing

board for walls and ceiling, perforated, and in Fig-

ure 8 spaced from [382] the wall by furring strips.

Q. There is no sound-absorbing material back-

ing for that sheet disclosed in the patent, is there ?

A. No material introduced for that purpose.

Q. Now, among the various patents which I have

handed you in this folder, do you find any disclosing

the use of pans or tiles or frames for ceiling and

wall construction? A. Yes.

Q. Will you go through the various patents?

A. Delaney clearly shows a tile with turned-up

edges and flat, self-supporting surface, supporting

the sound absorbent by the surface.

Dillon—just a minute—no; Dillon does not show

a tile.

Mazer shows a tile.

Q. Which Mazer patent is that ?

A. I will answer that both Mazer patents dis-

close a tile with perforated spaces.
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Q. I am merely asking for tiles or frames now,

regardless of whether they are perforated or not.

A. Figure 5 of Trader shows a tile. [383]

Q. Now, have you read and are you familiar

with the Norris patent in suit, 1,726,500 ?

A. Yes.

Q. Did you answer that question?

A. Yes, I answered the question.

Q. Now, in that Norris patent what is the func-

tion of the sound-absorbing material behind the

facing sheets?

A. As its name implies, it is the sound-absorbing

agent.

Q. Is that the only function that performs?

A. I believe that is the only function, of ab-

sorbing.

Q. What is the function of the facing sheets?

A. The function of the facing sheets is, first,

to conceal the sound-absorbent, and it must do so

without hindering the passage of sound through the

sound absorbent it is supporting. [384]

Q. Would that sound-absorbing material absorb

the sound in the same way if it were uncovered?

A. Substantially the same way.

Q. And if you should place the facing sheet

over an open window would it pass the sound in the

same way? A. Yes.

Q. In the prior art patents which you have dis-

cussed, do you find anything in addition to the

Mazer patent, which is specifically discussed in that
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respect, which show any means for supporting the

pan? Answer that yes or no. A. Yes.

Q. Will you select from the folder such patents

as do show such means of support? You may de-

scribe them as you go along. You have already cov-

ered Mazer.

A. Yes. Trader, in Figure 8, shows furring

strips. You are confining me to tile now, I believe?

Q. Pans or tile, if there is any distinction.

Q. What means does the Norris patent in suit

show for supporting pans? [385]

A. The Norris patent shows several slight varia-

tions of the same general technique, which may be

called a T-bar, with opening slot between two ele-

ments of the T-shank, and ears or lugs 14 in Figure

4; also 14 in Figures 2 and 3 and 5 and 8. These

lugs hold the tile when it is passed in between the

two sides of the T-bar flange, and are quite clearly

illustrated in the sectional view Figure 8.

Q. In the Hall and Kelly patents to which you

have referred, I notice that a meshed wire screen is

used as a cover plate. Does that screen function any

differently from the perforated metal cover plate

such as shown in the Norris and any other patents ?

A. Acoustically I should say the screens per-

form in the same manner. [386]

Q. Doctor, apart from the means as showTi in

the Norris patent which you have described, sup-

porting the tiles between these T-bar furring strips,

do you find any material distinction between the

Norris patent in suit and the patent of Delaney?
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A. No; I cannot find any material difference.

Q. I will ask you the same question as to the

Dillon patent.

A. Only that Dillon does not disclose a tile, but

otherwise the two are substantially equivalent struc-

tures.

Q. I will ask you the same question as to the

Mazer patent 1,172,379.

A. No; I would say the Mazer patent quite well

describes the disclosure of the Norris patent with

the possible exception of orders of magnitude.

Q. Orders of magnitude of tlie perforations?

A. Of the perforations.

Q. How about Mazer patent 1,483,365? I will

ask you the same question with respect to that

patent.

A. With respect to the tile illustrated in Fig-

ures 4 and 6, it is a close parallel to the disclosure

of Norris.

Q. What about this British patent 19,123?

A. This British i^atent describes the structure of

the [387] perforated metal sheet over rock wool.

The making of tile and the installation of it are

not the same.

Q. Now, the British Stevens patent, I will ask

you the same question with respect to that patent.

[388]

A. Acoustically the British Stevens patent is a

description of the principles and practice described
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in the Norris application with the exception of the

mountings of the sides.

Q. Did you observe this muffling' device, Plain-

tiff's Exhibit No. 11^ A. Yes.

Q. You saw that device demonstrated in the

court room? A. I did.

Q. Can you state whether or not there is any

ditference between the disclosure of the British

Stevens patent and that muffling device ?

A. I would like to examine it.

Q. Apart from the buzzer?

A. I would like to examine the interior of this

device, which was shown at some distance.

Q. You may. .

A. Would the prosecution like to open it uj) for

me or ishall I go ahead? This element, which was

described in the testimony yesterday I believe is as

nice an illustration model as anyone could wish of

the muffler disclosed in the Stevens patent.

Q. That is with the interior unperforated core

removed ?

A. With the core removed, as it stands here, it is

as close a model of this invention as I believe I

could make, particularly I am referring to the illus-

tration 6. [389]

Q. The Figure 6?

A. Figure 6 of this Stevens patent, the outside

end here is quite evident ; the inside perforated tube

is quite easy to see, and in testimony it has been

said that there was rock wool between the inside
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and outside, I believe, which is exactly what Stevens

describes, is illustrated in the patent in suit.

Q. Now, Doctor, considering the state of the art

up to and including the time of the Dillon patent,

which was 1921, would you say that there was any-

thing at all unusual or unexpected disclosed by the

Norris patent in suit?

A. No, I find nothing unexpected.

Q. Would you say that the same acoustical prin-

ciples disclosed in that patent are disclosed in the

Delaney, the Dillon, the two Mazer patents, the

British Stevens patent and this additional British

patent, the Kelly patent, the Hall patent, are the

same as those employed in the Norris patent?

A. To say that all of them are would require that

I look them all over.

Q. All right, you may look them all over.

A. You will have to give me the name of one at

a time.

Q. Delaney first.

A. Yes, Delaney illustrates

Q. You need not describe the disclosure. Just

whether the same acoustical principles. [390]

A. The same acoustical principle is involved in

Delaney.

Q. Dillon? A. And in Dillon.

Q. The two Mazer patents?

A. And in the Mazer patents.

Q. The British Stevens patent?

A. Yes, and in the British Stevens patent.
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Q. The Kelly patent?

A. The Kelly patent.

Q. The Hall patent?

A. In one form of the Hall patent.

Q. Which form?

A. Certainly in the form where he refers to

the perforated metal plates, but the same principle

would be involved w^here the netting wire is used.

[391]

Q. Would you say the same principles are in-

volved in the construction of this device here, Plain-

tiif's Exhibit 11, as are involved in the Norris

patent ?

A. Yes. Plaintiff's Exhibit 11 w^as built as a

demonstration of that principle and used to sell

that principle.

Q. Do you find any explanation or anything in

the patent which states, that is, referring to the

Norris patent, which explains how thick the per-

forated facing sheets should be?

A. No. In the specifications I do not find, as I

recall, any description of the thickness of the ma-

terial of the facing sheets.

Q. In the Norris patent I find the statement that

the openings in the facing sheets shall be small

enough to substantially conceal the sound-absorbing

material. Do you find anything in the patent which

discloses how small the openings should be, to con-

ceal the sound-absorbing material ?
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A. I can't find the reference. It seems to me

that the reference was that the holes should be

small enough— [392]

The Court: Page 2, second column, line 85.

A. "The lower limit of size of the perforation

usually is determined not by somid absorption con-

siderations but by the difficulties resulting from the

bridging over and closing of the perforation when

the surface is painted." Does that answer your

question ?

Q. By Mr. Mason: Well, I w^anted to know if

you find anything there that explains w^hat the limi-

tation is which Avould still conceal the sound-absorb-

ing material.

A. No, I don't think there is any disclosure here

as to how small the hole has to be to prevent seeing

the material through the hole.

Q. Do you find anything in the Norris patent

specification which attaches any useful purpose to

having the perforations occupy an aggregate area

of not more than 16 per cent of the total area?

A. No, I see no magic in the 16 per cent.

Q. Do you find anything in the patent which

attaches any importance to that aggregate of per-

forations! A. No, I can't say that I do.

Q. Do you find anything in the Norris patent

which describes or defines the relationship between

the thickness of the facing sheets and the average

dimensions of the holes?
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A. In the specifications I don't believe there is

any disclosure as to the relationship of hole size

and thickness of sheets. [393]

Q. Do you find anything in the Norris patent

which ascribes any purpose to having the openings

cover about .4 per cent to 35 per cent of the total

area?

A. I believe the statement is made that he found

that range of hole size worked.

Q. Worked for what purpose?

A. The material conceals the absorbent and still

allows the sound to pass through the surface into

the absorbent.

Q. Dr. Burt, this morning you referred to the

works of Lord Rayleigh. Do you have any publica-

tion of his with you?

A. I have a copy of his collected papers, Vol-

ume 2.

Q. Do you have any photostatic copy of any

portion of the book?

A. Yes. I have turned over to you photostatic

copies of the title page and of pages 220 to 225,

inclusive.

Q. I will ask you if this is the material to which

you refer? A. Yes.

Q. Is this a photostat copy of pages of that

book?

A. Yes. This is the book from which that copy

was taken, at my order.
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Q. When was that publication? What is the

date of that book there ?

A. This publication is by the Cambridge Uni-

versity Press, 1900. [394]

Q. And it is entitled what?

A. "Scientific Papers by John William Struct,"

that being Lord Rayleigh's name before he inherited

the title of Baron Rayleigh, Lord Rayleigh, as he

is known in scientific circles, and whose name is on

the binding.

Q. Is this a photostat of the title page of that

book?

A. That is a photostat of the title page of this

book.

Q. Do these pages relate to the subject matter

which you were discussing this morning ?

A. I would answer that yes, in the King's

English.

Mr. Mason: I will offer this in evidence as the

defendant's next exhibit in order.

Mr. Mahoney: I understand that will also be

received only as showing the state of the art?

Mr. Mason: That is all.

The Court: Yes.

The Clerk: Exhibit DD.

Mr. Mason: That is all.

Cross Examination

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: Dr. Burt, I understood

you to say that the construction shown in the Dillon
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patent, No. 1,385,741, that in that construction the

membrane would pass 50, 60 or 70 per cent of the

sound through the absorbing pad back of it ?

A. No. I said it should pass at least that. [395]

Q. Isn't it true, as a matter of fact, that it passes

100 per cent of the sound?

A. It probably does not pass 100 per cent of the

sound.

Q. What do you mean when you say "prob-

ably"? Do you know or don't you?

A. I have not tested this particular material.

Q. Isn't it true that the structure of the Dillon

patent, that is, the facing of Dillon, plus the absorb-

ent back of it, through the range of frequencies in

which we are interested here, gives substantially

the same absorption as the pad alone ?

A. That is true.

Q. You said, did you not, that Dillon's facing is

not a sound-absorbing material ?

A. In the general way we used it in this case

and in practice it is not a sound absorbent, but it

still absorbs sound. Every material known must

absorb soimd.

Q. Isn't it true that substantially all of the

absorption in Dillon is in the pad, in the frequen-

cies in which we are now interested?

A. Yes, substantially, practically talking.

Q. So that when you say that Dillon did absorb

50 or 60 or 70 per cent, as a matter of fact Dillon's
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facing must pass pretty close to 100 per cent of the

sound of the pad in order to be a commercial device ?

A. No ; that is not the case. You see, if it passed

[396] 60 per cent of the sound it might also pre-

vent the sound from coming back that is absorbed,

thereby increasing the efficiency of the material

behind it.

Q. You say it might. Does it prevent the sound

from coming back? A. None of us know.

Q. So far as you know, in Dillon's construction

there, wherein the combination of the facing and

pad is equal to that of the pad alone, the absorption

is taking place by the pad, is it not %

A. Practically speaking, yes.

Q. So that in Dillon's construction if he only

passed 50 or 60 per cent of the sound to the pad it

wouldn't be a commercial, usable construction,

would if?

A. Oh, it would be commercially usable. We are

not always after the maximum absorption commer-

cially.

Q. Assuming a case where we wanted all the

maximum absorption we could obtain, would it be

usable in that instance?

A. No; it wouldn't be then.

Q. You stated this morning that absorption was

a surface jDhenomena, did you not ?

A. I believe it to be, yes.

Q. Let us see if we understand what you mean
by that. Do you mean if you had a pad of porous
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material, let us say mineral wool, say an inch thick,

which was two feet square, [397] and sound waves

struck on the surface of that, do you mean that all

sound absorption would take place right on that

surface ?

A. No; on the surface which is exposed to the

sound.

Q. In other words, if a sound wave penetrated

that pad practically to its rear surface, you say it is

a skin effect where part of that sound wave touches

the material of the side wall of the channel inside?

A. That's right.

Q. So it is not a surface phenomena in the sense

that a porous material and a material like glass or

steel would act the same in so far as absorption were

concerned'? [398]

A. Yes, if we w^ere to add up the total area of

every little fiber and every exposed surface I be-

lieve that we would find that all materials absorb

the same, or very closely the same amount of sound

per unit to exposed surface, when you add the sur-

face up that way.

Q. Have you ever made any tests to determine

that? A. No, I have not.

Q. We are agreed that when you say surface
I

phenomena you mean the surfaces inside the pores

or channels, whatever you want to call them, of the

porous material!

A. That is quite correct, quite correct.
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Q. In this Exhibit E, which are selected pages

of Acoustics of Buildings by Watson, you referred

to page 57, did you not? A. Yes, I did.

Q. On that page I read the following: "There

appears to be a need for a presentable, fire-proof

material that has considerable sound absorption, is

no more expensive than other building materials,

can be installed easily, and can be cleaned without

greatly impairing its acoustic efficiency"—is that

correct? A. That is correct.

Q. Was that the state of the art in 1923, the

time this book was published ?

A. I don't believe it was.

Q. So you accept Watson as authority for some

things, [399] but not for this, is that true ?

A. I don't think Watson knew^ it all.

Q. How do you tell which parts of Watson are

correct, and which parts are incorrect ?

A. I did not look at Watson as an authority on

this work. I was quoting what Watson disclosed

as construction.

Q. In that preceding paragraph does Watson

disclose a construction in which 100 per cent of

sound passes through a perforated facing to a

sound-absorbing pad in the rear of it ?

A. It reads that near 100 per cent sound that

probably passes through this perforated mem-

brane

Q. Where do you find that ?
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A. I suggest the use of a grill which ^YOuld at

least be as open as this in my mind, and probably

more open than this, and then he suggests lining

the box with hairfelt.

Q. Is it your opinion that by making these grills

of Exhibits N to Q more open you would get greater

sound absorption?

A. No, that was not your previous question. You

asked if 100 per cent of sound w^ould go through

the grill. I said more nearly 100 per cent would

probably go through the grill he described—he did

not describe it—that he gave me the impression of,

than some of these grills.

Q. Isn't it true, assuming you have a certain

coefficient of absorption for your pad, that the

amount of [400] absorption which takes place would

depend upon the amount of soimd that came through

the facing at the frequencies which we are taking

here; not some freak frequency?

A. May I ask to have the question read?

(Question read b}^ the reporter.)

A. The absorption of the assembly would cer-

tainly depend upon the absorption of the pad, and

also it would depend upon the transparency of the

grill which connected the pad with the room in

which the sound was abridged.

Q. If you have got a facing that will give you,

practically speaking, in combination with the somid-

absorbing pad—will give you as good sound absorp-
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tion as the pad alone, what would be the advantage

in increasing the amount of open area in the facing ?

A. I think there would be no advantage acousti-

cally in increasing the area. Decoratively there

might be; for ventilation reasons there might be;

acoustically I can see no advantage.

Q, Turn to pages 103 and 105 of this exhibit.

The data that you cite there refers to measurements

made on one side of a door with a source of sound on

the other side of the door, does it not ?

A. I believe that is the

Q. Don't you know?

A. That is as I read the description of his ex-

periment. I was not present at the time the experi-

ment was performed. [401] The text seems to be

quite clear on the subject.

Q. Then you know that is what it is ?

A. Yes.

Q. Then that first figure at the top of the page

105,—0.93, is the relative intensity with the door

closed, is it not?

A. As I read that figure it is the intensity of the

lath partition used in the previous experiments as

pictured at the top of page 103, before the door

was put in its place.

Q. Yes, with the opening closed by the lath par-

tition ?

A. Yes, with the opening closed by the lath

partition.
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Q. Then that lath partition was removed and

the door installed, and when the author refers to a

three-sixteenths inch threshold opening, about eight

times as much sound passed through to the other

side, is that correct? A. Yes.

Q. Then when that door was opened to one-half

inch threshold opening, there was practically twelve

times the original amount of sound that went

through? A. That is right.

Q. There is no disclosure there of a combination

of a facing of a non-sound-absorbing material and a

backing of sound-absorbing material, is there?

A. No, the purpose of introducing this is en-

tirely to show that as small openings are increased

in size the amount of sound transmitted by them

does not increase as rapidly [402] as the size of the

hole increases—if you go from a three-sixteenths

crack to a half an inch crack.

Q. There is nothing to show how much of the

sound was transmitted through those holes, and how

much was not transmitted, b}^ this article, is there?

A. These figures show if you use the small holes

you will get more than twice as much energy

through it as you would if you used a larger hole.

Q. Yes, but they don't show anywhere that sub-

stantially 100 per cent of the sound goes through,

do they? I am talking about this particular refer-

ence?

A. We haven't anything on which to speak of

100 per cent. 100 per cent of what sound? The
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sound arrives at the door; the sound ^^oes in the

room. 100 per cent of what sound?

Q. You had some sounds, as I understand it

—

you had some sound generated in some way on one

side of this door, did you not ?

A. That is right.

Q, There is nothing here to show that 100 per

cent of that generated sound went through that

door, is there? A. Absohitely nothing.

(Short recess.) [403]

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: Dr. Burt, returning to

this Exhibit E for just a moment, page 57, I think

that you stated that you would expect a greater

percentage of sound to pass through the grille of

Watson than would pass through the spaces of De-

fendant's Exhibits N to Q, because the grille would

have larger openings, did you not ?

A. I said that I would interpret, from reading

Watson I would conclude that.

Q. Do you mean by that that a grille is neces-

sarily something with large openings ?

A. No. But Watson mentions here ventilation,

to construct a box behind the grille to ])revent un-

desirable ventilation currents. My idea of a venti-

lation grille is a register front, and a register front

would have a larger percentage of opening than this

would. And so, as I read this, the picture in my
mind was that of a ventilation grille. Perhaps I

went too far in my interpretation of Watson. I
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didn't mean to go too far, but the difference is

entirely immaterial.

Q. Now, refer to page 251 of Lamb for a mo-

ment. A. 251

?

Q. Yes. A. Yes.

Q. As I understand it, Lamb is there talking

about a specific case in which the w^ave length is

twice the distance from center to center of these

spaced slots. Is that [404] correct?

A. No. Lamb explains it quite clearly. He says

the wave length is to be ten times the interval A
plus B, the interval A plus B being the distance

between centers of slots. So he is talking about ten

times, not twice.

Q. Excuse me. I meant to say that. What Lamb
has is a surface consisting of a plurality of slots

running from top to bottom or side to side, as the

case may be, and between those slots he has solid

areas? A. That is correct.

Q. Now, if we take a wave length of 512 cycles,

what would that be?

A. Well, I believe that we have testimony to

show that wave lengths of 512 cycles would be about

two feet.

Q. A little over two feet—about 26 inches?

A. Yes. And a tenth of 26 inches would be 2.6

inches.

Q. So from the center of one slot to the center

of another slot would be 2.6 inches? A. Yes.

Q. And the slots would be .26 or a quarter of an

inch wide? A. Yes.
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Q. And with a structure of that sort, with the

512 cycles, Lamb would pass 88 per cent of the

sound which struck the surface ?

A. That is right. [405]

Q. And if the absorbent itself which was placed

back of that had a value, for instance, of 75 per

cent, as shown by test 1 of Exhibit 23, what amount

of sound would be absorbed? I am talking about

its over-all.

A. You mention 512. That is the reason I am
calling your attention to this.

Q. I mentioned 512 for your spacing. Do you

mean that over the frequency range from 128 cycles

to 2048, that Lamb would not be as effective as he

would be at the one frequency?

A. The mathematics of Professor Lamb will

si^eak for itself. But if you wish my opinion I

would have to have the question re-expressed.

Mr. Mahoney: All right. Will you please read

the question?

(Question read by the reporter.)

A. You made the error of applying a coefficient

of absorption which is taken from an average to a

specific frequency from which it deviates.

Q. No. I merely took a specific frequency to get

a construction, and having gotten that construction

with slots a quarter of an inch wide, and 2,6 inches

apart on centers, and assuming that you place an

absorbent pad back of that which has an absorbent
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coefficient of 75 per cent, what amount of sound

would you absorb by such construction?

A. That answer would require some calculation,

it being [406] a spacing that we don't use, for ap-

pearance reasons, and I haven't had the experience

with facings that large for this type of grille. How-

ever, I can answer qualitatively that in view of the

relatively wide spacing and the fact that this

A. M. A., as it is called, standard, is a little heavy

on the high frequency side and the facings used so

large, that our reflections from the surface would

be larger than in the case of grilles, and conse-

quently it would not be as desirable a grille as one

of smaller pattern.

Q. In so far as the 512 cycle frequency is con-

cerned, it would be no more than 88 per cent of 75?

A. No. Your 512 absorption of the bare pad is

83 per cent. You are covering it with a grille which

passes 88 per cent ; the grille is going to pass 88 per

cent. That grille is going to absorb probably 4 or

5 per cent in itself. We have, I believe, some tests

here that show grilles absorbing something of that

order of magnitude.

Q. If the grille were made of sheet steel it would

absorb such a percentage?

A. 4 or 5 per cent, isn't it? I think there are

some tests here that show the grille alone—test

No. 2 shows 4.6 per cent. I guess that is a pretty

good average. 4.6 per cent is absorbed by the grille

alone. 88 per cent goes through, and 83 per cent
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of that 88 will certainly be absorbed. Now, of that

88 per cent that s^oes through, 83 i)er cent is ab-

sorbed, and that leaves unaccounted for [407] 17 per

cent of the 88 per cent that went through, but we

know that this can 't all get back through the hole.

Q. How do you know that ?

A. Because we have already found that this

grille does not pass 100 per cent; it passes 88 per

cent, so it isn't all going to go back through the

hole; some of it is reflected back. And in a com-

posite structure of that kind one cannot calculate

entirely with ultimate precision, but he can draw

quite accurate conclusions very quickly.

Q. Well, let us summarize. Lamb shows first

only one frequency?

A. That is right. No—he illustrates with a nu-

merical example of only one. His equation is per-

fectly general mathematically. We mean by that,

it will apply to all cases within the boundary condi-

tions that may have been set \\\) wlien the equations

were drawn.

Q. But when he speaks of 88 per cent of the

sound going through, he is speaking of one fre-

quency only, isn't he?

A. He is speaking of a numerical example of

one frequency; that is right.

Q. You would not draw the conclusion from

Lamb, would you, that if you placed a perforated

facing of some sort of non-sound-absorbing material

over an absorbent pad, that you would get as good
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absorption as you would with the ba^re absorbent pad

alone? [408]

A. I believe that you would have reason to ex-

pect to ^et as good absorption.

Q. Why would you, w^hen he said he only gets

88 per cent of sound through to the pad ?

A. He says only 88 per cent of the sound

through. He doesn't say you have to use that. That

is the equivalent or like our using these great big

spaces, and obviously for decorative purposes we

would use smaller ones, and it is well known that

if we use things further away from the wave length

of sound we are going to improve the amount of

transmission.

Q. Look over on page 250. We have been talk-

ing so far about parallel spaced slots ?

A. That is right.

Q. Look over on page 250, where he says: "It

appears then that a circular (or nearly circular)

aperture transmits the fraction 8 over Pi", or .816,

of the energy propagated across an equal area (Pi

a square) in the primary waves." Is that right?

A. You have read, I believe, correctly.

Q. And does that not mean that where he has

circular openings, that 81.6 per cent of the sound

that strikes the opening passes through?

A. No.

Q. What does it mean?

A. This means that in a single aperture—this

solution [409] on this page is entirely concerning
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a single aperture, one hole in the middle of an infi-

nite plane, and the conditions there are very differ-

ent. I am not mathematician enough to interpolate

the mathematics he applies here to a single aperture

and extend it over a multiplicity of holes.

Q. Does he say that 81.6 per cent of the sound

passes through the opening?

A. You read it correctly.

Q. Isn't that correct?

A. I don't know whether that is what he means.

I believe that is what he means. But he is talking

about a different case, a theoretical case, a single

hole in the middle of an infinite plane.

Q. When you say you don't know what he

means, do you mean you cannot interpret this book ?

A. I haven't studied this paragraph with the

expectation of translating it. It is a complicated

mathematical solution.

Q. What education would it take for a person

to be able to understand Lamb?
A. Anyone who takes a degree in physics should

be able to understand Lamb, I believe, particularly

immediately after he graduates. I will admit that

w^e all get rusty in our mathematics if we do not

use it.

Q. Then I take it that it w^ould be rather diffi-

cult [410] for the ordinary man skilled in the

acoustic art to understand what Lamb is talking

about?
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A. It would certainly be difficult for one who

has gTown rusty in his mathematics to understand.

Q. Take the ordinary engineer who has a col-

lege degree, but not a Ph.D., he would have difficulty

in understanding Lamb?
A. I have already stated that we get rusty on

our mathematics when we leave college.

Q. Dr. Burt, you testified in answer to a ques-

tion in which you were asked to point out certain

patents which showed, as I recall, the combination

of a sheet of sound reflective material, did you not?

A. I don't think your question is complete. May
I have the question re-read?

Q. Now, what I want to know is, in your direct

examination the term ''sound reflective" was used,

was it not, either by you or by counsel?

A. That is correct. A question was asked about

sound reflective material.

Q. What did you mean by that?

A. I said at the time that that was not a carefully

defined name.

Q. But you went ahead and pointed out a half

dozen patents

A. In the art we have a general conception of

what I [411] mean by ''sound reflective" or "non-

absorbent '

' material.

Q. What is your understanding of that term?

A. Being vague, I will have to be a little vag-ue

in my answer. Certain materials, dense, hard-sur-

faced, exposing small areas, non-porous materials,
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like steel and oilcloth, wood and plaster, are gen-

eral non-absorbent materials.

Q. What do you mean by an absorptive or ab-

sorbing material?

A. An absorbing material is a material which

presents a hard surface to the sound wave and

thereby absorbs its energj^.

Q. So w^e can use those two terms in further

cross-examination and understand what the other

one is talking about?

A. If there is any question I will try to make

remarks that will clarify it.

Q. You were also asked questions in regard to

rigid facing sheets. Did you clearly understand

what the examiner meant when he said "rigid fac-

ing sheets"?

A. I thought I understood clearly.

Q. And you testified that certain references

showed stiff, self-supporting facing sheets, did j^ou

not ? A. Yes.

Q. Then you had no trouble in understanding

what was meant by "rigid" and "self-supporting"

and "self- [412] sustaining" in the Norris patent,

did you?

A. I believe I understand what is meant by that.

Q. Now, in your Exhibit C—do you have that up

there? A. Yes. Is this C?

Q. Yes, the book of patents. A. Yes.

Q. You included the Delaney patent, for in-

stance, in a group of patents wiiich you stated dis-
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closed the combination of a sheet of somid-reflective

material, perforated, with a backing of somid-

absorbent material, did you not ?

A. That is right.

Q. I direct your attention to the paragraph be-

ginning in line 81 of Delaney, where Delaney

states: ''The material for forming the shell is pref-

erbaly of a strong porous nature and the perfora-

tions }) in the facing give such facing a high sound

absorbing value." That is correct, is it not?

A. That is correct.

Q. How do you reconcile that with your state-

ment that Delaney shows a sound-reflective surface ?

A. I believe I answered that Delaney showed or

disclosed a sound-reflective surface.

Q. But how do you reconcile that with the state-

ment I just read?

A. Delaney made several disclosures.

Mr. Mason: Will you hand the patent to the

witness, [413] please?

Mr. Mahoney: He has it.

A. The disclosure on the same page, line 55,

"Materials such for instance as plaster." I have

just defined that plaster I would class with sound-

reflective materials. Cement I also classed as a

sound-reflective material.

Q. Would you classify all cement and all plaster

as sound-reflective material? A. No.

Q. They could be porous, could they not ?

A. Yes.
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Q. So plaster and cement could be made to agree

with the paragraph beginning- in line 81 ?

A. Cement is rather difficult to make agree with

line 81. [414]

Q. Couldn't a chemical treatment of cement, as

some people do, make it puff up ?

A. It is almost impossible to get absorption of

15 per cent. I believe Norris calls 18 per cent non-

absorptive. I would certainly call the last material

there, metal, a disclosure of non-absortive surface.

Q. But if Delaney is going to have a facing of

a porous nature and with a high sound-absorbing

value, as stated in the paragraph beginning line 81,

the word "metal" is in disagreement with that, is

it not?

A. He saj^s perferably, but he does not say of

necessity.

Q. He does not sa}^ anywhere where he describes

it functionally that he has a facing that is made of

non-sound-absorbing material, does he ?

A. I don't recall that he does.

Q. You referred to Delaney as a tile. Delaney

is, in fact, a building block, is it not ?

A. I think tile is usually a building block, isn't

it?

Q. I want to get your definition of that, because

your examiner used the phrase ''tile or pan" as if

he were using the two synonymously, and you an-

swered in every instance restricting your answer to
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tile. Now, is there any difference between a tile and

pan?

A. In my conception it would make some differ-

ence.

Q. You consider everything- that is of relatively

small size, that is, that won't make a complete wall

in and of [415] itself, a tile, do you not ?

A. Yes, my conception of tile is a unit.

Q. But in the ordinary use of the word 'Hile",

we think of something that is not sufficiently strong"

structurall,y to support other structures, do we not,

such as tile facings in a bathroom?

A. Tile in general are of quite strong material.

The}' are not used structurally for architectural

reasons that I would not be qualified to answer;

probably expense.

Q. It is true that Delaney's disclosure is a mate-

rial to be used in a self-sustaining, self-supporting

wall, or a wall that can support other things, such

as a ceiling?

A. I did not so read. Perhaps I should have.

Q. He calls it building block, doesn't he?

A. I believe so.

Q. You find that in the first two lines, do you

not ? A. Yes.

Q. And he calls it a block in the first line of the

second column? A. That is right.

Q. Let's turn to the Dillon patent for a mo-

ment. I think you referred to the facing in the

Dillon patent as a fabric facing, did you not ?

A. I may have done so.

f
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Q. Isn't it true that throughout the specifica-

tion Dillon defines his facing as a woven membrane ?

[416]

A. I don't recall.

Q. Will you look and see ?

A. He certainly refers to it in most places as a

woven membrane, yes.

Q. In every instance where he refers to it spe-

cifically and applies a reference numeral to it it is

a woven membrane, is it notf

A. I would have to examine very carefully.

Q. Please do so.

A. If the court wishes me to take the time. I

should think the patent would stand on its own evi-

dence in the case.

Mr. Mason : I will stipulate that that refers to a

woven fabric.

Mr. Mahoney: Woven membrane is what I want

the record to show.

A. In line 69 he refers to it as a ^'perforated

membrane 10." I don't see woven in that connec-

tion.

Q. Just above that, in line 65, he does say

''woven membrane"?

A. That is correct. I believe with that exception

it calls it woven membrane.

Q. By the way, what is the meaning of the term
'

' membrane '

' in this art ?

A. Mj^ conception of a membrane in this art is
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a thin partition, thin wall, thin separation—the

general conception of membrane. [417]

Q. How thin?

A. I don't think this art has any particular

meaning as to how thin.

Q. It generally means thin, though, doesn't it?

A. Well, it certainly w^ouldn't mean box-like.

It would mean thin like a piece of plaster. Plaster

would be a membrane.

Q. How thick are you talking about when you

talk about plaster?

A. Plaster an inch thick could be a membrane

We commonly put membranes in concrete struc-

tures that may be a half or three-quarters of an

inch thick.

Q. Let us confine ourselves to this particular

art.

A. This particular art is an art based on archi-

tecture, and the nomenclature and definitions are

very closely linked I think in the building art by

the trade. I have that concept of it.

Q. Isn't it true that membrane in this art means

something rather thin?

A. Yes, as definite as that may be.

Q. You called a facing of Delaney a membrane,

did you not? A. I did.

Q. Do you find where he defines it anyw^here as

a membrane?

A. I don't think so. I don't believe he calls it a

[418] membrane.

1
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Q. Would you call a facing that was sufficiently

thick that it of itself had a high absorbing value, a

membrane %

A. It becomes a border line case. I believe there

are cases that are close to that. However, the mem-

brane concept to me is one of a partition, something

that separates two things; not so much a matter of

its thickness or thinness. If your absorbent mate-

rial should exist between two things it might be a

membrane, whether it w^as extremely thick or ex-

tremely thin.

Q. You referred to the disclosure of an impreg-

nated fabric in Dillon. Where do you find that?

A. I don't know that Dillon uses the term ''im-

pregnated". I used the term "impregnated" as a

general term for things of the type of impregnated

cloths, oilcloths, I think, or Sanitas, that has been

referi-ed to in this case.

Q. Where do you find any reference to oilcloth

in Dillon?

A. I don't believe he uses the term.

Q. You stated, did you not, that Dillon's facing-

is non-soimd-absorbing ?

A. I believe I did.

Q. In Figure 5 he shows nothing but the per-

forated woven membrane, does he ?

A. That is right.

Q. How does he absorb sound in that construc-

tion ?
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A. I don't know that he intends to absorb any

large [419] percentage of sound in that particular

construction. It is frequently not desirable to ab-

sorb sound in a particular place, and then again all

materials absorb sound. This construction here

would doubtless absorb more than 10 per cent, I

w^ould think, of the sound.

Q. So to that extent his facing sho\Mi there

would be sound absorbing, would it not f

A. That is right. That is an opinion.

Q. I now call your attention to Exhibit F. Do

you know who C. R. Fountain is?

A. Only from this article.

Q. Have you ever seen any other articles writ-

ten by him?

A. I believe I have, but I don't know him as an

authority.

Q. I was going to ask you if he is an authority

in this particular art ?

A. I don't know that he is or is not an au-

thority.

Q. As I understand, in the article he made no

definite measurements to determine the amoimt of

sound that passed through these openings to which

he refers, did he ?

A. No, I don't think he did.

Q. In his first conclusion he says: ''Walls with

cracks in them probably have a much larger total

absorption than would be obtained by adding the
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area of the crack to the open window vahie of the

boards themselves", does he not?

A. You read it correctly. [420]

Q. In conclusion 2 he says: "0])en windows or

openings at certain places may increase the absor])-

tion much more than their total area", does he not?

A. You read that correctly.

Q. And it contains no disclosure of a combina-

tion of a sound-absorbing pad with a perforated

facing of non-sound-absorbing material in which

the overall efficiency of the two members is at least,

commercially speaking, as great as the bare ab-

soi'bent, does he? A. No, he doesn't.

Q. Now, in these two Exhibits G and H relating

to telephone transmitters, I understand that they

are presented here to show the use of a perforated

member which in Exhibit G is unlettered, but is

toward the back of the mouthpiece ?

A. That is right.

Q. AYhat is the purpose of that member in a

telephone mouthpiece?

A. The purpose of that member is probably to

keep people from putting pencils against the dia-

phragm.

Q. To prevent people from getting into the dia-

phragm, is it?

A. That is right, particularly people that have

pencilitis.

Q. I think you stated somewhere that in such

constructions as are shown in these two exhibits.
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and as is shown in the ear piece which you demon-

strated or showed to the court, [421] that all of the

soimd must go through—didn't you say that?

A. I don't recall if that was my answer.

Q. What is the fact—must all the sound go

through or not?

A. It is very important in both of these installa-

tions that practically all of the sound go through.

Q. What do you mean by practically all ?

A. I mean 90 per cent or more.

Q. Is there any disclosure in any of the refer-

ences that 90 per cent or more of the sound goes

through? A. No, there is not.

Q. In fact, in Exhibit G, page 147, it states: ^'In

practice it is not usually found desirable to have

the transmitter extremel,y sensitive, because outside

noises are then transmitted, and it is therefore

difficult to understand the speech", does it not?

A. You read it correctly.

Q. Suppose there is a reduction in intensity of

sound in a telephone earpiece from 100 per cent of

the sound generated by the diaphragm to, say, 90

per cent, could the ear detect that?

A. Just about ; not any more than that.

Q. Could the ear appreciably detect it if it were

decreased to 80 per cent ?

A. No, it is a very small percentage as detected

by the ear. We are talking about this instrument

now. [422]
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Q. We are talking- about telephone receivers

broadly.

A. I mean about this type of device. We were

talking formerly about the transmitter.

Q. It is true that the ear would have great diffi-

culty in finding any appreciable diiference even if

the volume or intensity of the sound is reduced 50

per cent, isn't it?

A. If it were close to the threshold, then one is

above the threshold here and the other is below the

threshold.

Q. By close to the threshold you mean if so little

sound was coming out in the first place that it

could hardly be heard! A. That is it.

Q. And then it might be important that all the

sound get out? A. That is right.

Q. But in telphone pieces as made there is quite

a leeway there, isn't there?

A. As these instruments are used for listening

devices, for radio at sea in 1921 it might be a mat-

ter of life and death whether you could hear that

last little squeak or not. Therefore no sacrifice of

the energy that came through would be i:)ermitted

by a transmission engineer.

Q. Have you anything to show that these de-

vices do not permit any sacrifice of the sound gen-

erated by the diaphragm? Aren't you just giving

your own personal statement there ?

A. I am giving you a conclusion after working

for the [423] government on listening devices
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throughout the war and in the Bell Laboratories

subsequent to that. It is an experience that one lives

throus^h. On can't bring it into the court as evidence.

Q. From all that work have you any evidence

that the amount of sound which comes out of the

earpiece is the same as the amount of sound gen-

erated by the diaphragm?

A. No, I haven't.

Q. Where you have a telephone earpiece held up

to your ear so that you have a body of air entrapped

between the diaphragm on the one side and be-

tween your ear drum on the other side, you liave

an entirely different problem from that involved in

air sounds passing through air in the room, haven't

you?

A. I wouldn't put it entirely different. The two

problems are different. They are also related.

Q. They are different to this extent, that when

I stand here and talk, that the pressure, as the

sound of my voice hits the wall bac"k of you, is

merely the acoustical pressure created by the move-

ment of the sound waves,—that is true, isn't it?

A. Yes.

Q. Whereas, in a closed system of a telephone

earpiece against your ear you bodily move the air

by the diaphragm, do you not. [424]

A. That is the way Dr. Sabine ex})lained to us

yesterday, that sound was created by the bodily

movement of air by the vibrating body. I don't
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know whether that corresponds to the thought of

the diaphragm in the receiver, but it seems to me

to involve the bodily movement of the air at the

source of the sound.

Q. But pressure created by the sound alone is

rather a small pressure in terms of air pressure?

A. Dr. Sabine explained to us yesterday

Q. I am asking you to testify now. I don't care

what Dr. Sabine explained yesterday.

A. Pressures are very small if the intensity of

the sound is anything but enormous.

Q. These two references, Exhibits G and H,

relate to the transmission of soimd, do they nof?

A. Would you define your term "transmission

of sound"?

Q. No, I want you to define it. I am asking you

now", will you define for me what you mean when

you speak of the transmission of sound.

A. I mean the method by which the sound gets

from one place of consideration to another.

Q. Where some of these patents, for instance,

speak of a wall that prevents transmission of sound,

what they are talking about is the preventing of the

sound created in this room going through the wall

into the next room, are they not?

A. I don't believe in all cases. [425]

Q. Generally speaking, isn't that what we mean
by transmission, generally?

A. I can't agree with that.
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Q. Will you tell me, then, what it does mean?

A. You are transmitting sound to me at the

present time.

Q. Yes, but now tell it to me limited to a wall

structure, a wall to prevent the transmission of

sound—what does that mean?

A. That may w^ell mean a wall to prevent the

transmission of sound from one side of that wall

to another.

Q. What we are interested in here are construc-

tions that prevent the sound from coming back into

the same room, are we not, preventing reflection, in

other words f

A. Yes, that is the material in this case.

Q. Now, will you turn to the Kelly patent of

Exhibit C? First, let me ask you this: Isn't it true

that Kelly shows a construction for the purpose of

accomplishing the two results which we have just

discussed, namely, to prevent the transmission of

sound from one side of the wall to the other, and,

secondly, to cause sound deadening in the room I

A. I am sure that his construction is intended

to cause sound deadening in the room, and I believe

he also desires to prevent such transmission through

the wall.

Q. Yes.

A. As I said, I am not sure, because I don't

believe in any case does he show a complete wall.

[426]
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Q. Doesn't Figure 2 show a wall, a section of a

walH

A. I don't believe that is a complete wall from

his disclosure.

Q. He says A is the permanent wall of the

building, does he not, in lines 26 and 27?

A. I believe A is intended for the white space.

Q. What white space do you mean now"?

A. I mean the white space which normally is

called the white field of the patent. I don't see any

line

Q. I don't quite understand you.

A. I believe by A he means this area in here;

not the cross-hatched material just to the left of it

Q. Why do you say that *?

A. Because, as I recall the patent, he speaks of

setting in hollow tile, either during the construction

of the wall or afterwards, and if he were to set

the hollow tile afterwards he would have to have

the wall there to set it in.

Q. Isn't A the cross-hatched part of the wall?

A. Yes, but how is he going to set the tile B?
Is he going to leave a hole in the wall, and then

come along and put that tile in it ?

Q. Apparently he is, yes.

A. I don't believe that would be a complete wall,

because I don't see w^hat would hold A up if he did

not have section B in there. [427]
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Q. If you refer to Figures 3 and 4, where he did

not leave off his lead line, you will see that Figure

H indicates the wall ? A. Yes.

Q. Therefore A is the cross-hatched part in Fig-

ure 2, is it not ?

A. I would be willing to allow it.

Q. Then on the surface next to that wall he has

this tile, doesn't he?

A. In Figure 2 he clearly shows it.

Q. You called attention to the layer of material

E as a sound-absorbing material, did you not?

A. Yes, line 45 reads: "E indicates a stratum

of closely-packed mineral wool or asbestos fiber,

in this instance placed between the foundation and

the wire-cloth, filling the space."

Q. Isn't that the material that is employed for

the purpose of preventing the transmission of sound

from the outside or the right in Figure 2 to the

inside or left?

A. I wouldn't so interpret it.

Q. What does he mean when he says, beginning

dowai at line 54: "G indicates the finished surface,

which is formed by painting or coating the layer

F and applying short fiber, such as as])estos or

clipped wool, thereto by an air-blast while the paint

is fresh, and forms a surface from one-sixth to

one-fourth of an inch thick which the sound-waves

readily [428] penetrate and are absorbed thereby"?
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From that isn't it true that any sound waves coming

from the left are absorbed by the facing G?

A. I want to answer first that I misunderstood

your previous question in view^ of your present

question. Your previous question made me believe

that you considered the outside of the room to the

right Figure 2, and that sounds were coming from

the inside of the room to the left. [429]

Q. The inside, as I interpret it, is left of Figure

2, w^hich agrees with the top Figure 1.

A. Then G is toward the inside of the room?

Q. Yes.

A. Your previous question made me think you

had it turned around the other way.

Q. We wall go back and clear it up. As to sounds

that occur in the room, of w^liich this is the wall,

they are absorbed by G, are they not?

A. He says clearly that they either pass through

and are absorbed by this layer of short fibre or

asbestos or clipped w^ool.

Q. Where does he say they j:)ass through? He
says they penetrate and are absorbed thereby, in

lines 60 and 61, does he not?

A. All right; penetrates instead of pass through.

Q. They are the soimds that are similar to the

sounds we are dealing with in this case? They are

the sounds created within the room, are they not?

A. They are the sounds that are in the room.
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Q. And as to the sound-absorbing material G
which absorbs those sounds, there is no facing of

wire screen, is there?

A> There is no facing of wire screen over the

clipped wool, which, as he has described, is very

short, is a decorative material which will absorb

sound, but it is not [430] a thick, heavy absorbent,

and he certainly has sound passing through this

decorative surface of short fibre, asbestos, or clipped

wool and into the absorbent behind it.

Q. He doesn't say that they pass through and

into the absorbent behind it, does he?

A. No.

Q. All I am asking you is what the patent says.

There is no exposed wire facing disclosed in the

Kelly patent, is there?

A. No. He covers it up; decorative.

Q. Turn to the Mazer patent, 1,172,379. I think

you referred to the member shown in Figure 4 of

Mazer as a perforated facing, did you not?

A. I believe I did.

Q. To illustrate that you produced this Exhibit

Y, did you not? A. That is right.

Q. Isn't it true that Mazer cut away as much

of the surface of this pan 15 as he could and still

have something left to support his sound-absorbing

material in order to get the sound waves through?

A. I don't believe he says that.
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Q. What percentage of the area of Mazer \voiilcl

you figure to be open from the showing in Figure 4 %

A. Oh, about 50 per cent.

Q. 50 percent? [431]

A. I haven't a planimeter to figure it as it is

drawn, and the Patent Office drawings are not sup-

posed to be to scale. There is quite a large area

of molding, and it might very conceivably be 50

per cent. It might be 60 per cent, or it might be 40

per cent.

Q. This member 15 is the member that holds

the sound-absorbing material is it not?

A. Certainly IS*" and 15^

Q. That's all a part of 15?

A. I believe so.

Q. But you said he may cover that with a layer

of fabric on your direct examination, did you not?

A. I believe that is what he says.

Q. If I read correctly, beginning at line 58,

page 2, he says: ''At the time of securing the frames

in place the outer facing 14 of taioestry or any other

desired decorative material, is secured in place,"

does he not?

A. You probably have read it correctly.

Q. How do you interpret that to mean a con-

struction in which he may have one surface of tap-

estry or other cloth?

A. My interpretation of the patent is not that

you have to do all the things it says to be a dis-
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closure. You can do them, but you don't have to do

all of them.

Q. Do you find any disclosure m Mazer with a

relatively small portion of your facing area per-

forated that the sound waves would pass through

to the sound-absorbing pad ? [432]

A. No; I don't think there is any disclosure to

that effect. There again we are talking about rela-

tivities, orders of magnitude, which don't mean

much.

Q. You compare this member 15, shown on Fig-

ure 4 of Mazer to the pan of the Norris patent, do

you? A. I believe I did.

Q. Then later on in discussing the securing

means for the pan you called attention to the tongue

7 and the recess 8 of member 4, did you not, shown

in Figure 3 ?

A. The tongue 7 and the recess 8 on Figure 3?

May I have the question again?

(Question read by the reporter.)

A. That's right.

Q. That member goes right up against the wall?

A. That's correct.

Q. As shown in Figure 1 by the reference nu-

meral 4? A. I believe that is correct.

Q. It is not spaced from the wall like in the

Norris facing?

A. No ; I don't think so.

'
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(Whereupon an adjournment was taken until

Friday, February 11, 1938, at 10 o'clock a.m.) [433]

Los Angeles, California,

Friday February 11, 1938, 10 A.M.

(Parties present as before.)

ROBERT C. BURT,
recalled.

Cross Examination

resumed.

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: Br. Burt, will you tell

me what is meant by sound insulation ?

A. Yes. We ordinarly use the term sound in-

sulation, which at best is a little loose, and we mean

the isolation, the prevention of the sound traveling.

Particularly we have to introduce sound insulation

where motors or vibrating machinery are transmit-

ting their sounds through building foundations or

into the structure of the building. We have to ])ut

in sound insulation, rubber pads or special means

of keeping them from telegraphing their sounds

through the structure by which they are sujjported.

Q. Now, we are agreed that the subject matter

here relates to the deadening of sounds created

within a room, are we not?
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A. I would say we are considering sound absorp-

tion, probably.

Q. That means deadening of sounds that are

created within the room? In other words, if we in-

stall the defendant's construction or the Norris

construction in this [438] room, it would be to pre-

vent reflection of the sounds created in this room

when they strike the wall, would it not ?

A. It would be for the purpose of absorbing the

sound that is striking the walls of this room.

Q. If we spoke of applying sound insulation to

this room we would have in mind the prevention

of the transmission of noises created outside of this

room into the room, would we not ?

A. Usually you would use it that way. Correct.

Q. In the defendant's catalog, Plaintiff's Ex-

hibit 46, it states: "The privacy of one's home or

office should not be marred by obtrusive sounds

from without." I will show that to you. That is

w^hat we generally refer to as sound insulation, is

it not? [439]

A. Broadly speaking, yes. I should probably

add that soimd insulation may be accomplished by

absorption of the sound energy.

Q. Yes, and it may also be accomplished in

structures which do not permit the sound to pass

into the material that forms the insulation, may it

not? A. That is correct.

Q. And a structure which would be suitable for

use for sound absorption, such as we are interested
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in here, may be such that it would permit the sound

to readily pass through, and therefore be wholly un-

suited for somid insulation, is that not correct?

A. It may be unsuited, but it may also be useful

in sound insulation.

Q. I call your attention to Defendant's Exhibit

D. As I recall your testimony on direct examina-

tion you stated that this British patent shows sound

absorbing material in all figures, did you notf

A. It does.

Q. And you further said that it discloses fac-

ings of netting or perforated metal which may be

used on walls, did you not ?

A. I believe it does.

Q. You said that, anyhow?

A. The record will show whether I said that.

Mr. Mason: I think the witness read from the

patent. [440]

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: Now, in the drawings of

that patent there are shown six figures, are there

not? A. Yes.

Q. And in the description of Figure t, wliich

begins at line 26 of page 3, do you find any refer-

ence to the use of the material on walls or to the

use of the material for sound absorption?

A. In line 26, page 3?

Q. I want you to consider the entire description

of Figure 1 of the drawings and tell me whether

you find any reference to the use of the material on

walls or ceilings for sound absorj^tion.
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A. In the fourth line before that the line reads:

"readily fitted, applied, and fixed to boilers, or fur-

naces, or any shape, or to the roofs or walls of

buildings and for other purposes as already ex-

plained."

Q. That is the general description, is it not?

A. Yes, but that is a disclosure that it is in-

tended to l)e used on walls or roofs of buildings.

Q. Just a minute. We will come to the specifi-

cation where it refers to walls or roofs of buildings.

What I asked you is to refer to the specific descrip-

tion of Figure 1 and point out to me wherein that

specific description contains any reference to the

use of the material on walls or ceilings or for sound

absorption. [441]

Mr. Mason: I object to this. You can not pick out

two lines, and say does that refer to this or that.

Mr. Mahoney: I am not going to pick out two

lines. I am going to show that this witness' entire

testimony on direct examination is entirely mislead-

ing as to what this patent discloses.

The Court: Proceed.

A. May I talk off the record a minute?

Mr. Mason : No.

A. Do you want me to read, beginning line

Mr. Mahoney: No, all I want you to do is to tell

ine whether in the specific description of Figure 1

of this patent you find any reference to the use of

the material on walls or ceilings or the use of the
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material for somid absorption.

A. No, he does not mention the use of the com-

pound sheet which he therein describes as made of

netting with fibrous material between the layers of

netting—he does not describe its use.

Q. Just a minute. Does he describe, in connec-

tion with Figure 1, two layers of netting with

fibrous material between the netting? Does he not

describe a layer of netting which is placed against

the boiler or other surface, a layer of fibrous ma-

terial and an outer exposed imperforated sheet of

metal, in connection with Figure 1 ?

A. In connection with Figure 1 he describes an

outer [442] sheet of metal. He does not say whether

it is perforated or unperforated.

Q. He doesn't say it is perforated?

A. He doesn't say it is perforated. A correspond-

ing inner sheet of wire netting, and in between he

places the fibrous material described, a rock wool.

Q. In line 28 he states that material is afiixed

to the boiler or other surface?

A. That is right.

Q. Going to Figures 2 and 3, the description of

which starts in line 4, does he thei'e describe a ma-

terial used for sound absorption or a material ap-

plied to walls or ceilings?

A. No, I do not find any use of the material in

those lines, referring to Figures 2 or 3, for its use

on the walls as a sound absorbent.
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Q. The only difference between Figures 2 and 3

on the one hand, and Figure 1 on the other hand, is

that he provides these notches F in the material

shown in Figure 2, to permit it to be put on a

curved surface; isn't that true"?

A. I believe that is the purpose of that de-

scription.

Q. When you come to Figure 4 you find refer-

ence to the use of perforated plates of metal, do you

not?

A. I can't locate it now, but I believe that is

where it was.

Q. It is the last sentence describing Figure 4,

[443] beginning at the end of line 21. A. Yes.

Q. And that material is also to be used in the

same manner as the material of Figures 1, 2 and 3,

is it not ?

A. I don't find where he says exactly what it is

to be used for, but I would assume it is to be used

for the same purpose.

Q. And in the description of that figure he re-

fers to a sheet of paper G, which is arranged be-

tween the ])erforated metal and the sound-absorbing

material, is it not?

A. Yes—''We arrange on one or both sides of a

sheet of asbestos paper g/'

Q. He shows it in Figure 4 on the side toward

the perforated metal, does he not?
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A. Well, I couldn 't be sure from Figure 4, which

is quite diagrammatic, which sides were perforated,

if either or both.

Q. Well, let us see if we can't figure it out. Going

back to the description of Figure 1, he refers to an

outer sheet of metal A, and a corresponding inner

sheet of wire netting B, does he not?

A. Well, he is talking about Figure 4, and he

says perforated plates of metal may be used, so he

apparently intends the outerwire net to be replaced

by metal. [444]

Q, But what I am asking you is, does he not

show this sheet of paper g between that facing and

the fibrous material, in Figure 4 of the drawings?

A. If we can assume that we know that d is the

outer facing.

Q. Just a minute, d is not a facing at all.

A. \d are the wood blocks ?

Q. Yes. A. All right.

Q. But in Figure 1 the outer facing is defined

as a, which is at the top when you turn the sheet

of drawings A. That is right.

Q. —in this direction? A. Yes.

Q. Isn't it a natural assmnption that the outer

facing of Figure 4 is that top facing?

A. That is a perfectly possible interpretation.

Q. Isn't it a logical interpretation?

A. It is a logical interpretation, yes.
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Q. Would he make one figure one way and make

the next one upside down"?

A. There isn't any law against it.

Q. Well, it isn't generally done, is it?

A. No.

Q. So that paper facing g is between the outer

facing of perforated metal and the fibrous ma-

terial? [445]

A. That is ti'ue, if you make the assumption that

Figures 4 and 1 have the same orientation.

Q. Now", that paper is of sufficient thickness and

is preferably treated or saturated with tar, bitumen

or other light stiffening and preservative material,

is it not ? A. He has described it as such.

Q. Coming to Figure 5, that is the first disclos-

ure of a structure which is to be applied to floors

or walls of buildings, is it not?

A. I think this is the first figure that he has spe-

cifically described for that purpose.

Q. Is that for sound absorption or for sound

insulation ?

A. It may be either, as I read this. He may per-

form sound insulation by absorbing the sound, in-

stead of allowing it to go through the wall. However,

it may be for absorption of the sounds in the room

only, in view of the fact, as I read it, as illustrated

in Figure 5, beginning with the paragraph: ''Where

the compound material is to be used for the floors

or walls of buildings or for other purposes of the

il
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like kind, we sometimes make the compound cover-

ing, as illustrated in Figure V, in sheets or pieces

of suitable size, consisting of an outer thickness of

wood, <h, such as match boarding, and an inner coat-

ing of wire net h between which is arranged a thick-

ness of a mineral fibre c, the whole being held

together by double ended staples e of the kind al-

ready described," and so on. If by "inner face" he

means the inner face of the material, it w^ould be

sound absorbent. [446]

Q. Is that a logical interpretation ? When a man

says the outer face, doesn't that mean the exposed

face I A. Which is the inner face of this room ?

Q. I asked you, doesn't the language "outer

face" in here mean the exposed face?

A. I do not know what he meant when he wTote

this at this time in 1893, by the "outer face of a

wall." [447]

Q. In other words, this patent is indefinite?

A. I am not so sure that this patent is indefinite,

but I think that is for your argument befoi'e the

court.

Q. I am asking you, if I applied something to

this floor and referred to a portion of it as the

outer face, as this patentee does, what would I

mean?

A. In view of his description of boarding for

one face, it would naturally be the boarding on the

inner side toward the room, so that people could

walk on it.
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Q. Is there any other logical interpretation? Is

there any other logical interpretation of the patent

disclosure, after looking at all these figures where

he pointed out the exposed face up at the top of

the sheet? Is there any other possible interpreta-

tion than that H, the wooden boarding, is the ex-

posed face in Figure 5?

A. I think that is a very logical interpretation.

I do not believe it to be the only interpretation.

Q. Then that facing is not perforated in any

w^ay ?

A. That facing is not described as perforated,

but the insulation still performs its insulation by

sound absorption.

Q. The title of the patent reads—I am skipping

a part of it and coming down toward the end, "For

rendering fireproof and preventing the transmis-

sion of heat and sound in buildings and other struc-

tures," does it not? A. That is correct.

Q. And we agreed yesterday that transmission

is the [448] passage of sound through the wall from

one room into the next room, did we not ?

A. Which may be accomplished by absorption.

Q. But the treatment is for that purpose, for

preventing transmission ?

A. I believe that is what he states in the title.

Q. Returning to the Kelly patent for a mo-

ment

A. May I refer to the court's copy?

Q. Yes. (Handing same to the witness.)
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A. Thank you.

Q. We agreed yesterday, did we not, that the

facing G of Kelly is the sound-absorbing material

for the treatment and for the handling of noises

created within the room?

A. We agreed that it was a sound-absorbing ma-

terial which would absorb sound created in the

room.

Q. Didn't we agree that the patentee states that

the sound waves in the room penetrate that material

and are absorbed thereby?

A. We did. He does so state.

Q. In view of that do you want to change your

testimony on page 285, where you state that Kelly,

among others, shows the use of a somid-reflective

material perforated for sound absorption, and

backed by sound-deadening material?

A. No; I don't think so.

Q. Isn't G the material that is effective for

sound-deadening of the sounds within the room of

Kelly? [449]

A. That material is effective, but it is not the

only eifective material.

Q. But the other material absorbs sounds com-

ing from the outside, does it not?

A. I don't believe this would be a proper way
to insulate from sound coming from the other side.

Q. I am not asking you how good a construction

it is. I am asking you what the patentee states;

what he shows to vou.
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A. I don't recall where he says sound from the

other side is to be absorbed by the thick layer be-

tween the wire screen and the entire wall.

Q. But he says sounds from the left in Figure 1,

which are soiuids from the interior of the room, are

absorbed by G?

A. He does not say all of them.

Q. The language, begimiing in line 60 he says

the sound waves readily penetrate, and are absorbed

thereby, does he not? A. I believe he does.

Q. Do you call the wire screen of Kelly a sound-

reflective material perforated?

A. In itself it is not a sound-reflective material.

It is a non-sound-absorbing material, and it is per-

forated.

Q. It is woven so as to form a mesh fabric, is it

not? A. I believe it is. [450]

Q. It is not perforated in the sense of having

openings punched or othermse formed into a solid

sheet? A. He does not so describe it.

Q. What is the size of the openings of Kelly's

wire ?

A. They are quite large. My recollection is three-

eighths of an inch. Yes ; line 43, the first column on

the first page, about three-eighths-inch mesh.

Q. Now, will you turn to the Hall patent. I think

you also defined Hall as provided with a facing of

sound-reflective material, did you not?
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A. I believe I read from Hall that he used per-

forated material, did I not ?

Q. I am talking about your answer to the gen-

eral question: That you found a number of patents

showing the use of a sheet of sound-reflective ma-

terial perforated for sound transmission and backed

by a sound-deadening material. In the list that you

gave there you included the Hall i:»atent. Will you

tell me where the sound-reflective material per-

forated for sound transmission is disclosed in the

Hall patent"?

A. Beginning in line 79 of the first page it says

:

*'Said mat comprises in its preferred form parallel

cover plates, which cover plates in the present in-

stance, are illustrated as a woven wire fabric; al-

though it will be understood that poultry netting

and expanded metal lathing are the full equivalent

thereof and may be readily used, as [451] well as

other materials if desired."

Q. Where do you find any description of sound-

reflective material ?

A. The materials just described are non-sound-

absorbing perforated plates.

Q. Where do you find that in the Hall patent?

A. Well, the materials I just read the names of,

of which he makes the cover plate, may be broadly

classed, as I did in my previous answer, as non-

sound-absorbing.
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Q. Do you find anything in Hall relating to

sound absorbing?

A. I don't think there is a reference to soimd

absorption in this Hall patent. In fact, I don't re-

call his making mention of the purpose for which

these mats are made.

Q. He says, beginning line 12: ''The invention

relates to fibre mat construction for wall board in-

sulation and the like," does he not?

A. That's right. What are the wall boards for?

Q. He says down at the paragraph at the bottom

of that page '

' adapted to be used for wall board pur-

poses, as well as for insulation purposes," does he

not?

A. I don't find your reference, but I believe it is

correct. [452]

Q. In other words, the way you build up the

Hall patent is you take a patent that makes no men-

tion of sound-absorbing, and for some purpose for

which Hall intends to use his structure he says that

the woven wire fabric is the equivalent of expanded

metal lathing, and you say these two are equiva-

lents for all purposes, isn't that true?

A. I don't think I would make quite that inter-

pretation in my answer.

Q. However, do you make a soimd reflective fac-

ing out of Hall on the basis of Hall 's disclosure ?

Mr. Mason: I don't believe the witness has ever

testified to a sound reflective facing.
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Mr. Mahoney :

'

'Q—Do you find in that volume of

patents any which show the use of a sheet of sound

reflective material perforated for sound transmis-

sion and backed by a sound-deadening material?

Just answer yes or no. (page 285 of the record.)

''A—Yes.
''Q—Will you select such patents as you find

in that volume which show that structure?"

Then there is a long list of structures, including

Hall 1,387,391, on page 285.

A. My interpretation of that question in this

court, and the only interpretation that I can see that

I can give to that question would be that a sound

reflective material would be a material which, were

it not perforated, would be [453] sound reflective;

being perforated we have already proven by a large

amount of evidence, tests, and otherwise, that this

perforated reflective material becomes transmitters

of sound. The things enumerated here are in them-

selves, if they had the holes obliterated, or the ma-

terial in which they are formed, are in the class of

things we call non-sound-absorbent. They are wire

meshes.

Q. How do you obliterate holes in wire mesh and

have anything left?

A. You don't obliterate holes in the wire mesh,

but wire mesh is still non-absorbent. It is, in the

terms and limits we have given, to the inter})reta-
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tion we have given in this case, it is non-absorbent

material.

Q. But you said a moment ago it is not re-

flective? A. No, Avire mesh is not reflective.

[454]

Q. And on this question of sound absorbent vs.

sound insulation I would like to call your attention

to page 265 of Architectural Acoustics by Vern O.

Knudsen of the University of California At Los

Angeles, in which he says: "In general, nearly all

porous materials are good heat-insulators. Such ma-

terials are also, as a rule, good sound-absorbents,

although they may not be good sound-insulators.

However, when porous materials are properly used

they may be effective in aiding sound-insulation by

reason of their sound-absorptive properties."

Mr. Mason: May I see the date of the book,

please ?

Mr. Mahoney : The date of the book is 1932.

Mr. Mason : If your Honor please, I don 't see the

purpose of this. He is not offering it to show the

state of the prior art. He is not offering Dr. Knud-

sen as a witness. Read the question to me, please.

Mr. Mahoney: I haven't asked the question yet.

Now, the question is, do you agree that that is a fair

statement of sound absorption vs. sound insula-

tion—the differences between the two?

A. I believe that is a clear statement. [458]
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Q. Now, will you turn to the Mazer patent Xo.

1,483,365, which is one of the patents which you

stated show a surface formed of a sheet of reflec-

tive material. You called attention i^articularly to

Figure 4 of that patent, did you not %

A. That is right.

Q. Isn't it ti'ue that the entire material of the

Mazer patent is a sound-absorbing material rather

than a soimd-reflecting material '?

A. At the time I testified as to this I used the

word "relative". I said this was a relatively sound-

reflecting material on this surface, I believe.

Q. You said it is one of the patents that shows

the use of a sheet of sound-reflective material per-

forated for somid transmission and backed by a

sound-deadening material, did you not? (Page 285

of the record.)

A. If it is in the record, I said it.

Q. When Mazer describes the material which

you now define as a sheet of sound-reflective ma-

terial, he described it as a sound-absorbing ma-

terial *?

A. It is a sound-absorbing material. The interior

is a much better sound-absorbing material. The pur-

pose of the holes is to ti^ansmit the sound through

the facing to the more absorbent material. The

material of which this facing is composed is de-

scribed in this patent, and it has been practiced, as

of Celotex or
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Q. I am not asking you about any practice. I

am asking [459] you about this patent. Will you

confine your answer to it, please?

A. In this patent I am quite sure this facing

is described as of Celotex.

Q. Will you find that for me, please?

A. I believe I was mistaken in saying that he

describes this material as Celotex.

Q. He describes it as a sound-absorbing material,

doesn't he?

A. He describes the facing as a porous plastic;

originally plastic material. Figure 4 shows still an-

other form of 7 of the material behind the surface

which is of felt or other highly sound-absorbing

material.

Q. Doesn't he say that the entire material is

a sound-absorbing material rather than a sound-

reflective material, as we have used those two terms

here?

A. When you cross examined me yesterday on

that I said it w^as a line that was not finely marked.

All materials are sound-absorbent; all materials

are sound-reflective.

Q. We agreed on that, didn't we?

A. All right.

Q. But we agreed when they approach one end

of the spectrum, so to speak, we say that it is sound-

absorbing; and when they approach the other end

of the spectrum, it is said they are sound reflective.

We agreed that was how we worked here? [460]
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A. That is one way of stating it, on the line of

demarcation here.

Q. With that in mind, and considering the

Mazer disclosure, his facing is a sound-absorbing

material, is it not?

A. If his facing is a sound-absorbing material it

is difficult to distinguish it between the coefficients

that are commonly known for this type of material

;

the perforation is around 15 or 20 per cent.

Q. What type of material are you talking about ?

A. Plastics suitable for making this kind of wall-

board in behind which we put a sound-absorbing

material.

Q. I know^, but will you confine your attention

to what the patent discloses, and will you consider

the patent broadly, because in many forms he did

not put a felt back of this facing*. Bearing in mind

the type of material that you would have to use,

where he had a structure such as shown in Figures

1 and 2, and employing no felt, does his material

then fall on the sound-reflective side or on the

sound-absorbing side?

A. We would have to define that term more ac-

curately, and he would have to give us a factor as

to what he intended this material to be. I am trying

to give you the best interpretation I know.

Q. Considering the Figures 1 and 2 of Mazer's

drawings and assuming that he has an effective

sound-absorbing material, is it true that all of the
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absorption takes places [461] in this material which

is defined as the facing?

A. In Figures 1 and 2 the absorption takes

places in the facing.

Q. And he has long narrow apertures, as stated

in line 96, page 1, and the sound wave is supposed

to boimce from one side to the other all the way

down to the bottom of that left-hand slot in Figure

2, and then bounce back against the side walls all

the way up, so its energy is dissipated, isn't that

true ?

A. That is the way he incorrectly describes the

action.

Q. The patent is incorrect, you say?

A. I believe this theoretical disclosure of his

is amiss.

Q. Is there anything in the patent wherein

Mazer states that the facing material 7 of Figure 4

and the arrangement of the apertures or slots 9 of

Figure 4 is any different from what he shows in

Figure 2?

A. I don't believe he shows a distinction.

Q. Then if the material of Figure 2, is sound-

absorbing material, this facing 7 of Figure 4 is also

a sound-absorbing material, is it not?

A. All things are sound-absorbing. This is sound-

absorbing.

Q. I mean within the sense that we are using

the teim ^'soimd-absorbing" here.
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A. Will you give a coefficient ? [462]

Q. I don't care about coefficients. I am asking

you whether the material of Figures 1 and 2 is a

soimd-absorbing material? A. Such as?

Q. Such as we discussed yesterday, and such as

you testified to, where you separated the sound-ab-

sorbing on one side and the sound-reflecting on the

other.

A. I have given no sharp line of demarcation.

Q. Dr. Burt, isn't it true in this art all of you

men speak of material as being sound-absorbing on

the one hand, and other material is being sound-

reflecting, and you all understand what each other

mean ?

A. When one comes to a fine point we ask for a

coefficient, and we readily ii:et it.

Q. Will you apply a coefficient to Figure 2 of

Mazer which makes that an efficient sound-absorb-

ing construction?

A. I would say that if Figure 2 were made of

any of the common soft building boards, such as

Firtex or Celotex, well known in this art. Figure 2

would give a very good sound-absorbing material.

Now, Celotex, for example, that is a very common
material, one of the commonest in an unperforated

surface, has been expected to have a sound-absorp-

tion coefficient of 15 or 20 per cent at 512 vibrations.

Therefore, it is certainl}^ on the border line of being

a sound-absorbent, isn't it? 15 or 20 ])er cent would
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put it in that class. Boring holes through it does

make a [463] very sound-absorbing block, that is

true. However, I believe the patent in litigation

shows and discloses the fact that the unperforated

pan of Norris over his balsam wool absorbs 20 per

cent of the sound at 512. If Norris is sound-reflect-

ing when it is imperforated, then Celotex unper-

forated at 15 or 20 per cent ought to be classed as

sound-reflecting. That is the only point. It is a fine

line of demarcation.

Q. If you have selected this material, whatever

you have in mind, for use in the construction of

Figures 1 and 2, and you use that construction for

the portion 7 of Figure 4 of the drawings, do you

have a material in w^hich you have a reflective sur-

face in the sense in which we use that term here?

A. We have no more reflective surface in ele-

ment 7 than we have in the perforating sheet of

Norris, both of which transmit the sound through

Iheir surface.

Q. Just a minute. Isn't Mazer's disclosure a

disclosure in which the sound is absorbed in aper-

tures which are long and narrow, as shown in Fig-

ure 2 of the drawing?

A. In Figure 2 he absorbs the sound that is ab-

sorbed in the apertures.

Q. Does he describe anything different in Fig-

ure 4?
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A. He puts sound-absorbent material behind it.

Q. Does he describe the facing any differently?

A. No, he doesn't, I don't believe.

Q. Then aren't we to assume that what he dis-

closes in [464] detail in Figure 2 applies to Fig-

ure 4?

A. Maybe he doesn't get enough absorjjtion with

the construction shown in Figure 2. That is why

he puts the sound-absorbent behind it, to get the

greater absorption.

Q. I did not ask you that. I am asking you,

aren't we to assume the same theory about the op-

eration of Figure 4 as with Figure 2, in so far as

the parts are the same*?

A. Yes, but in Figure 2 sound is reflected from

the bottom of the openings, as you pointed out

yourself a moment ago. If we remove that bottom

and put in place of it sound absorbing material it

would have a different effect.

Q. That isn't what we are talking about. We
are talking about what is the character of the

facing in so far as the patent discloses? The cluir-

acter of the facing is sound-absorbing material, is

it not?

A. I think I have fully answered your question.

Q. Answer the question I just asked you.

A. It is absorbing, relatively, yes.

Q. The patent discloses it as a sound-absorbing

material, does it not?
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A. He calls it a sound-absorbing material, yes.

Q. Will you turn to Trader, which patent is in

evidence, No. 1,554,180. You referred to Trader

as showing the combination of the reflective mate-

rial, sheet of material perforated with a sound-ab-

sorbing backing, did you not?

A. No, I exclusively pointed out that Trader did

not specifically stress as material sound-absorbent

backing. [465] However, in his disclosure he dis-

closes a special ventilation turbulent in homogeneous

air streaks passing up through the opening, which

in Figure 8 I believe is element 20, and which it

has been demonstrated is a sound-absorbing phe-

nomena. It isn't a material in the sense of being

a rock wool, but it is sound-destroying in its action.

Q. His facing is a sound-absorbing material, is

it not?

A. Of exactly the same type, I interpret, as in

the last patent discussed.

Q. Regardless of how you interpret it, he says,

in lines 13 and 14 of page 1, that this invention

3-elates to sound-absorbing boards, does he not?

A. Will you give me the reference?

Q. Lines 13 and 14 of page 1.

A. He certainly does.

Q. And in the paragraph beginning in line 111

of page 3 he says, ''It will now be clear that in all

the forms of the invention there is provided a sound-

absorbing construction involving a porous fibrous
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board 1 which is preferably of pre-determinecl di-

mensions so that it constitutes a sound-absorbing

unit," does he not?

A. That is correct.

Q. And in the claims he refers to material as a

building board of fibrous material having a porous

interior with sound-absorbing properties, does he

not?

Mr. Mason: I object to referring to the claims.

[466] There was nothing said about the claims of

the patent on the direct.

A. I believe he quite clearly defines the material

as Celotex throughout the disclosure.

Q. Will you not state whether or not he defined

it as a sound-absorbing material?

A. Yes; he has defined it as a sound-absorbing

material.

Q. And in Figure 2 of the drawings, he shows,

similar to what we discussed in Mazer, the sound

waves hitting on the sides of the apertures and

bouncing over to the other side and bouncing liaclv

and forth, does he not?

A. That is correct. He shows that.

Q. You referred to a number of patents as show-

ing pans or tiles. Included in those patents was

this Trader patent, for instance, which we have just

been discussing. That doesn't show a pan in the

sense of showing a member that is adapted to hold
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something else, for instance, a sound-absorbing ma-

terial, does it?

A. No. That tile of Figure 5 is quite definitely

a tile.

Q. By a tile you mean something that is cut out

to a definite size ?

A. That is so, a pre-fabricated unit, you might

call it. [467]

Q. You referred to the Rapp patent, or, rather,

it was put in evidence. That shows nothing but

a perforated ceiling member to which plaster is

adapted to be applied, does it nof?

A. I believe so. [476]

Q. And the perforated member is not exposed

when the ceiling is complete?

A. No. It is called metal lath, and appears in

Figure 2 as being a flat perforated sheet. It may
be that in patents of this vintage we shoiTld con-

sider the possibility of metal lath being a flat per-

forated sheet, as here illustrated.

Q. I think you said that in the Norris patent in

suit the i)ads act as a sound absorber and the facing

acts as a concealing member and a member which

will not hinder the passage of sound, but that there

is no cooperation between the two. Didn't you

say that?

A. I don't remember having said there was no

cooperation.

Q. Well, is there or is there not cooperation?
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A. The pan of Norris certainly supports the

pad. That is certainly cooperation. And it is cer-

tainly true that the combination shows slight, if not

important, differences in acoustical absorption, than

the pad by itself would. [477]

Q. Well, isn't it cooperation in forming a pre-

sentable facing and also permitting the sound to get

through to the sound-absorbing pad?

A. Yes; I think that is cooperation. It is an

aggregation that accomplishes a decorative oper-

ation.

Q. What do you mean when you use the word

"aggregation'"? Are you talking in terms of a

patent lawyer or in terms of a layman?

A. Well, I can't claim to be a patent lawyer,

certainly.

Q. You said, toward the end of your testimony

on direct, that the screens of Hall and Kelly do not

function any differently acoustically from Norris.

A. The screens in Hall and Kelly

Q. Now, isn't it true that Kelly's screen is ar-

ranged on the interior of the sound-absorbing mate-

rial, as we have previously discussed?

A. Your interpretation of Kelly, which is sonip-

what at variance from what I understood, would

carry that thought, yes.

Q. Is my interpretation in line with Kelly's own
language, where he says the sound is absorbed by

this member on the outside of the wire?
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A. You say the sound is absorbed, and I say it

is not all absorbed.

Q. Well, we agreed a while ago, did we not, that

Hall does not disclose any material for sound ab-

sorption, as [478] far as his disclosure is concerned?

A. He does not call it a sound-absorbing mate-

rial. He calls it a wall board.

Q. Have you ever made any commercial instal-

lations of sound-absorbing materials?

A. With my own hands I have installed very

little.

Q. I don't mean with your own hands. I mean

in connection with your business, have you ever

handled any installations of sound-absorbing ma-

terials ?

A. I have been retained by municipalities for

the acoustical design or correction of public build-

ings, and in that capacity I have specified elements

to be placed in various places, and contracts were

drawn and bids let to sub-contractors to carry out

the mechanical operation of putting the material in.

Q. Can you recall the earliest instance of that?

A. I cannot be sure at this time which instance

is the earlier of several.

Q. Approximately what was the earliest date

when 3^ou did such work?

A. Well, around, I believe—I won't be too sure

—but it was subsequent to 1925 and prior to 1928.
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Q. And what did you recommend in those in-

stances between 1925 and 1928 %

Mr. Mason : I object to that as being immaterial.

The Court: Didn't he give a complete descrip-

tion of [479] his work?

Mr. Mahoney: I want to find out what he did.

He is going back prior to the time of the patent in

suit, and I want to know w^hat he did then, because

this man testified in so many words that there is

nothing unexpected or unusual in the patent in

suit.

Mr. Mason: He gave no such testimony, except

in referring to the art which he discussed.

Mr. Mahoney: It is right toward the end of his

direct. I think I can find that in a minute.

"Q—Now, Doctor, considering the state of

the art up to and including the time of the

Dillon patent, which was 1921, would you say

that there was anything unusual or unexpected

disclosed by the Norris patent in suit?

"A—No, I find nothing unexpected."

That is on page 310 of the record. I say that it

certainly has some bearing on whether or not Xor-

ris is obvious, to find what this man did before the

days of the patent.

The Court: I think he had better answer gen-

erally whether he used any of the methods or com-

binations, so-called, of the Dillon patent or the
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Norris patent, prior to that time, or knew about

them.

Mr. Mason: I haven't put the witness on as a

fact witness, your Honor. I merely put him on for

the purpose of discussing the publications. [480]

The Court : You mean his answer as given is lim-

ited to documents in evidence and consideration of

those, when he says he finds nothing?

Mr. Mason: Unless he has in some cases spe-

cifically based an answer on some experience.

Mr. Mahoney: I don't think that is necessary.

When a man comes in, after he has read a patent,

and says there is nothing unusual or unexpected in

it, I think it is of great importance to show that he

did nothing of the sort when he was working in the

art before the date of the patent, and it goes to the

weight of his testimony in the answer on direct

examination.

The Court: I will allow him to answer generally

as to whether he did, and describe the combination

and methods of use.

A. In general the treatments which I did at that

time were treatments where I had a sufficient area

that I did not have to go to high sound absorption,

and consequently I used and recommended a good

deal of acoustical plasters, unperforated Celotex,

and other less absorbent things than the tile type

of things in litigation.
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Q. Now, will you turn to Lord Rayleigh's col-

lected papers, which are Defendant's Exhibit DD.

First, I will ask you this: The discussion here is

directed to the discussion of soimd transmission

through a porous wall, is it not? [481]

A. Yes. The first page of the discussion is

—

leading up to

Q. The heading is, "On Porous Bodies in Rela-

tion to Sound"? A. That is right.

Q. And starting with the first portion, the para-

graph at the bottom of page 220, it refers to "a

problem sufficiently representative of that of a

porous wall," does it not?

A. That is correct.

Q. And so far he is dealing with such wall, "to

be perforated by a great number of similar small

channels, uniformly distributed, and bounded by

surfaces everywhere perpendicular to the face," is

he not? A. That is correct.

Q. On the top of the next page he states that

those channels are of infinite length, does he not,

or they shall be so considered in his treatment?

A. That is right.

Q. So we have something different there from

a facing of sheet metal or other non-soimd-absorb-

ing material, do we not?

A. Not necessarily. While he uses the term

"infinite" here, he is using it as Lord Rayleigh

would, with a mathematical sense, and he knew that
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in the case of this wall he was going to carry a

mathematical operation, which [482] he calls in-

tegration.

Q. But the channels must be long enough so

that the sound will not come back, all through his

discussion ?

A. Yes. And there is no essential difference be-

tween 84 per cent and 86 per cent, which is 2 per

cent in variation. Now, practically he has an in-

finite channel in this, and I believe if his channel

is 20 times as long as it is in diameter, it will de-

pend upon the absorptivity, if I can use the word,

of the material of which the chamiel is formed.

Q. He says it is infinite in length?

A. Yes.

Q. Then he goes on and gives the equation 1,

which is the equation of continuity, and then he

comes down to his equation 2, where he show^s the

character B. A. Yes.

Q. What is that '^B"?

A. That ''B'' is here used as a coefficient, and

is, I think, quite readily recognized as the coef-

ficient of the reflected amplitude.

Q. Is it the ratio of the reflected wave to the

face striking the wall?

A. That is right. In this equation 2, your

Honor—does your Honor care to see this? In this

equation 2 he is giving us a mathematical expres-

sion for what he, I believe, calls the condensation.
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We might name it the disturbance. So he has two

terms here. One is e to the [483] ikx, and the other

is e to the minus ikx. In the first term he has

omitted the figure 1 before the e. In the second

term he has placed a B. There is no reason for

multiplying anything by one, because you always

get one anyway, so he is going to put one unit of

sound against it, and then his returning sound,

which is given by the second term, is going to be B
times 2, so that B is the ratio between the reflection

—it is the amplitude coefficient.

Q, Over on page 222 he carries these further,

and he finally gets the rather simplified equation, 8,

does he not? A. Yes.

Q. And from that he finally gets down to equa-

tion 9, which is still more simplified ? A. Yes.

Q. By dropping out things that are relatively

unimportant ?

A. He is simplifying it by an illustration, as you

see, and defining the limit

Q. In the text between equations 8 and 9, he

says: ''When dissipative forces act, this condition

may always be satisfied by supposing the channels

long enough," does he not?

A. That is right.

Q. And by that he means, as I understand, that

when he takes this simplified equation 9, he assumes

that his channels are of such length that any sound
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wave entering- [484] the channel does not come back

to the surface again?

A. It is substantially expended before it gets

back.

Q. Yes. A. That is right.

Q. In this equation 8, what value is represented

by the term k f

A. Well, I am afraid I can't translate that for

you immediately.

Q. k is the attenuation constant of the channel,

is it nof? A. Yes; that is right.

Q. Then as we go along and approach this equa-

tion 9, or, rather, in equation 8 we get this value g.

Now, what is gf

A. g he defines a little above here in terms of

the percentage of perforations. Without going into

the use of Greek letters to define it, g is the ratio of

the unperforated to the perforated area.

Q. Isn't it the other way around? A. No.

Q. When g equals zero, you have 100 per cent

perforations, have you not?

A. Yes. The unperforated area is zero and the

perforated area is one.

Q. When g equals one, you have 50 per cent per-

forated area; is that correct? [485]

A. That is correct.

Q. Now, then, when we get up to the top of page

223, he refers to Kirchhoff 's formula or theory, and

then he says, "In the present application interest
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attaches rather to the opposite extreme, viz. when

the diameter is so small that the frictional layer

pretty well fills the tube." What does that mean?

A. I haven't referred to Kirchhoff and so on,

and I could not interpret that, but in general, from

Gibb's theory, I would say he is dealing with ex-

tremely small tubes in this particular paragraph.

Q. Going back to page 222 again, could you use

this equation 9 to determine the fraction of sound

energy that would be absorbed by a porous wall in

which the perforations were 10 per cent of the

surface ?

A. I think that he has put restrictions on it

here, and I would want to be very careful. He
does, however, give us an illuminating example. It

isn't quite 10 per cent; it is 50 per cent. And this

is not mathematical. Anybody can read it. He
says in the line under the equation 9 :

'

' If 5^ equals

one (that is, if half the wall be cut away)," and

that is certainly 50 per cent perforation. Then B
will equal one-third and B squared equals one-ninth.

Now, B is the coefficient of the amplitude, and B
squared the square of the amplitude, from Dr.

Sabine's testimony the other day. Now, that sim-

ply is a statement that if 50 per cent of the [486]

wall is hole, 50 per cent perforations, then only one-

ninth of the sound is reflected back. Now, he has

taken not exactly this case, but he has taken the case
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of tubes running into the wall. But I think that

illustration is the best answer I can give you.

Q. You say that the illustration there is with

50 per cent perforations in the wall surface, and

assuming that none of the sound goes through and

comes back again

A. That is right.

Q. means that one-ninth of the sound is re-

flected?

A. Yes, one-ninth of the soimd is reflected from

the unperforated

Q. That is the interpretation you put on this

page 222"?

A. I am simply reading what Lord Rayleigh

has written. And he concludes here, ''So that the

reflection is but small." And he continues: ''If

the channels be circular, and arranged in square

order as close as possible to each other." And then

he gives a value for the relation. He simply says

there that the amplitude is .121, or the intensity is

1% per cent, and concludes, "Nearly all the mo-

tion being transmitted."

Q. He says there, "Even in the absence of dis-

sipative forces there must be reflection, except in

the extreme case g equals 0."?

A. That is correct.

Q. In other words, he says that, unless you have

100 [487] per cent opening, you get reflection'?

A. That is correct.
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Q. Coming back to the statement at the toj) of

page 223 with reference to the diameter of the

holes, where he says that when the diameter of the

tube is very small the conduction of heat from the

center to the circumference of the column of air be-

comes more and more free, it is true, is it not, that

the velocity of sound increases with stiffness of the

conducting means?

A. Yes, of the conducting means.

Q. And when you have a rise in temperature

you will have a stiffening, if it is within a confined

space, because the air tends to expand?

A. No. With a rising temperature in a confined

space you have an increase in pressure, but I am
not sure you increase the elasticity. Wait a minute.

No, I do not think that you change the elasticity by

chans^ing the pressure. I can give you the reason

that that isn't the case; because your voice pitch

does not change as you ascend in a balloon or air-

plane because there the pressure is changing, and

the velocity of the sound, if it did change, would

change the pitch of your voice.

Q. At any rate, he goes on from this point and

he decides, for the purpose of simplicity, to treat

the matter isothermally, does he not?

A, Would you find me the reference? [488]

Q. In the first paragraph on page 223 doesn't

Lord Rayleigh say, in effect, that from here on he

will ignore the changes due to expansion and rare-
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faction of the air particles, and will treat the mat-

ter isothermally ?

A. Yes, he does. He is taking such small tubes

in this case that he wishes to treat it isothermally.

Q. When he gets down to the bottom of page

223 and begins talking about something specific as

to the size of his tubes, he first discusses one in

which the radius of the tube or aperture is one

one-thousandth of an centimeter, does he not?

A. That is right.

Q. That is about four ten-thousandths of an

inch'? A. That is right.

Q. That is very small in comparison with w^hat

we have been discussing here?

A. That is quite true. That is an extremely

small tube.

Q. Even when he increases that ten times, in the

next to the last line, he gets a tube that is one one-

hundredth of a centimeter or four-thousandths of

an inch in radius. [489]

A. Yes, a very small tube. In that he would be

prohibited from using the isothermal treatment.

Q. Now, on page 224 he proceeds to develop these

formulae, applying them to this tube .001 of a cen-

timeter in radius, does he not?

A. That is right.

Q. And he takes / to represent the intensity of

the reflected sound, and after working out his for-

mulae through formula 18, he comes down to the
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text again where he gives g equals 1, which is a 50

per cent perforated wall? A. That is right.

Q. And there he gets an absorj^tion of 4 per

cent, does he not?

A. That is right. He says there, if we suppose

that there is a thousandth of a centimeter and 50

per cent perforations—I am interpreting it that

that is what he said—we shall have a wall of pretty

close texture. I agree with him, and so will you,

but in that case, the above equation, we have 4.12

per cent absorption.

Q. That is, with the 50 per cent perforations,

following the teachings of this page, you get 96

per cent reflection from the surface?

A. I don't think he states what the reflection is,

but he does give us only this absorption in this

isothermal solution.

Q. Then he goes to a bigger tube. He goes to

this tube [490] of .01 of a centimeter in radius, or

.02 of a centimeter in diameter, g equals 1, 50 per

cent perforations, and in that case he gets a value

representing the absorbed sound of 34 per cent,

does he not?

A. That is the way I would read it.

Q. And that would require a layer of less than

10 centimeters thick? A. Yes.

Q. So that with the largest tube that he dis-

closes here, and with 50 per cent perforations, he
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gets 34 per cent of the sound passing into the wall?

A. Yes; he gets 34 per cent absorption.

Q. Yes. And as we know that all the sound that

passes in is absorbed, that is all that passed in, that

is 34 per cent, is it not?

A. I don't think he is here telling us about all

that passes into the wall. He is telling us about

what is absorbed, from this Kirchhoff discussion.

Q. Didn't he tell us back at the outset that he

would consider a construction in which none of the

sound which went in would come out again? On

page 221 he tells about using channels of infinite

length, does he not? A. That is right.

Q. Then there is no difference in the figure of

Avhat goes into the channels and what is absorbed,

is there?

A. I am not quite clear. He has divided the

problem [491] into distinct parts. First he speaks

of the sound approaching the opening and passing

into it, and then he treats of a very special case of

extremely fine holes, in which he uses Kirchhoff's

solution of an isothermal case.

Q. Is anybody clear as to what this article

means ?

A. I am quite sure it is clear to mathematical

physicists and could be made clear to most students

of physics by going over the entire context of the

work.

Q. How long would that take? [492]

'I

II
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A. Well, in class work it takes usually a part

of a semester to get about this far along.

Q. I mean, how long would it take somebody to

take this article and go through it and imderstand

what it means completely, and understand every

formula in here?

A. What kind of a person?

Q. I am going to ask you that in a minute. I am
asking you how long it would take someone. You

can qualify it by any person you care to.

A. This article is written by a mathematical

physicist. I can name a dozen mathematical physi-

cists who can read this article and in an hour give

you a good digest in lay language of what is here.

Q. Let us take the ordinary college graduate,

ordinary engineer, how long would it take him to

understand it?

A. To completely understand the mathematics

of this, it would take an ordinary engineer a long

time.

Q. What do you mean by a long time?

A. He would have to do some good boning for

six months to bring his mathematics up to under-

stand the language of Rayleigh quite readily, I

think.

Q. You told us—told the court from the language

of Rayleigh, in l/lOOths centimeter radius tubes or

apertures, with 50 per cent perforation only 34 per

cent of the sound is absorbed, is that correct?
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A. I think you are reading correctly. [493]

Q. Then he goes on to say his whole theory here

is not applicable to openings larger than 1/lOOths

centimeters in radius. A. That is correct.

Q. What bearing has all of this to the present

case?

A. I did not introduce this with all of these

mathematics being discussed. I introduced it for

the reason of the language, the description which

he gives in several places that a layman can read

quite clearly, particularly in reference to the sec-

ond paragraph.

Q. The second paragraph on what page?

A. The first page of the article. I simply wished

to give a little background for explaining sound

absorption by the transfer of heat, and Rayleigh

expresses it more beautifully than I will ever be

able to: "At such a surface the tangential as well

as the normal motion is hindered, and a passage of

heat to and fro takes place, as the neighbouring air

is heated and cooled during its condensations and

rarefactions. With such rapidity of alterations as

we are concerned with in the case of audible sounds,

these influences extend to only a very thin layer of

the air and of the solid, and are thus greatly

favoured by attenuation of the masses."

Q. Will you turn to page 225? Rayleigh there

goes on to say that this is not applicable to open-

ings of more than 1/lOOths centimeters in radius?

[494]
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A. For isothermal treatment, yes.

Q. Yes. He goes on to say "The incident somid

is absorbed more and more completely as the diam-

eter of the channels increases; but at the same

time a greater thickness becomes necessary in order

to prevent a return from the further side", doesn't

he"? A. That is correct.

Q. So that it takes it out of the range of some

thin metal plate, doesn't it?

A. Yes, he is not considering the case of a thin

metal plate here.

Q. Then he finally ends up by saying "A loosely

compacted hay- or straw-stack would seem to be as

eifective an absorbent of sound as anything likely

to be met with", doesn't he?

A. He does. I might make the remark, par-

ticularly for the court, that Lord Rayleigh perhaps

in physics is what Blackstone is to your profession

;

a little hard, but well worth while, and certainly a

masterful Englishman.

Q. Dr. Burt, the references which have been

cited, that have been put in evidence here, will you

tell me which one in your opinion, as the patent

stands, comes closest to the disclosure of the Norris

patent ?

Mr. Mason: You assume that he can pick out

one in particular.

A. Shall I answer that? [495]

The Court: Yes.
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A. In my opinion perhaps the closest would be

—it is very difficult, because different ones come

close in different ways. I would perhaps say De-

laney, but not in all respects.

Q, Looking at the picture from every angle, and

picking out one patent as the closest, you have

picked out Delaney"?

A. I believe I would.

Q. In your introductory testimony, where you

referred to ocean waves washing through a hole in

a breakwater, or something of that sort, did you

mean to draw a direct analogy between the action

of sound waves and the action of water?

A. No, as I told you at that time in this court,

sound waves are compression waves, and water

waves are gravity waves. The two are quite analo-

gous to a mathematical mind. One can very fre-

quently with rigidity be applied to the other, but

they are not the same thing.

Q. What is the pertinency in this case of the

reports of Tyndall with respect to fog being pene-

trated by light or sound?

A. I simply referred, as the record will show,

to the fact that Tyndall had great difficulty in con-

vincing the authorities in charge of maritime safety

in England that the foghorn could be heard as well

through a dense fog, heavy rain or sleet storm, as

it could be heard through the [496] quiet air, where-

as it was impossible to see through those conditions.
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In other words, at that time they had the feeling

that if you could not see through it you could not

hear through it.

Q. How long ago was that?

A. The preface of this book I was referring to

was signed by Tyndall in 1875, and he in that re-

port refers to the diffraction of sound between the

particles of water and snow that descended in a

storm.

Q. As I recall, you said that in the Norris pat-

ent there was no mention of the use of openings that

would conceal sound-absorbing material. It is true,

however, that Norris mentions specific sizes in

mathematical factors, in fractions of inches, isn't

it? A. That is true, he does.

Q. And whether or not you would use a given

size to conceal would depend upon distance, and

other factors such as the appearance of the finish

of the facing, and so forth ?

A. I believe you are right.

Q. You also said that there is nothing in Norris

bearing on the question of 16 per cent of open area.

It is true, however, that in Figure 14 of the draw-

ings it shows that for the three frequencies tested,

that is, 512, 1024, 2048

A. I am listening to your question.

Q. —that a factor lower than 16 per cent Nor-

ris obtains an absorption equal to the absorption of

the face [497] alone, does he not?
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A. In Figure 14? Where do you find 16 per

cent?

Q. 16 per cent—perhaps I am wrong. It is 16

holes per square inch.

A. That is quite different.

Q. I withdraw the question. Your Honor, I

may have one or two more questions, but I would

like to read over my notes here, and may we recess

now?

(Whereupon an adjournment was taken until

2:00 o'clock p. m. of this day, Friday, February

11, 1938.) [498]

Afternoon Session

2 o'clock

(Parties present as before.)

Mr. Mahoney: I have no further cross exami-

nation.

ROBERT C. BURT,

recalled

Redirect Examination

Q. By Mr. Mason: Dr. Burt, in the cross ex-

amination there has been considerable discussion

of the transmission of sound in sound installations.

Will you explain how the transmission of sound is

prevented between two adjoining rooms'?
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A. Well, the transmission of sound may be pre-

vented by absorbing the sound before it gets into

the structure that could transmit it, or by the put-

ting in of an impervious, hard curtain that would

prevent the transmission of sound through the \Yall.

Q. As I understand it, its transmission would be

prevented either because the surface against which

the sound impinged would either absorb it or it

would reflect if?

A. Yes. It can be prevented from progressing

either by absorption or by reflection.

Q. And what you have referred to in this case,

for instance, the Norris patent or the Delaney pat-

ent, or any [499] one of a number of those patents,

which you might have referred to as a sound-ab-

sorbing structure, would also be a sound insulating

structure, would it not ?

A. In most cases they are sound insulating as

well as sound-absorbing.

Q. In that it prevents transmission by virtue of

absorption ? A. Yes.

Q. Would the structure of the Norris patent,

such as Sanacoustic tile, would that jH'event the

transmission of sound from one room to the other?

A. By itself it probably would not, but it Avould

greatly lessen the sound. If it were put across an

opening with no wall back of it, it would absorb

the sound that w^as trying to go through, and re-
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duce the amount of sound that came through the

opening.

Q. If it were placed against a walH

A. If it were placed against a wall it would sub-

stantially help that room, to keei) sound from com-

ing through, and therefore would be an insulator of

sound.

Q. SupposQ you were going to effect an insula-

tion against sound passing from this room into the

adjoining room, and you placed an installation of

Sanacoustic on the side wall of this room, that in-

stallation would absorb the sound, would it not?

A. That is right. [500]

Q. And thereby prevent its being transmitted

through the wall? A. That is right. [501]

Q. Now, in your cross-examination there was

some discussion of the perforated facing sheet of

Mazer, 1,483,365. In discussing that facing, that

material, did you mean that the material was sound

absorptive before you placed therein the perfora-

tions, or after you placed the perforations in the

material 1

A. I believe that it is relatively unabsorptive

before it is perforated.

Q. I will ask you to read beginning with, I be-

lieve, in line 99, page 1, down to the end of that

paragraph.

A. ''I have a construction that is highly sound-

absorbing, since it will cause a rapid decay of the
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sound even though the materials of which it is com-

posed and which form the walls of the structures,

are not themselves highly sound-absorbing."

The Court: The word is not "structures".

Mr. Mason: It is "apertures".

A. I stand corrected. Thank your Honor.

Q. I will ask you to read beginning with line 94,

page 2.

A. "It will be understood that the principles of

my invention may be carried out by forming the

sound-absorbing apertures not only in blocks, sheets

or other structural elements, but also in the surface

of an already erected wall or ceiling."

Q. You may end the reading at that point. Now,

you will read beginning at line 117 of that same

page. [502]

A. "In practice the formation of my long and

narrow apertures in ordinary forms of plaster just

before the plaster has set, is a cheap and practical

way of obtaining the desired results, and my in-

vention covers just such construction."

Mr. Mason: "Condition."

A. You are right—condition. "The apertures

may, as desired, be arranged in various ornamental

designs.

"The materials described are preferably com-

posed of plaster combinations of substances

which are capable of being molded to various

shapes, and which will take a final set and
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harden so as to be of substantial structural use.

Such materials are gypsum, sand and cement

mixtures, sand and lime mixtures and the like,

but the construction is not, of course, confined

to these materials as almost any material con-

structed in the manner described will be highly

sound absorbing."

Q. Would you judge, from these passages that

you have read from the specifications that he con-

templates a facing material which is exclusively

sound-absorbing ?

A. No, I would not.

Q. I will ask you to read in the Trader patent,

1,554,180, beginning in line 116, I believe it is, with

the words ''It will."

Mr. Mahoney : What page ?

Mr. Mason: Page 3. [503]

A. "It will further be clear that although this

board or unit 1 has a highly porous interior, yet its

surface, although porous, is not as porous as is its

interior.
'

'

Q. You may stop your quotation at that point.

Would that indicate to you that the surface which

was exposed to tlie sound is of a sound-absorbing

character ?

A. It relatively has an unabsorbent surface, rela-

tive to its interior.

Q. Referring to the Hall patent, 1,387,391, in

line 12, page 1, it says: "This invention relates to
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fibre constructions for wall boards, insulation and

the like." For what purposes are wall boards com-

monly used?

Mr. Mahoney: I object to trying to read some-

thing into this i:>atent. The patent speaks for itself.

Mr. Mason : In your cross-examination you tried

to infer that this would not be used for sound ab-

sorption, heat absorption or any other kind of in-

sulation.

Mr. Mahoney : No ; that is, I brought out the fact

that this patent makes no mention of sound absorp-

tion, and I object to your tiying to read 1938 knowl-

edge into a patent granted in 1921.

Mr. Mason: It hasn't mentioned the particular

purpose for which the wall boards are used. It may

be sound absorption or heat absorption.

The Court: Let us have the question.

(Question read by the reporter.) [504]

The Court: You may answer.

A. Well, boards are normally used for the cov-

ering of walls. Porous wall boards, such as are

described here were not uncommonly used at that

time or before for acoustical absorption on walls.

[505]

Q. Referring to this British ])atent, No. 19,123,

I believe that was described as being a structure

to prevent transmission of sound. How does that

function to prevent transmission of sound?
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A. Well, the sound enters the material through a

facing and is absorbed in the absorbent material

which is placed between the facings. [506]

Q. What is the facing material through w^hich

the sound passes composed of?

A. He describes it as wire mesh, perforated

metal, wood—I believe he mentions perforated

metal here—I testified on that point before—yes.

Q. In the British patent to which you have re-

ferred is the perforated facing sheet shown as be-

ing positioned in the direction from which the sound

is coming?

A. Well, sound may approach it from either side,

in the application, as I understand, in which this

is to be placed. One apparent prevalent use of this

material is a covering for boilers in ships and fire

boxes, and things of that kind.

Q. Is that for the purpose of deadening noises

or absorbing the noises'?

A. That is what he says it is for, the preventing

of transmission of heat and sound. Now, in the

boilers, in the bulkheads, it is very noisy, and it is

very desirable to avoid the sound, so the placing of

such material over the boiler would allow^ the sound

to enter the material through the netting and pass

iutr) the absorbing material and there be absorbed.

Q. In your cross examination plaintiff's counsel

asked you if you could ])ick out the closest art to

Norris, and, as I recall your reply, you said it was
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difficult to make a single selection, although you did

finally select one. [507] What did you mean by

that statement, that it was difficult!

A. Well, there are several patents here cited

that are so close that they are much the same, il-

lustrate the same principle and construction, and it

is practically impossible to decide between them.

Q. Are there others there that you would say

are just as close or just as similar as Norris?

Mr. Mahoney: Wait a minute. I object to that,

your Honor. The witness has already picked on one

patent as being the closest to Norris, and I certainly

object to him now saying that there are others just

as close.

Mr. Mason: He said it was difficult for him at

the time to make a single selection, and he ex-

plained why he made that statement.

The Court: He did select one. Now, counsel ask-

ed why he said it was difficult to make the selection.

You now say that there are others very near to it.

Do you mean by that that thei*e are others nearer

than the one you selected'?

A. I w^ould not say nearer.

The Court: You selected Delaney?

A. I selected Delaney. I wouldn't say the oth-

ers were nearer.

Q. By Mr. Mason: Can you point out any ma-

terial difference between, for instance, the British

Stevens patent and Delaney?
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Mr. Mahoney: I object to that, your Honor.

[508]

The Court : I am afraid that would be going

over the field we have been over once before with

this witness. He has now explained the answer he

gave.

Mr. Mason: That will be all.

Recross Examination

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: In discussing this ques-

tion of transmission of sound and sound insulation,

you called attention to the use of an impervious,

hard curtain as one means of sound insulation, that

is, to prevent sound, for instance, from this room

passing into the next room. A structure of that

sort w^ould not be useful for the same pur})ose as

the structure of the patent in suit, would if?

A. No. It might accomplish the same purpose,

but not by the same methods.

Q. If you put an impervious hard curtain on

the wall of this room you would get reflection of

sounds originating in this room back into the room,

would you not?

A. You might thereby prevent the sound from

leaving this room.

Q. But for the purpose of acoustical correction

of this room, and for the purpose of i)reventing re-

verberation of sounds originating in this room, an

impervious, hard curtain would be useless, wouldn't

it? A. Yes.
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Q. You stated that the structure of the patent

in suit [509] could be used as a sound insulating

structure. With the structure of the patent in suit

separating this room from the next room, and noth-

ing else behind it, isn't it true that the sound would

be transmitted into the next room?

A. Yes, a good deal of sound would be trans-

mitted into the next room, but less sound w^ould be

transmitted into the next room than as though no

insulation were used.

Q. Now referring to this Mazer patent again,

in this sentence beginning in line 96 of page 1,

Mazer states

A. Which Mazer?

Q. The one on which you were examined, No.

1,483,365. A. Thank you.

Q. Mazer states that he provides long, narrow

apertures, the length of which is considerably great-

er than the width of the openings, does he not?

A. Will you give me the reference and page ujun-

ber?

Q. Page 1, line 96. A. That is correct.

Q. And at page 2, this i)aragraph you read, be-

ginning in line 94, he refers to the sound absorb-

ing apertures, does he not? A. That is right.

Q. And he goes on to state that these apertures

may be made by sharp points puncturing the plas-

ter of a wall or ceiling, does he not ?

A. Yes; that is right. [510]
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Q. And in this paragraph to which you referred,

down in line 117 of that page, he again refers to

his long and narrow apertures, does he not?

A. That is right.

Q. So that, throughout Mazer's disclosure, re-

gardless of whether he has felt back of the facing

member, such as he shows at 8 in Figure 4 of the

drawings, he absorbs sound in the apertures of the

facing material, does he not?

A. In those instances you call to my attention,

he does.

Q. Can you show me any instance in the patent

where he does not? A. Probably not.

Q. Isn't it true that he always absorbs sound

in his facing in these long narrow apertures?

A. I think probably he does.

Q. Does Norris have a construction in which the

sound is absorbed in the apertures of the facing?

A. I woiUd say in negligible amount it is ab-

sorbed.

Q. And you have no ])roof, no proof of tests, or

anything of the sort, that would even show that

negligible amounts of sound are absorbed in the

apertures of the Norris patent structure, have you?

A. The tests shown here on the covering of Nor-

ris' materials show absorption of 4 per cent—4.6

per cent, I think, as high as 12, wdth no absorbent

behind it, which would indicate that absorption is

ij, \yc
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jtaking i^lace some place. Now, where it takes place

in that facing I don't know. [511]

Q. Now, will you refer to the Trader patent,

the one as to which you were examined on redirect

examination, 1,554,180. Trader starts out, in line

13, page 1, by stating that the invention relates to

sound-absorbing boards, does he not?

A. That's right.

Q. And in the paragraph beginning in line 53,

page 2, he says that the material which he uses has

fairly good sound-absorbing qualities without per-

forations, does he not ? A. Page 2, line

Q. 53. A. That's correct; fairly good.

Q. But you pointed out the fact that in com-

pressing this board, or in making the board he com-

pressed the facing surface and thereby the surface

would not be as absorbent as what was back of it,

isn't that true? A. He points that out.

Q. You called attention to that on page 3, begin-

ning line 16, did you not? A. That's right.

Q. Now, do you take the position that the facing

surface of Trader is a sheet and the rest of it is

something else, or that it is a composite unit?

A. It is a composite unit, but the surface, the

face presents a different acoustical aspect than do

the holes.

Q. But even without perforation Trader says it

is an [512] absorbing material, does he not?

A. Fairly good.
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Q. He says it is an absorbing material

A. He says it is a fairly good absorbing mate-

rial.

Q. And absorbs the sounds in apertures in that

absorbing material? A. Yes.

Q. With nothing else back of it?

A. He absorbs sound in the aperture.

Q. With nothing else back of that sound-absorb-

ing material, no sound-absorbing pad back of it?

A. That's right.

Q. In connection ^Yith the Hall patent you said j

that wall boards had been used for acoustical ab-

sorption on walls, did you not?

A. I believe so.

Q. What did you have in mind when you said

that?

A. I meant acoustical treatment such as we had

at this time, 1921 ; Celotex, insulite boards, beaver

boards.

Q. Where you use Celotex as a wall board, or

beaver board as a wall board, you are using it pri-

marily as a structural element, and not as a sound-

absorbing element, are you not?

A. Celotex, certainly not.

Q. When you are using it as an acoustical treat-

ment you put it in an already formed wall, do you

not ? [513] A. Frequently not.

Q. Would you build a wall of a building out of

material such as shown in the Hall patent?
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A. No; no, I wouldn't build a wall of that. [514]

Q. What did you mean by saying that it makes

no difference whether sound is absorbed in the

apertures of the sound-absorbing material or not?

A. Somid-absorbing material has for its purpose

the absorption of sound, whether the sound is ab-

sorbed on the surface, in apertures, or behind the

apertures.

Q. In other words, acoustically you mean you

can get the same result by different types of struc-

tures? A. That is correct.

Q. The same as you can by bringing Lord Ray-

leigh's haystack into this room and putting up a

big enough haystack to serve for the acoustical cor-

rection of the room?

A. Nearly every porous material can be used as

an absorbent of sound.

Q. Now, returning to the British patent. Ex-

hibit D, I think you said on your direct examination

that the sound may approach from either side, did

you not ? A.I believe that is true.

Q. Let us confine our attention first, to Fig-

ures 1 to 3. When that is placed on a boiler, the

wire netting is against the boiler surface, or the

surface to be treated, [515] is it not?

A. I think so.

Q. And the unperforated metal plate A is on

the outside, is it not?
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A. Yes^ as shown here, I believe that is correct.

Q. And the sounds you are going to prevent be-

ing transmitted are the sounds coming out of the

boiler through the wire netting, are they not?

A. Yes; that's the way I look at it.

Q. There is no passage of sound, so far as the

disclosure of this patent is concerned, through the

unperforated exposed metal plate A into the sound-

absorbing material, is there?

A. No; I don't think he wanted to shut noises

out of the boiler.

Q. When you come to Figure IV, which is still

used for the same purpose, and which is the only

place where perforated plates are mentioned, you

have a wire net toward the boiler where the sounds

are originating, do you not?

A. Yes; if it is used on a boiler that would be

the case.

Q. Is there any reason to assume that he in-

tended to absorb sounds passing in from the side

of the perforated metal plate?

A. I don't think there is any reason to assume

when he uses this on w^alls or ceilings,

Q. Just a minute. He doesn't say he uses Fig-

ure IV [516] on walls or ceilings.

A. Does he say he doesn't use it on walls or

ceilings ?

Q. The only thing he says he uses on walls or

ceilings is the structure in Figure 5.
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A. He says specifically he uses that.

Q. Yes.

A. He says generally he uses this construction

for walls and ceilings.

Q. Will you show me where he says he uses

Figure IV construction on walls and ceilings?

A. No.

Q. You can't find that?

A. I think the general description in the begin-

ning, he says this material may be used.

Q. Yes. Then he gives the specific form in 5

for use on walls and ceilings?

A. In Figure 5 for walls and floors and ceilings.

Q. Let us go back to my first question. In this

form shown in Figure IV, where it is used on boil-

ers or the like, wdth a netting against the boiler

surface, do not the sounds which are to be silenced

originate in the boiler and other stiaictures and pass

to the netting side into the fibrous material?

A. I believe so.

Q. Is there a disclosure in the patent that sounds

originating on the opposite side, that is the top of

the [517] sheet of the drawings, pass through this

perforated plate into the sound-absorbing material?

A. I do not believe it is specifically shown any-

where where he applies it with the sound ap-

proaching from the top of the Figure 4. [518]

Q. What would be the effect of that i)aper sat-

urated with tar, bitumen or other stiffening and pre-
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servative material upon sounds which approached

from that side?

A. In general it would resist their passage.

Q. And if you were planning to use this struc-

ture for sound-absorbing purposes of soimds origi-

nating on the A side you would not use that paper

g, would you?

A. In an application of that type I wouldn't use

it.

Q. You wouldn't use it in any application, would

you?

A. If I wanted to absorb somid I wouldn't.

Q. You wouldn't use it in an application where

you wanted to absorb sound passing through the

perforated plate?

A. I wouldn't use an impregnated paper there,

no.

Q. Doesn't that show^ that the patentee had no

intention of absorbing sounds coming from that

side of the structure?

A. I am afraid I can not draw conchisions as to

what the patentee had in mind.

Q. Is that the best answer you can give me to

that question? A. I am afraid it is.

Q. As a man skilled in that art, if I came to you

with a construction in which I had an impregnated

paper facing on this ceiling under an outer perfo-

rated facing of sound-absorbing material, and then

a layer of sound-absorbing material on the other
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side of the paper facing—if I came to you with

that type of structure, wouldn't you tell me it [519]

would be a very poor structure for acoustical treat-

ment of rooms?

A. Yes, I would say if you wanted to absorb

sound to take the paper out. That is what I would

tell you; when you wanted to use that structure to

absorb sound in those cases leave the paper out.

Mr. Mahoney: That is all.

Redirect Examination

Q. By Mr. Mason: Dr. Burt, in this British

patent which you have just been discussing, is it

not clear, or isn't it, that the perforated metal sheet

is faced in the direction of the source of the sound

regardless of in what construction it is used?

A. I am satisfied that it is clearly disclosed here

in which direction the sound may travel—should

travel, for the various applications that he suggests.

I think it might be used so the sound would travel

from either direction.

Mr. Mason: That is all.

Mr. Mahoney: Is that all, Mr. Mason?

Mr. Mason: Yes.

Mr. Mahoney: No more questions. [520]

Mr. Mason: I wish to offer in evidence now the

various exhibits which have heretofore been marked

for identification, being defendant's Exhibit B.

Mr. Mahoney: Which is that?
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Mr. Mason: That is a sample of Kribble-Kloth.

Mr. Mahoney: I object to that because there is

no proof here that Kribble-Kloth was ever put up

in that way. The only testimony at all is Dr. Sa-

bine's testimony that he never saw" it installed that

way.

Mr. Mason: We are not presenting it to show

that it was installed precisely in that manner. We
are presenting it to show it is the product known

as Kribble-Kloth, because it has been referred to

that way throughout the testimony.

The Court: The objection will be overruled. Ex-

ception noted.

Mr. Mason: And Exhibit C, the book of prior

art patents.

Mr. Mahoney: With the understanding that

those patents not pleaded in the answ^er or bill of

particulars are only offered to show the state of

the art, I have no objection.

The Court : It is so understood.

Mr. Mason: Exhibit D is a photostatic copy of

the British patent 19,123.

Mr. Mahoney : The same thing as to the previous

one.

The Court: The same understanding. They are

admitted the same way.

Mr. Mason: As Exhibit G, which is page 147,

together [522] with the title page of the book en-

titled "The Principles Underlying Radio Com-
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munication"; Exhibit H, photostatic copy of page

124, together with the title page of the book en-

titled ''Elements of Radio Telephony" by William

C. Ballard.

Mr. Mahoney: Of course, your Honor, the same

thing applies to these last two.

The Court: Certainly. So understood.

Mr. Mason: And Exhibits N to V, inclusive,

being the various tiles testified to by Mr. Smith.

Mr. Mason: It will be understood that as to

Exhibit X we will substitute the photostats for the

pages mentioned, and withdraw the book.

Mr. Mahoney: All right.

Mr. Mason: With the exception that I would

like to put [523] in, as soon as I get it, this tele-

phone receiver that Dr. Burt used in his testimony,

that is the defendant's case.

Rebuttal

Mr. Mahoney: Your Honor, I will offer in evi-

dence a photostatic copy of a paper headed "Sup-

plemental Agreement", of the 30th day of March,

1936, between the C. F. Burgess Laboratories,

plaintiff in this case, and the Burgess Battery Com-
pany, as plaintiff's Exhibit No. 48.

The file wrapper and contents of both the early

Norris application and the Norris patent have been

placed in evidence. So far as I know, not all of the

file wrapper references are in evidence. I therefore
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offer in evidence a copy of the Kuchenmeister pat-

ent No. 1,689,880, which is a file wrapper reference,

as plaintiff's Exhibit No. 50.

I would like to call Mr. Norris. [524]

RALPH F. NORRIS,

recalled as a witness on behalf of the plaintiff, in

rebuttal, having been previously duly sworn, testi-

fied as follows:

Direct Examination

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: Mr. Norris, there has

been some testimony here that with facings having

such large openings, for instance as shown in De-

fendant's Exhibit O, it is necessary to use a wire

screen to prevent the sound-absorbing material

from sifting through the openings. Can you tell me

what was the history of the plaintiff in the market-

ing of its material with respect to the necessity of

preventing the sound-absorbing material from sift-

ing through openings in the facing member.

Mr. Mason : I object to that as being immaterial.

The Court: He may answer, I think. Exception

shown.

A. The history was that naturally we started

out with the least expensive construction we could,

and let the tile support the acoustical material di-

rectly, but practice soon showed that it was neces-
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sary to cover up the absorbent material with scrim

or space it away, or in some manner hold it away

from the opening so that the material could be

washed, cleaned, decorated, without getting the ma-

terial into the sound-absorbent itself.

Q. What was the size of the openings you were

using at [525] that time ?

A. We were using openings at that time that

w^ere 79/lOOOths of an inch in diameter.

Mr. Mahoney : That is all.

Cross Examination

Q. By Mr. Mason: What kind of material do

you use there, Mr. Norris, as a filling material?

A. We used several materials as a filling mate-

rial. In our first installations we gave our clients

or customers a choice of Balsam Wool, flaxlinum,

hairfelt, and I think Fribo-Felt felt ; I am not sure

;

it is a material that is not on the market any more.

It has been some time since we used it.

Q. Did you ever use this precise material that

is shown in any of these exhibits—I believe it is

all the same?

A. Not at first. Is that the rock wool?

Q. Yes; that is the rock wool.

A. Yes; we used quite a bit of rock wool, but

at first we did not use it. I might add that that

sifts through much more easily than the other ma-
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terials and had to be held even more securely than

the previous materials.

Q. Do you have with you a sample of these

materials that you used?

A. In one of the samples which has been ad-

mitted in as an exhibit, this one in the box, I think

there are practically [526] all of these materials.

Mr. Mahoney : Will you give the number of that

exhibit ?

A. This is 13. There is hairfelt, flax linen, bal-

sam wool; at least those three. There is no fibre

here. This is hairfelt.

Q. Do you find these felts sift through?

A. Yes, indeed; and had to be spaced away.

Q. In what manner?

A. The balsam w^ool was covered with scrim,

which did not sift through. That is the one here.

But the others we put in either a scrim cloth or a

perforated asbestos paper to keep them from sifting.

Q. What did you say the size of the j^erforations

were?

A. These early ones were 79/lOOOths of an inch,

the circular ones, and these slotted ones, I testified

the other day to their size; I think that was one-

eighth by three-thirty-seconds; substantially the

same amount of opening. There is 79/lOOOths on

this side.

Q. Referring to this Exhibit No. 13, I am hold-

ing this approximately four feet from you. Can
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you see the sound-absorbing material in that?

Mr. Mahoney: If your Honor please, I object

to that as improper cross-examination at this point

in the case. I asked this witness one question,

namely, the necessity of the facing sheet inside.

The Court : Sustained. It is not proper cross-

[527] examination.

Mr. Mason: That is all.

Mr. Mahoney: Dr. Sabine, will you take the

stand? [528]

PAUL E. SABINE

recalled as a witness on behalf of the plaintiff, in

rebuttal, having been previously duly sworn, testi-

fied as follows:

Direct Examination

Q. By Mr. Mahoney: Dr. Sabine, I call your

attention to pages 250 and 251 of Lamb, which have

been offered as an exhibit here by the defendant.

Do you find any disclosure of the Norris ])atent

structure presented on those two pages of Lamb?

A. None whatsoever.

Q. Does Lamb teach that the use of a perforated

facing of non-sound-absorbing material placed over

a layer of sound-absorbing material would give an

over-all efficiency that would be substantially the

same as that of the bare layer of sound-absorbing

material alone? A. I think not.
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Q. Does Lamb suggest any such thing?

A. Not directly or even remotely.

Q. I also call your attention to Lord Rayleigh's

paper that has been presented here as an exhibit

by the defendant. Do you find in Lord Rayleigh

any disclosure of the structure of the Norris patent ?

A. No, this paper by Rayleigh is a theoretical

treatment of the mechanical process by which sound

is absorbed [529] by a porous wall. No limitations

are placed on the thickness of the wall, except that

it shall be so thick. The assumption is made that

the wall is so thick and the channels therein are so

deep that no sound is returned from the bottom of

those channels, and the assumptions made are as-

sumptions that are necessary for carrying out the

mathematical treatment. When he comes to specific

examples from which we can draw any inference

as to the size of the channels we find that the chan-

nels considered by Rayleigh are much smaller than

the perforations in the Norris construction, and

that the deptli of those channels is much greater

than the thickness of the surfacing member of the

Norris construction. For these reasons I would say

that the disclosures of Rayleigh have no bearing

at all upon the disclosures of the Norris Patent.

Q. Have you prepared a curve using the equa-

tion given by Lord Rayleigh: B equals g over 2

plus g ? A. Yes.

i
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Q. You have prepared that for the various

per cents of perforation of the wall area?

A. Yes. This curve which I have prepared takes

Rayleigh's equation in which he dehnes B as the

ratio of the amplitude of the reflected wave to the

incident wave, and g is the ratio of the miperforated

surface to the perforated surface. Now then, the

energy is proportional to the square of the ampli-

tude, and from that equation we [530] can compute

the sound energy that will be reflected or absorbed

by the wall. This equation here on the left-hand

side of the exhibit shows the per cent of perfora-

tion horizontally, and vertically are given the per-

centage of somid that is reflected from a wall that

is perforated to the extent indicated by the hori-

zontal distance. For example, a wall, according to

Rayleigh, which is 40 per cent perforated would

show a reflection of something like 18 per cent.

On the right-hand side we have plotted against

the per cent of perforation the percentage which

is absorbed, using the same equation. That is to

say, if you take this gra^jh and this graph for a

given amount of perforation, the sum of the hori-

zontal to the vertical distance would always be

equal to 100. Thus the curve shows, the vertical

height of the curve shows in jjer cent the sum which

will be absorbed, and we note from these curves

that in order to have 100 per cent absori^tion, ac-

cording to Rayleigh's equation, we have to have
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100 per cent perforation. In other words, accord-

ing to Rayleigh, you won't get all the sound passing

through or into a wall unless the wall is made all

holes. That is what the curve shows; and we get

no absorption unless there are no holes.

Q. What is the cross-hatched portion at the

bottom ?

A. The cross-hatched portion at the bottom is a

schematic drawing showing the absorption w^hich

Rayleigh made. The solid line represents a sound

wave approaching the [531] perforated wall. The

depth of the wall is made as great as you please,

the depth being such that there will be no reflection

back from the bottom of the channel. These are

the channels, and these are the unperforated por-

tions. This is one picture that Rayleigh had in mind

when he deduced these mathematical relationships.

Q. Is that all you have to say about this?

A. That is all I have to say about this.

Mr. Mahone}^: I offer this blueprint containing

the two curves by Rayleigh 's formula in evidence

as plaintiff's Exhibit 51. [532]

Q. Now, Dr. Sabine, will you turn to the British

patent to Stevens, No. 4843, of 1887, and, directing

your attention to Figures 6 and 7 of the drawings,

and to the appropriate portion of the specification,

will you tell me what this patent relates to?

A. The patent concerns improvements in com-

bined gas and compressed air engines, and among
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the various improvements which the i)atent covers,

improvement 3 calls for, "In the combination of the

gas motor with an apparatus, by which a noiseless

exhaust of the gases is attained."

Q. Where do you find that?

A. That is on the complete specification, page 2,

line 17.

Q. Proceed with your answer.

A. Referring to this particular feature of the

patent, on page 3, lines 29 and 30, the patent states

:

"The exhaust gases leaving the heating spaces of

the boiler E pass through the tube B into the silent

exhaust Fig. 6, the object of which is to neutralize

the 'cough' or puffing noise usually attendant on the

expulsion of the exhaust gases. This apparatus

consists of a pipe or receptacle M into which is

introduced a cylinder or inner wall M' of sieve-like

perforated sheet metal. The space between M and M^

is filled with some incombustible sound-damping

material for instance asbestos, so that the noise

produced by the expulsion of the exhaust gases is

damped thereby. In some cases where [533] a hori-

zontal position of the said sound-damping apparatus

appears advisable, it is preferably given the ar-

rangement shown in Fig. 7. The exhaust gases pro-

ceeding from the carburettor E enter through B
flow horizontally through the sieve-like perforated

receptacle M' and pass through the flue B^ into the
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atmosphere. Any vapour which may be condensed

on the passage flows off through the pipe B"."

Referring to the figures, Figure 6 shows the

noiseless exhaust in a vertical position, and Figure

7 shows a horizontal position of a device intended

for the same purpose, namely, to neutralize the

cough or puffing noise usually associated with the

expulsion of the exhaust gases. The operation of

the exhaust is familiar. The air is allowed to ex-

pand partially in this enlarged chamber—the air

through the chamber at B—and is allowed to ex-

pand partially in that chamber, thus neutralizing

the effect of the sudden expansion of the air when

it is expelled, I mean, of the exhaust gas, the sudden

expansion of the exhaust gas, when it is expelled

directly from the exhaust pipe into the open air,

Q. Does this patent teach that the combination

of a perforated facing of non-sound-absorbing ma-

terial and a backing of sound-absorbing material

will give as good absorption as the sound-absorbing

material alone and unfaced?

A. It does not teach that at all, it seems to me.

The double purpose served by the expansion cham-

ber lined [534] with an absorbent material is to

reduce the suddenness of the expansion of the gas.

In other words, the gas must flow through as stated.

"The exhaust gases proceeding from the carbu-

rettor E enter through B flow horizontally through

the sieve-like perforated receptacle MV In other
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words, the gas flowing through that porous mate-

rial, as the rate of expansion slowed down, so that

w^e do not get that sudden expansion of the gas

which results in the noise. An explosion noise is,

of course, always due to the sudden expansion of

the volume of gas.

Q. Will you turn to the Delaney jjatent, No.

1,660,745. In the first place, will you tell me what

you understand Delaney 's device to be, from a struc-

tural standpoint?

A. Delaney states very definitely that his de-

vice is an acoustic building material, and in the

first line he says: '^This invention relates to the

use of building blocks for surfacing the interiors

of auditoriums, halls, or any rooms in which it is

desired to enhance the acoustical properties by

providing walls of a sound-absorbing and non-re-

verberating quality." In other words, the whole

patent, it seems to me, must be interpreted in terms

of that very clear statement of what he has.

Q. In this same patent, beginning at about line

17, he states that the material may be laid in a man-

ner similar to a brick wall, does he not?

A. That is true—"in the form of blocks or

slabs, [535] which may be laid in similar manner

to a brick wall."

Q. Is the Delaney construction limited to the

sound treatment of rooms such as we have involved

in this case, or does it involve more than that?
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A. It involves both the absorption of sound pro-

duced on the interior of a room, and also it involves

a means for preventing the transmission of sound

into a room from the outside, as stated in line 22,

and at the same time, reading back to line 21,

"which will perform every function of the felt or

veiour hangings before mentioned and at the same

time will insulate such rooms from exterior sounds."

The block which Delaney patents has this two-fold

purpose: It is a good insulating block, and it has

an absorbent face which is exposed to the interior

of the room, and thus is to be used as a sound ab-

sorbent.

Q. In line 39, in that paragraph describing Fig-

ure 2, in a general way what does he say as to the

character of the facing?

A. He says in line 39: "Figure 2 is a face view

of the exposed or sound-absorbing surface of the

block shown in Figure 1," clearly disclosing that

the face of this block is a sound-absorbing face.

Q. Is there any other reference to the soimd-

absorbing character of the facing in the Delaney

specification "?

A. In lines 80 to 86, he says "The material for

forming the shell is preferably of a strong porous

nature and the [536] perforations h in the facing

give such facing a high sound-absorbing value and

may yet be made to receive any ornamentation or

to be made smooth and yet attractive as a finish."
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Q. Now, Dr. Burt pointed out to us that in line

58 of the Delaney specification there is reference

to metal. Can you tell me whether or not it would

be possible to make a device out of metal, or with

a metal facing, and follow out the general teachings

of the Delaney patent '^

A. He says: "The acoustic blocks may be of

various shapes and sizes and in the form shown in

the drawings, comprises a shell 1, which may be

made of any suitable material or materials such,

for instance, as plaster, cement, fibrous material,

w^ood, terra cotta or in some instances metal." In

order to make a metal block that would function

as—which would have a sound-absorbing face, and

at the same time serve as a building block or slab,

you would have to have a material which would be

extremely—you would have to have a heavy and

expensive material, and it would be quite imprac-

ticable as a building block.

Q. Would it be possible, within the limits of

practicability, and not going to an absurd depth

for the passages 1), to build the facing of the De-

laney block of metal and give it a high sound-ab-

sorbing value?

A. No; it would not be possible to have a metal

facing such as—for a block such as he is describing,

that would be, in and of itself, soimd-absorbing,

and which would not [537] be sound-absorbent

when perforated, unless it was very thick, and when
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I say very thick I don't mean a sixteenth of an

inch or an eighth of an inch; I mean inches thick.

That, of course, is a matter of experiment on per-

forated surfaces in generaL

Mr. Mahoney : That is all.

Cross Examination

Q. By Mr. Mason: Dr. Sabine, referring to

Figure 6 of the drawings of this British patent

4843, do you find any place in that patent where

it says that the exhaust gases flow through the

sound-absorbing material between the plates M and

M'? [538]

A. Referring to Figure 6*?

Q. Yes.

A. No, not referring to Figure 6, but in refer-

ence to Figure 7, which is the horizontal equivalent

of the vertical Figure 6.

Q. Do you find any place where it says that the

gases flow through the sound-absorbing material

there? A. Under Figure 11

Q. Yes.

A. The exhaust gas, in line 38: ''The exhaust

gases proceeding from the carburettor E enter

through B flow horizontally through the sieve-like

perforated receptacle M' and pass through the flue

B' into the atmosphere." Perhaps my interpretation

would be a little bit strained. I had perhaps better

agree with you that you have to force your language
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a little bit to say it is passing through the material.

Q. Referring to Figure 7, you notice, do you

not, that the perforated lining does pass over the

outlet after it leaves the sound-absorbing material 1

A. Exactly so. It passes through the perfora-

tions of the lining from the entrance and to the

exhaust pipe.

Q. And where it refers in the specification to

the gases passing through the perforated metal

sheet, it means that the gas passes through that

part of the perforated metal sheet which overlies

the inlet and that which overlies [539] the outlet ?

A. The gases pass through there, and of course

if they can pass through there they can pass through

the portions which cover the sound damping ma-

terial.

Q. You would have the expansion of the gases

in most any muffler, without any sound-absorliing

material in the muffler, wouldn't you?

A. In any muffler that provides an expansion

chamber ?

Q. Yes. A. I presume that is true.

Q. Reading from line 29, page 3, and following

lines, it is made clear, is it not, that the sound-

absorbing material is placed there for the purpose

of damping the sound, isn't it?

A. No, I don't think so, Mr. Mason.

Q. It says the noise, and noise is sound, isn't

it?
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A. Damping the sound. That is a part of its

function. But that isn't the whole function, because

it is in connection with the expansion chamber.

Q. It does serve that function, however?

A. It serves that function, but there is no teach-

ing shown as to whether it absorbs 50 per cent, 60

per cent, 70 per cent or 100 per cent. It simply

teaches that it is an effective means of neutralizing

the cough.

Q. Did you inspect this device. Plaintiff's Ex-

hibit 11? A. Not critically. [540]

Q. Will you inspect it?

A. If you will have some of the engineers come

and open it up, please.

Q. Now if you will remove the core.

A. Yes.

Q. There is no material difference between the

sti-ucture that you have in your hand and that

illustrated by Figure 6, is there?

A. As a structure, they are very similar.

Q. Both have an outer casing? A. Yes.

Q. Which is not perforated, and an inner casing

which is perforated? A. Yes.

Q. And the space between the two casings is

filled with a sound-absorbing material?

A. Yes.

Q. And sound entering one end of that cylinder,

when the perforations are exposed, will pass

through the perforations of the sound-absorbing
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material and be absorbed? A. Yes.

Q. In the same manner as sound passes through

the facing sheet of the Norris patent?

A. Yes.

Q. And the filling behind the perforated sheet

absorbs it in the same manner, does it not ? [541]

A. Yes. Structurally they are the same, Func-

tionally I think there is a wide difference.

Q. They both absorb sounds, do they not?

A. They probably would, but I don't know. The

fact that this device would work in a muffler to

deaden the cough of the exhaust would not tell me
at all that it would work as a means of deadening

sound passing along this way. Do you get my point ?

Q. Suppose you flatten both sheets out.

A. Yes.

Q. And put it up against a wall, with the somid-

absorbing material between the two sheets, what

difference would there be between that structure

and the Norris structure?

A. You mean structurally?

Q. Yes.

A. Structurally they would be practically iden-

tical.

Q. Wouldn't somid behave in the same manner

if it came up to that structure?

A. Yes. But the point I am making is, from

the fact that this works in a muffler, that Norris'
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structure would work, in the face of competition

it has to meet when it is put on walls.

Q. Did you hear the testimony of Mr. Norris

and Mr. Parsons that they used that to demonstrate

the operativeness of the Norris structure? [542]

A. Yes.

Q. Now referring to the Delaney patent, do you

see anything in that patent that restricts it to being

a block of which you would build a wall?

A. Aside from the fact that that is what the

patentee states he is patenting.

Q. Will you read, beginning line 23, page 1?

A. Line 23, page 1?

Q. Yes. It says: ''An object of the invention is

to provide means whereby the builder, workman

or architect, may be able to correct poor acoustics

of an enclosure." That would also embrace correct-

ing the acoustics of an enclosure that was already

in existence, would it not?

A, "May be able to correct poor acoustics of an

enclosure by obtaining stock materials suitable for

the particular problem in hand." Yes.

Q. Now, in discussing his statements in the

patent that he might use metal as a facing, I believe

you said it couldn't be done with the Delaney

structure. Upon what do you base that statement?

A. Well, in view of the fact that his facing,

as shown in Figure 2, and as stated in line 40, is

to be sound-absorbing, if he is going to use a metal
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face that is sound-absorbing he has got to have a

very thick face.

Q. Does he say it is necessarily sound-absorb-

ing!

A. Yes; he states it in so many words. He

doesn't say [543] you must have it sound-absorbing,

but it is sound-absorbing.

Q. Metal isn't sound-absorbing, if it isn't j^er-

forated, is if?

A. Then he might bring out a metal block.

Either he is going to use a very, very heavy block,

with a very, very thick face, or he is not going to

use a metal block.

Q. Wouldn't you take that to mean that he is

going to use a non-sound-absorbing sheet metal for

his facing sheet?

A. He says in two places his facing is to be

sound-absorbent. His teaching is rather equivocal

if he meant to tell us you could use metal there.

Q. When he states that he can use metal, doesn't

he state that it can be non-sound-absorbing ?

A. My experience is, \Wth patent lawyers, that

when they draw patent specifications they drag in

everything except the kitchen sink and cover as

much as they can. I think that metal there is one

of those cover-all terms that has no meaning, in

the light of the other disclosures of the patent.

Q. You have read the Norris patent too, haven't

you? A. Yes, sir.
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Q. Would you say that the lawyers have dragged

in quite a bit there ?

A. Well, since the lawyers are here, I will con-

ti'ol my—But coming back to this patent, Delaney

evidently didn't have in mind any metal blocks in

the disclosures shown in his drawing. [544]

Q. A disclosure in a drawing, as you understand

it, is merely to show one form of the device?

A. As I understand, what we are getting at is

what Delaney taught Norris, and the point I am
getting at is that Delaney certainly didn't teach

Norris anything in this patent.

Q. He taught him, did he not, that sound would

pass through a plurality of perforations in a facing

sheet and be absorbed in a sound-absorbing material

back of that, did he not *?

A. He didn't teach him that a thin perforated

sheet placed over, with a plurality of openings, and

with only so small a percentage of perforations

that the absorbing material back of it—I am going

to re-word that statement. Do you mind? I don't

think that he taught that a sound-absorbing sheet

surfaced with a thin perforated membrane or fac-

ing, and with, the percentage of perforations so

small as to successfully conceal the absorbent back

of it, would be as efficient as the bare absorbent.

That is not taught in this patent anywhere.

Q. Doesn't he show in Figure 2 w^hat you might

call relatively small perforations'?
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A. I have learned from this case that we can't

draw any conclusions from the scale of the drawing,

and if I were to say yes, then I should also have

to say that he showed relatively deep perforations

in Figure 3. [545]

Q. If you can't draw any conclusion from the

scale of the drawing, upon what do you base the

statement that Delaney used thick faces'?

A. Because he would have to use a thick facing

sheet if it was going to be sound-absorbent.

Q. Does he say it is sound-absorbent?

A. I have told you that twice. He does.

Q. He says he prefers it. He says also that

he may use metal, does he not?

A. Where do you get this
'

' j^^^ferably " ? He
says, "preferably of a strong porous material."

That is, the shell. He doesn't say ''facing."

Q. When he says "porous material", you refer

to a porous material as a sound-absorbing material,

do you not? A. Not necessarily.

Q. It would be, wouldn 't it ? [546]

A. It would be a porous material if it has the

pores open.

Q. But when he says he may use metal, there

is nothing shown in his patent from which you

would get the impression that it would have to ])e

an inch or so thick, is there?

A. Yes ; from what I know of sound absorption.

Q. I am reading from this patent now.
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A. Suppose I wanted to build a sound-absorbent

tile and I had Delaney to teach me, do you suppose

I would go and get a metal block and bore the holes

in it and expect to get the same effect from that tile

as I would get from a porous tile ?

Q. He tells you you might do that. What you

would do is try it. A. Does he?

Q. Does he not say at page 1 the following:

''The acoustic blocks may be of various shapes and

sizes and in the form shown in the drawings, com-

prises a shell 1, which may be made of any suitable

material or materials such, for instance, as plaster,

cement, fibrous material, wood, terra cotta or in

some instances, metal"?

A. Yes. That is the shell. But let us take that

in connection with the other statement that the face

is going to be porous. Those statements, we can't

discount those, because they are there.

Q. But he says they should be sound-absorbing?

[547]

A. Should be sound-absorbing.

Q. But you cannot point out in the specification

any place where he says that the surface is neces-

sarily sound-absorbent ?

A. I will grant you that I can't find the word

"necessarily." Is that what you want me to say?

Mr. Mason: I just wanted a yes or no answer.

That is all.

Mr. Mahoney: That is all. Dr. Sabine.

[Endorsed] : Filed May 9, 1939. [548]
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PAUL P. O'BRIEN,

Clerk of the United States Circuit Court of Appeals

for the Ninth Circuit.

In the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for

the Ninth Circuit.

No. 9410.

BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY,
a Delaware corporation,

Appellant,

vs.

COAST INSULATING CORPORATION,
Appellee.

CONCISE STATEMENT OF POINTS UNDER
RULE 19(6) OF THIS COURT.

Notice is hereby given that at the hearing of this

appeal the appellant will rely upon the following

points

:
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Point One

The Court erred in holding that claims 1, 3, 6, 10

and 11 of Norris patent No. 1,726,500 are too broad

and general, in view of the prior developed art

and in applying the doctrine of General Elec. Co.

vs. Wabash Appliance Corp., 304 U. S. 365 and

Swift & Sons, Inc. vs. Coe Mfg. Co., 102 F. ((2d)

391 (Decree Paragraph 8). That the Court was in

error in its holding with respect to these claims

and its confusion of the doctrine of General Elec.

Co. vs. Wabash Appliance Corp. is apparent from

Findings of Fact 13 to 18, inclusive, in which the

Court disposed of the prior art and stated:

''None of the prior art patents or publica-

tions cited disclose"

the combination of the Norris patent.

Point Two
The Court erred in holding that claims 5, 8 and

14, are invalid because they do not exclude a facing

material that has [554] a definite measure of sound

absorption and are, therefore, invalid (Decree para-

graph 9). The Court's error in this instance is based

upon its failure to note that all of the facing ma-

terials disclosed in the patent are materials that

do not have a definite and material measure of

sound absorption and under such conditions the

limitation to a facing of such material should have

been read in these claims in order to sustain them.

i
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Point Three

The Court erred in not limiting claims 5, 8 and

14, to a "non-sound-absorbing" facing in view of

the disclosure of the Norris patent (Pltfs.' Ex. 1,

p. 2, lines 30-46).

Point Four

The Court erred in holding that claims 16, 17

and 23, are not infringed by the fastening means

employed by the defendant (Pltfs.' Ex. 10).

Point Five

The Court erred in limiting claims 16, 17 and

23, to the specific fastening means disclosed in the

patent in suit and not giving these claims the

broader interpretation to which they are entitled.

Point Six

The Court erred in holding that the Norris pat-

ent to be valid must be limited to a facing member

in which the perforations do not exceed 16% of

the total area of the facing (Opinion, p. 5, lines

24-27). In Finding of Fact No. 5 the Court stated

the invention to be in the provision of a perforated

facing having substantial uniformly distributed

openings of such size and so arranged that the sound

absorbing material is substantially [555] concealed

thereby. There was no evidence before the Court

upon which it could rightly conclude that under

all conditions of installation of a sound-absorbing

treatment of this character the upper limit of
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perforated area which would substantially conceal

the sound-absorbing material is 1Q%.

Point Seven

The Court erred in holding that the doctrine

of General Elec. Co. vs. Wabash Appliance Corp.

and Swift & Sons Inc. vs. Coe Mfg. Co., is appli-

cable to the facts in the present case. In those

cases it was held that where the patent specification

fails to disclose the alleged invention the patent

is void. In the present case there is no contention

that the size and arrangement of the openings in

the facing material is not fully disclosed. The en-

tire second column of page 2 and the entire first

column of page 3 is devoted to a disclosure of these

features.

Point Eight

In considering the definiteness of claims 1, 3, 6,

10 and 11, the Court erred in not applying the doc-

trine of this Court in the case of Schull Perforating

Co., Inc. vs. Cavins et al., 94 F. (2d) 357, in which

this Court held that a patentee is entitled to have

the claims of the patent construed with respect to

the drawings and specification.

Point Nine

In holding claims 5, 8 and 14, invalid because

they do not exclude a facing material that has a

definite and material measure of sound absorption,

the Court erred in not following the doctrine of
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the case of Sun Ray Gas Corp. vs. Bellows Claude

Neon, 49 F. (2d) 886 in which it was held that "if

the claims [556] when construed in the light of the

specification and prior art disclose a meritorious in-

vention,—a truly valuable advance step in the art,

—courts will go as far as possible in ui^holding

such claims".

Point Ten

The Court erred in not holding claims 1, 3, 5, 6,

8, 10, 11 and 14, valid and infringed.

Point Eleven

The Court erred in not holding claims 16, 17 and

23, infringed.

Wherefore, appellant prays that the portions of

said decree, from which this appeal is taken, be

reversed with directions to the court below to enter

a decree holding claims 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 14,

16, 17 and 23, of the Xorris patent No. 1,726,500 to

be infringed by ajjpellee and that the cost of this

appeal be awarded to the ai^pellant.

LYON & LYON
R. E. CAUGHEY

811 West Seventh Street,

Los Angeles, California.

DANIEL Y. MAHONEY
165 Broadway,

New York City.

Attorneys for Api^ellant.
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Due service and receipt of a copy of the within

Concise Statement is hereby admitted this 28 day

of December 1939.

COLLINS MASON
Atty. for Appellee

[Endorsed] : Filed Dec. 29, 1939. Paul P. O'Brien,

Clerk. [557]

[Title of Circuit Court of Appeals and Cause.]

STIPULATION FOR DESIGNATION OF
PARTS OF RECORD ON APPEAL UN-
DER RULE 19(6)

The parties hereto, through their respective coun-

sel, hereby stipulate the following designated parts

of the record which they think necessary for the

consideration of the appeal, said parts being parts

of the records, proceedings and evidence contained

in the original certified record transmitted by the

Clerk of the United States District Court for the

Southern District of California, Central Division,

pursuant to the Stipulation and Order entered De-

cember , 1939

:

1. I>ill of Complaint.

2. Defendant's Answers.

3. Plaintiffs' Motion for a Bill of Particulars.

4. Defendant's Bill of Particulars.

5. Defendant's Motion for a Bill of Particu-

lars.
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6. Plaintiffs' Bill of Particulars.

7. Plaintiffs' Further Bill of Particulars.

8. Plaintiffs' Further and Amended Bill of

Particulars.

9. Stipulation re incorporation of plaintiff,

title to patent in suit, and use of uncerti-

fied copies of patents, etc., with Exhibits

thereto. [559]

10. Stipulation dated October 17, 1938 re title

to patent in suit.

11. Decision of District Court dated May 9,

1939.

12. Findings of Fact.

13. Conclusions of Law.

14. Decree.

15. Notice of Appeal.

16. Bond for Costs on Appeal.

17. Stipulation dated November 15, 1939, ex-

tending time to docket appeal.

18. Stipulation dated December 14, 1939, ex-

tending time to docket appeal.

19. Stipulation re transfer of title to patent in

suit to Burgess Battery Company, a Dela-

ware corporation.

20. Stipulation and Order for transmission of

records, ]3roceedings and evidence.

21. Concise Statement of Points on Appeal un-

der Rule 19(6).

22. This Stipulation.
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23. The following designated plaintiffs' Exhib-

its, or portions thereof, to be contained in

Book of Exhibits

:

m i

2

3

4 1

12

18

19

21 to 30, inclusive

50

51. [560]

24. The following designated defendant's Ex-

hibits, or portions thereof, to be contained

in Book of Exhibits:

A
The following patents forming a portion

of Exhibit C

:

Dillon 1,385,741

Mazer 1,172,379

Trader 1,554,180

Mazer 1,483,365

Delaney 1,660,745

British patent 4,843 of 1887

Kelly 612,733

Rapp 640,809

Hall 1,387,391;

D
E
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F
G
H
I

X
DD.

25. The following parts of the original re-

porter's transcrij^t of the evidence and

proceedings at the trial transmitted to this

Court

:

Page 13, lines 10 to 26, inclusive.

Page 14, line 4, to page 17, line 14, inclusive.

Page 18, line 8, to pa.^e 36, line 12, inclusive.

Page 36, line 25, to page 37, line 21, inclusive.

Page 38, line 16, to page 40, line 8, inclusive.

[561]

Page 40, line 19, to page 42, line 18, inclusive.

Page 43, line 7, to page 53, line 4, inclusive.

Page 54, line 19, to page 57, line 1, inclusive.

Page 63, line 1, to page 66, line 2, inclusive.

Page 67, line 2, to page 119, line 26, inclusive.

Page 121, line 1, to page 123, line 13, inclusive.

Page 123, line 20, to page 127, line 8, inclusive.

Page 128, line 10, to page 135, line 4, inclusive.

Page 135, line 18, to page 150, line 12, inclusive.

Page 150, line 26, to page 163, line 5, inclusive.

Page 164, lines 4 to 6, inclusive.

Page 165, line 10, to page 178, line 1, inclusive.

Page 179, line 26, to page 224, line 2, inclusive.
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Page 225,

Page 234,

Page 236,

Page 236,

Page 237,

Page 239,

Page 256,

line

Page 256,

the

Page 258,

Page 259,

Page 266,

Page 285,

Page 286,

Page 287,

Page 292,

Page 294,

Page 299,

Page 301,

Page 302,

tlie

Page 304,

Page 305,

Page 307,

Pase

Page

line 5.

line 7, to page 236, line 15, inclusive.

lines 17 to 18, inclusive.

line 25.

lines 4 to 8, inclusive.

line 1, to page 256, line 8, inclusive.

line 10, beginning at word "but" to

11, inclusive.

line 16, to page 258, to and including

word '^ boards" in line 16.

lines 23 to 24, inclusive.

line 6, to page 261, line 7, inclusive.

line 5, to page 285, line 22, inclusive.

lines 24 to 25, inclusive.

line 3, to page 287, line 1, inclusive.

line 17, to page 291, line 6, inclusive.

line 2, to page 293, line 3, inclusive.

line 9, to page 295, line 12, inclusive.

line ], to page 300, line 21, inclusive.

[562]

line 4, to page 302, line 7, inclusive.

line 12, to page 303, to and including

word "tile" in line 21.

line 1, to page 305, line 17, inclusive.

line 25, to page 306, line 14, inclusive.

line 4, to page 310, to and including

the word "patent", first occurrence, in

line 17.

310, line 17, beginning with the word

"are" to page 311, line 15, inclusive.

312, line 8, to page 370, line 15, inclusive.
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Page 374, line 6, to page 383, line 23, inclusive.

Page 392, line 22, to page 393, line 7, inclusive.

Page 393, line 14, to page 421, line 5, inclusive.

Page 422, line 20, to i)age 430, line 4, inclusive.

Page 431, line 6, to page 436, line 23, inclusive.

Page 438, line 1, to page 439, to and including

the word "Smith" in line 9.

Page 439, line 22, to page 440, line 9, inclusive.

Page 440, line 14, to page 464, line 9, inclusive.

Page 464, line 26, to page 465, line 9, inclusive.

26. The following narrative statement in lieu

of printing plaintiffs ' Exhibit 48

:

[Note: Narrative statement of Plaintiff's

Exhibit No. 48 referred to is here omitted

as same appears later in the Book of Ex-

hibits as Plaintiffs' Exhibit 48.] [563]

27. The following plaintiffs' physical Exhibits

now in the possession of the Clerk of this

Court

:

5 to 11, inclusive

13

14

15

20

31 to 44, inclusive.

28. The following defendant's physical Exhib-

its now in the possession of the Clerk of

this Court:

B
J to V, inclusive.

EE.
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The Clerk of this Court shall include in the print-

ed record on appeal all of the items specified herein,

or the portions thereof, except items 27 and 28, and

shall prepare thirty [564] (30) volumes of the

Book of Exhibits to include plaintiffs' and defend-

ant's documentary Exhibits designated in items 23

and 24, or portions thereof to be designated in any

subsequent Stipulation between the parties.
^ 2

LYON & LYON
DANIEL V. MAHONEY
E. E. CAUGHEY

Attorneys for Appellant.

JULIUS V. PATROSSO
COLLINS MASON

Attorneys for Appellee.

[Endorsed]: Filed Dec. 29, 1939. Paul P.

O'Brien, Clerk. [565]
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[Title of Circuit Court of Appeals and Cause.]

STIPULATION FOR PRINTING ONLY
PORTION OF PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 21

It is stipulated by and between Appellant Burgess

Battery Company and Appellee Coast Insulating

Corporation, through their respective attorneys, that

only Pages 10, 11, 12 and 13, of plaintiff's Exhibit

21, designated in item 23 of the Stipulation hereto-

fore entered into and entitled ^'Stipulation for Des-

ignation of Parts of Record on Appeal Under Rule

19(6) ", shall be printed in the Book of Exhibits.

Dated: This 1st day of February, 1940.

LYON & LYON
R. E. CAUGHEY
DANIEL V. MAHONEY

Attorneys for Appellant

JULIUS V. PATROSSO
COLLINS MASON

Attorney for Appellee




